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"MATI" 

Recent advances in the Internet and the World Wide 
Web have made access to various databases and data re-
sources much easier. A result of this is that there is novv 
more research interesi in hovv to efficiently support coop
erative work over the Web. The purpose of the Ist Inter
national Symposium on Database, Web and Cooperative 
Systems (DWACOS'99), August 3-4, Baden-baden, Ger-
many, was to provide a forum for exchanging research 
resuits on database systems, web data management, and 
cooperative systems. Due to DWACOS'99's great suc-
cess, a new conference series for the 2Ist century, Inter
national Conferences on Web Information Systems Engi-
neering (WISE), has been developed, and its first confer
ence WISE'2000 wil] be held in Hong Kong in June 19-20, 
2000 (http://vvww.cs.cityu.edu.hk/ vvise2000). 

This special issue contains 10 high quality papers which 
are published in the proceeding based on the referees' rec-
ommendations. They are extensively revised papers that 
appeared in DWACOS'99 proceedings. The papers have 
been selected in two steps. Firstly, 25 papers were cho-
sen from 57 submissions to the DWACOS'99 Symposium. 
Secondly, 10 papers were selected for including their ex-
tended versions in this Special Issue. 

The 10 papers are divided into 5 categories: the first 
2 papers address Web-based database support for distance 
education and for cooperative work. Papers 3-5 cover dis-
tributed and cooperative database processing as well as par-
allel processing in object-oriented databases. Papers 6 -7 
discuss query formulation and information retrieval. Pa
pers 8-9 address electronic commerce and security issues, 
and the last paper discusses the design of a digital library. 

Kambayashi et al presented a Distance Education Sys-

tem vvhich ušes action vievv and action history vievv. When 
combining video vvith action history vievv, it can realise 
high level functions for retrieving arbitrary portion of video 
data. Yun presented an effective architecturefor Web-based 
teamvvork automation support and its corresponding mech-
anisms for visual process modelling for teamvvork man-
agers and process enactment for team members in an asyn-
chronous and synchronous manner. The prototype has been 
implemented in Java with an object-oriented and/or rela-
tional database as data repository. 

Akiyama et al proposed a dynamic database migration 
approach, vvhich detects the information access skew and 
relocates the database over the Internet based on the skevv 
information. The effectiveness has been shown by means 
of the comparison vvith the conventional fixed database 
method. Liu et al developed a cooperative database sys-
tem called Ozgateway for integrating heterogeneous ex-
isting information systems into an interoperable environ-
ment. It has provided a gateway for legacy information 
systems migration. Sasaki et al proposed a performance 
improvement on Thakore's algorithm for parallel process
ing in object-oriented databases. They modified the algo
rithm by introducing the speculative execution technique 
and adopting dynamic task scheduling in assignment be-
tvveen a class and a processing node. The evaluation has 
been conducted to show the effectiveness. 

Fomichov introduced a new theoretical framework, the 
Universal Resources and Agents Framework (URAF), 
for electronic commerce and for developing a more 
semantically-structured Web. It is based on his original ap
proach to formalizing conceptual structures of complicated 
natural language texts. Chang et al have developed a new 
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Nvatermarking method, the threshold vvatermarking method 
(TW) for copyright protection of two color bitmaps. TW 
extracts characteristic values from the bit map first and then 
generates some information to protect the copyright of this 
bitmap. The robustness of this method has been shown 
through expei"imental vvork. 

Oussalah and Seriai developed a framework for facili-
tating query formulation in a multi-user environment. A 
model is developed to store the qLiery formulation skills, 
and these skills are made available to help users to formu-
late new queries. The users of a given business can cooper-
ate transparently through their queries to design databases 
specific to their business. Kobayashi et al address the sim-
ilarity issues in intelligent information retrieval systems. 
They proposed a new measure of word similarity based on 
the normalised information content of concepts in seman-
tic netvvorks. The experimental work shovvs that their new 
measure can achieve higher word similarity than other ex-
isting ones. 

Baptista and Kemp address the design of a spatiotempo-
ral digital library. They discussed the main requirements 
and issues involved in spatiotemporal digital libraries and 
proposed a hierarchical metamodel based on four layers of 
abstraction. 

Finally we would like to express our gratitude to the au-
thors and referees for their valuable time spent in prepar-
ing and reviewing the papers, and to the Contacting Editor, 
Prof Matjaž Gams, for fruitful cooperation. 
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Action vie\vs and action lTistory views are promising tool far CSCV/ (Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work) with security and privacy constraints. If vve combine video witli action history sequence, higb-level 
fiinctions far retrieving arbitrary portion of video data can be realized. How to use such functions for 
distance education is discussed in tliis paper. Four major topics are (1) recording functions for lecture, 
(2) retrieval functions for arbitrary portions of lecture video, (3) on-line quiz functions, and (4) discussion 
support for students. 

1 Introduction 

Due to the recent progress of data compression technology 
and rapid reduction of storage cost, it is rather easy to store 
various kinds of data in low cost. Until recently, data in 
the real world is selected before storage and stored in spe-
cific form due to the storage iimitation. In near future it 
is expected to store everything first and selection is made 
during usage of data. The method gives great flexibility for 
data usage, but how to find required portions vvill become 
serious problems. We have been developing methods to 
store video data \vith various kinds of auxiliary data syn-
chronously, so that required portions can be retrieved eas-
ily [6]. For sequenceof operations performed by auser, we 
have defined Action View and Action History Vievv, vvhich 
vvill define a proper subset of operations in the operation se-
quence [7]. A user can observe only necessary operations 
together with corresponding part of video (if required), by 
such kind of vievvs. 

The functions are especially useful for users vvorking 
cooperatively yet in different time. Usually systems for 
CSCW (Computer-Supported Cooperative Work) foUovv 
the WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See) principle; 
the users share the identical display contents [2]. For many 
applications such a work mode is undesirable, especially 
for security/privacy reason. Depending on a user, the con
tents s/he can see may be different. Private email cannot be 
read by others. Thus it is necessary to restrict data to be dis-
piayed. Action vievv is defined for such a purpose. If action 
sequence is recorded, vve can use the sequence later. Ac
tion history vievv can extract proper sequences from such a 
sequence. 

In this paper vve vvill discuss hovv these mechanisms are 
used for distance education systems [5]. We have devel-

oped prototypes for reuse of hypermedia usage, and lecture. 
Extended usage vvill be discussed in this paper. 

2 Action Vievvs and Action History 
Views 

In this section, basic concepts on action vievvs and action 
history vievvs are summarized. 

2.1 Action Views 
For cooperation among distributed users, usually WYSI-
W1S principle is assumed and avvareness tools are used. 
Under the WYSIWIS principle, ali the users share the same 
contents, and using avvareness tools, they can knovv other 
status Information each other. 

Hovvever a user sometimes vvants to hide ovvn Informa
tion from others for privacy/security reasons, so in such 
čase, WYS1WIS principle is not adequate. Action Views 
are extended avvareness under non-WYSIWlS environ-
ments. If user A vvorks for two projects a and /3, and user 
B vvorks only for project a, then the display contents and 
operations of user A vvhich is related to project /3 should be 
hidden form user B. Note that action vievv is defined for not 
only data objects but also methods applied to them. 

For displaying objects there are the follovving facilities. 

- Selection of objects to be displayed 
Users can make objects hidden from others, because 
of security/privacy. 

- Partial information about objects to be displayed 
Users can modify information about objects and shovv 
them to other users. A manager does not need to see 
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the aH the details of \vork of people \vorking for him, 
but he requires to know such work in abstract way. 

For methods to displaying objects, there are the foilovv-
ing facilities. 

- Hiding methods to hidden objects 
If partial information of an object is dispiayed, ab
stract motion of method application can be shovvn. 

- Restrictions on applying methods to displayed ob
jects 
For example, some users can change the contents, 
while other users can onIy read the contents. 

Finally, methods to display objects can be changed for 
preference of users. Shape of icons, color of windovvs, 
character size can be changed as far as some constraints 
are maintained. 

Moreover, methods to display objects vviil be determined 
by characteristics of display monitors such as resolution 
and thenumberof colors. Low resolution vvill requireover-
lapping of objects. 

Note that even if we use only different display methods, 
it win violate the WYSIWIS principle. 

2.2 Action HHStory Views 

If operation sequence of one user is recorded, thus that 
record are called Action History and the function to see 
a part of such sequence is called Action History Views. 

Action History consists of a sequence of events related 
to particular objects (users). Moreover, those events consist 
of messages sent to objects and methods triggered by mes-
sages. Thus Action History has the follovving components. 

Id an object identifier of an object, a receiver of a mes-
sage; 

M the message having the object identifier as the parame
ter; 

Aoid it represents attribute values of objects before the 
method determined by the message is executed; 

Aneui it represents attribute values of objects after the 
method is executed; 

I user's input vvhich triggered the operation; 

T user's tirne when the execution of the method is finished; 

S a name of a user who triggered the operation; 

Action History Views are introduced to search and ac-
cess parts of Action Histories, and the result of such oper-
ations consists of 

- Action Views for each snapshot of Action History 

- Snapshot sequence as parts of Action History 

Let a history h = < hi,h2,...,hk > be a sequence of 
snapshots hi. The user can replay the vvhole history, or 
only such its snapshots that satisfy a given condition; in 
such cases the order of displayed snapshots is preserved. 
The user can replay from arbitrary point, example /i = < 
h-i.h-i, •••, hk > , and also can replay skipping some point, 
example < /i3,/i5,/i9 > . Moreover, the user can select 
one point snapshot and compare other point snapshot. 

Besides such selection functions, another important 
function of Action History View is change of replay time 
based on priority. Some important sequences can be played 
in short time. 

3 Distance Ednicatioini System 
-VIEW Classroom-

In this section, we explain "VIEW Classroom" as one of 
the example applications using Action Views and Action 
History Views. VIEW Classroom is a distance education 
system that we have been developing. 

3.1 Outline of VIEW Classroom 

Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual image of VIEW Class
room. In VIEW Classroom teachers and students are sup-
pose to be in distributed location and individually have per-
sonal computers connected via Internet. Using computers, 
they attend a virtual classroom through netvvork. By CCD 
cameras and microphones, teachers and students commu-
nicate each other in VIEW Classroom. Besides online par
ticipation of the class, offline (after-class) participation is 
realized by Action History Vievvs. 

K .^^^JL::!!} 

TeacherA A Študent B 

Studani C 

Figure I: Concept ofVIEW Classroom 

Basically, teachers conduct classes the follovving using-
facilities. 

- Hyper Media-based Texts and Hyper Media 
Brovvsers 

file:///vork
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In VIEW Classroom, texts are Hyper Media-based. 
Teachers and students see the texts using hyper me
dla broNvsers. 

- Notes 
Teachers prepare notes before lectures and students 
can make notes of lectures. They select which others 
can see their notes or not. 

- Pointers and Markers 
Because of attracting attentions, teachers use pointers 
and markers on hyper media brovvsers. Movements of 
teachers' pointers and markers are broadcasted in re-
altime. Students can use, too, hovvever movements of 
their pointers and markers are broadcasted only vvhen 
teachers' allovvance are given. 

3.2 Recording Functions of VIEW 
Classroom 

In VIEW Classroom, class activities are recorded in 
database as Action History. One of the serious problems 
for using multimedia data is how to find a portion corre-
sponding to a user's request. Aithough automatic scene 
analysis and speech recognition are very popular among 
researchers, it is stili not easy to form reliable index in rea-
sonable amount of time. So vve approach the way coop-
erative vvorks are recorded not only by videos but al so by 
action histories, and realize flexible search functions using 
action histories. First we describe recording functions of 
'VIEW Classroom. 

Examples of recorded activities are 

- Teachers' video and audio 

- Movements of teachers' pointer and marker 

- Transition of Text Pages 

These activities are recorded using time-stamps because 
of synchronization. 

Table 1 shovvs example of Action History in VIEW 
Classroom. Video and Audio are recorded with timestamps 
automatically, so other actions are recorded as Action His-
tory. Teacher Taro explains the slide \vhose identifier SI 
using marker. Marker is activated by mouse_buttonl_down 
at 09:10:11, Taro writes on the slide SI by dragging 
the mouse to the point x: 200 y: 456 at 09:10:12, 
x: 254 y: 456 at 09:10:13. Marker is deactivated by 
mouse_buttonI_release at 09:10:14. 

3.3 Flexible Search Functions of VIEW 
Classroom 

In this section, we vvill discuss flexible search functions for 
recorded action histories and videos. Figure 2 shovvs search 
functions user interface of VIEW Classroom. In VIEW 
Classroom users can search by follovving Information. 

- Time 
Users can replay videos from arbitrary point by us
ing Fast Forvvard button and Revvind button of the text 
brovvser. 

- Slide Texts 
Users can search slides by searching texts in slides. 
Slides that contain search keywords are replayed in 
order of slide id. 

- Notes Tcxts 
Teachers sometimes edit on notes and open such notes 
to students. Texts in such notes can be object to 
search. Users can search not only public notes but 
also private notes of one. 

- Movement of Marlier 
Teachers and students can use markers and vvrite on 
slides directly. Users can find slides that are much 
vvritten on by searching action histories of markers. 

- Structures of Slides 
Structures of slides are search object, too. Users can 
search slides that contain pictures, movies, links or 
items. 

- Slides List and Timetable 
VIEW Classroom has slides list that shovvs slides used 
in classes, and timetable that shovvs vvhen and vvhat 
operations are happen. Using slides list, users can re-
play arbitrary slide. Using timetable, users can knovv 
how many time each slides are used for explaining. 

- Use of Facilities 
Not only teachers but also students use several func
tions. For example, users can specify the video loca-
tion vvhen students are talking. 

3.4 Example Usage of Search Functions 
In this section, we describe example usage of search func
tions. By thinking several scenarios, users can realize ad-
vanced searches. 

(1) Time required for explaining each slide 
Time used for explaining each slide reflects that 

- The slide is important. 

- The slide is difficult to understand. 

In the latter čase, either the explanation of the teacher 
is long or there are a lot of questions from the students. 
In both cases, the slide seems to be important if the time 
for explanation is long. Users can find such slides by us
ing timetable. Timetable shovvs vvhen a class is started and 
finished, and each of slides are changed. One possible ex-
ception is that the teacher taiks about something else not 
related to the topic of the slide. To find such cases, vve have 
coffee icon and vvhenever the teacher vvants talk on some
thing else s/he has to select the icon. The icon vvill be put 

file:///vhose
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Lid 

Ll 
Ll 
Ll 
Ll 
Ll 
Ll 

Sid 

51 
51 
51 
51 
51 
52 

•^Ct/iame 

Taro 
Taro 
Taro 
Taro 
Taro 
Taro 

Table 1: 

-^^''time 
09 : 10 : 11 
09 : 10 : 12 
09 : 10 : 13 
09 : 10 : 14 
09 : 15 : 20 
09 : 22 : 30 

ExaiTiple of Aclion Histoiy 

•^^^type 

M ouse_buttonl_doiun 
Mousejinove 
Mousejrnove 
M ousejbuttonljrelease 
Next_slide 
Mous e_button2_down 

X 

123 
200 
254 
254 

456 

y 
456 
456 
456 
456 

100 

slide _id 

52 

on the slide so tiiat a študent can retrieve slides with coffee 
icon. 

(2) Movement of marker and editing sliared notes 
If there is a lot of writing on a slide and much editing 

public notes, we can assume that the slide is important. For 
teachers, the purpose of using marker and editing public 
notes is 

- To explain in detail 

- To discuss on the topic not in the slide 

- To correct mistakes 

As important concepts will be shovvn by underlines, a 
slide with many underlines may be also important. Such 
extracted words can be used to identify the characteristics 
of the slide. Such slides can be found by searching move
ment of marker or public notes. 

While for students, the purpose of using marker and edit
ing private notes is 

- To shovv the places vvhere s/he thinks important 

- To add explanation since s/he does not know the de-
tails 

Basically students' actions are private and cannot be 
searched. The location of one student's marking and the 
contents of private note should not be knovvn and cannot 
be searched by teachers and other students. Hovvever they 
can search and know abstract Information of such activi-
ties. Slide id of one student's marking and the amount of 
editing private notes can be searched and known by teach
ers and other students. By searching such abstract students 
Information, teachers can find 

- Which slides is lack of explanation. 

- What topics students have interests in. 

While, by searching abstract other students Information, 
a študent can find 

1. Which there is oversightor not. 

2. Other students' trend 

Searching not on!y detail Information but also abstract 
information is useful for users, hovvever users must pay at-
tentions to privacy problems. 

4 Omi-Liee Qiiiz Fimctnoes And 
Actioim Historj Views 

4.1 On-line quiz functions 

In education, interactions among the teacher and students 
are very important. In distance education, however, they 
are limited because of spatial dispersion among the teacher 
and students. Interaction support for distance education 
system is essential. In conventional distance education sys-
tems, only communication from the teacher to students is 
regarded as important. In education, hovvever, communica
tion from the students to teacher or among students is very 
important, too. In this section, vve vvill discuss the former. 
In interaction from students to the teacher, most important 
point for the teacher is to knovv the level of understanding 
of the students. The teacher can use this information to im-
prove the contents of the lecture and to improve teaching 
methods. There are the follovving methods to find študent 
progress. 

(a) Examine the contents of notebooks of students. 

(b) Ask questions to (randomly selected) students. 

(c) By defining buttons for "easy", "understand", "dif-
ficult", "not understandable" and at each point, the 
teacher asks to select the buttons. The resulting statis-
tics is shovvn in the display of the teacher. 

(d) Give quiz or examination to students at appropriate 
check points. 

Since (a) may violate the privacy of the students and (b) 
is time-consuming, we have implemented (c) and (d). We 
vvill discuss (d), on-line quiz function here. Figure 3 is an 
example of on-line quiz. Giving on-line quiz in the lecture 
and seeing its results, the teacher can knovv students' level 
of understanding objectively. 

4.2 The process of on-lioe quiz 

For the teacher, the process of on-line quiz consists of the 
follovving four steps. 

(1) Prepare problems before class. 
The teacher prepares problems of on-line quiz based 
on his educational strategy before class. 
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Figure 2: User Inlerface of V1EW Classroom 

jig -iTimj «s(E) Kv'^1 ."lomtiš; •*T'Vi AS\-£\ 
name : aokada 

f°l 1 : Explain v^h/ o+her sy t̂em can have an unanticipated effects. 
sensor 

\SQ, : Explain why specifying a system to be used b)' emergency services. 

r°l3 : SuggesI how the software s/stems used in a car. 

f°]4 : Describe a different types of functional components. 

r°l5 : \vhat, are ttie arguments for and against considering s/stem? 

Send Cancel 

Figure 3: On-line Quiz Function 

(2) Give a quiz in the lecture. 
The teacher gives quiz prepared before the class to stu
dents at appropriate points of the lecture. On-hne real 
tirne generation of problems is possible as well, by 
teaching a part of texts. 

(3) Analyze the results of on-line quiz. 
It is difficult for the teacher to know students' level 
of understanding by only seeing students' ansvvers 

roughly. To know students' understanding level more 
preciously and deeply, the teacher ana]yzes various 
data obtained during quiz, not only answers. 

(4) Guide students. 
The teacher guides students based on the results of 
analysis. Through this step, students can understand 
contents of the lecture. 

From a viewpoint of interactions among the teacher 
and students, (3) is very important. The teacher knows 
students' level of understanding through the step of (3). 
Therefore \ve put more emphasis on (3) in our develop-
ment. We discuss hov/ to utilize Action View and Action 
History Vievv mechanisms for this function in the follow-
ings. 

4.3 Actions for analysis of on-line quiz 

The on-line quiz system equips the function of analyzing 
results of on-line quiz to support the teacher. This function 
ušes the mechanisms of Action View and Action History 
View. One of features of on-line quiz is collection and an-
alyzing of data using the network and database. These data 
are saved in the database as Actions, and our system can 
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generale various Views from these data for the teacher. The 
on-line quiz system collects the following Actions together 
with tirne required to perform these actions. 

- To solve one problem. 

- The order of solving the problems. 

- The process of changing answers. 

4.4 Action Vievvs for on-line quiz 
The Action Views are used as follovvs. 

- The situation of students in the quiz 
The teacher can see the situation of students in real-
time, such as what problem a študent is thinking, time 
required for a študent to ansvver a problem. For exam-
ple, the teacher can give a hint to students if they have 
been trying to solve a problem for a long time. 

- The results of quiz of students in real-time 
The teacher can see the students' ansvvers and their 
exam results in real-time. Such Information hejps the 
teacher to improve the contents of the lecture dynam-
ically. Although these are various kinds of vievvs, 
one possible view is to shovv the dependency struc-
tureof the problems. Figure 4 shows an example. The 
progress of študent un-derstanding is shown as a pro
cess through the vertices. This View can show the re
sults in various forms. One example of this view is 
shown in Figure 4. This example presents students 
progression of understandings. 

,̂ " ^, 
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Figure 4: The Dependcncy Structure among Problems 

4.5 Action History Vievvs for on-line quiz 
The Action History Views are used as foliovvs. 

- Time series of the studenfs action 
Such Views shovv time series of actions of the študent 
to on-line quiz. The target actions are 

- To give an ansvver to a problem (and vvhether it 
is right) 

- To cancel an ansvver 

This vievv shovvs above actions in the style of tvvo-
dimensionai graph (Figure 5). The x-axis presents 
time and the y-axis presents the number of problem. 
The sequence of a studenfs action is presented as a 
line graph. The apices present actions of the študent. 
From this Vievv, the teacher can knovv the action se-
quence of the študent to on-line quiz vvith Information 
of time. To analyze this, the teacher can get various 
knovvledge about the študent, such as the problems 
difficult for the študent or vveak points of the študent. 

Time 
10:00 

V Conect ansvvei" 
Q IncoiTect ansvver 

1 2 3 4 Problem 

Figure 5: The Vievv of Time Series of the studenl's action 

- The grovvth of students' understanding 
The teacher can knovv the grovvth of students' under
standing. For example, if quiz, consists of the same 
or similar problems is given repeatedly, the grovvth of 
results shovvs the grovvth of students' understanding. 
In other čase, time required to ansvver becomes to be 
short, it seems that the level of students' understand
ing grovvs. Knovving this, the teacher can revievv his 
lecture objectiveiy. 

5 Support of Discussions among 
Students 

Although in the real classrooms interaction among students 
are believed to be important, conventional distance educa-
tion systems do not support such interactions. In this sec-
lion vve vvill discuss a system vvhich mainly supports in
teraction among students. It can be used in the follovving 
situations. 

1. During the lecture, the students can discuss on the 
topic being taught. 

2. Using the previous lecture history vievvs, students are 
studying (synchronous self-study). 
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3. After the class students vvill study some part of lecture 
again and they may ask questions to tiie friends which 
may cause discussion among students (asynchronous 
self-study). 

There are the follovving differences between our systeiTi 
and conventional chat systems. 

1. The teacher can observe the contents of discussion by 
the Hst of words used in the chat. 

2. The teacher can control the discussion by interrupting 
it or by stopping it. 

3. The rights given to the teacher can be different from 
the rights given to the students. 

4. To analyze discussions useful functions including ac
tion history vievvs are reahzed. 

We have designed a discussion mechanism among stu
dents and teachers. 

5.1 Interaction among students 
The foiloNving system supports discussions among the stu
dents and teachers. Lecture notes or materiais given by 
teachers are shown in the opinion screen (Figure 6), and 
students can discuss on the topic shown. 

2. The receivers know the arrival of an opinion by the 
topic screen (Figure 7). 

3. The receivers seiect the discussion which they want 
to join, write opinion on the opinion-send screen di-
rect]y and send opinions (text and writing data on the 
screen). 
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Figure 7: Topic Screen 
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Figure 6: Opinion Screen 

Discussion 
In order to join existing discussion the foliowing steps 

are performed. 

1. By the double ciick of the icon of the topic screen, the 
discussion tree is displayed (Figure 8. 

2. They seiect the discussion which they want to join, 
write opinions on the opinion screen directly and send 
opinions (text and vvriting data on the screen). 

There are many examples of known methods using text-
base communication mechanisms such as chat. They are 
not sufficient means for communication because text-base 
discussion is limited in its expressive povver. Our system is 
different in the follovving points. 

J. Teachers can limit discussions of stu-dents. 

2. There is a function to search discussion history from a 
database. 

New discussion 
In order to start a new discussion, the following steps are 

taken. 

1. A študent vvrites an opinion on the opinion screen 
(Figure 6) directly and sends an opinion to selected 
people. The opinion consists of text and vvriting data 
on the screen. 

5.2 Use of Action Vievvs 
In our system action vievvs are utilized as foUovvs. 

- Situation of discussions and students who are in 
discussion 
Teachers can knovv who are in discussion. Students 
vvho frequently participate in discussions may make 
idle talks or actively tackie discussions. On the other 
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Figure 8: Discussion Tree Scieen 

hand students who don't participate in discussions 
may not be interested in the topic. If a lot of students 
are participating in the discussion, the teacher should 
participate in it. The system show not oniy activities 
of students but also relations among students. Stu
dents who participate in the same discussions or simi
iar discussions are located closeiy (Figure 9). The dis
tance betvveen študent A and študent B is determined 
by the number of the same discussions or simiiar dis
cussions vvhich A and B join together. The simiiar-
ity between discussion A and discussion B is defined 
by the keywords used in the discussion. The system 
shows teachers and students situation of discussions 
and relations among discussions, too. A discussion is 
defined as a circle. If more students participate in dis
cussion, the circle of the discussion becomes bigger. 
Circles of vvhich discussions are simiiar each other are 
closely placed possibly with overlap. 

Topics of discussions 
It is required to knovv what kinds of topics are dis-
cussed. It can be realized by taking keywords from 
sentences used in the discussion. If the topic is not 
reiated to the contents of the lecture note or the ma
terials given by teachers, the teacher can order these 
students to stop the discussion. 

Identification of positions where discussion is re
iated 
The position of the teaching material vvhere the dis
cussion is reiated may shovv the topics that students 
cannot understand or they are interested in. The sys-
tem shovvs teachers the position in the lecture note or 
materials given by teachers vvhere discussions are re
iated. The positions are marked. If there are a lot of 

Figure 9: Situation of Students 

marks, the plače should be examined. 

- Status of students 
To observe status of students in abstract way, we can 
use an imaginary classroom. The seat of each študent 
is fixed and the seat shovvs the status of the študent. 
For example, a študent is vvriting something on his/her 
notebook, the seat is shovvn by red. The seats of the 
students in the same discussion group are colored by 
the identical color. 

5.3 Use of Action History Views 
Action history vievvs are used as foliovv. 

- Students' participation 
It is required to knovv vvho frequently participate in 
discussions. Such information may be used for evalu-
ation. 

- Important topics 
Teachers require repeated topics and topics discussed 
for long tirne. Such discussion should be analyzed in 
detail. 

- Parts where a lot of students participate 
When the lecture is replayed, the part vvhere a lot 
of students participate in discussion may be impor
tant portion. The amount of opinions and keywords 
change as time goes. This change from the start to 
the end is shovvn. (Figure 10) This graph consists of 
tvvo parameters. One is the number of opinions in aH 
discussions. The other is keywords and the number of 
opinions in the selected discussion. 

6 Concluding Remarks 
In this paper, vve describe Action Vievvs, Action History 
Vievvs and their application to distance education system 
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"VIEW Classroom". The prototype was developed using 
SGI vvorlcstations. Currently, we are deveioping second 
version of VIEW Classroom using Windows. In the future, 
there are two directions for VIEW Classroom. 

1. First is to support real-time distance Iecture on Inter
net. The on-line quiz function, the discussion func-
tion and the other functions using Action View mech-
anisms are used. Using on-line quiz function, the 
teacher can guide students in various methods, such 
as group guidance according to their understanding 
found by the results of quiz. Using the discussion 
function, the teacher can change the Iecture as the sit-
uation of students in discussions. 

2. Second direction is to support distance education us
ing digital Iecture library. We think that the digital iec
ture library is one of the digital libraries and museums 
and keeps Iecture records using Action History Vievv 
mechanisms. Users who vvant to learn something en
ter this library, and study by themseives reviewing iec
ture records, editing those records and communicating 
each other. Digital Iecture library is thought to be one 
of the most reasonable systems supporting life-long 
learning. 
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Given the exposure of the Internet and the Web, there is u significant impact on Web-based cooperative 
teamwork support whicb can be beneficial to many teamwork managers nnd normal team members wbo 
may be eitber computing or non-computing professionals. In this paper, we focus on our research into a 
more effective architecture for Web-based team\vork automation support und its conesponding innovative 
mechanisms for various perspectives including visuai process modelUng for teamwork managers and pro-
cess enactment for team members in an asynchronous and synchronous manner Our research prototype is 
implemented in Java and the data repository used can be an object-oriented or relational database. 

1 Introduction 

Teamwork is a key feature in any vvorkplace organisa-
tion. In this computing era, a process/project is usually 
carried out by a cooperating team who may be physi-
cally dispersed by using various (softvvare) tools. Systems 
for computer-mediated teamvvork, groupvvare, \vorkflow or 
CSCW (computer-supported cooperative work) offer vari
ous automatic support mechanisms for team cooperation to 
improveproductivity. Generally speaking, a process is nor-
mally composedof tasks which arepartially ordered(Feiler 
& Humphrey 1993). How to manage these tasks is the 
key issue for completion of the entire process. With soft
vvare support, team members are coordinated by a system 
vvhich is clearly more effective than being managed manu-
ally by a human being. In addition, team members may, for 
example, reside in Asia-Pacific, Europe and North Amer
ica. With about 8-hour tirne differences among locations, a 
24 hour a day vvorking mode can be potentially facilitated 
(Gorton & Motwani 1996). 

Nowadays, there is a growing interesi in supporting co
operative vvork over the Internet (or Intranet) and the Web. 
The emergence and \vide-spread adoption of the Web of-
fers a great deal of potential for the developmentof collab-
orative technologies as an enabling infrastructure (Oreizy 
& Kaiser 1997). In addition, the Java programming lan-
guage, vvhich has the capabiiities of delivering applets over 
the Web as vvell as the slogan of "vvrite once and run any-
vvhere", i.e. platform independence, has encouraged us to 
prototype our vvork in Java and based on the Web environ-
ment. In this čase, no particular softvvare needs to be in-
stalled for team members regarding teamvvork coordination 
since Java applets can be dovvnioaded on the fly and then 
run directly. Furthermore, using combination of Web/Java 

seems better than using Web/CGI (common gatev\'ay in-
terface) (Evans & Rogers 1997) in terms of performance 
and control/data granularity. Therefore, vve have treated 
the Web and Java as an excellent, if not ideal, vehicle to 
prototype our teamvvork support mechanisms in a global 
distributed environment. 

In this paper, vve start vvith related vvork and then vve fo
cus on major issues involved in teamvvork support. The 
topics vve cover in this paper for supporting Web-based 
global teamvvork include a dedicated architecture, visuai 
teamvvork modelling, enactment in an asynchronous fash-
ion, vvhich are enhanced by process evolution and dynamic 
resource management, as vvell as synchronous collabora-
tion. Finally, the conclusions are dravvn and the future di-
rections are pointed out. 

2 Related work 
In a Web-based environment, there exist quite a fevv sys-
tems for teamvvork support. The prototype developed by 
Scacchi and Noll (Scacchi & Noll 1997) takes an approach 
of using HTML forms and associated CGI scripts for pro
cess support. The vvorkflovv system investigated by Groiss 
and Eder (Groiss & Eder 1997) is based on using the stan
dard email and HTTP to process Information sent as HTML 
pages. Both of them are coarse-grained compared to the 
Web/Java approach. BSCW (Bentley et. al. 1995) is a 
Web-based system to primarily support a shared vvorkplace 
in an asynchronous manner. The vvork implemented in Java 
by Ly (Ly 1997) is mainly for project management. In 
Serendipity-II, Grundy et. al. use a decentralised archi
tecture for process modelling and enactment (Grundy et. 
al. 1998). In general, on one hand, most (process-centred) 
teamvvork environments including vvorkflovv systems focus 
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Figure 1: Architecture for supporting teamwork proccsses 

on coordination support among partially ordered individ-
ual activities. On the other hand, most CSCW systems fo-
cus on collaboration support among the team members for 
some individual activities in the process. 

Research into teamwork process support has been car-
ried out for more than a decade and many fruitful outcomes 
have been achieved. Hovvever, there are stili many open is-
sues to be solved in the long run (Ambriola et. al. 1997, 
Fuggetta & Ghezzi 1994, Sheth 1997). Our vvork is unique 
as follows. Firstly, we have proposed an effective semi-
centralised multi-tiered client-server architecture for team-
work support as explained in detail in this paper. Second!y, 
we have covered most inter-related areas to better reflect 
real world teamwork such as Web-based visualised global 
teamvvork for asynchronous coordination with strong sup
port of process evolution, resource management, and syn-
chronous collaboration. Finally, we have offered many in-
novative mechanisms for teamvvork support as addressed in 
individual sections in this paper when appropriate. 

3 Teamwork support architecture 

There exist various system architectures that support team-
work such as centralised and decentralised. We have cho-
sen the semi-centralised multi-tiered client-server architec
ture for Web-based teamvvork process support as depicted 
in Figure 1 (Yang 1998). This architecture includes (1) 
clients as front-ends using local Web servers and tools, (2) 
centralised servers with tools, and (3) supporting tools such 
as databases and file systems as back-ends. The advantages 
of this kind of architecture are addressed belovv. 

The centralised server site plays the role of manag-
ing the teamwork processes (or projects) based on a pro
cess engine, and provides some centralised tools such as 
synchronous cooperative editors. This kind of central-
isation can reduce the teamvvork coordination inconsis-
tency in a Web-based environment dramatically. The pro
cess information that resulted from modelling is stored 
in the database repository. Please note that the database 
repository is a general concept which can include various 
databases such as relational and object-oriented databases. 
During process enactment, information such as documents 

can be stored locally at the client sites or at the server site 
and accessed by team members based on the Web support 
vvhich implies that information can be distributed rather 
than only centralised. This architecture also offers the flex-
ibility of supporting teamwork in an offline (mobile) mode 
in additions to the normal online mode. Basically, for pro
cess coordination, at the client site, only an appropriate 
Web browser is required and no other software needs to be 
installed since Web pages and Java applets can be down-
loaded on-the-fly. Certainly, local tools can stili be used 
for carrying out tasks. 

For data repository, we have experimented vvith two 
types of databases (Yang et. al. 1999b): the Ora
cle relational database and the ObjectStore object-oriented 
database. The experiment results are in favour of deploy-
ing an object-oriented database to support process-centred 
teamwork. With a Java interface, such as that in Object
Store, we only need to handle objects in Java directly with-
out concern for mapping betvveen the objects in Java and 
tables in the (Oracle) relational database. In fact, it is more 
natural to carry out a process in the object-oriented manner 
vvhich is another important reason why we are in favour of 
using an object-oriented database as data repository. 

4 Supporting teamwork modelling 

Over the last decade, process modelling, such as the rule 
based paradigm, has been investigated intensively vvhich is 
assessed comprehensively in (Ambriola et. al. 1997). We 
vievv the teamwork process very much as a reactive system. 
Reactive systems are characterised as ovving much of their 
complexity to the intricate nature of reactions to discrete 
occurrences and the common notion imposed is the reac
tive behaviour (Harel et. al. 1990). Extending (Harel et. 
al. 1990, Zhou & Eide 1998), we use the reactive system 
concepts to model three layers of teamvvork process coor
dination control. At the bottom, the policy layer for making 
decisions relies on the middie mechanism layer for sensing 
and actuating application objects, vvhich are at the top ap-
plication layer. With this paradigm, if a top layer policy 
is changed, it may have no impact on related middie layer 
mechanisms and vice versa. We illustrate next that hovv 
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the reactive system paradigm can effectively coordinate the 
process. 

As indicated earlier that a process is composed of par-
tially ordered tasks. In the norma! sense, the partial order-
ing implies that a task should and can only start (including 
bypass etc.) when ali its previous tasks (i.e. the AND con-
dition) have been completeIy finished (i.e. 100% comple-
tion rate). Hovvever, in rea]ity, it may not be the čase. For 
example, a task may start when one of the two previous 
tasks is finished (i.e. the OR condition). As another ex-
ample, a task may aiso start when the previous tasks reach 
a certain threshoJd, say a 80% completion rate. Certainly, 
there couid be other (complex) conditions for invoking the 
execution of a task. In other words, the coordination should 
be able to be supported by some fine-grained policies in-
stead of the very coarse-grained ones in most, if not ali, 
existing process modelling paradigms. With our innova-
tive reactive system paradigm, for example, if the decision 
making condition based on two sensors was "AND" and is 
novv "OR", and even the values for the sensor thresholds are 
changed, the sensors can stili be used without any changes 
required, i.e. the mechanism layer can remain unchanged. 
These features offer the flexibility most other paradigms 
lack. Due to the space limit, readers are referred to (Chen 
et. al. 1999) for the details of our reactive system paradigm 
for process coordination. 

Modelling of a teamwork process using a computer mod
elling ianguage is a time consuming and difficult task. 
Given the exposure of graphical user interfaces oriented 
environments, it is novv expected that modelling support 
provided should be a visual editing system (Gruhn & Ur-
bainczyk 1998). However, many teamwork support envi
ronments do not offer this critical feature. There is no doubt 
that visual modelling would provide a quicker, easier and 
less-time consuming process modelling support regardless 
\vhether it is used by computing or non-computing profes-
sionals. 

Figure 2 depicts the main layout of the Java applet for vi
sual process modelling (Yang & Wojcieszak 1999a]. This 
layout of the interface features grids that form rows and 
columns. The numbers represented at the bottom of the 
grids are in fact the hours, days, months or years depend-
ing on the "mode" selected. The horizontal scrollbar is 
used to scroil over the next consecutive rows of hours, days, 
months or years. The vertical scrollbar allovvs for parallel 
tasks vvithin the process. The idea behind the scrollbars is 
to ensure that process modelling is not limited in any way 
in order to provide a full view of the process which is not 
restricted by the time or size constraints. 

The teamwork manager can model the process visually 
by creating new tasks. The oval shaped objects located in 
between the grids are the process tasks themselves vvhich 
can be JabeJied and linked to specify ordering and so forth. 
The "zoom" button permits the manager to zoom in or out 
of the interface. This allows for the manager to concen-
trate on the lower-level details of the process to "divide 
and conquer". When facilitating the system, for example, 
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Figure 2: The main layoul for teamvvork process modelling 

if the manager clicks on the button that handles the start-
ing/ending dates and other artefacts for a particular task, 
Information of the selected dates and the other artefacts 
\vill be mapped onto a database object and stored Vk'ithin 
the database. Similarly if the manager decides to link two 
tasks, the ordering information in the database will be up-
dated accordingly. 

5 Supporting teamwork enactment 

After a process is modelled by the teamwork manager, it is 
ready to launch the process for teamwork coordination. For 
teamwork coordination in our environment, once the pro
cess is started, the most essential facility is that each team 
member is provided \vith a dynamic up-to-date to-do list. 
For example, as depicted in Figure 3, the "integration" task 
is on the to-do list for that particular person. There are prac-
tically two basic strategies for the to-do list notification: ac-
tive and passive, which are aH used. The active notification 
strategy is to send emails via JavaMail to appropriate team 
members to notify them of the new tasks. The passive way 
is to get the to-do lists refreshed on demand by team mem
bers. We note that the layout of the process in Figure 3 is 
slightly different to that in Figure 2 because vve are testing 
different visual presentations to see vvhich one is more user 
friendly. With notification, there could be other informa
tion to be passed on such as instructions/messages for the 
vvork to be done and sensitive indicators for deadlines. In 
general, team members normally do not rely much on the 
centralised server because they mainly vvork locally on the 
client side to carry out the tasks assigned. This creates the 
opportunity for us to explore teamvvork support in an of-
fline (mobile) mode, such as vvorking at home, in addition 
to the normal online mode. 

Team members can use local tools, or tools available 
in the online teamvvork environment, to carry out tasks. 
Sometimes, tools can and need to be specified in the pro
cess. For instance, some tasks may involve several team 
members cooperating at the same time, hence a centralised 
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Figure 3: Process coordination usei' interface 

Web-based cooperative editing tool as described in the next 
section may be better automaticaliy invoked to aliovv team 
members to use it as a shared vvorkspace. Even some local 
tools such as a single-user editor for individuai team mem
bers can also be indicated to enable automatic tool invo-
cation. From the information/data exchange point of view, 
data can be stored either locaIly or at the server side, which 
can then be easily accessed across the Internet vvith some 
simple and extensible standards, such as HTTP, based on 
the Web support. The richness of data/object types, such 
as muitimedia, can also be achieved. To manage data ex-
change in a teamvvork process, most data types such as doc-
uments are specified during the process modelling. In addi-
tion, messages from team members during process enact-
ment can be recorded and forwarded to other team mem
bers for fine-tuning effective data exchange. 

When a certain task is finished or a value of the sensor 
based on team member's input is changed, a notification is 
sent to notify the process support environment at the server 
side. The process engine (a daemon) of the environment 
will utilise the decision making policy to generate nevv to-
do lists for ali affected team members. For a team member 
vvorking in a team environment, it is very useful to have a 
globa! view of the process in a visualised fashion in order 
to create a better teamwork atmosphere as shovvn in Figure 
3. This is important from the psychological point of view 
when a person works in a computer-mediated teamvvork 
environment. Different colours are used for the status of 
each task to indicate vvhether the task is enacted, enacting 
or unenacted vvhich are completed, currently ongoing and 
not yet invoked respectively. The global view of the process 
is adjusted automaticaily whenever the status of any task is 
changed. 

6 Supporting synchronous 
teamwork 

Process coordination as described in the preceding section 
has involved various mechanisms for supporting shared 
workspaces in an asynchronous manner. It is common that 
most teamwork activities are undertaken by team mem
bers individuaily. That means that most tasks are carried 
out asynchronously, but interdependent, i.e. the outcome 

of a task of one team member is often the input to the 
tasks of other team members. However, some tasks are 
shared, i.e. they involve team members working together 
synchronously to complete the activity such as cooperative 
editing and brain storming. For example, the integration 
activity in Figure 3 of the previous section may involve al-
lovving t\vo team members to edit synchronously in order to 
merge two separate parts of the document into one single 
piece. 

Real-time distributed cooperative editing systems aliovv 
physically dispersed people to view and edit shared docu-
ments at the same time. They are very useful facilities in 
the rapidly expanding area of groupvvare and CSCW appli-
cations. Research into cooperative editors has been a pop-
ular topic in the CSCW community since the mid-80s and 
many papers have been published in various CSCW related 
conference proceedings and journals (Ressel et. al. 1996, 
Sun et. al. 1998). 

The goal of our Web-based REDUCE (REal-time Dis
tributed Unconstrained Cooperative Editing) research has 
been to investigate the principles and techniques underly-
ing the construction of the REDUCE system vvith the fol-
lovving features (Yang et. al. 2000): (I) real-time - the 
response to local user actions should be quick (vvithout 
noticeable delay) and the latency for remote user actions 
should be lovv; (2) distributed - cooperating users may re-
side on different machines connected by the Internet; and 
(3) unconstrained - multiple users may concun"ently and 
freely edit any part of the document at any time, in order 
to facilitate free and natural Information flovv among coop
erating users. Our novel underlying technology for main-
taining consistency across different sites for unconstrained 
real-time cooperative editing is very complicated. This has 
been comprehensively investigated by us in a text editing 
context (Sun et. al. 1998). In this section, we only il-
lustrate the functionality of the REDUCE prototype vvhich 
can be easily integrated vvith our teamwork process envi
ronment in order to provide a shared vvorkspace for syn-
chronous collaboration among team members. 

The screen snapshot in Figure 4 depicts a synchronous 
cooperation in action, again as a Java applet. The graphics 
canvas at the bottom plays the role of a vvhiteboard vvhich 
enables team members to dravv free style graphical objects, 
select and draw pre-defined shapes vvith optional fillings, or 
input text strings. The text editing panel on the top allovvs 
team members to edit the document cooperatively vvithout 
any constrains, i.e. edit at any position of the text at any 
time. 

7 Supporting process evolution and 
resource management 

Teamvvork processes are dynamic entities that need to 
evolve to take into account changes in technology, in the 
goals and requirements of the organisation, in the market 
plače, and customers needs. Teamvvork is often difficult 
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Figure 4: Coopeiative editing supportcd by a whiteboard 

tO be planned completely in advance. On many occasions, 
process evolution or change on the fly is vei"y critical to 
the usability of the process-centred environments for team-
vvork because it is directly related to teamwork modeliing 
and enactment as vve addressed earlier. Some interesting 
\vork has been done such as (Kaba & Derniame 1996) and 
we have investigated this issue intensively (Yang & Zhang 
1997b). In general, process evolution may be requested for 
any process tasks. When a change is requested, depending 
on its status (enacted, enacting, unenacted), corresponding 
actions need to be taken to accommodate the change appro-
priately. 

Based on the process repository using a database system, 
vve illustrate our effective process evolution mechanism by 
an examp]e. For instance, at the cunent tirne, if some er-
ror is detected which is rooted to task A, it is necessary 
to roll back to the start point of task A to un-do and then 
re-execute/re-do it in the new context. To enable correct 
rollback, it is necessary to maintain a process write-log 
to keep track of what has been done. In addition, task A 
may have some impact on the follow-on tasks. For those 
following-on enacted and enacting tasks, depending on the 
circumstances, if they are affected by task A or in another 
word, dependent upon task A, they need to be rolled back 
and re-executed. However, vve can re-use unaffected tasks 
in order to achieve incrementality because roll-back and re-
execution are expensive, especially vvhen human resources 
are involved. To support such an incremental behaviour, 
it is essential to carry out a dependency analysis for each 
task. Clearly it is unnecessary to worry about unenacted 
tasks vvhich will be executed based on the up-to-date pro
cess context eventually. Therefore, the change of unen
acted tasks can be directly carried out individually. 

Resource management is another important issue for 
teamvvork modeliing and enactment, given the nature of 
global teamwork in vvhich resources inciuding team mem-

bers, documents, and hardvvare/software are so dynamic. 
To better facilitate management of resources in an auto-
matic or semi-automatic fashion, vve have proposed to use a 
trader vvhich can handle dynamic resource attributes effec-
tively (Yang & Ni 1997a). Our mechanism is based on the 
follovving reasonable assumptions: 1) there is a dynamic 
resource pool vvhich includes aH types of resources; 2) ali 
resources have registered vvith a trader, i.e., exported to the 
trader as service offers; and 3) there are a number of sys-
tem tools from vvhich the dynamic attribute values can be 
obtained. 

Given the space limit of the paper, vve only address our 
mechanism briefly. In Sections 3 and 5, vve mentioned the 
process engine vvhich is the core part of a process-centred 
environment to coordinate and manage the process exe-
cution. For example, normally the process engine inputs 
a teamvvork process description and allocates required re
sources to tasks according to the executing order defined in 
the task description. After completion of a task, the process 
engine releases the resources, resets any changed resource 
status, and then starts the next task(s). The process engine 
interacts vvith the trader to find available resources, i.e., im-
porting. It is also responsible for updating the information 
held in the trader, for instance, modifying or vvithdravving 
a service offer. 

8 Conclusions and future work 

In this paper, vve have described an effective semi-
centralised multi-tiered architecture for Web-based global 
teamvvork support and indicated some of our prototypical 
\vork for carrying out a teamvvork process in a computer-
mediated automatic fashion. The issues involved include 
visualised teamvvork modeliing and enactement for asyn-
chronous coordination vvith dynamic process evolution and 
resource management, as vvell as for synchronous collabo-
ration. In this paper, vve have also illustrated correspond
ing innovative mechanisms to implement the proposed ef
fective architecture for teamvvork support. With the fine-
grained Web/Java approach, vve can dramatically reduce 
the costs and delays associated vvith distributed informa
tion; provide up-to-date (Internet-based cooperation) soft-
vvare tools vvithout local installation; and offer a simple, ex-
tensibleand standard (platform-independent) environment. 

In the future, vve need to further improve Web-based vi
sualised teamvvork support mechanisms and the reactive 
system paradigm as the underlying technology. We also 
need to further evaluate our cunent outcomes so as to im
prove the architecture adopted. For the teamvvork support 
environment in general, many things can be investigated 
such as better mobility, interoperability, security and tool 
integration. 

file:///vork
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Due to the recent development ofnetwork technologies, broader chnnnd bandwidth is becoming available 
everywlieye in tiie worId-wide networks. Based on tliis fact, vve have proposed a new technology that makes 
good use ofsuch broad bandwidth by dynamically relocating the databases through networks, which we 
call database migration. In the method proposed previously, it was assumed that vve know the seguence of 
accesses to the system, this is used for database relocation. However, in order to use database migration 
in a practical environment, it is necessary to detect tlie access skew. In this paper, we propose a database 
relocation method which detects access skew from the access Information. Moreover, vve examine the 
effectiveness ofthe proposed method by comparing it with the conventional database-fixed method. 

1 Introduction 

Due to the recent development of netvvork technologies 
including fiber optic cables and svvitching technologies, 
very high-speed data transmission in the order of giga-
bits/second is becoming available. The revolution in broad
band netvvorks affects the design of database management 
systems. The most important issue for performance im-
provement of a network-wide database system is hovv to 
use the netvvork bandvvidth effectively. This is contrary 
to conventional systems where minimization of the vol-
ume of data transmitted in (narrowband) networks has been 
considered as the primary factor for performance improve-
ment. 

Here, the question is, hovv vve can make efficient use of 
the bandvvidth available in broadband netvvorks? A feasible 
ansvver is to make databases migrate from one site to an-
other site through netvvorks, vvhich vve call DB-migration. 
DB-migration can be performed quickly in broadband net
vvorks. For example, if the available bandvvidth is one giga-
bit/second, a database vvhich is 100 megabytes in size can 
be transferred only in 8.0 x 10~^ seconds. Therefore, the 
dynamic relocation of databases employing DB-migration 
can be practically used for several purposes such as trans
action processing. 

In the conventional distributed database environment, 
each database is fixed at a paiticular site and a typical 
database operation is performed through several operation 
recjuest messages. Let us refer to such a fixed-database 
method as the fixed-processing method. On the other hand, 
if vve use DB-migration, there is no need for exchanging 
messages since the transaction initiation site can have the 
necessary remote databases migrate to the site. Let us refer 

to such a method based on DB-migration as the migration-
processing method. 

Based on the idea mentioned above, vve have pro
posed transaction processing methods,' vvhich take ad-
vantage of DB-migration in broadband networks(Hara et 
al.,1998a). The proposed methods choose the most effi
cient of the fixed-processing method and the rhigration-
processing method. We have performed simuiation study 
and confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed meth
ods. Furthermore, vve have proposed a distributed database 
management system based on these methods(Hara et al., 
1998b). 

Hovvever, the proposed methods only give an outline of 
thesystem functionality, the methods in (Hara et al., 1998a) 
were based on some unrealistic assumptions such as that 
the access pattern of the future transactions is known. In 
a practical environment, the access pattern of the future 
transactions is hardly ever knovvn. Thus, in order to use 
database migration in a practical environment, it is neces-
sary to detect the access skew. In this paper, we propose a 
method vvhich detects the access skevv by using the access 
infonnation. Here, the access Information means the In
formation of the successive transactions vvhich were most 
recently finished. Furthermore, vve examine the proposed 
method by simuiation experiments. 

2 Previous methods 

The methods proposed in (Hara et al., 1998a) are the 
simple method and the log-statistics method, vvhich adap-
tively choose either the fixed-processing method or the 
migration-processing method. In this section, vve explain 
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the outlines of these two methods and then describe their 
problems. 

2.1 Simple method 

In the simple method, first, the communication tirne of 
the fixed-processing method and the migration-processing 
method are estimated. Then, the method which gives the 
shortest communication tirne is chosen for executing the 
transaction. 

2.2 Log-statistics method 

Although the simple method chooses the most efficient 
method to process a transaction, this choice may be in-
efficient in the long run. For example, even if the fixed-
processing method is estimated to be efficient for process-
ing a single transaction; it is considered to be more effi
cient to use the migration-processing method at the begin-
ning of transaction processing if the transaction initiation 
site continuously initiates transactions which use the same 
databases. In contrast, even if the migration-processing 
method is chosen, it is considered more efficient to employ 
the fixed-processing method if the databases involved in the 
transaction wi!l be used continuously by the site where the 
databases currently reside. 

The above consideration led us to propose the log-
statistics method, where the following tvvo points were con
sidered: 

- Each database should reside in the site \vhich ušes the 
database most frequently (the most recent use of the 
database should be given high priority vvhen deciding 
its location). 

- If it is knovvn that a site Sj ušes the database D j con-
tinuously, the priority of 5/ to have D j should be in-
creased. 

The log-statistics method chooses the processing method 
based on both (i) the communication time, estimated in the 
same way as in the simple method and (ii) the transaction 
access pattern given by using the continuous-use declara-
tion. This is associated with a database vvhen the trans
action initiation site ušes the database continuousiy in the 
next transaction. 

2.3 Problems of the previous methods 

When we use these methods in a practical environment, we 
are facing the follovving problems: 

- In the simple method and the log-statistics method, the 
processing method is chosen at the beginning of the 
transaction. However, in a practical system, queries 
included in a transaction cannot be completely knovvn 
apriori because the transaction may include some con-
ditional branches. Therefore, it is difficult to estimate 

the communication time of ali queries in the transac
tion at the beginning of the transaction. 

- In the log-statistics method, the continuous-use dec-
laration is associated with a database vvhen the trans
action initiation site ušes the database continuously in 
the next transaction. Hovvever, it is usually unknovvn 
vvhether the next transaction ušes the same database or 
not. 

Ovving to these problems, both methods vvork vvell only 
when the access pattern of the transaction is knovvn in ad-
vance. Furthermore, in these methods, ali databases in
volved in a transaction migrate to the transaction initiation 
site vvhen the migration-processing method is chosen. This 
may cause an inefficient migration, i.e., a migration of a 
database which is rarely used by the transaction initiation 
site. 

3 Access skew detection method 

In this section, to resolve the problems described in section 
2.3, vve propose a database relocation method, vvhich we 
call the access skew detection (ASD) method. This method 
chooses the processing method using the access informa
tion of the most recently committed transactions. More-
over, this method decides the migration of each database 
individually, thus avoiding inefficient migrations. 

In the ASD method, access information is prepared for 
each database and recorded at the site vvhich holds the 
database. If access skevv is detected from the access in
formation, the system expects that future successive trans
actions vvill be initiated at the same site, and makes the 
database migrate to the site. When a database migrates to 
the other site, its access information is also transferred. In 
the follovving, vve describe the detail of the access informa
tion and its maintenance process. 

3.1 Record of access information 

In this subsection, vve describe how to record the access in
formation, vvhich vvill be used to detect access skevv. The 
access information is recorded for each database. The at-
tributes of the access information are as follovvs: 

S: the site that initiates the most recent transaction. 

PA', the total number of pages accessed by the successive 
transactions. 

Q: the total number of queries included in the successive 
transactions. 

At the end of the currently processing transaction, the 
information of the current transaction is compared vvith the 
access information vvhich is recorded for each database in
volved in the current transaction. If S in the access infor
mation is equal to the transaction initiation site, the number 
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of pages accessed by the current transaction is added to PA 
and the number of queries included in the transaction is 
added to Q. If S in the access information is not the trans
action initiation site, we replace the oid access information 
with the information of current transaction as new access 
information. 

3.2 Decision of DB-migration 
Similar to the previous methods in (Hara et al., 1998a), at 
the beginning of a transaction, it is decided whether DB-
migration is performed or not. While, in the previous meth
ods, ali databases involved in the transaction migrate to the 
transaction initiation site vvhen the migration-processing 
method is chosen, in this method, the migration of each 
database is decided individually. This enables the system 
to perform effective migrations vvhen the access patterns of 
databases are different each other. 

The decision of DB-migration is executed in the fol-
lovving two steps. Here, these steps are applied to each 
database which is involved in the current transaction and 
does not reside in the transaction initiation site. 

(1) In the čase that the current transaction is initiated from 
the same site which is recorded in the access informa
tion as S, we estimate the communication time of the 
previous successive transactions from S. The estima-
tion is done both using the fixed-processing method 
(Tfix) and the migration-processing method (TOB), 
respectively. 

Here, T/jj; and T^B are estimated as in the following 
equations: 

Tfr. = PA • DT + 2Q • DP 

TDB = PDB • DT + 2,Dp 

PA • the number of pages accessed by the 
successive transactions (the attribute 
in the access information). 

PDB '• the number of pages composing 
the target database. 

Dr • the delay for sending a page out to 
the network (transmission delay). 

Dp : the delay for transferring data to the 
remote site (propagation delay). 

The first term of Tji^ formulates the transmission 
delay of request/reply messages for processing the 
queries and the second term formulates the propaga
tion delay of the messages. The first term and sec
ond term of TJDB formulate the transmission delay 
and the propagation delay of the migration-processing 
method, respectively. Here, the migration-processing 

method includes three data transmissions; (i) the re-
quest message transmission, (ii) the database trans
mission, and (iii) the completion notification message 
transmission. The second term is dominant in Tfi^, 
and the first term is dominant in TOB-

(2) If Tfix is larger than TDB, the target database migrates 
to the transaction initiation site. This indicates that 
when the total communication time of the previous 
successive transactions which were initiated from the 
same site becomes shorter by processing them using 
the migration-processing method, it is concluded that 
there exists an access skew and further transactions 
will be initiated from the same site. Thus it is decided 
to perform the migration of the database. 

4 Evaluation 
In this section, \ve present simulation results regarding 
the performance evaluation of the proposed ASD method. 
We compare the ASD method with the conventional fixed-
processing method and the migration-processing method. 
We use the queueing model in the simulation experiments. 
The effectiveness of applying the queueing model to the 
analysis of the distributed database is described in (Jenq et 
al., 1988) and (Sheikh et al., 1997). 

4.1 Simulation environment 
We compare the average response time of the three meth
ods. During DB-migration, we can concurrently access the 
database using the concurrency control method proposed 
in (Hara et al., 1998a). Since the cost of managing ac
cess information is small, we neglect the cost in the simu
lation experiments. The cost of the completion notification 
of DB-migration is calculated as the broadcasting cost in 
the netvvork. For the purpose of simplicity, vve set the cost 
equal to the point-to-point communication cost. 

No\v, vve explain the three methods which vve compare 
in the simulation experiments. 

MIG: The method where ali transactions are processed 
using the migration-processing method. At the be
ginning of a transaction, ali databases involved in the 
transaction migrate to the transaction initiation site. 

FIX: The conventional method that ali transactions are 
processed using the fixed-processing method. 

ASD: The proposed ASD method that adaptively chooses 
either the fixed-processing method or the migration-
processing method. 

Since the methods proposed in (Hara et al., 1998a) as-
sume that the access pattern of transactions is knovvn in ad-
vance vvhich is different from the assumption set in this pa-
per, vve do not compare the ASD method vvith those meth
ods. 
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When a target database resides in a remote site, it is 
assumed tiiat only subqueries, \vhicli access the targe( 
database are sent to the site where the database exists. 
In the simulation experiments, we assume the inaiii inein-
ory database (DeWitt et al., 1984), (Garcia-Molina et al., 
1984), (Hara et al., 1997). A read operation only accesses 
main memory and a write operation accesses a main mem-
ory and a disk for recording an update log. The number of 
sites is fixed to 3 since the performanceof the ASD method 
does not depend on it. For the same reason, the number of 
databases is set to 1. We define the unit of I/O as a page, 
and 1 page is equal to 8192 bytes. The size of the databases 
is shown in Table 1. 

The access patterns of transactions are represented b> 
parameters in Table 1. Clients in each site initiate transac
tions at the arrival interval based on the exponential distri-
bution. The average arrival interval is changed in a specific 
period to create the access skevv. Since the intensive ac-
cessing site is determined randomly when the interval is 
changed, the total number of accesses from each site be-
comes almost the same in the long run. Therefore, the 
performance of FIX does not depend on the location ol 
the database. In this simulation, the initial location of the 
database is fixed in every method. The arrival interval ratic 
represents the ratio of the arrival interval from the intensive 
accessing site and the other sites. The access page ratic 
is the ratio of the pages accessed by a query and the total 
pages in the database. The number of pages accessed ir 
each query is selected randomly from 1 to a specific num
ber. A write operation is initiated every 3 transactions. The 
access page ratio of a vvrite operation is fixed to 1/50. 

4.2 Experiments and results 

The relation betvveen the bandwidth and the average re
sponse time of each method is shown in Fig. 1. The 
size of the database is set to 100 Mbytes (12220 pages). 
Since the response time of MIG at lOMbps is very large 
(about 58 sec), it is omitted in Fig. 1. From these simu
lation results, ASD gives good performance for any band-
width. When the value of the bandvvidth is set to more 
than lOOMbps, ASD gives the best performance. Un-
der narrow bandvvidth, even if transactions are succes-
sively initiated, since DB-migration takes long time, the 
migration-processing method is never chosen. Therefore, 
ASD and FIX give almost the same performance. Hovv-
ever, the average response time of ASD is slightly larger 
than that of FIX because extreme successive transactions 
which are incidently initiated, cause an inefficient choice 
of the migration-processing method and degrades the per
formance. When the bandvvidth is larger than 600 Mbps, 
MIG gives better performance than FIX. 

The relation betvveen the size of the database and the av
erage response time of each method is shown in Fig. 2. 
The bandvvidth is set to 400 Mbps (164 ^,sec/page). In 
this simulation experiment, ASD also gives good perfor
mance for any database size. When the size of the database 
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is very small, the time for DB-migration becomes almost 
the same as the time for transmitting request/reply of a 
query. Therefore, MIG, in vvhich the database al\vays mi-
grates, gives better performance than ASD. When the size 
of the database is large, MIG gives vvorse performance than 
FIX: Although we omit the results vvhere the size is larger 
than 150 Mbytes, vvhen the size of the database becomes 
about 300 Mbytes, the response time of F1X becomes al
most the same as that of ASD. This is because ASD never 
chooses the migration-processing method vvhen the size of 
the database is very large. 

These results shovv that the ASD method enables the sys-
tem to choose the method vvhich has the shorter response 
time betvveen FIX and MIG. Hovvever, the ASD method 
could not minimize communication delays vvhen succes
sive transactions are initiated concurrently from different 
sites accessing the same database, since the ASD method 
could only detect successive transactions from a single site. 
Therefore, some extensions should be considered to our 
proposed method in order to deal vvith concurrent accesses 
from different sites. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a database relocation 
method vvhich adaptively decides vvhether to perform DB-
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Parameters 
number of sites 
number of databases 
sizeof thedatabase 
bandvvidth 

(transmission delay (DT)) 
propagation delay (Dp) 

memory access speed 
disk access speed 
average arrivaj interval 

period to change the arriving interval 
arrival interval ratio 
number ofqueries in a transaction 
access page ratio 

Values 
3 
1 
611 ~ 1831J pages(5~ 150 
1G~ lOMbps 

(66 ~ 6554 /isec/page) 
200 msec 
10 nsec/page 
30 msec/page 
20 sec (intensive access) 
120 sec (normal access) 
400 sec 
6 
1 ~ 2 0 
1/20 

Mbytes) 

Table 1: Parameters for the expcnincnts 

migration or not by using the access information of transac-
tions. We have also evaluated the effectiveness of the pro
posed ASD method by simulation experirnents. The sim-
ulation results shovv that the proposed method enables the 
system to perform effective DB-migrations even if the ac
cess pattern of the transactions is unknovvn. 

As partof ourfuture vvork, vveareplanning to implement 
our proposed method on the existing system and evaluate it 
in various aspects. Furthermore, we are planning to extend 
our proposed method to deal \vith concurrent accesses from 
different sites. 
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OzGateway is a cooperative database system designed far integrating Iteterogeneous existing information 
systems into an interoperable environment. It also aims to provide a gateway for legacy information system 
migration. T/i/s paper summarises ttie problems and results of multidatabase transaction management 
researcli. In supportingglobal updates in OzGate\vay in an evolutionary way, we introduce a classification 
of multidatabase transactions and discuss ttie problems in each cntegory. The architecture of OzGateway 
and the design ofthe global transaction manager and servers are presented. 

1 IntrodUCtion ing different models at different locations, a user can access 
information as if he/she is using a single centralised DBMS 

Data management technology has been evolving rapidly. at the multidatabase level. Major issues in current mul-
While modern database management systems (DBMSs) tidatabase research include schema integration and global 
and client-server based distributed computing environ- transaction management [Hurson et al., 1994]. 
ments are available now, most large organisations are stili OzGateway is a cooperative database system which aims 
using out of fashion technologies (e.g., COBOL, pre- to provide solutions for integrating heterogeneous existing 
relational DBMSs) and mainframe computers to man- information systems into an interoperable environment. It 
age their data. It is currently a high priority task to also aims to be a gateway system for legacy information 
find methodology of integrating existing information sys- system migration. In this paper, we discuss global update 
tems to meet the application requirements in an inter- support in OzGateway. Weknowthat supporting global up-
operable environment, and the vvays for making legacy date in multidatabases is very difficult. However, in many 
information systems (ISs) reusable by converting them multidatabase applications there are no global constraints 
into target ISs which use new database technologies at aH, since each site was developedindependently and may 
[Brodie and Stonebraker, 1995]. v»'ish to remain independent. Because of this, we introduce 

A multidatabase system (MDBS) is a software interface a classification of multidatabase transactions and discuss 
to provide users uniform access to multiple, heterogeneous the problems for each catagory of transactions. 
database systems. The component systems of an MDBS The rest of the paper is organised as fo]lows: In section 
may include DBMSs of different designs and models, and 2, problems and results in current multidatabase transaction 
possibly some file systems. In spite of different and possi- management are summarised. The classification of multi-
bly redundant and conflicting representations of objects us- database transactions is introduced in Section 3. In section 

mailto:chengfei.liu@unisa.edu.au
mailto:zxf@csee.uq.edu.au
mailto:cao@usq.edu.au
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4, the architecture of OzGateway and a preliminary design 
of the GTM and servers are presented. Section 5 concludes 
the paper. 

2 Multidatabase Transaction 
Management 

In an MDBS, global transactions are executed under the 
control of the MDBS, and at the same tirne local transac
tions are executed under the control of the local DBMSs. 
Each local DBMS may employ a different transaction man-
agement scheme (or even no transaction management at 
aH). In addition, each local DBMS has complete control 
over ali transactions (both global and local) executing at 
that site, including the ability to abort any transaction at 
any point at its site. Typically, no design or internal DBMS 
structure changes are allowed in order to accommodate the 
MDBS. Furthermore, the local DBMSs may not be aware 
of each other and, as a consequence, cannot coordinate 
their actions. These issues make the transaction manage
ment in MDBS very difficult. 

A local DBMS offers a set of operations, which can be 
classified into two classes: one deals with transaction op
erations (such as transactionjbegin, transaction_end, 
abort, commit, prepare_to_cornm,it), another 
deals with transaction status Information (such as 
get_wait_for_graph, get_serialization_order and 
get_transaction_status). In general, a local DBMS 
does not export its wait_for graph or serialisation 
order when participating the MDBS. If a local DBMS 
only allows a database user (the MDBS transaction 
manager is nothing more than a local DBMS user to 
the LDBMS) to submit a transaction as a vvhole (i.e., 
from transactionjaegin to commit), the MDBS has no 
control as to when it is executed. 

In multidatabase transaction management three prob-
lems remain to guarantee [Breitbart et al., 1992]: global 
serialisability, atomiclty of global transactions, and 
deadlock-free executlons of global transactions. The pres-
ence of local transactions could make a serial execution 
of global transactions not satisfy global serialisability as 
some possible invisible relationship among global trans
actions could be introduced by local transactions. Global 
serialisability can be achieved by forcing otherwise in
visible conflicts by letting transaction Ti write some ob-
jects on site s and letting T2 read these objects if Ti pro-
ceeds T2 (denoted as Ti -> T2) in the global serialisabil-
ity graph and site s is involved in the execution of both 
transactions [Georgakopolouset al., 1991]. Many other 
methods have also been proposed for global serialisabil-
ity: strongly serialisable scheduling [Alonso et al., 1987] 
given ali local systems use the basic timestamping order, 
serialisation-point [Pu, 1988] (e.g., the first operation in 
the timestamping scheme, the first lock release in 2PL, the 
last operation commit in strongly recoverable scheduling 
[Breitbart et al., 1991]), scheduling based on rigorous local 

DBMSs [Breitbart et al., 1991], e - serialisabilitij, two 
level serialisability [Mehrotraet al., 1991], etc. 

Atomicity of global transactions is difficult to support as 
a local DBMS does not have any obligation to the global 
transaction execution coordinated by the GTM, i.e., it does 
not usually export the prepare_to_commit operation, it 
can abort its local branch of a global transaction unilater-
ally at any tirne before commit, therefore the 2PC protocol 
can not be used. A server, when the local DBMS does not 
support the prepare_to_commit operation, can be used to 
participate in the global 2PC protocol on behalf of the local 
system. When a server votes to commit a global transaction 
but the LDBMS aborts the global subtransaction, the server 
has to redo or retry the global subtransaction. Another 
approach is the Compensate approach, which allovvs the 
GTM to semantically undo any committed global subtrans-
actions. 

Similarly, deadlock-free executions of global transac
tions are hard as the GTM cannot access the wait_for 
graph for local transactions. Based on communication or-
dering and time-out, an approximation global wait_for 
graph is used by the GTM to detect ali deadlocks but also 
some false deadlocks. 

Ali the above methods may result in poor performance 
or bring in some restrictions in use. It is very difficult, if 
not impossible, to give satisfactory solutions to these global 
transaction management problems without sacrificing local 
autonomy. 

3 A Classification of Transactions 

There are two types of transactions in an MDBS; global 
and local transactions. The fundamental distinction is by 
the data they access. A data item is global if it can be seen 
at the global leve! (i.e., that data item has been exported by 
the local system and been imported by the global system); 
otherwise it is local. A transaction is local to an LDBMS 
if it ušes local data only, or ušes local data and global data 
exported from the local system. A transaction is global if 
it ušes only global data. Note that it is not a valid multi
database transaction if it access a mixture of local data and 
global data from other local systems. The MDBS is not 
aware of any local transactions, but a local transaction can 
use global data which is exported from the local system. 
This is where most problems of multidatabase transaction 
management arise from. 

From our discussion in the above section, one can see 
that it is very hard for the GTM to support global up-
dates if local sites do not provide at their interface level 
sufficient transaction control commands or internal trans
action status Information. Most global transaction man
agement solutions are based some assumptions about local 
systems. If any of the local sites cannot meet the require-
ment, the global transaction management has to sacrifice 
performance to use a less efficient method to compromise 
with that local system. Given that a multidatabase system 
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consists of a large number component systems, vvhich may 
join or vvithdravv from the multidatabase system on their 
own merits, an MDBMS may have to always be based on 
the \veakest assumption about local systems. This leads to 
poor performance. 

Another problem of global update comes from schema 
integration. A multidatabase relation is often integrated 
from several local relations. To maintain local autonomy, 
such an integration is usually a vievv integration (as op-
posed to database integration vvhich physically merges re
lations into a single global relation). In other words, such a 
global relation is a view defined from joining several rela
tions; thus, it cannot always be updated. Another example 
of not being able to update a global relation comes from 
the common practice in multidatabase integration of ap-
plying some transformation rules on the local data items. 
For example, in order to integrate some component sys-
tems which store a piece of land using its geometry data, 
and some other component systems which store land areas, 
the global data can use areas. A simple transformation rule 
can be applied to those systems using geometry data. It is 
clear that the update of area in the global relation is impos-
sible as such an update cannot be done in those component 
systems using geometry data. 

We have seen that global update in an MDBS is difficult, 
and is not always possible. Now we discuss from a pos-
itive perspective: is this necessary? Given that the GTM 
can become very simple and much more efficient if global 
update is not to be supported or partly supported, it should 
be carefully decided whether it is worthwhile to support 
global update. We introduce a classification of transaction 
here. Which transactions an MDBMS should support, and 
how they are supported will be discussed later. 

Transactions in an MDBS can be classified into the fol-
lowing categories: 

1. SWSR(Single-Write, Single-Read)transactions: They 
read and update data from the same local system. 
Such transactions can be either global or local. 

2. SV/MR (Single-Write, Multiple-Read) transactions: 
They read data from multiple sites, but only update 
data from one site. They are global transactions. 

3. MWSR (Multiple-Write, Single-Read) transactions: 
They read data from one single site, but update multi
ple local systems. They are global transactions. 

4. MWMR (Multip!e-Write, Multiple-Read) transac
tions: They read as well as update data from multiple 
sites. They are global transactions. 

From the transaction management point of vievv, there is no 
difference betvveen MWSR transactions and MWMR trans
actions. Thus we only discuss the MWMR transactions. 

Many applications only need to share Information 
among sites vvith the agreement that data can only be up
dated by the ovvner. Recent research on providing an in
tegrated vievv of a variety of legacy data aiso falls into 

this category [Roth and Schvvarz, 1997, Haas et al., 1997, 
Levy et al., 1996J. There are tvvo ways to facilitate updat-
ing of data by its ovvner. The simplest vvay is to withdraw 
data from MDBS for update [Ahmed et al., 1991]. There-
fore, this data cannot be seen at the global level during the 
update, and the update transaction is a local SWSR trans
action. The updated data can join the multidatabase system 
later. By assuming that each local DBMS can maintain lo
cal consistency and handle local deadlock, it is obvious that 
there vvill be no need to consider these issues at the global 
level. Hovvever, besides the problem of data availability 
during the update, a major problem of this approach is that 
it can be very costly, particularly vvhen the data to be up
dated are in a very large relation and the local and global 
data formats are different. 

If a local transaction updates local data as vvell as its ex-
ported data, it is stili a local SWSR transaction. This is 
most often the čase as old local applications should be able 
to run vvithout change even if some of its data have been 
exported to the global system. The GTM may not knovv 
the existence of these local SWSR transactions. Therefore, 
possible effects caused by the presence of such transactions 
should be considered in the design of GTM. Tvvo global 
serialisability problems vvill stili occur even vvithout other 
types of update transactions: 
(1) a global retrieval transaction reads dirty data from an 
aborted local update transaction; 
(2) inconsistent reads betvveen tvvo global retrieval transac
tions due to local update transactions. 
The first problem can be solved if each local system em-
ploys strict 2PL. The second problem can be compromised 
if global consistency is not considered. Fortunately, there 
are no global deadlock and atomicity problems. 

While an SWSR transaction can always be regarded as 
a local transaction, it is also possible to consider an SWSR 
transaction as global if it accesses only exported the data of 
a local system. AH SWSR transactions can be "globalised" 
by temporally "globalising" the local data they use. This 
does not violate local autonomy, because only an interface 
shell needs to be added to the local system. 

Novv consider a common čase vvhere an application 
needs to read data from multiple sites to make a decision 
about hovv to update its ovvn data. The user may vvish to 
keep the data to be updated in the global system to make 
their application program simpler. Therefore, an MDBMS 
should support the global update transactions vvhich read 
data from multiple sites, but update only the data on their 
own local systems. From the transaction management point 
of view, it has no much difference vvhether the update is on 
local site or not, as long as only one site is involved for 
each transaction to update. So this kind of transactions are 
SWMR transactions. The Oracle Procedural Gatevvay only 
supports SWMR transactions [Sandrolini, 1994]. To sup
port this category of transaction, there is no need to imple-
ment the 2PC protocol, and atomicity is easy to maintain. 
Hovvever, global deadlock is possible. 

The hard applications are those MWMR transactions. 
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Figure I: Architecturc of OzGateway 

which read and update data managed by multiple DBMSs. 
Ali three problems remain in this category of transactions. 
We do not consider this at the moment as we think this 
is not often, and global consistency is not important. For 
example, a travel agent to prepare a travel for a client 
may need to book air-tickets from multiple airlines, book 
accommodation from different hotels and book cars from 
some companies. These bookings are reiated to each other 
as some or ali bookings may have to be cancelled if other 
bookings cannot be made. This application needs to update 
the databases of several airlines, hotels and car renta! com
panies. HoNvever, there is no global integrety constraint, as 
long as each local system is consistent. 
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4 Design of OzGateway 

OzGateway is a cooperative database system vvhich aims 
to provide solutions for integrating heterogeneous existing 
Information systems into an interoperable environment. It 
also aims to be a gateway system for legacy Information 
system migration. Figure i is the general architecture of 
OzGateway. A global user issues a global query using a 
global query language against a global schema. The Global 
Query Processor decomposes the global query into a set 
of single-site subqueries, which are organised as a query 
graph according to data dependency and query processing 
cost. OzGateway supports applications which may consist 
of part of legacy systems and part of target systems. One 
of the subqueries is to be executed at the OzGateway in-
ternal DBMS to merge the intermediate results from other 
subqueries. 

The GTM dispatches these subqueries to the servers of 
the corresponding local systems. Global concurrency con-
trol may be considered depending on the category of trans
actions being supported. A server transiates the subquery 
received into local query language and then passes the 
translated query to the local system as an oi"dinary local 
query. It reports execution status to the GTM, and passes 

the subquery results, if the execution succeeds, to the in-
ternal DBMS after translating the subquery results into the 
OzGate\vay common data format. The GTM reports exe-
cution failure to the user and aborts ali other subqueries on 
receiving a failure report from any server, or delivers the 
global query results to the user when the internal DBMS 
finishes data merging if none of the subqueries fail. The 
architectures of the GTM and a server are shovvn in Figure 
2 and Figure 3, respectively. 

OzGateway supports global updates along an evolu-
tionay path. At the first stage, we are keen to set up a 
multidatabase environment to enable the user to share In
formation vvhich can otherwise not be shared. Therefore, 
global update is not allowed (aH updates are through local 
SWSR transactions). At the second stage, we will support 
SWMR transactions, vvhich are sufficient to support legacy 
system migration. In time, MWMR transactions may need 
to be supported; hovvever, this is not considered in our cur-
rent design. To enable OzGateway to evolve from stage 1 
to stage 2 smoothly, we should avoid a total restart when 
stage 2 begins. This is realised by using the open GTM 
architecture. We believe that the next stage only needs to 
substitute a limited numberof components. 

Sitting betvveen the GTM and a local DBMS, a server 
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passes the subtransaction and data to the local DBMS, and 
reports the execution status of the subtransaction and re-
turns result back to the GTM after necessary translation. 

To support legacy ISs, a server serves as a gateway vvhich 
translates requests at the global level to legacy ISs. Func-
tions vvhich cannot be performed by legacy ISs at the lo
cal level are either performed by the OzGateway internal 
DBMS or by the server. In the later čase, a server also 
serves as a wrapper which supports a set of functions re-
quired at the global level in terms of local systems, espe-
cially for legacy ISs. For instance, it is possible for the 
server to enhance the local system such that a better GTM 
can be expected. This is particularly important vvhen the 
local system is a file system, or a legacy IS. In supporting 
2PC, a server can also simulate n prepare_to_coiuniit status 
by redoing or resubmitting the subtransactions aborted by 
the local DBMS after the server votes to commit. 

5 Conclusion 

OzGateway is designed as a vehicle to facilitate research in 
multidatabase systems and Iegacy Information system mi-
gration. In this paper, we re-examined the probJems in a 
MDBS environment. To minimize the tasks of the GTM, a 
classification of multidatabase transactions \vas introduced 
and problems in each category were discussed. The gen
eral architecture, the GTM, and the servers of OzGateway 
were presented. Currently, we are investigating various ap-
proaches to problems in each transaction category. 
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This paper proposes an approach to improving the perf'ormanceofThakore's algorithm with the speculative 
execution technigue and dynamic task scheduling. Recently, object-oriented databases are being used in 
many applications, and are becoming Iarger and more complex. As a result, their response time is becoming 
longer. In order to reduce the response time, many paraliei query processing approaches are proposed. The 
algorithm presented by Thakore et al. in 1995 is one ofthe representatives ofsuch paraliei approaches, but 
has a problem on load balancing. In order to reduce the problem, we modify this algorithm in two points: 
(i) introduce the speculative execution technigue, and (ii) adopt dynamic task scheduling in assignment 
between a class and a processing node. These two modifications lead to a performance improvement of 
the original algorithm. Its effectiveness is shown with some evaluations. 

1 Introduction 2 Related Work 

2.1 Paraliei Approaches in OODB 
Recently, object-oriented(OO) databases(DBs) are being 
used in many applications and are becoming Iarger and We can classify paraliei approaches in OODBs into tvvo 
more complex. This causes their response time to become categories. One is mainly focused on object piacement, and 
longer. In order to reduce the response time, many paraliei the other mainly focused on query processing algorithm. 
query processing approaches are proposed. Grandeharizadeh et fl/.(Grandeharizadeh et al. 1994) 

argue various object piacement with some evaluations. 
The paraliei query processing algorithm by Thakore ef „ . ,j^. ,nnn\ • , i*i. ** rr • tu n i-

^ I -J F O D } Kim(Kim 1990)pointsoutthatfollowmgthreeparallelisms 
n/. (Thakore e/fl/. 1995) is one ofthe representives ofsuch ,. , , ,. . . r\r\T-^-a 

^ ' ^ are apphcable for query processmg m an OODB: 
approaches. Hereafter, we call this algorithm "Thakore s 
algorithm" or "original". Thakore's algorithm has a signif-
icant problem on load balancing. It makes it impossible to ^^th parallelism: AH different paths in a query graph are 
use a paraliei environment effectively. piocessed m paraliei. 

In order to reduce this problem, we modify the algorithm Node parallelism: AH nodes in a query graph, which cor-
in tvvo points. These modifications are effective and lead to responds to each class, can be piocessed in paraliei. 
performance improvement. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follovvs. In Class hierarchy parallelism: Instances of different 
the nextsection,wesummarize some related work. In Sec- '̂ ''̂ ^ses in a class hierarchy can be processed in 
tion 3, we point out a problem in Thakore's algorithm. paiallel. 
In Section 4, vve propose tvvo modifications. Section 5 
shovvs its effectiveness with some evaluations. Section 6 AH of these parallelisms are relatively coarse grain. 
concludes our paper and shovvs some future research direc- Comparing vvith them, Thakore et a/.(Thakore et al. 1995) 
tions. propose a finer grained paraliei query processing algorithm. 

http://ce.hiroshima-cu.ac.jp
mailto:takayama@soft.iwate-pu.ac.jp
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2.2 Thakore's Algorithm 

2.2.1 Features 

We summarize some features ofThai<ore's algoritlim: 

Static assignment of a singie class to a 
single processing node: 

A single class is assigned to a single processing node 
respectively. A processing node retrieves only the ob-
jects belonging to the assigned class. Message passing 
is used to communicate with other classes. 

Two types of parallelism: A query is processed in paral-
iel on several processing nodes. Furthermore, a pro-
cess in a processing node is aiso parallelized with the 
thread technique. 

Closure property: A query result has a part of structure 
on the entire DB and a further query can be operated 
on one or more subdatabases and produces a nevv sub-
database. Thakore et al. are the pioneer in introduc-
ing this property into parallel OODB. That's why their 
work has a significantrole in this field. 

2.2.2 Outlineof Algorithm 

The algorithm is composed of the following two phases. 

Identification Phase: Each processing node retrieves 
only the objects belonging to the assigned class. The ob-
jects that satisfy some conditions through multiple classes, 
like the AND or OR operations, are selected by message 
passing to the other classes. 

The algorithm avoids the generation of large amounts 
of temporary files between the Identification phase and the 
generation phase by marking the selected objects. 

Generation Phase: This phase generates a query result 
from the marked objects in the Identification phase, and re-
turns a result to the DB user. In order to satisfy the closure 
property, the marked objects are sent from a root node to 
leaf nodes through some edges. 

3 A Problem with Thakore's 
Algorithm 

Thakore's algorithm has a significant problem in load bal-
ancing. The feature "static assignment" described in Sub-

. section 2.2.1 leads to the following fact: "in the čase of DB 
users' interests concentrate on certain classes, load is apt to 
concentrate on the corresponding processing nodes". This 
is not a rare čase seen in many DB applications. In such 
cases, we can say that Thakore's algorithm has a problem 
in order to use a parallel environment effectively. 

4 Solutions 
Now we are in a position to present methods of modifying 
the algorithm. We try tvvo modifications; 

1. introduce the speculative execution technique, and 

2. adopt dynamic task scheduling in assignment between 
a class and a processing node. 

As mentioned in (Thakore et al. 1995), we concentrate 
on the discussion of the retrieval operation and avoid the 
discussion for update or lock operation. 

4.1 Introduction of Speculative Execution 
In parallel environments, "speculative execution" is known 
as an effective technique(Yamana et al. 1995). It executes 
a sequential process which includes a conditional branch 
earlier than its corresponding condition is determined. 

Examples of introduction of the speculative execution 
technique into a DB field can be found in (Bestavros & 
Braoudakis 1995), (Reddy & Kitsuregavva 1998), and so 
forth. These papers introduce speculation into concurrency 
control in some DB technologies. Our paper introduces the 
speculative execution technique not into concurrent control 
but into query processing. 

Before we describe it, we define the term "user-entrusted 
time (UET)" as the sum of the following three times: 

1. a DB user reads some guidance sentences for query 
input, 

2. he/she selects one query in his/her mind, and 

3. he/she inputs the query. 

Using this UET, our approach predicts some query condi
tions \vhich have a relatively high possibility of being in-
putted, and starts to process the queries speculatively. If 
one of these queries matches the query he/she actually in
puts, the DB system returns the result of the corresponding 
speculative query processing. The preceding time leads to 
a performance improvement. If the prediction fails, the DB 
system starts to process the query in the ordinary manner. 
In general, since users interests concentrate on a small part 
of an entire DB, the above-mentioned prediction is not un-
real. 

Now we proceed to an implementation issue. We con-
sider the following tvvo approaches to process creation for 
speculative query processing. 

(A)Dynamic Execution: Create the processes after a 
transaction arises. Processes which have done an un-
successful speculation are stopped after the DB user 
inputs his/her query. 

(B)Static Execution: Create the processes before a trans
action arises. These processes stay alive permanently. 
When a transaction arises, the DB system performs 

file:///vhich
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the following three vvorks; (i)predicts the query condi-
tions vvhich he/she inputs, (ii)reserves some idle pro-
cesses for speculativequei"y processing, and (iii)sends 
each predicted query to a reserved process. The pro-
cess receives the query and starts to process it specula-
tively. After the process finishes the query processing, 
it becomes idle again and waits for the next requests. 

4.2 Adoption of Dynamic Task Scheduling 
to Assign a Processing Node 

The original algorithm assigns a single class to a single pro
cessing node statically and fixedly. It has possibility of 
causing load unbalancing. We adopt another approach; a 
single class is dynamically assigned to a single processing 
node when a transaction arises. It is not a fixed assignment. 
We call each method: 

(a)Static Placement: It is the approach used in Thakore's 
algorithm, and 

(b)Dynamic Placement: It is another approach we adopt 
in this paper, respectively. 

4.3 Four Methods for Implementation 
For the combinations of (A), (B) described in Subsec-
tion 4.1, and (a), (b) described in Subsection 4.2, we can 
consider four approaches: 

1. DESP(Dynamic Execution / Static Placement): ((A)-
(a)), 

2. DEDP(Dynamic Execution / Dynamic Placement): 
((A)-(b)), 

3. SESP(StaticExecution/Static Placement): ((B)-(a)), 
and 

4. SEDP(Static Execution / Dynamic Placement): ((B)-
(b)). 

AH of them are possible to be implemented, and it is not 
easy to predict vvhich has the best performance. In the next 
section, we evaluate them through some experiments. 

5 Evaluations 
5.1 Methods 
Thakore et fl/.(Thakore et al. 1995) carry out the evalua
tions only under a single transaction environment. From a 
practical point of view, we use multi-transactions environ-
ments. Figure 1 shows a DB schema for evaluations, and 
Figure 2 shows some query graphs. In order to observe the 
effects based on the differences of query sequences, we use 
five types of multi-transactions (Figure 3). Each character, 
'5 ' , ' V , 'X' and 'Y', means a query type in Figure 2. The 
order of transaction is from left to right. For example, in 

Cl 

C2 C3 

C5 
C6 

C4 C7 C8 
Figure 1: DB schema for evaluations. 
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Figure 2: Query graph for evaluations. 
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Figure 3: Five types of multi-transactions. 

the čase of Pattern 3, Type 5 is the first query and Type 
V is the tenth and last query. We adopt the allocation with 
random numbers as one of the dynamic task scheduling ap
proaches. 

We carry out the follovving two experiments: 

(1) UET vs. "average response tirne (ART)", and 

(2) "success ratio of speculation (SRS)" vs. ART. 

5.2 Environment 
Figure 4 shovvs the network topology of the parallel envi
ronment for evaluations. A single segment consists of eight 

Table 1: Environment. 
Number of workstations 

used as a processing node 
Woikstation 
Operating System 
Main mcmory of 

each Nvortcstation 
Programming language 
Mcssage passing library 

30 
SunSS-5 llOMHz 

Solaris 2.5.1 

64MBytes 
C language 

PVM 3.3.11 
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8 workstations in a segment 
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Figure 4: WorksCation clusler for evalualions. 

Table 2: Paramelers and its default vnlues. 
Parameter 
Number of objects(NOO) 
Object identificr sizc 
Attribule size 
Selectivily factor*' 
Base dala coneclivity*^ 
Transaction frcquency(TFR) 
User-enlrusled Ume{UET) 
Succoss ratio of speculalion(SKS) 

Default value 
10,000 objects/class 

413ytes 
4Bytes 

0.1 
10 

lOsec 
5sec 
80% 

•^ The ratio of the number ofobjects selected due to the 
selection condilions and the lolal number of a given class. 
*^Average number of an associated class related with an 
object of a given class. 

vvorkstations connected via lOMbps Ethernet. These seg-
ments are connected by an EtherSvvitch. A file server is 
connected to the EtherSvvitch via lOOMbps Ethernet. The 
DB is located on the file server, and it connects \vith each 
vvorkstation via the EtherSwitch. 

We Lise a simulator which we have implemented, instead 
of using a real DB management system. This is the same 
manner as (Thakore et al. 1995). The simulator is written 
in C language and PVM3 as a message passing library. Ta
ble 1 summarizes the environment for evaluations. Table 2 
shovvs some evaluation parameters and its default values. 

5.3 Results 

UET vs. ART (Figure 5): We show only the graphs 
of Pattern I and 3, but other patterns also have the follovv-
ing common tendencies. First, in ali the time, DEDP is 
the fastest in ali cases. Second, aH approaches except for 
the original decreases ART depending upon UET. Third, 
DEDP is faster than the original even if the UETcIoses to 
zero. We can guess that since DEDP assigns a single class 
to a single processing node dynamically, it can use more 
processing nodes and it is easier for it to distribute the load 
than the original. 

SRS vs. Ai?T(Figure 6): Although the original has no 
correiation to SRS, vve plot it in the figure for reference. We 
show only the graphs of pattern 1 and 3, but other patterns 
also have the follovving common tendencies. First, DEDP 
is the fastest again. Second, in ali approaches exceptfor the 
original, ART decreases depending upon SRS. Third, even 
if SRS eqauls 0%, DEDP is faster than the original. Here, 
we note that, SRS equals O doesn't mean that speculative 
query processing is not used. 

In order to investigate the third nature in detail, vve carry 
out one additional experiment. For original and DEDP, vve 
observed the behaviour of ART when SRS was fixed to 
zero. In this experiment, vve used 180 cases, aH possible 
combinations' of the follovving parameters: 

NOO(object/class) 
50000), 

(3000, 5000, 7000, 10000, 30000, 

Multi-transactions types (MTT) - (Pattern 1-5), 

TFR(sec) = (I0, 15), and 

i7£r(sec) = ( l ,5 , 10). 

This experiment clarifies the follovving facts. First, the 
most sensitive parameter to ART is NOO. Second, about 
each parameter, vve can observe the follovving rules: 

NOO -> Larger: 
Processing time per a transaction —> Longer 
Overlap in time of each query processing —> Longer 
A gain by dynamic load balancing —> Larger 
Superiority of DEDP -> Larger 

' 6 x 5 x 2 x 3 = 180 

file:///vith
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Figure 5: "User-cntrusled tirne (UET)" vs. "averagc rcspoiise tirne (ART)". 

Queries in Multi-transactoin —> Biased: 
Load -^ Unbalanced.(The original) 
Load -^ Balanced.(DEDP) 
Superioi"ity of DEDP —> Larger 

TFR -> Smaller: 
Overiap in tirne tbr the piocessing of each queiy —> 
Longer 
A gain by dynamic load balancing —>• Larger 
Superiority of DEDP —>• Larger 

UET ^ Larger: 
Overhead of failed speculation —> Larger 
Superiorityof DEDP—> Smaller 

The above results shovv us that, in many cases, DEDP 
is superior to the original. More detailed analysis of this 
boundary condition is described in (Sasaki et al 1999). 
The larger NOO becomes or the smaller TFR becomes, the 
larger the superiority of DEDP becomes than the original. 
In other vvords, vvhen a DB becomes much larger or much 
busier, the effectiveness of DEDP becomes much larger. 

6 Conclusion and Future Research 
Directions 

We propose a performance improvement method for 
Thakore's algorithm. The larger or busier a DB becomes, 
the more superior our DEDPapproach is toThakore's algo
rithm. According to our evaluations, \ve can achieve about 
the twice more better performance of the original with not 
always unrealistic condition; for example, UET is 8 sec-
onds, success ratio of speculation is 80%, and only 8 pro-
cessing nodes. Here, as described in Subsection 4.1, UET 
is the sum of the follovving three time; a DB user reads 
some candidate queries, selects his/her query in their mind, 
and actually inputs it. 

Future research directions are: (i)a prediction method to 
improve the success ratio of speculation, and (ii)a method 
to reduce penalty on speculation failure. 
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Formalizing conversation of intelligent agents (lAs) which realize Electronic Commerce (EC) includes 
such aspects as representing knovvledge, goals, intentions, and actions of lAs, representing contents of 
messages (including arbitrary protocols of negotiations) and communicative acts. A common mathemati
cal framework is suggested for ali these purposes. This framework is the theory of restricted K-calculuses 
and K-languages (RKCL-theory), published by the uuthor in Informatica, 1996, No. 1, 1998, No. 4. The 
suggested mathematical framework possesses ali expressive possibilities of the Semantic Language pub
lished in 1999 in Geneva by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA SL) and ofFIPA Agent 
Communication Language (FIPA ACL). Besides, this framev/ork provides many advantages in comparison 
with FIPA SL. One ofthe principal advantages is that a collection of 10 rules is suggested such that one is 
able to construct the representations ofthe contents (or structured meanings) ofarbitrary natural language 
discourses and, as a conseguence, to construct the representations of arbitrarily complicated goals, actions, 
and negotiation protocols proceeding from elementary informational items and applying these rules. As a 
result, the RKCL-theory allows for building compound designations ofarbitrary entities considered in the 
field ofEC: sets, hnite seguences, relationships, concepts, and structured meanings oftexts. That is why 
the described framework is called an ontological framevvork. 

It is shown that the expressive power of restricted standard K-languages exceeds the expressive power of 
the Resource Description Framev/ork (RDE) and RDE Schema Specification Language elaborated in 1998-
1999 by the WWW-Consortium. It is suggested to use the RKCL-theory as a reference-point and a tool for 
developing more powerful and flexible conceptual formalisms for the advanced, semantically-structured 
Web 

1 Introduction out by Computer intelligent agents (lAs) in the course 
of their interaction. This standard is called the FIPA 

The stormy extension of the World Wide Web (WWW), Agent Communication Language, or the FIPA ACL (FIPA 
the achievements ofthe Artificial Intelligence theory, and ACL, 1998). Metaphorically speaking, the essence is as 
the progress in the theory and practice of Multi-Agent follovvs. 20 different envelopes (corresponding to different 
Systems (MASs) have created the preconditions for the CAs) are proposed whose form reflects the purpose of 
realization of Electronic Commerce (EC). Nowadays, an lA sending a message in this envelope. The purpose 
EC is considered as a major application domain for the may be to make a proposal, to confirm the acceptance 
exploitation of the WWW in the nearest future (FIPA of the proposal, to reject a proposal, to raise a question, etc. 
CFP6, 1998). 

One of the subjects of this paper is a possible standard 
The Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA), for representing the contents of the messages in such 

registered in Geneva, suggested in 1998 a special standard envelopes. At the moment, FIPA has suggested only 
for representing various communicative acts (CAs) carried a preliminary standard for representing the contents of 
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messages; it is calied FIPA Semantic Language, or FIPA 
SL (FIPA CCL, 1999). The 6th FIPA's Caii for Pioposals 
(FIPA CFP, 1999) raises the question of forming a Library 
of Content Languages and of the criteria for the inclusion 
of a language into such a iibrary. 

Throughout the world, commerce is reaiized by means 
of negotiations. Hence the implementation of EC requires 
the elaboration of such formal means \vhich would be 
convenient for representing contents of arbitrary negoti-
ation protocols. Obviously, the content of a negotiation 
may be conveyed by a complicated discourse. Hence we 
need to elaborate content languages which are convenient 
for representing the contents (or structured meanings) of 
complicated real discourses in natural language (NL). 

The analysis shows that the expressive povver of FIPA 
SL is insufficient for effective representation of the con
tents of arbitrary negotiation protocols (see Section 2). 
That is why there is the necessity of elaborating much 
more powerful and f1exible formal means of representing 
contents of arbitrary negotiation protocols. 

As for the use of the Web in EC , such a use includes, 
in particular, two activities: (a) the search for suppliers 
of some products; (b) looking for possible consumers 
of the manufactured production. Novvadays, HTML is 
the main language of representing Information on the 
Internet. The structure of HTML documents says nothing 
about the contents of these documents. The Information 
is semantically unstructured, and conceptual searches 
for Information encounter huge difficulties. That is \vhy 
the follovving purpose has emerged: to develop a more 
semantically-structured, a more knovvledge-based Web. 

To this end, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 
elaborated in 1998 - 1999 tvvo new language systems for 
representing Information on the Internet. The aim is to 
replace HTML and to create a basis for the elaboration 
of algorithms destined for conceptual searching relevant 
Information proceeding from the requests of the WWW-
users. 

The first language system is a frame-like system for 
representing metadata (data about data) and contents of 
WWW-resources, it is calied the Resource Description 
Framework (RDF). RDF provides the possibility not 
only to represent metadata (to indicate the names of the 
creators of a resource, the date of its creation, etc.) but also 
introduces some special formal structures for representing 
the meanings of messages. For instance, RDF enables us to 
reflect in a formal expression that some action was carried 
out by a set of persons as a single entity (a committee may 
take a decision by a majority of votes) or that some action 
was carried out separately by several persons. 

RDF provides a restricted spectrum of such possibilities. 

In particular, RDF gives restricted expressive means for 
representing alternatives and finite sequences of entities, 
for constructing object-oriented semantic representations 
(SRs) of statements. 

The second language system elaborated in 1998 - 1999 
by W3C is calied RDF Schema Specification Language 
(RDF SSL). This second system allows for determining 
classes and subciasses, indicating domains and ranges of 
functions, and describing attributes of relationships. 

It appears that the creation of RDF and RDF SSL is a 
sign of a new phase in the evolution of the WWW. The 
distinctive feature of this phase is the construction of more 
subtle expressive means for representing the contents of 
natural language sentences and discourses. 

The main purpose of this paper being an extended ver-
sion of (Fomichov, 1999a) and continuing the line of 
(Fomichov, 1998, 1999b) is to dravv the attention of re-
searchers throughout the \vorld to the unique opportuni-
ties provided by the theory of restricted K-calculuses and 
K-languages, or the RKCL-theory (Fomichov, 1996, 1998) 
for representing the contents of arbitrary protocols of nego
tiations, elaborating logics of the functioning of intelligent 
agents realizing EC, and for developing more povverful and 
nexible conceptual formalisms for the advanced Web. The 
RKCL-theory is a central part of an original theory of for-
malizing semantics and pragmatics of NL calied Integral 
Formal Semantics (Fomichov, 1994, 1996). 

2 The Concept of an Ontological 
Mathematical Framework for 
Electronic Commerce 

Let's pay attention to the fact that negotiation protocols 
may include: (a) questions vvith interrogative \vords; 
(b) questions with the answer "Ves" or No"; 
c) infinitives vvith dependent vvords ("to seli 50 boxes with 
oranges"); 
(d) constructions formed out of infinitives with dependent 
words by means of the logical connectives "and", "or", 
"not"; 
(e) complicated designations of sets (" a consignmentcon-
sisting of 50 boxes with oranges"); (f) fragments vvhere the 
logical connectives "and", "or" join not the designations of 
assertions but the designations of objects ("the product A 
is distributed by the firms BI, B2, ..., BN"); 
(g) explanations of the terms being unknovvn to an lA 
(because the firms invent and produce nevv products); 
(h) fragments containing the references to the meanings of 
phrases or larger fragments of a discourse ("this proposal", 
"that order", etc); 
(i) the designations of the functions whose arguments 
and/or values may be the sets of objects ("the staff of the 
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firm A", "the suppliers of the firm A", "the number of the 
suppliers of the firm A"). 

The analysis shows that the expressive povver of FIPA 
SL is insufficient for effective representing contents of 
arbitrary negotiation protocois. In particular, from the 
standpoint of describing semantic structure of the frag-
ments of the types (d) - (h) and taking into account the 
existence of the designations of the type (i). That is why 
there is the necessity of elaborating much more povverful 
and flexibie formal means ailowing us to represent the 
contents of arbitrary negotiation protocois. 

It is clear that the progress in realizing EC essentialiy 
depends on the success of transferring the experience and 
intuition of human experts in traditional commerce into 
a machine-understandabie form. That is vvhy it may be 
conjectured that we need a special formal tool for coii-
stnicting a bridge between, on one hand, the experience 
and intuition of human experts in the fieid of commerce 
and, on the other side, the FIPA SL and FIPA ACL. 

It is to be a definition of such a class of formal languages 
that the expressions of these languages are convenient 
for designating various entities mentioned in the proto
cois of traditional negotiations. These entities may be 
sets, sequences, compound concepts, relationships, and 
structured meanings of sentences and of larger parts of 
texts. Besides, such languages are to be convenient for 
representing knowledge pleces and the goals and actious 
of intelligent systems. 

Such a formal tool may be called an Ontological Matli-
einatical Fraine\vork (OMF). Using such a framework, it 
vvould be much easier to transfer the experience of human 
experts - in EC and in other application fields - to artificial 
intelligent agents and to develop and to verify the logics of 
the functioning of these intelligent agents. 

The main purpose of the following sections is to state 
serious arguments in favour of the hypothesis that the 
RKCL-theory may be interpreted as an OMF for Electronic 
Commerce. 

3 Briefly about the inference rules of 
restricted K-calculuses 

The RKCL-theory makes the following discovery both in 
non-mathematical and mathematical linguislics: a system 
of 10 operations on structured meanings (SMs) of NL-texts 
is found such that, using primilive conceptual items as 
"blocks", we are able to build SMs of arbitrary NL-texts 
(including articies, textbooks, etc.) and arbitrary pieces 
of knowledge about the world. Such operations \vill be 
called Cjuasilinguistic conceptual operations. Hence the 

RKCL-theory suggests a coiuplete collection of quasilin-
guistic conceptual operations (it is a hypothesis supported 
by many weighty arguments). It may be noted that the 
RKCL-theory effectively takes into account the existence 
of the NL phenomena (a) - (i) indicated above. 

A complete system of mathematical definitions stated in 
Fomichov (1996, 1998) describes a collection consisting 
of 10 quasilinguistic conceptual operations. This system 
of definitions determines also a class of formal languages 
called restricted standard K-languages (RSK-languages). 
The formal side is stated very briefly belovv; a more 
detailed outline may be found in (Fomichov, 1998). 

At the first step (consisting of a rather long se-
quence of auxiliary steps), the RKCL-theory defines 
a class of formal objects called siinplified conceptual 
bases (s.c.b.). Each s.c.b. B is a system of the form 
((ci,C2,C3),(c4,.-- ,C7),(c8, . . . ,ci4)) with compo-
nents Ci, . . . , Ci4 being mainly finite or countable sets 
of symbols and distinguished elements of such sets. In 
particular, ci = St is a finite set of symbols called sorts 
and designating the most general considered concepts; C2 
= P is a distinguished sort "sense of proposition"; C4 = X 
is a countable set of strings used as elementary blocks for 
building knovvledge modules and semantic representations 
(SRs) of texts; X is called a primary informational uni-
verse; C5 = V is a countable set of variables; C7 = i^ is a 
subset of A' whose elements are called functional symbols. 

Each s.c.b. B determines three classes of formulas, 
where the first class Lrs{B) is considered as the principal 
one and is called the restricted standard K-language in 
the s.c.b. B. Its strings (they are called K-strings, or 
l-formulas) are convenient for building semantic represen
tations (SRs) of NL-texts. We will consider belovv only the 
formulas from the first class Lrs{B). 

In order to determine for an arbitrary s.c.b. B three 
classes of formulas, a groupof inference rules P[0],P[I],..., 
P[10J is defined. The ordered pair Krs{B) = {B,Rls), 
where BJ,s is the set consisting of aH these rules, is 
called the restricted K-calculus in the s.c.b. B. The 
rule P[0] provides an initial stock of formulas from the 
first and second classes. E.g., there is such an s.c.b. BI 
that, according to the rule P[0], Lrs(i?l)includes the 
elements boxl, green, city, set, India, 7, ali, any, 
VVeight, Distance, Staff, Suppliers, Q'uantity, xl, 
x2, Pl, P2, Adaji/nfactured — in, delivery, Addressee, 
"Spencer & Ca.", Propose, Want. 

Lets regard (ignoring many details) the structure of 
strings vvhich can be obtained by applying any of the 
rules P[l],..., P[10] at the last step of inferencing these 
formulas. The rule P|I] enables us to build l-formulas 
of the form QiL(i,nt Cone where Quant is a semantic 
ilem corresponding to the meanings of such words and 
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expressions as "some", "any", "arbitrary", "each", "aH", 
"several", "many", etc. (such semantic items will be called 
inteiisional quantifiers), and Cone is a designation (simple 
or compound) of a concept. Examples of K-strings for P[l] 
as the last applied rule are as foUovvs: :: boxl, ali boxl, 
:: consignment, :: boxl * {Content.2,ceramics), vvhere 
the last expression is built vvith the help of both the rules 
P[0], P[l] and some other rule (vvith the number 4), and 
the symbol '::' is to be interpreted as the informational 
item corresponding to the vvord "some" in cases vvhen this 
vvord is associated vvith singular. 

The rule P[2] allovvs for constructing the strings of the 
form / ( o i , . . . , Un), vvhere / is a designation of a function, 
n > 1, a i , . . . ,a„ are 1-formulas built vvith the help of 
any rules from the list P[0],..., P[10]. The examples of 1-
formulas built vvith the help of P[2]: 

Distance{Moscow,Tokyo), Weight{:: boxl* 

(Colour,green){Content2, ceramics)) 

Using the rule P[3], we can build the strings of the form 
(oi = 02), vvhere oi and 0-2 are 1-formulas formed vvith 
the help of any rules from P[0],..., P[10], and oi and 0,2 
represent the entities being homogeneous in some sense. 
The examples of K-strings forP[3]: 

to vvhich a reference is given in any part of a text. Examples 
of K-strings forP[5]: 

:: boxl 

Higher{:: boxl : x3, 

xZ 

boxl : x5) : Pl 

The rule P[5] provides the possibility to form SRs of texts 
in such a manner that these SRs reflect the referential 
structure of NL-texts; the examples are considered belovv. 

The rule P[6] provides the possibility to build the K-
strings of the form -^Expr , vvhere Expr is a K-string sat-
isfying a number of conditions. The examples of K-strings 
forP[6]: 

-^ship, -iBelong{Osaka, Cities{Belgium)). 

Using the rule P[7]. one can build the K-strings of the 
forms (ai A Aa2 A . . . A o„) or (ai V «2 V . . . V a„), 
vvhere n > 1, 0,1,... , a„ are K-strings designating the en
tities vvhich are homogeneous in some sense. In particular, 
fli,... , a„ may be SRs of assertions (or propositions), de-
scriptions of physical things, descriptions of sets consisting 
of things of the same kind, descriptions of concepts. The 
follovving strings are examples of K-strings (or 1-formulas) 
forP[7]: 

{Finnland V Noriuag V Siueden), 

{Belong{{Narmir A Leuven A Ghent), 

{Distance{Moscow,Toky6) = a;l), {y\ = y3), Cities{Belgiuin)) A -^ Bel on g {Bonn, 

{Weight{:: boxl) = {8,kg)) C itie s {{Finnland V Nor'way V Siueden)))). 

The rule P[4] is destined, in particular, for construct
ing K-strings of the form rel{ai ,••• , a,i), vvhere rel is a 
designation of n-ary relation, n > 1, a i , . . . ,a,i are the 
K-strings formed vvith the aid of some rules from P[0],..., 
P[10]. The examplesof K-strings for P[4]: 

Belong{Osaka, Cities{Japan)), 

Subset{Cities{Belgium), Cities{Europe)). 

The rule P[5] enables us to construct the K-strings of the 
form Expr : v , vvhere Expr is a K-string not including 
v, w is a variable, and some other conditions are satisfied. 
Using P[5], one can mark (by means of variables) in the 
SR of any NL-text: (a) the descriptions of diverse entities 
mentioned in the text (physical objects, events, concepts, 
etc), (b) the SRs of sentences and of larger texts' fragments 

The rule P[8] allovvs us to build, in particular, K-strings 
of the form 

C * {reli, vah),... , {reln, valn) , 

vvhere c is an informational item from the primary uni-
verse X designating a concept, for« = 1 , . . . ,n, rek is 
a function vvith one argument or a binary relation, vali des-
ignates a possible value ofrek for objects characterized by 
the concept c. The follovving expressions are examples of 
K-strings for P[8]: 

boxl * {Content2, ceramics), 

firmi * {Fields, chemistry), 

consignment * {Quantity, 12){Composl, boxl* 
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{Content2, ceramics)). 

The ruleP[9] permits to build, in particular, the K-strings 
of the forms \/v{conc)D and 3v{conc)D, where V is the 
universal quantifiei", 3 is the existentiai quantifiei", cone and 
D are K-strings, cone is a designation of a prime concept 
("person", "city", "integer",etc.) orof a compound concept 
("integer greater than 200", etc.)- D may be interpreted as 
a SR of an assertion vvith the variable v about any entity 
qualified by the concept cone. The examples of K-strings 
for P[9] are as follows: 

\/nl{nat)3n2(nat) Less{nl,n2) , 

3y(country * {Location, Europe)) 

Greater{Quantity{Cities{y)),15) . 

The rule P[10] is destined for constructing, in particu
lar, the K-strings of the form ( a i , . . . ,a„), where n > 
1, fli,... , a,j are K-strings. The strings obtained vvith the 
help of P[10] at the last step of inference are interpreted as 
designations of n-tupies. The components of such n-tuples 
may be not only designations of numbers, things, but also 
SRsofassertions, designations ofsets,concepts, etc. Using 
jointiy P[10] and P[4], we can build the K-strings (8, kg) , 

Workl{{Agentl,:: man* 

8){Composl,boxl * {Content2, 

Servicel * {Kind,tea){Country,China)))A 

:: set * {Quantity, 4)(Co'mposl, 

Boxl * {Content2, servicel * {Kind, 

dinner){Country, (India V Sri — Lanka)))))) 

may designate, respectively, the concepts "ceramics 
manufactured in India or Sri Lanka" and "a container 
containing 8 boxes with tea services from China and 4 
boxes with dinner services from India or Sri Lanka", where 
the symbol '::' is to be interpreted as the informational 
item corresponding to the word "some" (associated with 
singular). 

Property.-2 RSK-languages provide large possibilities 
for representing knovvledge items being definitions of con
cepts. Suppose that i5 is a NL-expression, Semp is a string 
of some RSK-language and Semp is a possible semantic 
representation (SR) of E. Then we will say that Semp is a 
RK-representation (RKR) of iJ. If TI = "Freight forvvard is 
a freight to be paid in the port of destination" then TI may 
have a RKR of the form 

{F.name,' Ulrieh'){Name,' Stein')) {freight — formard = freight * {Description, 

{Organization, Siemens), {Start — time, 1996)), 

vvhere the thematic roies Agenti, Organization, Start • 
tirne are explicitly represented. 

4 Some Possibilities of Representing 
Contents of Messages and 
Communicative Acts by Means of 
Restricted Standard K-languages 

Consider some properties which make restricted standard 
K-languages (RSK-languages) convenientfor representing 
contents of messages and describing communicative acts. 

Property 1 It is possible to build formal representations 
of compound concepts. E.g., the K-strings 

ceramics * {Manufactured • m, 

{x, Payment — at{x, 

:: portl * {Destination — of,x))))). 

Property 3 RSK-languages allovv us to build compound 
designations of various entities, including designations of 
sets. 
Example 1. The sea port Murmansk in the north-vvestof 
Russia can be designated by the ft-string 

:: portl * {Title,''Murmansk'') 

or by the K-string 

:: portl *{Title,''Murmansk") : a;28 , 

vvhere the string x28 is to be interpreted as a variable mark-
ing just this particular entity. 
Example 2. We can designate a concrete planned series of 
5 consignments, each consisting of 60 tea services No. 53 
and 36 dinner services No. 65, as foUovvs: 

{India V Sri — Lanka)), :: set* {Quantity,5){Composl,consignrnent* 

Containerl * {Contentl, (::. set * {Quantity, {Com,pos2, (:: set * {Quantity, 60) 
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{Composl, servicel * {Kind, tea){No, 53)) {Kind — of — set, consecutive — elernents){Cornposl, 

A :: set* {Quarititij,36){Composl, advertisement)) : x3) {Moment, ti) : Pl 

servicel* {Kind,dinner){No,65))))) : SI. 

Property 4 RSK-languages enable us to build tbrmal 
representations of simple and complicated goals. E.g., the 
goal "To deliver to the firm "Spencer & Co." during 12-19 
November 1999 five consignments, each consisting of 60 
tea Services No. 53 and 36 dinner services No. 65" may 
have the follovving RKR: 

AWant{{Agenti, xl), {Moment, ti), 

{Actionl, knmuing * {Contenti, 

:: discount * {Provided, x2){Reason, Pl))))) . 

In this formula, the variable P l marks the meaning of 
the sentence being the first part of T2. 

delivery * {Addressee,:: firmi * {Title, 

"Spencer k C o.") : xl) {T ime, {{12,11,99), 

{19,ll,99))){Objectl,setdescrl), 

where setdescrl is the K-string constructed above 
in Example 2 (Property 3). One can form complicated 
goals vvith the help of logical connectives "and", "or", 
"not". E.g., if gl,g2,g3,g4 represent simple goals like 
the K-string above, then it would be possible to build the 
representationsofcompound goals ((fyilA,92)v(.(73A-i.(74)) 
, (gl A g2 A g3) , etc. 

Property 5 It is the possibility and the convenience 
of describing structured meanings (SMs) of arbitrary 
assertions. This possibility is substantially grounded in 
(Fomichov, 1994, 1996, 1998). Besides, it \vas illustrated 
above. That is why consider only one example (pertaining 
to commerce) demonstrating the possibility of representing 
SMs of discourses with references to the meanings of 
the fragments being phrases or larger parts of the discourse. 

Let T2 = "As vve propose to run a series of 12 consecu
tive advertisements, vve should like to knovv vvhat discount 
you can allovv for this". Suppose that the pronouns "vve" 
and "you" are associated in a concrete situation of commu-
nication vvith the firms "Spencer & Co." and "Smith and 
Brovvn", respectively. Then a possible RKR of T2 is as fol-
lovvs: 

Property 6 RSK-languages allovv us to build formulas 
almost coinciding vvith the summary definitions of standard 
communicative acts given in (FIPA ACL, 1998). 
Exainple 1. Semantics of the communicative act "accept-
proposal" may be represented by theRSK-expression 

{{i,accept — proposal{j, {j,a), 

?j(e=0',a))) = {i,inform{j,I{i), 

Will — occur — •when{{j, a),p{e, {j, o)))))) 

Example 2. Semantics of the communicative act 
"inform-if" may be represented by the formula 

{{i,in form - if{j,p)) = {{i,inform{j,p) > 

y{i,inform{'j,-^p)))) 

The same approach may be used for approximating 
ali summary definitions of standard communicative acts 
considered in (FIPA ACL, 1998). 

Property 7 The RKCL-theory provides the possibility 
of representing communicative acts (CAs). Suppose that 
agent Client-agent asks Ontology-agent for the reference 
of instances of a class citrus (FIPA OS, 1998). This CA 
may be reflected by the follovving expression of a RSK-
language; 

{Propose{{Agentl,:: firmi * {Title, ^' Spencer k. :: com — act * {Kind, query — if){Sender, client— 

Co") : xl){Addressee,:: firmi * {Title, agent) {B.eceiver,ontdlogy — agent){Content, 

"Smithh Broiun") : x2){Actionl, running2* Question{xl, {xl = :: set * {Composl, 

{Objectl,:: set * {Quantity, 12) any concept * {Instance, citrus))))) 
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{Language, si){Ontologij, {jrdf : Bag){/s : students) 

{fipa — ontol — service — ontologij, 

fruits — ontologij)) 

[Replg — luith, citrus — querij) 

So the structure of constructed strings may be very close 
to the structures used in the FIPA ACL for representing 
CAs. Using RSK-Ianguages, it is easy to represent in the 
similar ways ali communicative acts considered in (FIPA 
ACL, 1998). 

5 Significance of Obtained Results 
for Developing a 
Semantically-Structured Web 

One of the tvvo principal preconditions of reaiizing Elec
tronic Commerce (EC) has been the stoi"my deveJopment 
of the Web. E.g., it \vas mentioned above that the processes 
of EC inciude the search for the suppjiersof someproducls 
and looking for possible consumers of the manufactured 
production. Hence an OMF for EC is to harmonize vvith 
the advanced means of representing information in Web 
suggested recentiy by the WWW-Consortium. Lets see that 
the RKCL-theory satisfies this criterion. 

5.1 Approximation of the Expressive Means 
Provided by RDF 

Example 1. According to (RDF, 1999), the sentence TI 
= "The students in the course 6.001 are Amy, Tim, lohn, 
Mary, and Sue" is translated (in some pragmatic context) 
into the RDF structure 

{rdf : RDF){rdf : Description 

ahout = " [ / l /cot i rses /e .OOl") 

(/';•(// : Description) {/i-df : RDF) 

, where C/l is an URL. 

In this expression, the item Bag is the indicator of a bag 
Container object. It is possible to construct the follovving 
similar expression of some RSK-language: 

:: coursel * {W3ad,"Ul/courses/6mr) 

{Students,:: bag * {Compos2,{:: stud* {W3ad, 

'•'Ul/stud/Amy")A :: stud*{W3ad, 

"Ul/stud/Tim")A :: stud*{W3ad, 

"Ul/stud/John")A :: stud*{W3ad, 

"Ul/stud/M arij") A :: stud*{W3ad, 

"Ul/stud/Sue")))). 

Here the symbol ':: ' is interpreted as the referential 
quantifier, i.e. as the informational item corresponding 
to the word "some" in cases when it is used for building 
the word combinations in singular ("some job", "some 
personal computer", e tc) . 

Example 2. Follovving (RDF, 1999), the model for the 
sentence T2 = "The source code for XI I may be found 
at U3, U4, or U5" (where U3, U4, U5 are some URLs) 
may be \vritten in RDF (with respect to some pragmatic 
context) as: 

(s : students) {rdf : Bag) {rdf : RDF) {rdf : Description 

{rdf : liresource — "Ul/stud/Arny" /) ahout — " U 2/packages/XII") 

{rdf : liresource = "Ul/stud/Tirn"/) {s : DistributionSite) {rdf : Alt) 

{rdf : liresource = "Ul/stud/John"/) {rdf : liresource = " U3" /) 

{rdf : liresource — " Ul/stud/Adarij"/) {rdf : liresource = " t / 4 " / ) 

{rdf : liresource = " Ul/stud/Sue" /) {rdf : liresource = "U5"/) 

file:///vritten
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{Irdf : Al) {/s : DistributionSite) 

{/rdf : Description) {/rdf : RDF) 

Here the informational item Alt is the indicator of an 
alternative container object. The RKCL-theory suggests 
the folloNving similar expression: 

:: resource* {W3ad,"U2/packages/XII") 

{DistributionSite, (:: resource * {W3ad, "U3") 

V :: resource *{WZad,"U4") 

V :: resource *{W3ad,"U5"))). 

Example 3. Consider the sentence T3 = "Ora Lassila is 
the creator of the resource U6 and the corresponding RDF-
structure 

{rdf : RDF) {rdf : Descriptionabout = "U6") 

Z.S : Creator = "OraLassila"/){/rdf : RDF). 

Using some RSK-ianguage, we can build the foilovving 
description of the mentioned resource: 

where ^1024 is the name of an information piece. This 
form is very close to the RDF-expression (RDF, 1999) 

{type, [X], [RDF : statement]} 

{predicate, [X], Creator]] 

{subject, [X], [U6]}{object, [X], "OraLassila"} 

Proceeding from the ideas considered in the Exampies 
1 - 4 and in Sections 3 and 4, we would be able to 
approximate aH RDF-structures by the similar expressions 
of RSK-languages. 

5.2 Approximation of the Expressive Means 
Provided by RDF Schema Specification 
Language 

Example 1. The RDF SSL description of the class "Marital 
status" from (RDF SSL, 1999) 

{rdf s : Classrdf : ID = " M ar Status" /) {M ar Status 

rdf : ID = " iMarried"/) 

{MarStatusrdf : ID = "Divorced"/) 

{MarStatusrdf : ID = "Single"/) 

{/rdf s : Class) 

can be represented by the following K-string: 

:: resource * {W3ad,"UQ"){Creator, 

"OraLassila") 

Example 4. The RKCL-theory enables us also to build 
reified conceptual representations of statements, i.e. the 
representations in the form of named objects having some 
external ties; with the set of the authors, the date, etc. Por 
instance, vve can associate the sentence T3 = "Ora Lassila 
is the creator of the resource U6" with the expression of 
some RSK-language 

:: info — piece * {RDF — type, Statement) 

{Predicate, Creator) 

{Subject,"U6"){0bject,OraLassila) : il024 

{any il^ M ar Status = 

{Married V Divorced V Single)) 

Example 2. The RDF SSL definition of the property 
"marital status" from (RDF SSL, 1999) 

{rdf : PropertijID = "maritalStatus") 

{rdf s : rancjerdf : resource = "^MarStatus" /) 

{rdf s : domainrdf : 

resource = "if^Person"/){/rdf : Propertij) 

can be approximated by the K-string 

{maritalStatusif:l{any ^Person) = 

any #MarStatus) 

where the substring #1 means that we consider a name 
of a function with one argument. 
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5.3 Theory of K-calculuses as a Tool for 
Elaborating New Conceptual 
Formalisms for the World Wide Web 

It appears that RDF and RDF SSL are only the first steps 
of the Web Consortium along the way of developing 
semantically-structured (or conceptual) formalisms, and 
hence the next steps will be made in the future. Lets try 
to imagine what may be the result of the evolution of 
consequent Web conceptual formalisms, for instance, 7 -
10 years later. 

In order to formulate a reasonable assumption, let's 
consider such important applications of Web as Digital 
Libraries and Multi Media Databases. If the resources are 
articles, books, pictures or films, then, obviously, important 
metadata of such resources are semantic representations of 
summaries (for textual resources and films) and high-level 
conceptual descriptions of pictures. As for EC, conceptual 
representations of the summaries of business documents 
are important metadata of resources. That is \vhy it seems 
that the Web conceptual formalisms will evolve in 7 - 10 
years to a Widely-Applicable Conceptual Metagrammar. 

Hence the follovving fundamental problem emerges: 
how to construct a Universal Conceptual Metagrammar 
(UCM) enabling us to build semantic representations (in 
other words, conceptual representations) of ai"bitrary sen
tences and discourses in NL? Having such a UCM, we \vill 
be able, obviously, to build high-level conceptual descrip
tions of visual images too. 

An ansvver to this question is given in (Fomichov, 1996): 
the hypothesis is put forvvard that the RKCL-theory may be 
interpreted as a possible variant of a UCM. With respect to 
this hypothesis and the fact that the RKCL-theory enables 
us to effectively approximate the expressive means of RDF 
and RDF SLL, we may suppose that the RKCL-theory can 
be used as an effective tool and as a reference-point for de
veloping comparable, more and more powerful and flexible 
conceptual formalisms for the advanced Web. 

The analysis (in particular, that carried out above) shows 
that the RKCL-theory is a convenient tool for a construct-
ing formal representations of the contents of arbitrary mes-
sages sent by intelligent agents, for describing communica-
tive acts and metadata about the resources, and for build-
ing high-level conceptual representations of pictures. That 
is why the RKCL-theory together with the recommenda-
tions concerning its application in the enumerated direc-
tions may be called a Universal Resources and Agents 
Framework (URAF); this term vvas introduced for the first 
time in (Fomichov, 1999b). 

6 Related approaches 

The analysis shows that everything that may be expressed 
by means of Knowledge Interchange Format, or KIF 
(Genesereth, 1999), FIPA Semantic Language (SL), FIPA 

ACL (FIPA ACL, 1998), may be expressed also by means 
of RSK-languages. 

The particular advantages of the RKCL-theory in 
comparison with FIPA SL (FIPA CCL, 1999), Discourse 
Representation Theory (van Eijck and Kamp, 1996), 
and Episodic Logic (Hvvang and Schubert, 1993) are, in 
particular, the possibilities: (1) to distinguish in a formal 
way objects (physical things, events, etc.) and concepts 
qualifying these objects; (2) to build compound represen
tations of concepts; (3) to distinguish in a formal manner 
objects and sets of objects, concepts and sets of concepts; 
(4) to build complicated representations of sets, sets of 
sets, etc; (5) to describe set-theoretical relationships; 
(6) to describe effectively structured meanings (SMs) of 
discourses with references to the meanings of phrases and 
larger parts of discourses; (7) to describe SMs of sentences 
with the words "concept", "notion"; (8) to describe SMs of 
sentences vvhere the logical connective "and" or "or" joins 
not the expressions-assertions but designations of things 
or sets or concepts or goals; (9) to consider non-traditional 
functions with arguments or/and values being sets of 
objects, of concepts, of texts semantic representations, 
etc; (10) to construct formal analogues of the meanings 
of arbitrary constructions built out of infinitives with 
dependent words. 

The RKCL-theory provides the possibility to approx-
imate aH RDF-structures by the similar expressions of 
RSK-languages. The same applies to the RDF Schema 
Specification Language (RDF SSL, 1999). The analysis 
of RDF expressive means supports such basic ideas of 
the RKCL-theory as: building compound formal desig
nations of sets; joining by logical connectives not only 
the designations of assertions but also the designations 
of things, events, and concepts; considering assertions as 
objects having some external ties: vvith a date, the set of 
the authors, a language, etc. 

The principal advantage of the RKCL-theory in com
parison with aH approaches mentioned above is that it 
indicates a small collection of operations enabling us to 
build semantic representations of arbitrary NL-texts and, 
as a consequence, to express in a formal \vay arbitrarily 
complicated goals and plans of actions, to represent 
contents of arbitrary protocols of negotiations. 

7 Conclusions 

A new theoretical framevvork for Electronic Commerce 
and for developing a more semantically-structured Web 
is introduced. It is called the Universal Resources and 
Agents Framework (URAF). The mathematical component 
of the new framework is the RKCL-theory. The suggested 
framework provides: 
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(a) a common syntax for representing communicative 
acts, ontoiogies of appiication domains, contents of 
messages, metadata (data about data); 
(b) a formalism for representing contents (or structured 
meanings) of arbitrarily complicated real sentences and 
discourses pertaining to commerce, law, medicine, tech-
nology, etc; 
(c) a universal and flexible formalism for representing 
knovvledge about the vvorld and, hence, for building 
ontoiogies of appiication domains; 
(d) the possibility of representing communicative acts 
carried out by intelligent agents in the same vvay as one 
does while building semantic representations (SRs) of texts 
mentioning such acts with the aid of the verbs " inform", 
"say", "propose ", "confirm", etc; 
(e) a much richer formalism for representing metadata 
and contents of messages than the Resource Description 
Framevvork (RDF) suggested in 1998-1999 by the World 
Wide Web Consortium; 
(g) such means of representing communicative acts vvhich 
are not less fiexibie than the means provided by the ACL 
suggested by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical 
Agents (FIPA, Geneva) and vvhich can approximate the 
means considered in FIPA 98 Specification - Part 2; 
(h) the opportunities to describe formally semantics of 
ACL vvhich are very close to the opportunities used for 
describing semantics of communicative acts in the FIPA 
98 Specification - Part 2. 

The properties (a) - (e) are the main distinctive features 
and advantages of the suggested framevvork in comparison 
vvith the framevvork given by the FIPA 98 Specification -
Part 2. 
The property (b) provides the possibility to suggest a 
standard for the design of Content Languages. This 
property means, in particular, that URAF may be used for 
representing the contents of arbitrary documents needed 
for the realization of Electronic Commerce (EC), including 
the protocols of negotiations. 

Due to the properties (a) - (t), the nevv framevvork 
bridges a considerabie gap betvveen the multi-agent sys-
tems community and the community of the designers of 
the Worid Wide Web. Besides, URAF provides a povverful 
theoretical background for deveioping the WWW in the 
direction of perfecting means of the conceptual search of 
various Information pieces, proceeding from the requests 
of the end users. 

EC is considered no\vadays as a mayor appiication 
domain for the exploitation of Internet in the nearest 
future. Besides, EC is ideally suited for multi-agent and 
intelligent agent technologies. That is vvhy, due to the 
properties (a)-(g), the suggested mathematical framevvork 
opens nevv prospects both for EC and for other applications 
of multi-agent systems. Lets underline now only tvvo 

ideas. Firstly, it vvould be considerably easier to elaborate 
and to verify the logics of functioning of intelligent 
agents in the situation when the structure of knovvledge 
representation in computer is very close to the structure 
of NL-texts expressing the experience of human experts 
in commerce. Secondly, it vvill be possible to use in the 
nearest future the NL-processing programs for transferring 
texts reflecting human experience and intuition into 
computer-understandable forms. 
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In this paper, a new \vatermarking method is proposed for copynght protection of two-coIor bitmaps. It 
is called the threshold watermarking method (TW). TW combines a watermark and a two-color bitmap 
together. This combinatipn is basically achieved following the concept ofthe (t, n)-threshold scheme. TW 
extracts n characteristic values from f/ie bitmap first and thus generates some information to protect the 
copynght of this bitmap. TW gaarantees that it can fight against modificative attacks if tbere are more 
than t characteristic values existing in the modified bitmap. This plienomenon has been shown in our 
experiments. Hence TW is a robust watermarking method. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays, computers have become a part ofthe basic elec-
tronic equipment of our daily life. Follovving this is a grad-
ual growth of computer netvvorks. As the population of 
network users increases rapidly, more and more makers put 
their digital products on netvvorks which are convenient for 
their customers to access. But the makers of these products 
cannot expect their customers aH to be lavv-abiding ones. 
Some of them might reproduce these digital products for 
illegal use. Therefore, enforcing copyright protection of 
these products is important and urgent. Watermarking is 
a vvay to protect copyright [1]. With vvatermarking, mak
ers can hide some related publishing data of the copyright 
property into the products to make a claim of their owner-
ship. 

Associated literature [2][3] shovvs evidence of much re-
search into watermarking methods. Hovvever, until novv, 
there is stili no vvatermarking method proposed to protect 
the copyright of two-color bitmaps. This is because, if a 
vvatermark is embedded into a two-color bitmap by chang-
ing the values of some of the pixels of the bitmap, the wa-
termark vvill not be perceptually undetectable, and people 
can detect the protection directly with their eyes. These 
kinds of vvatermarking methods, embedding the vvatermark 
by altering the original image's pixel values, cannot apply 
to a tvvo-color bitmap. Hence a nevv vvatermarking method 
is proposed in this paper to deal with this problem. It is 
called the threshold waterinarking method (TW) for pro-

tecting the copyright of bitmaps. This nevv method is de-
rived from the conception of the (t,n)-threshold scheme 
and the theory of Torus automorphism [5]. TW incorpo-
rates Torus automorphism to scramble the contents of the 
original bitmap first. Next, TW extracts n characteristic 
values from the scrambled bitmap and generates some in
formation to protect the copyright of this bitmap. TW is 
robust since, for a modified bitmap, if more than t charac
teristic values exists in it, then TW can restore the vvater
mark fo!lowing the {t, ?i)-threshold scheme. Hence TW is 
capable of vvorking against modificative attacks. 

2 Previous works 

2.1 (t, n)-Threshold scheme 

The {t, ji)-threshold scheme is usually implemented by the 
interpolation polynomial method proposed by Shamir [4]. 
This method can be portrayed as foUovvs. Assume a dealer 
has a secret K and a prime number p. The value of p 
is greater than or equal to the value of K. According to 
the interpolation polynomial method, the dealer constructs 
an arbitrary polynomial h{x) vvith the degrees of t-1. Let 
h{x) = at-ix'-~^ + ai_2a-*~^ -I- • • • -I- aix + K {mod p), 
vvhere each coefficient aj belongs to [1, p-1] and 1 < i < 
^—1. Notice that the secret/•C is hidden in theconstant item 
of the above polynomial. It is easy to acquire the secret K 
from h{x) since /i(0) = K. 

mailto:tchen@pu.edu.tw
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Suppose that each participant i has a unique and pub-
lic identification IDi. Next, the deaier will generate each 
shadow ki according to each participant's ID i. Let ki — 
h{IDi), where i=l,2,...,n. The pair {IDi,h{IDi)), 
i.e., {IDi ,ki), can be seen as a coordinate point of the poly-
nomial h{x) in a two-dimensional space. Since h{x) is a 
polynomial with the degree of ^-1, it can be inferred that 
t or more than t coordinate points can determine the poly-
nomial /i(a;). In other words, the polynomial h{x) can be 
reconstructed with any t pairs {IDp^,kp^), {IDp^,kp^) , 
. . . , and {IDp^, kpj among n pairs. Here 1 < p; < n and 
also i 7̂  j , Pi ^ pj. The reconstruction can be achieved 
easily by theLagrange interpolation polynomial \vhich can 
be simply put as below: 

hix) 
t 

E 
s = l 

kp. n 
ID Pi 

j=l,j^s 
IDn. - ID. 

-{mod p). 
Pi 

With the cooperation of t participants, h{x) can be re
constructed, and the secret K can be obtained easily by 
h{0). 

2.2 Torus automorphism 

Given an image, Torus automorphism [5] scrambles it and 
generates a chaotic mixed image. We label each pixel with 
a coordinate (A'o, Yo) defined by the grid. The actions of 
Torus automorphism on the given pixels are represented by 

(mod N) , 

and so on. 

he matrices 

X2 
. ^ 2 . 

= 
1 
q q 

= 

1 
+ 1 

1 1 

A'i 
(n 10 d A') , 

The above formuJas can be generalized as 
Xd 
Yd 

1 Xd-i 
Ya-i 

(modA^). 

Here {Xii,Yd) is a coordinate in a tvvo-dimensional 
space. It is the result of Torus automorphism applied to 
{XO,YQ) up to d times. The parameters of Torus automor
phism are q, d, and N'. The value of q is assigned by the 
user arbitrarily. As for d and Â , they denote the number 
of action times of Torus automorphism and the size of the 
given image, respective]y. 

3 Proposed method 

The basic idea of our vvatermarking method is derived from 
the (t, n)-threshold scheme, and that is why we call it the 
threshold watermarking (TW) method. Suppose that there 
is a tvvo-color bitmap O to be protected. First, TW asks the 
ovvner of O to define a poiynomial vvith the degrees of t-
1. Let this polynomialbeF(a;) = a^-ia;'"^ + at-2x''~'^ + 
• • • + aia;-l-ao(mod 257). Thecoefficients(i.e., at_i, a(_2, 
. . . , and flo) of the polynomial are the watermark. They are 
defined and oniy known by the ovvner of O. TW combines 
this watermark vvith O. Next, TW divides O into a sequence 
of bytes and selects m bytes from that sequence randomly. 

and then it stores them in an array. For each byte of the 
array, if there is a number x G [I, m] that makes the value 
of the byte equal to F{x), this byte is then a characteristic 
value. We assume that there are n characteristic values in 
m bytes. For each characteristic value, TW records the 
relationship between the value and its related x, and this 
finishes the combination process of TW. 

There is of course one way to take off the bitmap after 
the above process of TW. If t or more than t unchange-
able characteristic values remain in those n values, T\V 
vvill reconstruct the polynomial F{x) successfully. Then 
the copyright of the tvvo-color bitmap vvill be verified by 
the retrieved vvatermark. This is done in the verification 
process of TW. 

TW consists of tvv'o parts. One is the combination pro
cess, and the other is the verification process. Next, vve 
shall describe these tvvo processes in detail. 

3.1 Combination 

Given a tvvo-color bitmap O, TW scrambles O foilovving 
Torus automorphism first. After the scrambling process, 
the bitmap O is rearranged chaoticaliy. Torus automor
phism does not on!y scramble the bitmap O but also pro-
vides secure protection for TW. If any attacker vvants to 
predict the characteristic values, they should knovv the pa
rameters of Torus automorphism first. After scrambling 
the bitmap O, TW separates the mixed image into /• blocks 
from left to right and from top to bottom. Each block con
sists of eight pixels. Since each pixel has one bit only in 
tvvo-color bitmaps, each block has eight bits. Hence TW 
can take each block as a byte and store these bytes into the 
array A. A is a big array in general. For the sake of acceler-
ation and security, TW randomly selects m bytes from the 
array A and sets them exclusively to be the characteristic 
values. For this purpose, vve import a dedicated seed s as 
a pseudo-random-number generator (PRNG) and employ 
this PRNG to produce a specific sequence vvhose length is 
771, vvhere m is smaller than or equal to r. Note that this 
specific sequence is associated with the seed s. When vve 
import the same seed s to PRNG, TW acquires the ran-
dom numbers in the corresponding sequence as mentioned 
above. Next, TW stores the random numbers in this se-
quence into another array B. Based on this array B, vve can 
take m bytes from the array A and store them in stili an
other array C. After the generation of C, TW constructs a 
polynomial F{x) according to the vvatermark at_i ,at-2, 
. . . , «0. and then it selects some characteristic values from 
the array C based on the values of F{x). Here C[i] is de
fined as a characteristic value if and only if such an integer 
as a; G [L 7Ti] exists so that F{x) is equal to C[i]. The rela-
tion betvveen characteristic values and their associated x is 
recorded in the array D. Finally, the ovvner of O has to keep 
the parameters of Torus automorphism q, d, N; the vvater
mark at-i, at-2, . . . , ao; and the array D. They are the 
inputto the verification algorithm of TW. Thecombination 
procedures of TW are described in detail belovv: 
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Algorithm I [Combination of TW ] 

Input: A bitmap O, the watermark [at-i, a(._2> • • • , ao]< 
the seed s of PRNG, three parameters q, d, and N for 
Torus automorphism. 

Output: An array D that keeps the relationship between 
characteristic values and their associated x. 

Stepi: Scramble the bitmap O using Torus automorphism 
with parameters q, d, and A'̂ . Let the resultant bitmap 
beO'. 

Step2: Split O' into r blocks. Each block consists of eight 
pixels. Let A[i] denote the value of the i-th block, 
where 1 < i < r. The value of A[i] must belong to 
[0,255]. 

Step3: Import a dedicated seed s to a PRNG and produce a 
sequence of random numbers with the length m. TW 
labels each random number as B[i], vvhere 1 < i < 
m. The value of B[i] must belong to [i, r]. 

Step4: Pick A[B['J]] from the array A and label it as C[i\. 
That is, let C[i\ equal A[B[i]], vvhere 1 < i < m. The 
value of C[i] must belong to [O, 255]. 

StepS: Establish a polynomial F{x) over GF(257), 
i.e.,F(a;) = ai-ix^^^ + at_2a,-*~^ + • • • + aix + 
ao(mod 257). The coefficients of F{x) constitute the 
vvatermark. 

Step6: Calculate F['j), where 1 < j < m, and store F(j) 
in the array F. 

Step7: Generate the array D. Set the value of D[f] to be j 
if there is an F[j] to ensure that F[j] is equal to C[i]. 
C[i] is the characteristic value in this čase. Othervvise, 
D[i] equais 0. Both the values of i and j belong to 
[hm]. 

StepS: Output the array D. 

3.2 Verification 
After the combination of TW, the ovvner of the original 
bitmap must keep some security Information. They are the 
parameters of Torus automorphism, the seed of PRNG, the 
vvatermark, and the array D. These parameters vvill be fur-
ther used to verify the copyright of the bitmap. The process 
of retrieving and verifying the vvatermark is the other part 
of TW. It is called the verification process. 

The basic idea of the verification of TW is described as 
foilovvs. Given a two-color bitmap O, suppose the ovvner 
vvants to retrieve its vvatermark vvith TW. First, the user 
must employ the same three parameters (i.e., q, d, and N) 
in Torus automorphism to scramble the bitmap O. Next, 
TW divides the mixed bitmap O' into r blocks and reads 
these blocks as a sequenče'of bytes as mentioned before. 
TW Stores them in an array A'. After the above process, TW 
generates the same sequence of random numbers by PRNG 

and the same seed s. Further, TW stores them in the array 
B. Based on the random number (i.e., B[i]), TW picks out 
the characteristic value from the array A' (i.e., A'[B[i]]). 
A'[B[i]] is a characteristic value if D[f| is nonzero. Next, 
TW checks if A'[B['i]] is equal to A[B[i]]. In other vvords, 
the pixels in the block A'[B[i]] are unchanged. Since the in
put of the verification algorithm does not inciude the array 
A, TW should check A'[B[i]] through F(D[i]). If A'[B[i]] 
is equal to F(D[j]), the content of A'[B[i]] has not been 
changed due to modificative attacks of the bitmap. TW 
then selects t different characteristic values from the ar-
ray A' follovving the process above. With the t characteris
tic values, the polynomial F{x) can be reconstructed using 
the Lagrange interpolation polynomial. The coefficients of 
F{x) (i.e., the vvatermark) can then be retrieved^and veri-
fied in the verification process. The verification algorithm 
of TW is expressed in detail belovv: 

Algorithm II [Verification ofTW ] 

Input: If a bitmap O needs to be verified, the inputs are 
the three parameters q, d, and A'̂ , the seed s of PRNG, 
the watermark{at_i, at-2, • • • , ao). and the array D. 

Output: Ves or No depends on vvhether the retrieved vva
termark {aj_i', a(_2', . . . , oo'] is or is not the same 
as the input vvatermark {a(_i, at_2, . . . , ao}-

Step:l Scramble the bitmap O using Torus automorphism 
vvith three parameters g, d, and A''. Generate a mixed 
bitmap O'. 

Step:2 Divide the mixed bitmap O' into r blocks. Each 
block consists of 8 pixels. Let A'[i] denote the value 
of the j-th block, vvhere 1 <i <r. The value of A'[i] 
must belong to [O, 255]. 

Step:3 Feed the seed s to PRNG and produce a corre-
sponding sequence of rn random numbers. Label each 
random number as B[i], vvhere 1 < i < m, and the 
value of B[i] belongs to [I, r]. 

Step:4 Based on the random numbers B[ij] chosen ar-
bitrarily from the array B, select t different values 
A'[B[n]], A'[B[i2]],... , and A'[B['it]] from the array 
A' so that D[ij] is nonzero and the A'[B[ij]]'s are dif
ferent from each other. The value of A'[B[ij]] should 
aiso satisfy the expression A'[B[ij]] = F(D[?j]), vvhere 
F{x) = at-ix'-~^ + at-2x'-~'^ + ••• + aix + 
ao(mod 257). The value of ij belongs to [I, m], and 
j belongs to [1, t]. 

Step:5 If there are t points (i.e.,(D[ii], A'[B[ii]]), (D[i2], 
A'[B[i2]]), . . . . and (D[i(], A'[B[ii])) and the condi-
tion is satisfied as above, reconstruct the polynomial 
vvith the Lagrange interpolation polynomial. Output 
"Ves" to shovv that there is indeed a vvatermark in O. 

. Otherwise output "No." 
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4 Experiinent results 

Some experiments on two-color bitmaps have been done 
to prove the robustness of our method. There were two 
bitmaps employed in our experiments. They are images of 
a Whale and a Horse,Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The 
size of the bitmaps used in our experiments is 512 x 512 
pixels. Figures 3 and 5 are themodified version of the orig
inal Whale. They are Haze Whale and Snovv Whale, re-
spectively. Likevvise, Figures 4 and 6 are the modified ver
sion of the original Horse. They are Haze Horse and Snow 
Horse, respectively. We experimented on these bitmaps to 
check the robustness of TW. Our experiments vvere con-
ducted on a personal computer. It consists of an AMD K6 
200 MHz CPU and 64 MB RAM. The operating system 
was MS Windows 98, and the programming language used 
is C++. 

In our experiments, aH parameters are fixed. We set t = 
3, a2 = 2, ai = 1, and »o =7 . As a result, the polynomial 
F{x) employed in our experiments is 2x'̂  + x + 7 (mod 
257). The parameters q, d, and A'' of Torus automorphism 
are 10, 5, and 512, respectively, and the seed s of PRNG 
is 7. According to these parameters, our experiments ap-
ply the combination algorithm of TW to the original Whale 
first to generate a coordinating array D. Next, to check the 
copyright of Whale, we use the fixed parameters and the 
aboveDin the verification algorithm. It takes a total of 3.14 
seconds to retrieve the watermark 2, 1, and 7. It appears 
efficient. Thus TW verifies the copyright of the original 
Whale successfully. Besides the original Whale, we also 
check the copyright of Haze Whale and Snovv Whale. We 
use the verification algorithm of TW to verify the copyright 
of Haze Whale and Snow Whale. It takes 3.23 seconds and 
3.21 seconds to retrieve the vvatermarks of Haze Whale and 
Snovv Whale, respectively. Consequently, TW is robust as 
to the verification of the watermark [2, 1,7). 

After that, we apply the combination process of TW and 
another set of parameters to the original image of Horse. 
The three parameters q, d, and A'̂  and the seed s remain 
the same as before, that is 10, 5, 512, and 7, respectively. 
The parameter t is stili three, but the watermark is not 2, 
1, and 7 anymore. Instead, we set 02 = 1, ai = 2, and oo 
= 3 this tirne. Namely, the original Horse is now protected 
by TW. We can also retrieve the vvatermark {1, 2, 3) suc-
cessfully from the original Horse, Haze Horse, and Snovv 
Horse follovving the verification process of TW. TW is niče 
and robust vvhen retrieving the vvatermark from the modi
fied bitmap. 

>From the above results, it is shovvn that TW can verify 
the copyright of a bitmap efficiently and robustly. Besides 
this, TW is so secure that only legal users can retrieve and 
verify the vvatermark successfully. The inputs of the veri
fication algorithm of TW are secret parameters, vvhich are 
only knovvn to the legal user (i.e., the ovvner of the original 
bitmap). They are the three parameters of Torus automor
phism, the seed of PRNG, the vvatermark defined by the 
user, and the array D. 

Besides the impressive robustness and execution time, 
the size of the storage space is also an important issue to 
qualify a vvatermarking method. In TW, besides the storage 
needed by the tvvo-color bitmap vvith the size of 512x512, 
we need only some tiny extra storage room to store arrays 
D, F, the parameters of Torus automorphism, the seed of 
PRNG, and the vvatermark. As for arrays A, B, and C, 
they do not need to be put in storage at ali. In the com
bination process, the values of the array A can be obtained 
from the mixed bitmap directly. Similarly, A' can be ob
tained from the mixed bitmap in the verification process. 
That is, no extra storage room is required for A and A'. The 
space of the array B can be reduced to a temporary byte by 
coding. TW reads the random number from the temporary 
byte. According to the random number, TW selects the re-
lated byte from the mixed bitmap. Instead of storing this 
related byte into the array C, TW compares the related byte 
with the values of the array F to find out the proper x, and 
then it Stores the value x into the array D. Then, PRNG can 
generate the next random number and store it in the tem-
porary byte. TW repeats the above action until the array D 
is created successfully. In other vvords, it is not necessary 
to store arrays A, B, and C; only one byte is required to 
store the random number. In our experiments, the storage 
room for the bitmap, arrays D, F, several parameters, and 
the temporary byte is totally less than 33KB. 

Note that the values of m and t are defined by the user 
arbitrarily in TW, except the value of t should be much 
smaller than that of m. For example, in our experiments, 
the values ofm and t are set to be 256 and 3, respectively. 
In fact, the execution time and storage space of TW is de-
termined by rn. The bigger the value of 7n is, the more the 
execution time and storage space required by TW vvill be. 
That is, the performance of TW vvill be vvorse if the value 
of m is bigger. Hovvever, vvhen TW picks out more bytes 
from the bitmap (i.e., the value of m is larger), there vvill 
be more characteristic values in the array C, vvhich vvill be 
useful for verification after modificative attacks. Hence the 
choice of the rn value is a trade-off. By the same token, 
the choice of the t value is also a trade-off. The verifica
tion process of TW is determined by t. If the value of t is 
big (such as i=100) and modification of the bitmap is ob-
servable, it is then difficult to find as many as t unchanged 
characteristic values from the modified bitmap. TW cannot 
verify the copyright of the modified bitmap in this situation. 
Hence the value of t should not be too big. Hovvever, the 
valueof t should not be too small, either. Othervvise, it vvill 
be too easy to find t characteristic values from a bitmap, 
even if this bitmap does not belong to the current user. Wa-
termarking is a trade-off problem basically. For an image, 
a vvatermarking method has to find out the ovvner of the 
image even if this image has been modified. But, if this 
image has been completely changed and transformed to be 
another image, the vvatermarking method has to detect this 
change and decide that this nevv image does not belong to 
the ovvner of the original image. The value of t in TW is 
exactly vvhat carries out this operation. 
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5 Conclusion 
TW can protect the copyright of two-color bitmaps. The 
concept of TW is derived based on the (t,'ft)-threshoId 
scheme. In the (t,n)-threshold scheme, the secret can be 
obtained through the cooperation of t participants. Simi-
larly, for TW, the watermark can be obtained with t legal 
characteristic values. TW consists of two components. One 
is the combination process, and the other is the verifica-
tion process. By the combination of TW, the ovvner of the 
original bitmap can combine the vvatermark and the bitmap 
together and generale some information that can be used 
to verify the vvatermark. The verification of TW works 
through importing this information to retrieve the vvater-
mark of the bitmap. When the bitmap is destroyed, if there 
are t or more than t unchanged characteristic values left, 
the polynomial can be reconstructed. Furthermore, the co-
efficients of the polynomial can be verified successfully. 
Based on our experiments, it is shown that TW can verify 
the copyright efficiently and robustly without the help of 
the original bitmap. 

Figure 2: Original Horse. 

.1-^ 

Figure 3: Haze Whale. 
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The formulation ofgueries is often regarded as a difficalt f;is/c for a large class of users. In this articie we 
propose an approach facilitating query formulation for users sharing a common database. Our approach is 
based on two considerations. On one hand, query formulation can be considered as a skill whicb can be 
shared entirely or partly befvveen users. Accordingly we propose a model for storing and making available 
this skill to help users to formulate their new gueries. On the other hand, we base our design on custom 
construction of a database adapted to each business group of users in guestion. In using it, the users of a 
given business cooperate transparently through their gueries to design databases specific to their business. 
Tbus, they take part co-operatively, if indirectly in reducing the difficulty ofquery formulation. 

1 Introduction 

Database query languages aim to ailow users to obtain the 
data necessary for the realization of their tasi<s. However, 
query formulation has always been regarded as a difficult 
task for a large class of users (Denneboury, 1993). The 
designers of database systems have been proposing lan
guages, which are increasingly directed towards the needs 
of users. The principal aim has been the simplification of 
the syntax used in formulating queries. Indeed, these lan
guages have passed from algebraic (Codd, 1970) through 
declarative forms of expression (Kim, 1990) and on to vi-
sual languages relieving the user almost totally from the 
need to knovv the syntax concerned (Vadaparty, 1993). 
Nevertheless, query formulation remains an unintuitiveand 
delicate task. There are multiple reasons for this, some of 
them being the follovving: 

- The size of the database schemas handled by users 
often exceeds their assimilation capacity. These 
schemas usually shared by different groups, which 
manipulate different relations and entities. These 
groups usual]y pertain to different skills. 

- The structural and semantic variation between the vi-
sion that users have of their data and the database 
schema model representing these data. The Absejice 
of schema evolution is one cause of this divergence 
(Lenner & Habermann, 1990). 

- The need for formulating queries using semantics, 
which are increasingly difficult to express. To formu
late these queries, the user will have to ansvver multi

ple questions, examples of which might be: Which en
tities in the schema correspond most closely to the In
formation requirement? Which properties, in terms of 
attributes and methods, to use? What conditions must 
these entities verify and hovv should they be com-
bined? (Fleury, 1996). Aided decision applications, 
and those using a data warehouse are good examples 
of the need for complex query semantics. 

In this articie, we propose an approach which allows us
ing user queries to try to find a solution to these problems 
and thus to reduce the difficulty of query formulation. The 
means \ve adopt for this purpose include: 

- Reducing both the size of the databases (schema and 
data) and the structural and semantic mismatch be-
tween users' views of their data and the schema 
model. The idea is to build local databases adapted to 
each business by an incrementail design. These local 
databases are built out of a common database shared 
by aH users. Local schemas are created in a transpar
ent way using user queries. Then, data necessary to 
populate these databases are extracted from the com
mon database. 

- Offering help to users in formulating their queries. 
This consists of providing users vvith a range of al
ternative formulations for their query. These are built 
from Information held about their needs. This Infor
mation can be for example, a list of attributes or a 
list of classes that must be used in a query expres-
sion, a summary of query expressions (for instance 
specifying that query structure takes the form select 
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from where), etc. The formuhitions suggested by the 
model are extracted from a query definition database, 
vvhich is progressively built up from queries formu-
lated by users. Our help model is based on the as-
sumption that the users of any business or group of 
similar businesses often formulate queries vvhich are 
semantically close. The re-use of the whole or parts 
of previously formulated queries is thus regarded as a 
re-use ofski lis. 

The paper is organized as follovvs. In Section 2, we 
present the principle of the suggested approach. The query 
formulation assistance and the local databases incremental 
design processes are detailed in Section 3. In Section 4, vve 
present the related works. We conclude in section 5. 

2 The Principle of the approach 

The aim of our work consists of offering to users vvho ex-
ploit a common database in a multi-user environment, a 
framework for reducing the difficu]ty of query formulation. 
The approach is based on the separation and the re-use of 
two facets of a query: its definition representing its syntac-
tic structure and its result representing the structure of the 
objects supplied in response to it. 

Query definitions formulated by users are reified and orga
nized for re-use by other users. In this way, the re-use of 
closely related queries allows facilitating the formulation 
of ne\v queries by users belonging to the same skill groups. 

Query results for their part are used for the incremen
tal construction of a local database. This database vvill 
thus contain only the entities conceived and chosen by the 
users themselves through their queries. This method re-
duces both the size of the schema handled by the users and 
the mismatch betvveen the view which users have of their 
data and the schema model. 
Figure 1. summarizes the principle of our approach. Users 
sharing the exploitation of a common database can belong 
to different businesses (X and W in Figure 1). Let us imag-
ine that our model is in use by the user group of business 
W only. We propose two modes of use: an interrogation 
mode and an assistance mode. 

In interrogation mode, a query formulated by a user of this 
group launches the execution of two parallel processes si-
multaneously: 

- The incremental construction process of a database 
(which is initially empty) local to the business W user 
group. This process consists of; first, Identification 
and reification (materialization) of the set of classes 
necessary to answer it (step Al in Figure 1). Sec-
ondly, classification of the classes resulting from the 
previous step for incorporation into the local database 
schema (step A2 in Figure 1). Lastly, extraction from 
the shared database of the data necessary for creation 
of instances of classes newly incorporated into the lo
cal database schema (step A3 in Figure 1). 

« W » busine ss 
users groi.̂ ) 

Full queiy 
defititiori 

Interaciion 

User Iiit«rface 
Q^'tj result 

Query defirilion; 
database 

QueiydefirdtiDiis hiemrchy 

Query lesults hieraii:hy 

B: FormuhtiDn 
assistance 

base 
Local database 
of"W" Business 

A: Local database 
incremental 
construction 
p rocess 

« X » biBiness 
users goup 

Shared database 

Figure 1: The principle of the suggested approach 

Once these three steps have been taken, a response to 
the query is then found for the user by querying the 
local database. 

- The formulation assistance process in its phase of en-
riching the query definition database (vve called it the 
learning phase). This process phase consists of: first, 
Identification and reification of the object classes rep
resenting the query definition (step BI in Figure 1). 
Secondly, classification of the classes resulting from 
the reification of the query definition for incorpora
tion into the hierarchy of query definition (step B2 in 
Figure 1). 

The assistance mode can be called upon by a user vvho 
finds difficulty in formulating a given query. The formu
lation assistance process in its use phase is then launched. 
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This phase aims to propose to users, already formulated 
queries corresponding eventually to there needs. This con-
sists of: first, executing the same steps as those of the learn-
ing phase but using a partial definition. However, ciassi-
fication in this phase allows inferring fuU definitions - of 
vvhich the partial definition can form a part. Secondly nav-
igation, which is used as a means of interaction betvveen 
model and user (step B3 in Figure 1). In effect, we use a 
navigator which gives to the user the possibility of brows-
ing the definition and result hierarchies. The user can then 
adapt or complement the formulations that the model will 
have proposed to him/her and which will be indicated on 
the query definitions hierarchy graph. 

3 Model 

3.1 Concepts 

We distinguish two types of query definition, fuU and par
tial. Full definitions are formulated by users to elicit re-
sponses in terms of data (interrogation mode). Partial defi
nitions are created by users to obtain assistance in formulat-
ing queries correctly (assistance mode). For the represen-
tation of query definitions, we define two types of entity, 
elementary and complex. Elementary entities represent al-
gebraic operators (projection, selection, join). Complex en
tities represent the grammatical structure used by users to 
formulate a query in a specific query language {select from 
where queries, set queries, arithmetic queries, etc.). Each 
complex entity is composed of elementary entities issued 
from query expression revvriting in an algebraic form. 

3 el e ctF romVVher e_ 
Custom er- Empl oye e 

O -

Proj ection-C Qinponenl_ 
Custom er-Empl ciyee 

3 electioti-Component_ 
C ustom er-Etiipl oy e e 

Projection__ 
Employee-Naine 

S ouT ce-C 1 ass: P-E fflploy e e * 
Attiibut Path:P-Name* 

Projection_ 
Custom ef-Name 

3 ource-Class:P-Custom er* 
Attiibut-Path:P-Name* 

3election_ 
Employee 

3 our C e-C 1 ass= P-E mploy e e * 
Coniit ionP-
(Emplcyee inThe-EmtjloyEes)* 

SelectiQn_ 
Custom er 

3 ourc e-C 1 ass: P-C ust om er* 
3ondition;P-

(Customer inThe-Customers)^ 

Join_ 
Cuslomef-Employee 

Souf ce-Classl :P-Customer* 
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Liiilcl ;P-N aiti e_Custom er* 
Liiil;2:P-N am e_Employee* 
Join-CorditionP-

(Linkl=Link7)* 

/={ 

J oin-C omponent_ 
C ustom er-Empl oyee 

: P- "Aitribute"reefers toproperties cf 
the attribiite in qiiestion (its Sype ani if5 stafic vaiue) 

Figure 2: Exaniple of a query definition class 

3.2 The formulation assistance process 

3.2.1 Identification and reiflcation of 'query 
definition' classes 

Identifying the class representing the query definition is 
a matter of analyžing the query to determine the type 
and structure of the object class corresponding to it. This 
means, specifying vvhich complex operator is used for the 
query expression. This one is revvritten using algebraic 
operators represented by elementary entity classes. 
AH the classes representing the same type of elementary 
endty are grouped in a common composite class: pro
jection, selection and join component classes. Figure 
2 represents the classes corresponding to the query the 
Ust of any customers who are employees of the company 
? using UML formalism (Booch & al., 1998). This 
query definition is given below in OQL query language 
(Alashqur & al., 1989). 

Select Customer.name, Employee.name 
From Customer in The-Customers, 

Employee in The-Employees 
Where Customer.name = Employee.name 

The classes represented in Figure 2 are a representa-
tion of the follovving algebraic translation of the query 
presented above. The classes attributes represent the 
parameters of algebraic operators (projection, selection 
and join). For example the Source-classl, Source-class2, 
Linkl, Linkl, Join-condition attributes defined in the 
Join-Employee-Customer class represent respectively two 
class descriptions necessary to carry out thejoin operation, 
two links defined in these classes, and thejoin condition. 

Projection [Projection-1 (Customer, name) 

Selection 

Join 

Projection-2 (Employee, name)] 
[Selection-1 (Customer, in. 

The-Custoimers), 
Selection-2 (Employee, in. 

The-Employee)] 
[Join-1 (Customer, name. 

Employee, name, Equality)] 

3.2.2 Classification of 'query definition' classes 

The classes resulting from the Identification stage are in-
serted in a 'query definition' classes hierarchy (see figure 
1). This maintains the set of specialization/generalization 
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relations existing betvveen these classes. Thus, these re-
lations represent the fact that a particular query definition 
is more general or more specific than another. The clas-
sification of classes representing a partial query definition 
a]lows the finding of classes representing already formu-
lated queries which can be a complement of this partial 
one. The classification algorithm used in the model is an 
adaptationof thealgorithmdefined in (Napoli, 1991). This 
particular one is characterized by two basic components: 
pattern matching and a class graph search, aimed to find 
the best position in the class graph. For example, the al
gorithm indicates that the query select customer.naine, Em-
ployee.name from ? where ? can be inserted as a subclass 
of the root class representing the query of Figure 2. 

3.3 The incremental conception process of 
local database 

3.3.1 'Query result' classes Identification and 
reification 

Identification consists of determining ali the classes needed 
to answer a query which are not in the local database 
schema. These class descriptions are later retrieved from 
the shared database schema. For example, the execution 
of Identification step of query presented in paragraph 3.2.1 
determines that classes representing the customers and the 
employees of the company must be integrated into the local 
database to answer the concerning query. 
In addition to data consultation, some queries are used 
to create new classes not defined in the shared database 
schema; this is by reifying query results and incorporating 
them in the local database schema. This reification func-
tion allows adapting the schema classes to the needs of the 
different business categories of the user. The structures of 
derived classes are automatically inferred from their query 
definitions. The model can thus infer the type of these 
classes, their attributes and of course the types of these at-
tributes. 

3.3.2 Classification of 'query result' classes for 
incorporation into local database schema 

The position of classes resulting from the Identification 
stage in the local database class hierarchy is inferred au-
tomatically from their position in the shared database class 
hierarchy. Indeed, for each class, the Identification stage 
retrieves its set of super-classes. The class thus keeps the 
same position in the hierarchy. For example, the Emplovee 
class used in the query of paragraph 3.2.1 is inserted as a 
subclass of class Person. The class Person representing the 
super class of class Einplojee in the shared schema is in
serted aiso in the local one. 
Classes resulting from reification are inserted in positions 
calculated by a specific classification algorithm. 

3.3.3 Object extraction and instantiation 

The extraction stage in the local database construction pro
cess consists of extracting the data necessary to create the 
local database schema class instances. For creation of these 
instances, we distinguish classes resulting from the Identifi
cation stage from those resulting from the reification stage. 
Indeed, instances of the classes resulting from Identifica
tion will be copies of those of the classes belonging to the 
shared schema. For those resulting from reification and 
representing new entities, new instances are created. 

4 Discussion and related work 
To our knowledge, ali approaches proposing to facilitate 
the syntactic aspect of queries only -formal, declarative, 
visual, for instance. We find no approaches in the litera
ture which propose the re-use of syntactic and semantics 
inherent to already formulated queries for the formulation 
of new queries -\vhich are potentially more complex. How-
ever, we do acknowledge a link between the incremental 
conception of local databases presented here and the nu-
merous approaches based on use of the view and material-
ized view concepts ((Abiteboul & Bonner, 1991), (Heiler, 
1990), (Ullman, 1988)). We distinguish two fundamen-
tal classes of view approaches. The first proposes cre-
ating partial views adapted to particular groups of users 
i.e. views which are separate from the common database 
schema ((Souza, 95), (Abiteboul & al., 1994)). This though 
doesn't allow having a complete and integral view of the 
entities available to a group of users. New entities created 
by users (which in our approach arise from the query re
sult reification step) are separated from those already in the 
global schema (\vhich in our approach arise from the query 
result Identification step). 
The second class of approaches vvorks by integrating a spe
cific user view to the global database schema ((Kuno & al., 
1995), (Kuno & Rundersteiner, 1996)). These, in contrast 
of our approach don't allovv the creation of separate and 
independent users views. This amplifies the users assimi-
lation difficulty (v. introductory paragraph). 

In addition, our approach has some similarities with 
some vvorks related to structure semi-structured data. In
deed, our approach resembles that of the AKIRA system 
(Lacroix & al. 1998) in its use of user queries for incre-
mentally constructing local databases. It differs from it in 
taking a shared database as its data source - not material 
dovvnloaded from the Web. Thus it is not a čase of one user 
buiiding an individual smart-cache database, but a num-
ber of users belonging to the same business cooperating 
to build their ovvn business database transparently. In ad
dition, we reify the query result to adapt the content of the 
database to the needs of its users - which AKIRA doesn't 
do. 

Re-use of queries is used in some vvorks to optimize 
query evaluation (query semantic optimization) ((Abite
boul & Duschka, 1998), (Chaudhuri, 1995), (Duschka, 
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1997)). Hovvever, in addition to differing in our objective 
(query formulation assistance rather than query optimiza-
tion), we manipulate the query definition concept rather 
than the view concept (query result concept in our ap-
proach). This choice allows: 

- First, distinguishing between the different facets of 
use of query reification. On one hand, the view mech-
anism to represent novel data entities manipulated by 
users; on the other, the reuse mechanism to represent 
query formulation expressions. 

- Second, the use of structure inherent to query expres-
sion, specifically the conditional parts of selection and 
join operators. Using this structure allows us to infer 
ali the generalization, specialization or composition 
relations between different queries. This is impossible 
when one has recourse only to exploiting view (query 
result) (Staudt, 1994). 

5 Conclusion 
In this article we have proposed an approach designed to 
facilitate query formulation. It consists in use/reuse of 
queries formulated by users sharing a common database. 
For the part of the model concerned with help with query 
formulation, we take inspiration from vvork investigating 
the use of heuristic classification in CAD systems (Clancey, 
1993). We take partial query formulations to be incomplete 
design models and correct query formulations to be com-
plete design models. To our knowledge, no model has yet 
proposed exp]oiting both results and definitions of queries 
to assist users in their formulation. In our future work, 
we intend to investigate the use of patterns (Gamma & al., 
1996) to bring users more effective help as they formulate 
their queries. 
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Evaluating the semantic similarity of a pair of words is a basic activity in text information search and 
retrieval. It can, for example, be applied to query expansion to support an intelligent information retrieval 
system. This teclinique makes it easy to find relevant information from tlie World Wide Web (WWW) even 
thougfi users cannot input ali the l(eywords which might express their needs. For these types ofsystems, 
similarity measures are required to closely approximate human judgement. In this paper, \ve propose a 
new measure of word similarity based on tlte normalized information content of concepts in a semantic 
netvvork. It overcomes shortcomings in existing measures. The result ofexperimental evaluation indicated 
that our measure canjudge word similarity like human beings, a correlation ofO.81, which is much higher 
than that ofexisting measures. 

1 Introduction 

Recent advances in the Internet make it easier to access 
available information on the WWW. However it is not so 
easy to find the valuable and relevant information we need 
from a huge resource such as the WWW. In a classical in
formation retrieval system, a user poses a set of keywords 
and the system responds by supplying the user with a set 
of documents that contain those keywords. The quality of 
the retrieval results depends largely on the keywords posed 
by the user. It is a natural requirement for an intelligent 
information retrieval system to respond vvith not only the 
documents which contain the keywords posed by the user 
but also those which contain keywords similar to the posed 
ones. In other words, whiie searching a document vvith 
the query, the system should expand the query keyword 
set by adding those similar keywords based on a seman
tic netvvork. To measure vvord similarity is a fundamental 
task in the intelligent information retrieval. In addition, vve 
can classify documents automatically by using the seman
tic similarity of words in the document. Some keywords in 
the document are compared with a classname to evaluate 
the similarity betvveen the class and the document. In this 
vvay, we can find a proper class for the document. 

Generally speaking, one vvord has several senses. We 
call them "concepts" in this paper. To measure vvord simi-
larity vvith respect to its senses, vve have to measure concept 
similarity first. There are a!ready some existing concept 
similarity measures using semantic netvvorks. The most 
simple way is to use the "distance" betvveen two concepts 
in the semantic network(Lee et.al. 1993). In this method, 

the shorter the path from one concept to the other, the more 
similar they are. Another method ušes the information con-
tent(Ross 1976) of a superior concept vvhich subsumes the 
two concepts to be compared(Resnik 1995). The informa
tion content of a concept can be quantified by the probabil-
ity of the concepts it subsumes. In this method, tvvo con
cepts are considered to be similar if the information content 
of their superior concept is high. 

As vve will shovv in the follovving sections, both mea
sures, hovvever, suffer from some critical problems. In the 
distance-based measure, it is difficult to define the distance 
betvveen concepts. Usually, distance is defined by the num-
ber of edges betvveen tvvo nodes in a semantic netvvork. But 
there is not sufficient reason to assign the same vveight for 
ali edges. In the information content based method, con
cept similarity is very related to the number of nodes sub-
sumed by the tvvo concepts. Tvvo abstract concepts, vvhich 
subsumea lotof concepts, vvill neverhave a high similarity 
measure (We describe this problem in detail in the follovv
ing sections). In this paper, vve present a nevv information 
content based similarity measure vvhich overcomes ali the 
shortcomings of existing measures. 

2 A Framework for Evaluating 
Word Similarity 

In natural language, a vvord usually has several senses 
called concepts. In other vvords, a vvord is just a label 
for these different concepts. Therefore, it is necessary to 
compare concepts when vve measure semantic similarity 
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betvveen woi"ds. 
Two kinds of information are needed in evaluation of 

word similarity. 

1. Relationship between vvords and concepts. It is a map-
ping from a word to a set of concepts vvhici: can be 
represented as a table (Table 1). This relationship can 
be vievved as the definition of a word. For example, 
the word "mouse" means certain small animal in gen
eral, but it has other meanings such as an input device 
of computers. People use the same word "mouse" to 
represent two completely different concepts. 

Word 

mouse 
head 

Conceptl 

animal 
body parts 

Concept2 

device 
chief 

Table I: Mappiiig Table 
Relationship between concepts. It can be represented 
as a semantic network which is a directed acyclic 
graph(DAG)(Figure 1). There are different seman
tic relations between concepts in a semantic netvvork, 
such as is-a, a kind of, a part of, and so on. Similarly 
to the existing methods, we consider only the is-a re-
lation in this paper. For example, concept "cat" is a 
"feline", and "feline" is a concept of "animal". A dot 
line indicates that some intermediate nodes are omit-
ted in Figure I. 

Figure 1: A part of a semantic network 

Based on the t\vo kinds of information, the similarity of a 
pair of vvords can be evaluated in the following framework. 
Assume we evaluate the similarity of t\vo words w\ and 
W2. We first map the two words to a set of corresponding 
concepts respectively, say Ci and €2- We then evaluate the 
similarity of each pair of concepts which come from con
cept set Ci and C2, respectively. Finally, we get the word 
similarity from the obtained concept similarities. This pro-
cess is shown in Figure 2. 

•Wl Sim{w\, W2) W2 

mapping © • ^ summary /'7~^ I 
I 1'unction ^ - ^ X 

I C2 " 
c\ 

• 

(2 J ^n X n'^^^^ 

^— Sim{ci,Cj) 

Cl 

Figure 2: Process of evaluating similarity 

In the folloNving, we formalize this framework. 

Definition 1 Let W be a collection oflabels called words 
and C be another collection oflabels called concepts. W fl 
C = (ji. A binaij relation d(iu,c) belongs to W x C is 
definedfor a word w G W and a concept c G C such that 
the concept c is a sense ofthe word w. The set of relations 
d{w,c) is denoted as D. C{w) = {c\d{w,c) 6 D] is 
called the definition ofthe word w. 

Definition 2 A semantic network is a DAG G{C, E), 
where C is a set of nodes each of which corresponds to a 
concept, and E is a set ofedges each ofwhich corresponds 
to an is-a relation betvveen two concepts. For a DAG, we 
can define a transitive closure relation T as iisiial. Each 
relation in T is called a path in the DAG. If{ci, C2) € T, 
we say c-i is a superior concept ofc\. The length ofthe path 
from Cl to C2 is called the distance between them, denoted 
by dis{c\,C2). If {01,03) G T and (02,03) E T are two 
paths in G, then we say C3 is a common superior concept 
ofci and co. The set ofall common superior concepts ofoi 
and 02 is denoted as CS{oi, C2). 

Example Consider the semantic network in Figure L Con
cept "feline" is a superior concept of concept "cat". It 
is also a superior concept of concept "lion". Therefore, 
concept "feline" is a common superior concept of concept 
"cat" and "lion" Similarly, concept "animal" is also a 
common superior concept of "cat" and "lion ". 

Next, we describe the process of evaluating the similarity 
of a pair of words Wi and W2. It consists of the follovving 
three steps. 

1. ConstructC(7/;i) = {c\d{iui,c) G D} = {ci\l < i < 
n} and C(iU2) = {c|f/(u;2,c) G D} = {oj\l < j < 
m}. 

2. Evaluating the similarity sim{oi,Oj) for ali 1 < i < 
n,l < j < m. 

3. Evaluating szm(wi,W2) = F{{sim{ci,Cj)\l < i < 
n,l < j < m}) , \vhere F is a summary function. F 
is usually a maximal function. This is because there 
are some nonsense pairs of concepts in which the sim-
ilarity vvill be very low, and we do not want them to 
affect the similarity ofthe two words. 

Obviously, how to evaluate the concept similarity in a 
semantic network is the key to this framevvork. In the next 
two sections, \ve first introduce t\vo existing methods of 
measuring concept similarity as well as their shortcomings, 
and then propose a nevv measure for word similarity. 

3 Distance-based and Information 
content based Measurement 

There are already some methods to measure concept simi-
larity in semantic netvvorks. The most simple way is using 
the "distance" between t\vo concepts(Lee et.al. 1993). The 
shorter the distance betvveen tvvo concepts, the more similar 
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they are. Hovvever, two concepts are usually not located in 
a path., Therefore it is necessary to redefine the "distance" 
for a pair of concepts. 

Definition 3 Let Ci and c-i be two concepts in a semantic 
netvvork. Assunie tliat CS{ci, C2) is the set ofconiinon su-
perior concepts of C\ and C2. Then the distance between Ci 
and c-i, denoted by dis{ci, C2), is defined asfollows: 

dis{ci,C2) — min ((ijs(c] ,03) + (iis(c2,C3)). 
C3€C'S(ci,C2) 

(1) 

Definition 4 Let Ci and 0-2 be two concepts in a semantic 
network. A distance-based measure for the similarity of 
concept Ci andc2 is defined as follovvs: 

Simedge{ci,C2) = 2H - dis{ci, C2) (2) 

where H is the maximal length of paths in the semantic 
netvvork. 

This measure suffers from two probiems. First, concept 
similarity is measured by the number of edges between 
concepts. It is therefore strongly dependent on the semantic 
networks we used. If an unappropriated semantic networi< 
is created or selected, vve can not measure concept simi-
larity accurately. Second, there is no sufficient reason to 
assign ali edges vvith the same vveight J. 

To overcome the disadvantages of the distance-based 
measure, P.Resnik proposed an Information content based 
measure(Resnik 1995). In contrast vvith the distance-based 
method, this measure does not consider the edges but the 
subsumption relation among nodes in the semantic net
vvork. 

In this method, the information content of a concept is 
derived from its probabi]ity(Ross 1976). 

info{c) log2(p(c)) (3) 

vvhere p{c) can be estimated by the relative frequency of 
C appearing in a corpus, a large collection of preprepared 
documents. That is, 

pic) w p(c) == 
fregjc) 

N (4) 

vvhere N is the total number of occurrences of nouns in 
the corpus(excluding those not appeared in the semantic 
netvvorks) and freq{c) is computed in the follovving vvay. 

Let iuord{c) = {c' |(c ' ,c) £ T } , that is, the set of con
cepts subsumed by the concept c. This set word{c) can be 
treated as a set of nouns, and vve can count the appearance 
frequency of each noun in word{c). Assume count{n) is 
the count of n 's occurrence in the corpus. Then, 

freq{c) y ^ count{n). (5) 

Definition 5 Let c\ and ca be two concepts in a semantic 
network. A information content based measure for the sini-
ilaritv of concepts Ci and C2 is defined as follows: 

Sirni,^fo{ci,C2) = max \info{c)]. (6) 
c€C'S(ci,C2) 

An experiment by RResnik suggests that information 
content based similarity performed betterthan the distance-
based measure(Lee et.al.1993). Hovvever, it stili suffers 
from some probiems. First, information content is affected 
by the corpus. It is difficult to select appropriate samples 
(documents) to construct a corpus. In addition, it takes a 
lot of time to evaluate the information content of a concept. 

4 A New Measure for Concept 
similarity 

By observing semantic netvvorks, vve can easily find the fact 
that the closer to the bottom a concept is in the semantic 
netvvork, the more concrete the concept. Obviously, a con-
crete concept has more information content than an abstract 
one. For example, consider the semantic netvvork in Fig
ure 1. The pair of concepts "cat" and "lion" is considered 
more similar than the pair of concepts "cat" and "frog", 
because there is a common superior concept of "cat" and 
"lion" vvhich is located lovver than the common superior 
concepts of pair "cat" and "frog". Concept "feline" is more 
concrete than concept "animal". This abstractness can be 
used to measure the information content of a concept. 

More important, the previous method considers the in
formation content of a concept as an absolute value and 
compares them to each other. If fact, this information con
tent is a relative value. That is, 

O < sirninfo{ci,C2) < rnax{info{ci),info{c2)). 

Tvvo abstract concepts, although they are very similar, may 
have a very lovv similarity. Hence, vve have to "normalize" 
the information content before vve compare them. 

Let us consider a special čase, that is to compare tvvo 
identical concepts. Obviously, its similarity should be the 
highest value 1. Hovvever, the previous information content 
based measure gets a value vvhich is usually less than 1 and 
depends on its position in the semantic netvvork, that is the 
degree of abstraction of the concept. 

The above shortcomings should be overcome in our nor-
malized measure. 

Definition 6 Let G{C, E) be a semantic netvvork. The in
formation content ofa concept c w.rt. G can be defined as 
follovvs: 

• f ( \ 1 ,svhs{c) 
info{c) = - l o g 2 ( 1̂ 1 ) (7) 

nEuiords{c) 
wliere function subs{c) stands for the number of concepts 
vvhich C subsumes. That is, subs{c) — |{c' |(c ' ,c) G T } | . 
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Definition 7 Let ci and c^ be two concepts in a semantic 
network. A normalized measure for the siinilanty ofcon-
cept Ci and C2, denoted by Simnrmi, is definedasfollows: 

SimnTmii,ci,C2) = max (a x m/o(ci2)) (8) 
Cl2eCS(ci ,C2) 

wliere a = max{info{ci),info{c2))'~ • 

5 Evaluation 

We designed a set of experiments to evaluate our measure 
by comparing it vvith the other two measures as well as hu
man judgement. A semantic netvvoric cailed WordNetl.6, 
which was developed at Princeton University by George A. 
Miller (Miller et al,1990), is used in our experiment. Word-
Net is a hand-crafted, general-purpose thesaurus. There-
fore, we can use this semantic netvvork to evaluate word 
similarity for general applications. 

In order to get a human judged word similarity, 27 stu-
dents were given 40 pairs of words(Table 3). We asked 
these students to rate similarity for each pair on a scale 
from O to 4.(The larger the number, the more similar). Ali 
subjects vvere computer science graduate and undergradu-
ate students. We use the average of these ratings as the hu
man judged word similarities. We also evaluate the word 
similarity measured by our method for the same 40 pairs of 
words, and compared it against the human judgements. 

Please note that to implement the Information content 
based measure, we have to prepare some corpuses for sim-
ilarity. For simplicity, we don't use corpus in this ex-
periment. Instead, we set the function count{n) in both 
Sirriinfo and Simnrmi to 1. 

The correlation betvveen our similarity measure and the 
humanjudgementcameoutto beof a very high value, 0.81, 
while both the other measures had lower correlations (0.73 
and 0.62, respectively). This result shovved that our mea
sure is better than the other tvvo measures. 

The human judged similarity is an average value, and 
each person had different judgement about these 40 pairs 
of words. If we treat the average judgement as a standard 
one, we can also evaluate the correlation between a per-
son's judgement and the standard one. Table 2 sorted ali 
correlations. We noted that our method was in the exact 
middie of the list. This means our method can judge word 
similarity like human beings. 

Rank 
1 

21 
22 
23 

27 
28 
29 
30 

Subject 
študenti 

student21 
S i m n r m i 
student22 

student26 
OlTVlinfo 

student27 
OlTrieclge 

Correlation 
0.9254 

0.8249 
0.8160 
0.7938 

0.7481 
0.7366 
0.6941 
0.6268 

Table 2: Experimental Result 

The difference betvveen our similarity measure and the 
existing methods is proximity vvith the human judgement. 
The experimental results indicate that our method can 
judge vvord similarity like human beings, and is more ac-
curate than the other methods. 

Future vvork is to apply our similarity measure to a prac-
tical Information search and retrieval system, and evaluate 
its performance. 
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6 Conclusion 

This paper presents a nevv measure of vvord similarity based 
on Information content. Our method judges vvord similar-
ity using concepts represented by a semantic netvvork. We 
believe that good similarity measures can produce nevv ad-
vances in the Information search and retrieval system by 
keyword expansion. This makes it much easier for users to 
operate the system. 
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No 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 

Word Pair 
car 
gem 
boy 

midday 
furnace 
journey 

tool 
coast 

animal 
magician 

man 
bird 
food 

asylum 
location 

bird 
creator 

lad 
oračle 
monk 
celi 

brother 
coast 
monk 
food 
crane 

lad 
chord 
coast 

journey 
forest 
forest 

organism 
vvizard 
smiie 

rooster 
glass 
noon 
smiie 
fruit 

automobile 
jewel 

lad 
noon 
stove 

voyage 
implement 

shore 
beast 

vvizard 
male 
cock 
fruit 

madhouse 
land 

crane 
expert 
brother 
church 
orač le 

organism 
monk 
hill 

slave 
rooster 

implement 
vvizard 
smiie 
forest 

car 
beast 

graveyard 
tool 

church 
graveyard 

voyage 
magician 

string 
graveyard 

creator 

OlTflliiiDiari 
3.852 
1,111 
3.740 
3.703 
3.333 
3.296 
3.185 
3.111 
3.111 
3.000 
2.925 
2.666 
2.592 
2.481 
2.407 
2.296 
2.074 
1.925 
1.888 
1.740 
1,592 
1.444 
1.296 
1.185 
1.185 
1.148 
0.851 
0.851 
0.814 
0.555 
0.518 
0.481 
0.481 
0.481 
0.296 
0.185 
0.185 
0.185 
0.185 
0.185 

^IVIedge 
4.000 
4.000 
3.857 
4.000 
3.000 
3.857 
3.857 
3.857 
4.000 
4.000 
3.857 
3.857 
3.142 
3.857 
3.714 
3.571 
3.714 
3.428 
3.571 
3.000 
3.714 
3.857 
3.428 
3.428 
2.285 
3.428 
3.428 
2.571 
3.142 
0.000 
3.285 
3.000 
3.571 
2.571 
3.142 
0.000 
2.857 
0.000 
0.000 
2.857 

OlTTlitifo 
2.798 
4.000 
3.075 
4.000 
0.681 
2.688 
1.672 
3.208 
1.017 
3.000 
2.416 
1.562 
0.455 
3.750 
1.231 
1.562 
0.878 
0.878 
2.812 
0.878 
0.789 
3.419 
2.060 
0.878 
0.222 
0.942 
0.878 
1.039 
0.455 
0.000 
0.222 
0.455 
0.541 
0.222 
1.039 
0.000 
0.222 
0.000 
0.000 
0.222 

bimnrml 
4.000 
4.000 
3.075 
4.000 
0.681 
2.984 
3.442 
3.857 
4.000 
4.000 
3.828 
1.667 
0.940 
3.750 
2.369 
1.667 
1,584 
0.937 
2.999 
1.028 
0.789 
3.419 
2.457 
1.028 
0.237 
1.077 
0.937 
1.108 
0.542 
0,000 
0,280 
0,485 
0,541 
0.273 
1.108 
0.000 
0.296 
0.000 
0.000 
0.422 

Table 3: VVord Similarity by Items 
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The advent of digital libraries bns motivated reseiirch in some specific areas in order to apply innovative 
technigues to managing and retrieving Information. This paper focuses on the design of a spatiotemporal 
digital library. It presents a historical evolutlon of digital libraries, discusses the main reguirements and 
issues involved in spatiotemporal digital libraries and proposes a hierarchical metadata model based on 
four layers of abstraction. 

1 Introduction 
Traditional libraries have evolved from manual catalogu-
ing, searching, and management of coUections to comput-
erised systems based on database technology and Informa
tion retrieval. Hovvever, these library Information systems, 
though very efficient and useful, are not sufficient to ful-
fill the new requirements of large-scale Information dis-
semination in the digital era. Functionality for effective 
retrieval of multimedia data is limited. This limitation has 
been overcome vvith the advent of Digital Libraries (DL). 

When documents in coUections contain georeferenced 
information the DL needs to be extended in order to 
čope vvith specialised requirements. Handling information 
repositories where the space and tirne dimensions are cru-
cial requires additional functionality for modelling, index-
ing, searching, retrieving and presentation of these data 
types. 

In this paper, we discuss a model for a spatiotemporal 
digital library. Section 2 presents a brief survey of the evo-
lution of digital libraries, section 3 discusses requirements 
and issues of spatial digital libraries, section 4 presents a 
spatiotemporal metadata model and a discussion of archi-
tecture and implementation issues. Section 5 concludes the 
paper vvith suggestions for future research directions. 

2 Evolution of Digital Libraries 
DL have evolved from the concepts associated vvith tradi
tional paper based libraries. They include mechanisms that 
support electronic documents in different formats and me
dla involving nevv issues and challenges. A brief history of 
this evolution is presented belovv to provide a context for 
the vvork on special-purpose libraries such as geolibraries. 

The first generation: Traditional Libraries is charac-

terised by clearly defined missions and roles of a library, 
and the services provided, but vvithout making use of infor
mation systems. Resources include books, journals, mag-
azines, games, maps, video and sounds. Services include 
loan, reservation, searching, and facilities to physically ac-
cess the coUections. There is a specific copyright legisla-
tion, in vvhich ovvnership and authorship are very strong 
concepts. The resources do not change, for instance an in-
dividual book vvill never change its contents and author
ship, although nevv editions of the same book may appear. 
It is also important to mention that, as the resources are 
physical, the notions of loan/reservation services are very 
important. That implies a one-to-many relationship be-
tvveen a user and resources. 

The second generation: Library plus information sys-
tems involves the computerisation of the library system, 
vvhich results in transforming the manual system to an elec
tronic one, in vvhich coUections and resources are indexed 
and searched via special purpose softvvare. The Online 
Public Access Library Cataiogue, vvell knovvn as OPAC, 
was widely adopted as the library system. Although, it is 
stili used in libraries, OPAC demonstrates several limita-
tions such as restricted display, poor user interface, and of-
ten provides a centralised solution implemented on expen-
sive mainframes. Apartfrom that, OPAC provides informa
tion about user borrovving details, search based on different 
attributes such as title, author, subject, ISBN, classmark, 
boolean search including stop-lists (vvords that should not 
appear in the search), search based on the type of resource, 
such as book or periodical, and brovvsing based on at
tributes mentioned previously. 

The third generation: Digital Libraries assumes the 
fact that novv the library information systems not only pro
vide index and search services but also retrieval as the re
sources move from a hard copy paper-based format to a 
mainly digital format. Like traditional libraries, DL are a 
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combination of information plus services to access them. 
DL involve actors, who interact vvith the system, and com-
ponents vvhich execute the different services provided by 
the DL. These actors can be categorised according to the 
role they play in the system: data providers, data con-
sumers, and data managers or librarians. Data providers are 
responsible for organising the dataset in a way that makes 
it interesting for the other classes of users. A semantic de-
scription of the dataset is provided using metadata. These 
metadata include, but are not limited to, information about: 
the quality of the data, originator, priče, formats available, 
where to get it, and when it is available. Data consumers 
are the DL end-users who utilise the DL services in order to 
discover a particular dataset that meets their requirements 
in a particular application domain. Finaiiy, librarians are 
responsible for managing the resources. They determine 
subject ciassification, define poiicies and rules of utilisa-
tion, maintain a catalogue of users and data providers, and 
decide with vvhich other DL they should intercommunicate. 

The fourth generation: IMuItimedia DL introduces the 
retrieval of resources of different media such as video, au-
dio, maps, images and hypertext documents. Previously, 
the search and indexing were restricted to alphanumeric 
data types. In the contextof textual resources this is accept-
able and efficient, but is not true for multimedia data types 
where interpretation of their semantics is required for effec-
tive indexing and searching. Furthermore, there are specific 
domains such as spatial and temporal applications vvhich 
require tailored searching, brovvsing and indexing mecha-
nisms. This generation is stil! evoiving; while it is feasible 
to think in terms of a general digital library that can deal 
with ali the complexities of those different data types, it 
is likely that specific type-dependent data repositories wiil 
emerge such as video DL, image DL, georeferenced DL, 
and textual DL vvhich vvill be required to interoperate. 

3 Spatial Digital Libraries 
Concepts similar to those of traditional libraries, may be 
applied to physical map libraries. They contain spatial in
formation vvhich is static in the sense that users cannot 
change resolution, zoom and pan through space or generate 
new data. The same issues previously discussed for tradi
tional libraries, apply to libraries of paper maps. 

Hovvever, the use of Spatial Digital Libraries (SDL), 
vvhich assume by definition that aH data are georeferenced, 
opens up endless possibilities for user interaction. SDL are 
part of the fourth generation. They have the functionality 
of a DL tailored to the spatiotemporal application domain. 
As a fourth generation DL it is assumed that SDL vvill čope 
vvith georeferenced multimedia data. The library holdings 
may be maps in a digital format as vvell as other georefer
enced data including photographs, satellite images, aerial 
photographs, textual documents, video and audio [1]. 

We can divide the users of a SDL into groups of data 
providers and data consumers. Data providers are respon

sible for delivering georeferenced data. The data must 
comply vvith the metadata model requirements in order to 
be able to be inserted into the underlying database and 
be searched by data consumers [2]. There are several 
standards proposed for spatiotemporal metadata including 
FGDC/CSDSM [3] and ISO/TC 211 [4]. Hovvever, none of 
them include the full semantics needed to čope vvith mul
timedia data, hence an extended metadata model is neces-
sary. It has been required that data providers can access the 
system remotely and that the billing system for the use of 
the data enables them to receive payment electronically, so 
cost models should be investigated [5]. Moreover, the sys-
tem should guarantee copyright rules, so that data providers 
can trust the SDL, to enforce secure access to the data [6]. 

Data consumers are explorers of the SDL. They have 
differing knovvledge background and perspectives vvhen 
accessing geo-information and range from naive to ex-
pert. Naive users do not čare about details of the geo-
information such as originator and accuracy. They expect a 
user friendly interface vvhich requires minimum computer 
skills and no knovvledge of data dependent formats. On 
the other hand, expert users knovv exactly vvhat they are 
looking for and hov/ to specify precisely the spatial, tem
poral and thematic dimensions. They also knovv about the 
metadata schema vvhich enables them to retrieve detailed 
information from the SDL using a query mechanism. In 
addition, both categories of user also expect to connect to 
the SDL remotely. The physical distribution of the spatial 
data should be transparent in ali cases. 

3.1 Requirements for a SDL 

The services required of a SDL arise, on one hand, from the 
specialised, complex digital representation of spatiotempo
ral datasets and on the other hand, the cognitive require-
ments of users vvhen dealing vvith space and time. The 
characteristics of user-SDL interaction can be categorised 
as follovvs: 

- Requirements for specifying queries in the three main 
dimensions, spatial, temporal and thematic, or any combi
nation thereof. In essence, retrieval from SDL can be de-
scribed as queries vvhich focus on 'vvhat is in this space?' 
and 'vvhere does a particular phenomenon occur?'. The 
same broad categories apply to the temporal dimension but 
due to limits on the length of the paper the discussion and 
illustrative examples focus primarily on the spatial dimen
sion. 

- It should be noted that humans use a range of mecha-
nisms to represent and refer to space e.g. nominal, coordi-
nate, topological, absolute/relative reference vvhich have to 
be accommodated in the user interface to a SDL. 

- Queries may not always be capable of one-off speci-
fication. The user may need to refine a query in succes-
sive stages so an Interactive interface in brovvse mode may 
be required. In fact, this style of interface may be neces-
sary for performance reasons in SDL, to successively re-
duce the problem space vvhere large volumes of data may 
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be involved. 
- Output and presentation of data from SDL can be prob-

lematic. Retrievals often require results to be presented in 
cartographic form \vith some user input on the fly to control 
the look-and-feel of the disp]ay. 

- Spatial data manipulation requires very specific spa-
tial operators either for explicit user queries or to hide the 
complexities of the underlying data representations from 
the user in a transparent manner. As noted earlier, georefer-
enced data may be stored in multiple formats and multiple 
scales. Transformations to handle these should be handled 
by the underlying SDL. 

3.2 User interaction 
The issues highlighted above inform the design of the user 
interface of the prototype SDL being developed. It pro-
vides the fol]owing services embedded in a graphicai user 
interface: 

- Basemap: display the entire world using either a vir-
tual globe representing the earth in which users can rotate 
and zoom in, or a base map of the earth in which users can 
pan and zoom in to determine the spatial region of interest. 
The base map can be a projection of the earth on a two di-
mensional map or a digital topographic map and/or an im
age map which has satellite data covering the entire Earth 
surface in different resolutions in order to enable zoom-
ing. These base map representations are not exclusive as 
they provide different perspectives of the same data (e.g. 
the earth's surface) and they are of interest to different user 
groups. 

- Gazetteer: this is a specific SDL function. It contains 
a set of attribute pair values consisting of a placename and 
its corresponding geographical coordinates in the georef-
erenced system utilised such as latitude/longitude. This is 
very useful to enable users to specify the bounding boxes 
of the locations they are interested in, by using placenames. 
For instance, a user interested in some Information related 
to the Amazon forest in Brazil can brovvse through the 
gazetteer to find the placename Amazon. Then the SDL 
automatically sets the spatial dimension with the spatial co
ordinates obtained from the gazetteer entry. Table 1 shows 
an example of a gazetteer which ušes latitude/longitude as 
a reference system. 

close to natural language [7]. Table 2 shovvs an example of 
such an ontology based on a land cover ciassification. On-
tologies can also be used to map between different struc-
tures embodying similar concepts (e.g. between the land 
cover classifications used in the EU and in the USA). 

Placename 
World 
Europe 
United Kingdom 
England 

Noilh 
90.0 
73.0 
59.5 
56.0 

East 
180.0 
43.0 
2.0 
2.0 

South 
-90.0 
33.0 
49.8 
49.8 

West 
-180.0 
-25.0 
-8.3 
-6.0 

Table 1; An instance of a gazetteer 

- Ontology: ontologies can be used to express a com-
plex structure of concepts and their relationships in a SDL. 
It comprises a vocabulary specific to a particular applica-
tion domain. The relationship between concepts can be 
expressed via synonyms, thesauri and multi-lingual dictio-
naries, so that users can specify concepts in a language very 

Land cover ciassification 
1 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 

Urban or built-up 
Agiicultural land 
Forest land 
Water 
Snovv 

Table 2: An example of ontology 

- Spatial functlons: Spatial functions in a SDL enable 
users to express their spatial queries. Spatial operators can 
be classified into topological, directional, and metric; the 
topological ones include intersection, overlapping, inside, 
touches, crosses betvveen regions; the directional ones in
clude left, north, below; the metric ones include appropri-
ate numeric representations for concepts such as far and 
near. 

- Temporal functions: temporal operators are equivalent 
to the ones in the spatial dimension and include, for exam-
ple, temporal topological operators such as: before, meet, 
during, after, touches and overlaps of two temporal inter-
vals. 

- Datatype specific functions: these are functions defined 
according to a specific data type. For text, search can be 
based on keywords, using stop-lists and synonyms. Exact 
or fuzzy match of phrases and vvords can be also utilised. 
For images, content-based retrieval (using low-level fea-
tures of an image; texture, shape and colour) is more appro-
priate [8]. Search facilities for images are therefore based 
on a combination of feature vectors and textual keywords. 
For video, queries based on keyframes or using content-
based retrieval similar to that for images is also appropriate. 
In the čase of video, there is the temporal variable which is 
inherent to this data type, as a video can be viewed as a set 
of images through time. In both images and video there is 
the possibility to extract subobjects contained in the images 
and the spatial relationships between them. 

- Displav of data: complex multimedia data requires a 
different display function for each data type available be-
side the metadata. For instance, maps should be displayed 
in vector form vvhich includes point, polygons, lines; im
ages are generally displayed as a raster; text in a text format 
and video and audio in the appropriate formats. 

- Zooming: this is a very useful function vvhich allovvs 
users to get a more detailed resolution of the underlying 
dataset (zoom in) or a more coarse resolution (zoom out), 
thus providing navigation through space in different reso
lutions (referred to as vertical navigation). 

- Pan: this is the ability to scroll in ali directions of the 
data in cases where the entire dataset cannot be displayed 
on the screen device. This function is also used for naviga
tion through space in the same resolution (horizonta:l navi
gation). 
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4 The STepLib SDL 
Follovving the requirements discussed in the previous sec-
tions a SDL metadata model was designed using different 
levels of abstraction. Metadata is generally described as 
data about data [9] and it has been used vvith success in the 
library community for describing Information about the re-
sources a library holds. Three main issues arise vvith re-
spect to incorporating metadata in spatial and multimedia 
databases: the structure of the metadata, capture or cre-
ation of relevant metadata and storage of the metadata ob-
jects. In this multimedia database model, metadata plays 
a central role: it is used to help the search process (data 
discovery) and interpretation of the underlying multime
dia datasets. Figure 1 presents the STepLib spatiotemporal 
metadata model. It is designed as a hierarchy of abstrac
tion which is divided into four layers: at the top level is the 
Knowledge Object Layer, at the second level is the Spa
tiotemporal Object Layer, at the third level is the Datatvpe 
Specific Object Layer and at the bottom layer is the Raw 
Data Layer. 

\ Knovvledge 
> Objccl 

/̂  Luycr 

Semamic 
Fcuture 

Oiitology 

MetuGeoObjecl 

: ^ 

Imuge 

.Metalmage MelaVidco MetaTexl MelaMap 

X 1 

Spiitiotcmporal 
Object 
Laycr 

Datalype 
Specific 
Laycr 

Figure 1: STepLib meladata model. 

The Knowledge object layer comprises domain-
dependent metadata. It contains the Collection class, 
which is a concept inherited from the library community, 
a Gazetteer, which consists of pairs of location names and 
spatial coordinates (e.g. latitude/longitude), and an Ontol-
ogy class as described in section 3. A Collection can be 
vievved as a cluster of images, text documents and videos 
which relates to the same knovvledge domain. Hence, users 
can, at a high level of abstraction, browse through existing 
collections in order to narrov/ the search and increase 
precision vvithout losing recall. The classification of data 
sets into collections is determined by the data provider. 
Collection is an aggregation of MetaGeoObjects. At-
tributes in a collection include title, descriptive annotation, 
originator, date of creation, duration and overall spatial 
and temporal footprints of the underlying data sets. 

The Spatiotemporal object layer consists of Meta

GeoObjects. This class holds the spatial and tempo
ral dimensions and contains altributes and methods that 
are applied to ali subobjects that are inherited from it; 
MetaVideo, Metalmage, MetaText and MetaMap. The at-
tributes include spatial and temporal footprints, name, col-
lector and annotation. The MetaGeoObject class imple-
ments iipartOf relationship which enables nested metadata 
to be described and composite objects modelled. 

The Datatype specific object layer comprises the 
datatype specific classes which inherit the attributes and 
operations from the MetaGeoObject class and implement 
their own ones. Each respective subclass has metadata 

,,which isdatadependent. The A/eta/z/io^e subclass contains 
format, image resolution, a thumbnail representation of the 
image, which allows progressive retrieval, image size and 
lineage, which is used for quality control in satellite im
ages and sensors. The MetaText subclass contains attributes 
such as length, format and keywords. The MetaVideo sub
class contains duration, category, format and frames/sec. 
MetaMap is an aggregation of vector data types such as 
points, lines and polygons. This vector data is represented 
by its geometry and a theme (e.g. river, hotel). 

The bottom level, known as the Raw data layer contains 
the different multimedia data types vvith their respective 
data. At that level large objects such as image, textual 
documents, points, lines, polygons and video are stored 
and maintained. Apart from representing the data in the 
database, it is also possible to access data external to the 
database over the Internet. In this čase the data is repre
sented by its respective URL vvhich is used by the system 
to access the data on the fly and present it to the user. In 
such situations it is not possible to maintain the integrity of 
the data. If the content of a URL changes there is a consis-
tency problem to be resolved. 

Indexing these complex and heterogeneous datasets is 
also an important issue. From our basic assumption that 
the underlying data is geo-referenced it is imperative to use 
spatial indexing that enables efficient access to it. STepLib 
ušes R-tree for indexing the spatial bounding boxes. Im
ages are indexed using the lovv-level features such as 
colour, shape and texture. Colour is used for photographs, 
texture for satellite and aerial images, and shape for hand-
drawn images. Other metadata attributes are indexed using 
the B-tree technique. Textual documents use a proprietary 
indexing mechanism vvhich enables keyword searching. 

A prototype has been developed using a client-server ar-
chitecture. Clients are Java applets that are responsible for 
user interaction, display of data and communication vvith 
the database system. This communication is realised via 
JDBC protocol, 2.0 API specification vvhich enables the 
use of SQL99. The server holds the database system vvhich 
is responsible for the transaction management, spatial and 
multimedia indexing. 

Examples of queries STepLib is able to deal vvith are: 
1) Retrieve Information about the Amazon forest betvveen 
1981 and 1990. 
2) Retrieve pubs that are within 50 metres of the River 
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Thames in London. 
3) Retrieve aH reports about this area? 
4) Retrieve fish larvae photographs that look like this one. 
5) Find a sequence of satellite images shovving hovv the 
Amazon area in Brazil has been deforested over the last 
10 years along with maps of Indian reserves. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

This paper has concentrated on the evolution of digital 
libraries and presented a metadata model vvhich encom-
passes multimedia objects with spatiotemporal footprints. 
The model is designed to support different levels of ab-
straction so that users can query the underlying datasets 
based on thematic knovvledge, spatial and temporal dimen-
sions, data types (image, text, video), content-based re-
trieval for images and Information retrieval techniques for 
textual documents. Future \vork on this model involves 
the provision of interoperability using the XML standard 
and a formalization of the user interaction scenarios. Also, 
content-based retrieval for video will be developed. 
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Cap/a/n's argument that n conscious automaton \vould violate a certain principle ofcognition is inconclu-
sive. Its central part has the non-demonstrative form: X is sufficient for Y because Z is not and notiiing 
eise could be. The argument and the principle are also not specific to automata. 

1 Introduction 

Caplain has recently argued — first in a special issue of this 
Journal and later in book form — that 'consciousness can-
not be adequately described as a computational structure 
and (or) process' because a conscious automaton would 
violate a certain general principle of cognition (Caplain, 
1997, p, 190). The argument seems original, interesting 
and quite intricate, to the point of becoming slippery in its 
decisive steps. Since it also runs against my own vievvs 
(Bojadžiev, 1997), I vvas strongly motivated to analyze it 
(and reanalyze, and . . . ) in order to find its \veak or miss-
ing link(s). I point out these links in section 3 and analyze 
the principle on which the argument is based in section 4. 

2 Consciousness and knowledge 

Caplain sets up his argument against automatic conscious
ness by recalling the distinction between knovvledge and 
belief— knovvledge as justified true belief— and connect-
ing human consciousness vvith the capacity for knowledge 
(p. 190-2). Even this initial step already appears puz-
zling, since it is not obvious that the capacity for belief is 
any less characteristic of human consciousness. The con-
nection seems even more puzziing when Caplain qualifies 
the knovvledge in question as generally partial, approximate 
and subject to improvement (p. 190). The connection be-
comes clear only when Caplain moves to a different kind 
of knovvledge and connects consciousness in general vvith 
the capacity for self-knowledge: 

Any conscious being, vvhose consciousness is ac-
tive at some moment, is able to knovv something 
for sure at that moment: the fact that "there is 
conscious impression there" (p. 191). 

Caplain then introduces apparently yet another kind of 
knovvledge, namely 

truths vvhich are "basic", or "primordial", in the 
sense that vve rightfully consider them as self-

evident, vvithout having any clear idea of hovv 
vve got to knovv them. Examples of such state-
ments are: our own existence, the real existence 
of the vvorld external to ourselves, the ability of 
our senses to provide us vvith some reflection of 
that external vvorld (p. 191). 

This kind of knovvledge is supposed to illustrate vvhat 
Caplain calls the reflexivity of consciousness, vvhich is the 
key concept in his main argument. Caplain says that the ca-
pacity for knovvledge entails the capacity for self-checking, 
vvhich he calls reflexivity (p. 191). He does not speli out 
more exactly vvhat reflexivity or self-checking is, so that it 
remains unclear hovv the kind of knovvledge he cites illus-
trates this concept. Going by ordinary meaning, this third 
kind of knovvledge is better described as consisting in evi-
dent (rather than .ye//-evident) truths, and refiexivity is bet
ter illustrated by the previous kind of knovvledge (active 
consciousness knovving itself). But Caplain quotes Put-
nam's brain in a vat scenario (Putnam, 1981), though not 
his argument, and adds that 'unless vve fall into absolute 
skepticism, vve are compelled to admit that strange property 
of reflexivity' (p. 191). This could be taken as an oblique 
reference to the reflexive, "counter-performative" nature of 
Putnam's argument. Put simply, Putnam's argument is that 
entertaining the notion that vve are brains in a vat refutes 
it, a negative tvvist on Descartes' dictum: I think (in a vat), 
therefore F m not (in it). Similarly, going again by ordinary 
meaning, self-checking or reflexivity might literally be the 
tendency of knovvledge to somehovv check itself, keep itself 
in check by preferring vvhat is apparent (the "basic" truths 
above) to vvhat may be conceivable (the pickled brain hy-
pothesis). 

3 The argument against conscious 
automata 

Caplain's argument revolves — the verb is carefully chosen 
— around the question hovv could an automaton check or 
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verify its knoNvledge. He argues that a conscious automaton 
could verify that ali it knows is true — or, more precisely, 
establish the truth of the statement that ali it knovvs is true 
— merely on the basis of containing the formula of that 
knowledge i.e. the statement expressing that aH it knovvs 
is true. This would contradict what Caplain calls the cog-
nitive separation principle, which means that the premise 
of a conscious automaton has to be rejected. Hovvever, in 
thisclashof principleand particuiarcase, it isdoubtfui that 
Caplain actually establishes the particular čase. Since this 
is the central part of the argument, with words and clauses 
in it under considerable inferential stress, an extended quo-
tation is appropriate. Caplain ušes the follovving notation: 
E is the hypothetical conscious automaton, S(i?, C) is the 
set of informations of which E is certain, recorded in it 
through some method C, and T{E, C) is the statement ex-
pressing that ali E knovvs through C is true, i.e. that ali 
informations in T,{E, C) are true (p. 192). This statement 
expressesthe 'true' partof the definitionof the automaton's 
knovvledge i.e. justified true beliefs, and it is itseif included 
in T,{E, C), vvhich Caplain refers to as condition 2: 

T{E,C) ei:{E,C) (2) 

This condition novv expresses the 'true' part of the defini-
tion of the automaton's knovvledge for the automaton itseif, 
and the argument novv centers on the vvay in vvhich the au
tomaton verifies its knovvledge, the 'justified' part: 

The realization of condition 2 vvould be sufficient 
to validly vvarrant to E that T{E, C) is true. This 
is why. We could imagine, for a moment, that E 
makes sure ofT{E, C) [... ] by another means: 
by [ . . . J But in this čase, it vvould be neces-
sary that [... ] In other vvords, to infer T{E, C), 
it woidd he necessaij to already know T{E, C)! 
Finally, the realization of condition 2 vvould be 
the only means for the automaton to get such a 
guarantee. Hence our condition 3: The realiza
tion of condition 2 i.e. the recording ofT{E, C) 
through C, is sufficient for guaraiiteeing to E that 
T{E,C)istrue{p. 193-4). 

The reasoning here is implicit enough to invite the im-
pression that it is merely a roundabout vvay of restating, 
rather than proving, the sufficiency of (2), the detour be-
ing vvhat looks like an argument for its necessity. A clearer 
way of putting the argument vvould be this: an automaton 
must, as such, have sufficient reason for knovving that ali 
it knovvs through C is true, and its only way of knovving is 
(again) through C; in particular, an alternative vvay vvhich 
may come to mind is not available, because it vvould be cir-
cular. So, if the automaton knovvs that T{E, C) is true, the 
sufficient reason for this knowledge can only be the record
ing ofT{E, C) through C. But vvhat this comes dovvn to is 
that T{E, C) can only be knovvn in the same way as any 
other S E S(-E, C), namely by being recorded through C, 
and that vvas already sufficiently clear beforehand. 

The major vveakness of the argument quoted above is its 
non-demonstrative, eliminative form: X is sufficient for Y 
because Z is not, and nothing else could be. A stronger, 
positive argument vvould shovv directly that (2) is suffi
cient by shovving how it is sufficient. Such a demonstration 
might take into account the special, partly self-referential 
character of T{E, C): it says that aH of 'S{E, C) are true, 
and is itseif included in 12{E,C); so, T{E,C) includes 
itseif in its statement of vvhat is true. The inclusion of 
T{E, C) in £(-£, C) could be compared to saying 'I can 
speak', thereby establishing the truth of vvhat Fm saying. 
This self-affirming character ofT{E,C) might even pro-
vide a better illustration of vvhat Caplain calls self-checking 
or refiexivity than the ones he offers. 

Another vveakness of Caplain's argument is its content: 
the argument is supposed to be about automata, but it does 
not iely in any way on their defining concepts. No mention 
or use is made of characteristic restricfions on structure and 
function, e.g. the fixed number of internal states or state 
transitions. Thus, the argument is not specific to (finite) 
automata, and it is hard to see why it vvould not go through 
for any kind of being vvhich records Information, including 
humans, though it vvould not be any more persuasive for 
them. 

A similar point can be noted by returning to the top level 
of Caplain's argument. Its punchline is that condition 3, 
vvhich says that (2) is sufficient guarantee for T{E, C), 
contradicts a certain cognitive principle. Since there is 
much doubt as to hovv firmly Caplain actually establishes 
condition 3, the outcome could also be that a conscious au
tomaton can knovv, and knovv that vvhat it knovvs is true, 
vvithout sufficient guarantee, "any clear idea of hovv it got 
to knovv it" (the "basic" or "primordial" knovvledge above). 
Thus, automata might be in much the same situation as hu
mans vvith respect to guarantees of knovvledge, tentatively 
settling for evident or simplest explanations and revising 
them as they go along, if they must. 

4 The principle of cognitive 
separation 

Caplain formulates vvhat he calls the cognitive separation 
principle for an automaton A and a conscious being E ob-
serving A. If I is the method of recording Information in A 
and £(>!, / ) and T{A, I) are defined as above, the principle 
says: 

The inclusion ofT{A,I) in £(^4,7) cannot be 
sufficient to validly guarantee to E that T {A, I) is 
indeed true, i.e. that ali informations in T,{A, I) 
are true (p. 193). 

In his main argument, Caplain ušes only the special čase 
in vvhich I = C and E = A. But the principle itseif is 
easier to formulate than this special čase and it also seems 
important in itseif. In explaining the principle, Caplain says 
that 
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it expresses that any kind of information record-
inginanautomatoncannotcontain in itself asuf-
ficient vaiidation of these intbrmations (p. 193). 

This formulation invites the comment that it expresses the 
principle better than the statement of the principle itself, 
with ali its attendant definitions. Indeed, the whole argu
ment with its painful details aiso appears superfiuous, obvi-
ously decided in advance by the stipulation of the principle 
for automata only. Caplain does not go so far as to formu-
late a principle of cognitive /io;;-separation for conscious 
beings 

The inclusion of T{E, I) in T.{E, I) can be suf-
ficient to validly guarantee to E that T{E, I) is 
indeed true, i.e. that aH informations in T,{E, I) 
are true 

or to say that "some kind of information recording in a 
conscious being contains in itself a sufficient vaiidation of 
these informations", but he says that 'the cognitive sepa-
ration betvveen a field of rea]ity and recorded informations 
supposed to describe it does not extend to consciousness' 
(p. 194). By itself, this could mean either that there is 
no cognitive separation if the information is recorded by 
a conscious being, whatever the field of reality, or it could 
mean that there is no separation if the field is consciousness 
itself. Since Caplain adds that 'a conscious being builds its 
knoNvIedge of reality only from conscious impressions' (p. 
194), he apparently means the former, but the problem is 
that only the latter clearly supports his claim. That is, there 
is c]early no cognitive separation, or indeed much differ-
ence, between (the content(s) of) consciousness and our in
formations about it. But in less self-referential cases it is 
less obvious that cognitive separation is absent, and why it 
should or might be. 

On the other hand, cognitive separation in humans or au
tomata can be reduced or eliminated to the extent that the 
process of recording information is self-referential, provid-
ing information either about the entity in vvhich it functions 
or about itself. These kinds of information amend what 
Caplain says in support of the principle of cognitive sepa
ration, namely that verifying that the recording process in
formation requires 'an observation of A, I and the domain 
of reality being considered' (p. 193). If the domain is A 
itself, so that the automaton records information about it
self, observation of A and I is sufficient for verifying these 
informations, but the principle of cognitive separation re-
mains in force: it is not enough to consider what I says 
about A, even if I says that it is. Similarly, even if someone 
only taiks about himself, it is no guarantee that he tells the 
truth if he says that he does. 

At the next level of self-involvement, the recording pro
cess could turn upon itself, though this would not in itself 
guarantee that it provides only true informations about it
self. But checking whether I provides true informations 
about itself would then require only an observation of I it
self. Furthermore, it seems possible to construct an 1 which 

vvould only provide true (though possibly not complete) in
formations about itself, "a kind of information recording in 
an automaton that can contain in itself a sufficient vaiida
tion of these informations". This recalls the second kind 
of knovvledge Caplain mentions, active consciousness reg-
istering its ovvn effects: 

having some conscious sensation at some mo
ment entails the knowledge that, at least, there 
is that conscious sensation (p. 191). 

This kind of self-referential knovvledge vvould correspond 
to a process of automatic self-observation registering its 
own effects, similar to what Perlis calls self-noting (Perlis, 
1997, p. 518); put this way, this kind of self- knovvledge 
may not be that far out of automatic reach (Webb, 1980). 

5 Conclusion 

Caplain does not prove that consciousness is not a compu-
tational property. I do not prove that it is, much less shovv 
liow it could be, but I indicate why it might be: by agree-
ing vvith Caplain's initial observation about consciousness 
knovving itself and noting that self-reference is something 
vvhich formal systems are very good at. 
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In [2], I have argued that consciousness cannot be adequately described as a computational structure and/or 
process. This argument is challenged by Damjan Bojadžiev [1] (this issue). This paper contains my replies 
and comments. 

1 Introduction 

In [2], I have argued that consciousness cannot be ade-
quately described as a computational structure and/or pro
cess. The proof makes use of a we]l-known, but paradox-
ical, ability of consciousness to reach ascertained knowl-
edge, as opposed to mere belief, in some cases. My argu
ment is challenged by Damjan Bojadžiev []] (this issue). 
I will bring a few comments and replies. Por clarity, I 
will follovv the same order (and the same sectioning) as Bo-
jadžiev's paper, and take some quotes from it. 

For the sake of brevity, I will focus only on the parts of 
Bojadžiev's developments vvhich seemed the most interest-
ing and/or objectionable to me, and leave aside a few points 
vvhich vvould maybe have deserved a comment. Moreover, 
as vvell in this reply as in my original paper, the argument 
is merely outlined: some notions involved here call for fur-
ther developments. 

2 Consciousness and knovvledge 

Bojadžiev mentions that I recall the distinction betvveen 
knovvledge and belief, and that I connect 

human consciousness vvith the capacity for 
knovvledge (p. 190-2). Even this initial step al-
ready appears puzzling, since it is not obvious 
that the capacity for belief is any less character-
istic of human consciousness. 

I do not imply that capacity for belief is any less charac-
teristic of human consciousness than capacity for knovvl
edge. At that point, I just mention a familiar property of 
human consciousness to reach ascertained knovvledge, as 
opposed to mere belief, in some cases; but both knovvl
edge and belief are parts of the human conscious experi-
ence. (In vvhat follovvs, consistently vvith [2], the vvord 
"knovvledge" vvill be used in its strong sense of "ascertained 
knovvledge".) Then, hovvever, 1 mention an observation 

pertaining to any kind of consciousness, human or not - or, 
more accurately, an element of definition of vvhat vve vvill 
term as consciousness in general, not merely human con
sciousness: any conscious being, whose consciousness is 
active at some moment, is able to know somethingfor sure 
at that moment: tliefact that "there is conscious impression 
tliere" [2, p.191]. Some minimal ability for knovvledge is 
thereby attached to any consciousness, human or not. It 
is this connection betvveen consciousness and knovvledge 
- betvveen any consciousness and at least some minimal 
knovvledge - vvhich vvill reveal interesting aftervvards, al-
lovving us to derive that an automaton cannot be conscious, 
just by deriving that a conscious automaton vvould not be 
able of knovvledge. (Notice, by the way, that vve do not 
know whether a capacityfor mere belief- belief that is not 
knovvledge - is common to any kind of consciousness...) 

3 The argument against conscious 
automata 

Both Bojadžiev and I use the foUovving notations here: E is 
the hypothetical conscious automaton, S(£J, C) is the set of 
informations of vvhich E is certain, recorded in it through 
some method C, and T{E, C) is the statement expressing 
that ali informations in £ ( £ , C) are true [2, p.192-3]. 

Bojadžiev states that the condition I refer to as condi-
tion 2: 

T{E,C) eT,{E,C) 

now expresses the 'true' part of the definition of 
the automaton's knovvledge for the automaton it-
self, and the argument novv centers on the way in 
vvhich the automaton verifies its knovvledge, the 
'justified' part: 

Later, Bojadžiev translates and comments some part of my 
argument as follovvs: 

mailto:caplain@cermics.enpc.fr
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So, if tlie automaton knows that T{E, C) is true, 
the sufficient reason for this knovvledge can only 
be the recording of T{E, C) through C. But 
vvhat this comes down to is that T{E, C) can 
only be known in the same way as any other 
S £ ^{E, C), nameiy by being recorded through 
C, and that was already sufficiently clear before-
hand. 

The interpretation of Conditions 2 and 3 vvhich underlies 
these two quotes is not correct - but, admittedly, I did not 
make the point sufficientiy clear in my paper, and this in-
deed requires a clarification. In order for a conscious au
tomaton E to be possible, there has to be some recording 
method C vvhich w\\\finally representi5's certamty lahel-
this is Condition 1 -, but which is not presiipposed before-
hand to be so. Then, I derive that Conditions 2 and 3 are 
necessary so that C could possibly, indeed, represent i5's 
certainty label. Condition 2 mereiy states that T{E, C) is 
included in E{E,C): at this point of the reasoning, this in
clusion does not entail that T{E, C) is true. Condition 3 
then States that this recording ofT{E, C) through C vvould 
be sufficient to vvarrant to E that T{E, C) is true - because 
any alternative way for E to know that vvould be circular. 
Now, under Condition 3, and contrarily to what Bojadziev 
States, the vvay T{E, C) comes to be known by E is \>eiy 
dijferent from the way any other S € £ ( £ , C) then comes 
to be knovvn by E. Once T{E, C) Isjustified as E 's knovvl
edge and C is thereby confirmed to be E 's certaintj label, 
the recording of any other S through C translates the fact 
that E is certain of S. This just does not work if, instead 
of S, we consider T{E, C) itself ! The very paradoxicaI 
character of Condition 3 precisely lies in the strange vvay 
T{E, C) vvould come to be knovvn by E. 

The inclusion of T(£;,C) in T.{E,C) could be 
compared to saying 'I can speak', thereby estab-
lishing the truth of vvhat Vm saying. This self-
affirming character of T{E, C) might even pro-
vide a better illustration of vvhat Caplain calls 
self-checking or reflexivity than the ones he of-
fers. 

As a matter of fact, supposing for a moment the possibility 
of a conscious automaton E, the inclusion of T{E, C) in 
S(B, C) exactly corresponds to a statement of i?'s reflex-
ivity - E's certainty that anything E is certain of is true. 
(The problem is that this inclusion cannot be sufficient to 
wanant to E this statement of reflexivity.) 

As for the comparison vvith saying "I can speak", vve 
must notice something important here. Suppose that vve 
observe some device (an automaton, a conscious being...) 
shovving us its speaking ability by uttering the vvords "I 
can speak". This vvill prove to us that this device is able 
to speak (independently, by the way, of the vvords uttered 
- replacing "I can speak" by "To be or not to be" in this 
experiment vvill not change this conclusion of ours). But 

nothing vvarrants us that this device proves anything to it
self by so doing, nor that this utterance indeed expresses 
any knovvledge of this device about itself and its ovvn abil-
ities. Especially, in this example, we knovv that this device 
States something true by uttering the vvords "I can speak", 
but at this point, vve do not necessarily knovv (lacking suf
ficient information) vvhether it knov\'s that it can speak. 

Later, Bojadziev states: 

the outcome could also be that a conscious au
tomaton can knovv, and knovv that vvhat it knovvs 
is true, vvithout sufficient guarantee, "any clear 
idea of hovv it got to knovv it" (the "basic" or 
"primordial" knovvledge above). Thus, automata 
might be in much the same situation as humans 
with respect to guarantees of knovvledge, tenta-
tively settling for evident or simplest explana-
tions and revising them as they go along, if they 
must. 

Here, there seems to be a misconception about the notion of 
knowledge vvhich is invol ved. When I refer to "truths vvhich 
are 'basic' or 'primordial' in the sense that vve rightfully 
consider them as self-evident, vvithout having any clear idea 
of hovv vve got to knovv them"[2, p. 191], this does not entail 
the notion that "vve have not sufficient guarantee", nor that 
vve "tentatively settle for simplest explanations and revise 
them as vve go along". As a matter of fact, we have qitite 
sufficient guarantee of self-evident truths - there is nothing 
tentative about admitting them. (Consider, just as an ex-
ample mentioned in [2, p.191], our knovvledge of the real 
existence of the vvorld external to ourselves.) We have to 
admit this strange ability for knovvledge, uniess vve stand 
for absohite skepticisni - the denial of the possibility of 
knovvledge - a vievv vvithin vvhich, as 1 mentioned in [2, 
p.191], it is impossible to prove anything anyway... In the 
quote above, it does not seem clear vvhether Bojadziev ad-
vocates absolute skepticism. 

4 The principle of cognitive 
separation 

Bojadziev makes a fevv remarks about the special čase 
vvhen the information recorded by a conscious being refers 
to consciousness itself (self-reference). Let us examine tvvo 
quotes: 

there is clearly no cognitive separation, or in
deed much difference, betvveen (the content(s) 
of) consciousness and our informations about it. 

and later, considering some recording method / : 

But checking vvhether / provides true informa
tions about itself vvould then require only an ob-
servation of / itself. Furthermore, it seems pos
sible to construct an / vvhich would only provide 
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true (though possibly not complete) informations 
about itself, "a kind of Information lecording in 
anautomatonthatcancontain in itself a sufficient 
validation of these informations". This recalis 
the second kind of knovvledge Caplain mentions, 
active consciousness registering its own effects: 
(...) 

Again, there is a misconception here - and again, this is a 
difficult point that I did not emphasize enough in my paper. 
The difference betvveen true statements recorded in a being 
and knowledge of these statements by this being, is no less 
essential in the special čase vvhen these statements refer 
to the being itself and/or to the recording method / itself. 
In other words, reflexivity is no less paradoxical vvhen re-
stricted to self-referential cases. In the second quote above, 
it is certainly possible to construct an / providing only true 
informations about itself- a truthful self-referential record
ing method / -; this does not entall, by any nieans, that 
these informations "contain a sufficient validation of them-
selves"! Similarly, regarding the first quote above, tliere Is 
a difference betvveen the contents of consciousness and the 
cliaracter of certainty, for the consciousness itself, of the 
existence and aspects of these contents of consciousness. 
Indeed, as I mentioned, consciousness is able to knovv' for 
sure that "there are these conscious contents", but this is 
a noticeable property of consciousness, vvhich should be 
accounted for, and vvhich is not just implied by the self-
referential aspect of this certainty, 

5 Conclusion 
In this paper, I attempted to clarify some aspects of my 
previous paper [2] vvhich seemed insufficiently explained 
back then, in light of Damjan Bojadžiev's response [1]. 

Since some notions involved are both intricate and unfa-
miliar, such exchanges and discussions vvill hopefully con-
tribute to the future advancement of scientific knovvledge 
about these notions. 
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Fonnal methods based on the niatheniatical theory of partially ordered sets (l.e., posets) have been used 
for the description of topological relations among spatial objects since inany years. 
In particular, the use of the lattice completion (or nornial completion) of a poset modellng a set of spa
tial objects has been shown by Kainz, Egenhofer and Greasley to be a fundamental techniqiie to build 
nieaningfid representations for topological relations. 
In a conipanion paper [3] we have discussed the expressive power of the lattice completion as a fonnal 
model for a set of spatial objects. In this paper \ve prove sufficient and uecesscuj conditions for its use to 
give a correct representation of intersection and union relations ainong spatial objects. 
We also show how to use lattice completion \vhen vvorking on a subset (i.e., a \'iew) of the set of spatial 
objects so that the computation only considers objects relevant to the view itself 

1 Introduction 

In a companion paper' [3] we have reviewed the poset-
based representation for the topological data model, exam-
ined problems arising from a naive extension to the most 
general čase, and shortly described hovv we tackle them. 
We have introduced definitions related to posets and lat-
tices and some basic facts about them. Finally, we have 
introduced formally the definition of closure of a class S 
of objects \vith a set-containment relation with respect to a 
certain set operator, of representation and of universai par-
tition. In this paper \ve focus on the study of the representa
tion of the closure of a class with respect to set-intersection 
(Sect. 2) and set-union (Sect. 3) operators. This paper also 
contains conclusions and final remarks. 

2 Representation of Set-Intersection 
Closure 

Most of the proofs of the results in this section are either al-
most straightforvvard or rather technical. Hence they have 
been omitted for clarity. They are reported for complete-

'Research partially supporled by the Euiopean Union TMR projcct 
"Chorochronos" 

ness in Appendix A (p.90). 

2,1 Sufficient Conditions for Representation 
of Set-Intersection Closure 

The follovving theorem tells us that given a representation 
vvith a universai partition, the greatest lower bound of the 
representatives of two sets represents, if it exists, the inter
section between the tvvo sets. 

Theorem 2.1 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and let P be its representation. As-
siime P has a universai partition Up. For every Xi, X2 € 
P, ifthere existsXo = glb{xi,X2), then 

B.ep~\xi) n Rep~^{x2) = Rep'''^{xo) . 

The previous theorem suggests that given a class S of 
sets vvith a set-containment relation, in order to provide a 
representation for the intersection of every subclass of S 
(i.e.. to provide a representation for S'^), \ve need to ex-
tend the representation of 5 to a poset that has a gib for 
every subset of its elements, namely a lattice. Since the 
MacNeille completion of a poset to a lattice is the most 
common way to realize such an extension (and indeed the 
resulting lattice has interesting properties) vve investigate 
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the possibility of representing S'^ by means of M{P), tiie 
MacNeille completion of P . We prove in the foliowing that 
if a universal partition of 5 exists, M (P) is a representation 
of S'^. Aftervvards we discuss what happens if a universal 
partition does not exist. 

In the next Theorem we will build an isomorphism be-
tween the closure of the class S with respect to the set-
intersection operation and the normal completion of its rep
resentation. 

Theorem 2.2 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation, a universal partition Us, nnd a rep
resentation P. The inapping IRep : S'~' i--> M[P) defined 
as 

IRep{s) = {{g£P\g = Rep{r),r e Ssa^o}*)* 

is an isomorphism. Hence M {P) is a representation ofS^. 

The result of Theorem 2.2, in the restricted formu-
lation for simplicial complexes, \vhere a universal par
tition always exists, vvas proved by Kainz, Egenhofer 
and Greasley [4]. An obvious consequence of The
orem 2.2 is that Vsi,S2 G 5, IRep{si fl S2) = 
glb{IRep{si), IRep{s2)), namely therepresentativeof the 
intersection of two sets is the gib of the representatives of 
the sets. 

Since M (P) is a representation of the class of sets 
5'"' which has a universal partition Us, then a universal 
partition UM(P) of M{P) and a mapping M(P)Basc : 
M{P) H^ 2""<-f"i are defined. By definition, V.3 € 5 we 
haveM(P)Base(^Pep(s)) = /P,ep(5Base(s))- Note that 
since S C 5'^, M{P) represents also the sets of S. This 
fact is consistent with the fact that P , the representation of 
S, is a subposet of M{P), in the sense that for each s E. S 
the representativeof s in P is mapped to the representative 
of s in M{P) by means of the canonical order embedding 
(p{.) (see Sect. 3 of the companion paper [3]), as the fol-
lowing lemma shows. 

Lemma 2.3 Let S bea class ofsets with a set-containment 
relation, a universal partition Us, and a representation P. 
For each s £ S, we have (p{Rep{s)) = IRep{s). 

The next coroIlary follovvs trivially from the previous 
Lemma. 

CoroIlary 2.4 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation, a universal partition Us, and a rep
resentation P. We have tp{Up) — UM(P) ("^d Vs G 
5 , (p (PBase(Pep(s ) ) ) = M {P) 

Base 
{IRep[s)). 

Often we are interested in applying the intersection op
erator only to a subciass of a given class of sets with a set-
containment relation. In these cases it is not convenient to 
build the MacNeille completion of the whole representation 
of the class, since it is likely that itcontains much moreele-
ments than the ones \ve are interested in. Given the result of 
Theorem 2.2, we novv show how to build a representation 
of asubclassof agivenclassof sets with a set-containment 
relation. We begin with a preliminary definition. 

Definition 2.1 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation, a universal partition Us, and a rep
resentation P. For each V C S we define Cv = 
{{Rep{V))^)°, vvhere Rep{V) is the image ofV by the 
mapping Rep{.), namely Rep{V) = {x £ P \ x = 
Rep{r),r £ V). 

Given a class S ofsets vvith a set-containment relation, a 
universal partition f/5, and a representation P , the follovv-
ing lemma characterizes the representative in M{P) of a 
generic set to £ S'^. Note that by definition of S'^ there 
exists at least a set V C. S such that to = V\i^v ^• 

Lemma 2.5 Let S be a class ofsets with a set-containment 
relation, a universal partition Us, and a representation P. 
Let usconsiderto £ S'^andV C S such that to = H tev *• 
Then we have IRep{to) = (Cv*)*-

Note that, given the representation P , the characteriza-
tion offered by Lemma 2.5 allows one to build the repre
sentative of to vvithout the need to build M{P). Using 
Lemma 2.5, the following theorem allows one to build a 
representation of the closure vvith respect to the intersec
tion operator of a subciass T of S. This representation can 
also be built starting from P , without using M (P). 

Theorem 2.6 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation, a universal partition Us, and a rep
resentation P. Let T C S be a subciass of S and 
M{P)r = { (Cv*) , I V C T}. The restriction of the 
mapping IRep{.) to the doinain T'~' is an isomorphism 
between the posets (T'^,C) and (M(P) - f ,C) , Hence 
M{P)'r is a representation ofT^. 

Given a class S of sets vvith a set-containment relation 
and a subciass T of S, Theorem 2.6 tells us how to build 
a representation for T " , the closure of T vvith respect to 
the set-intersection operator. The representation of T*̂  ob-
tained in this vvay, M{P)x, has no links vvith P , the rep
resentation of S. Since vve are often interested in the joint 
representation of a class S and the closure T'"', i.e. in the 
representation of the class S U T " , vve combine together P 
and M{P)T- Note, hovvever that the sets 5 and T^ are not 
disjoint, since at least the sets of T are contained in both S 
and T'^ (and there can also be other common sets). From 
this fact it follovvs that the sets contained in both 5* and T'^, 
have a representative in both P and M{P)r, hence the set 
P U M{P)T cannot be a representation of 5 U T'^ because 
it vvould be redundant. To eliminate this redundancy, once 
again vve make use of the universal partition as a key to 
provide a unique representation of S U T'^. 

Definition 2.2 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation, a universal partition Us, and 
a representation P. Let T be a subciass of S. For 
each A £ P U M(P)T, we define the mapping 
I{T,P)yi,,,:P(jAd{P)T^2"-as: 
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I{T,P)B.SO{A) = 

/ PBase04) ifAeP 

\ <^-nM(P)Basc(-4)) if A e M{P)T. 

Also we define a relation =j on tlie set P U M{P)T- For 
eveij Ai,A2 € P U M{P)T we define Ai = / A2 if and 
onlyifI{T,P)s^,,{Ai) = I{T,P)Base{A-2). It is easy to 
see tliat the relation = / is an ecjiavalence relation. 

The fact that / ( T , P)Base(-4) G 2"^ when A £ M{P)r 
is assured by Corollai"y 2.4 (p.84). The equivalence relation 
= / identifies elements of P U M{P)T that represent the 
same set in 5 U T'^. To have a uniqLie representative we 
simpiy considei-thequotientsetof F U M ( P ) 7 ' with respect 
to the equivajence = / . 

Deflnition 2.3 Let [P U M{P)T]9ii be the quotieiit set of 
P U M{P)T with respect to the equivalence = / . For ev-
ery A i , A 2 G [P U M{P)r]si, we define A i < / A2 
ifandonlyifI{T,P)B^,,{Ai) C / ( T , P)Base(.42), with 
Al € A l and A2 G A2. It is easy to see that the relation 
<i is defined independenth froin the choice of the repre-
sentatlves Ai,A2 of the equivalence classes A i , A2 and 
that it is an order relation. 

The foiloNving theorem shows that [P U M{P)r] 
representation of 5 U T'"'. 

is a 

Theorem 2.7 Let S he a class of sets vvith a set-
contaiiiinent relation, a itnlversal partition Ug, and a rep
resentation P. Let T be a subclass of S. The mapping 
7(T, P)Rep •.SUT'^^[PU M{P)Th, defined as 

I{T,P)Repis) = i \^'/^'k' V^^^n ^ ^ ' ^ ' \ [IRep{s)]^^ tf s G T " , 

is an order isomorphisin between the posets {S U T'^, C) 
and {[P U M ( P ) r ] - , , < / ) . Hence [P U M{P)rh, is a 
representation of S U T* .̂ 

2.2 Necessary Conditions for 
Representation of Set-Intersection 
Closure 

Theorem 2.2 (p.84) tells us that given a class S of sets 
vvith a set-containment relation and its representation P , 
the existence of a universal partition is a sufficient condi-
tion for the isomorphism between the posets ( 5 " , C) and 
{M{P), <). Such a condition is not necessary, hovvever, as 
the example in Figs. 2 and 3 of [3], presented here again as 
Figs. 1 (p.85) and 2 (p.85), shows. 

In fact in that example, even though there is not a univer
sal partition, we can build the isomorphism by representing 
the intersection of the sets A and B vvith the nevv element 
introduced in the poset by the MacNeille completion. To 
find a necessary condition for the isomorphism betvveen 
the posets {S'^, C) and {M(P), < ) , we can proceed in tvvo 
ways. Either vve have to carry out further investigations 
about the links betvveen the posets ( 5 " , C) and {M{P), <) 

B 

C 

D g 

Figuic I: A cla.ss of spalial objects in the lopological dala model 

Figure 2: (lefl) A poset representation of the class S of Fig. 1. (right) 
The normal completion of the poset to the lefl. 

or vve have to find additional conditions for the class S. We 
novv investigate both alternatives. The follovving definition 
introduces a mapping Z : M{P) ^-^ 5'"' vvhich we use to 
shovv further results for the first alternative. 

Definition 2.4 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and let P be a representation of S. 
We define the mapping Z : Ad{P) 1-̂  S'^ as 

Z{x)= n B,ep-\^-\y)) . 

The follovving lemma shows that the mapping Z{.) is an 
order embedding. 

Lcmma 2.8 The mapping Z : M{P) t-> S'^ is an order 
end^edding between the posets (S'^, C) and {M(P), <). 

From previous lemma an important result follovvs imme-
diately. 

Lcmma 2.9 Let S be a class ofsets vvith a set-containment 
relation and a representation P. Wehave\M{P)\ < \S'^\. 
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Given tiie above iemma, a way to find a necessary condi-
tion for the existence of an isomorphism between the posets 
{S^,C.) and {M{P),<) is to find a necessary condition 
for the sets S'^ and M{P) to have the same cardinality. 
We achieve this result by means of the mapping Z{.). The 
follovving theorem states a necessary condition for the iso
morphism between the posets {S^, C) and (M{P), < ) . 

Theorem 2.10 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containinent relation and a representation P. IfS'^ is iso-
morphic to M{P), then'iSo,Si,S2 € S, if Rep[So) = 
glbp{Rep{si), Rep{s2)) then s i n «2 = So-

Theorem 2.10 gives a necessary condition for the iso
morphism betvveen the posets (5 '^, C) and ( M ( P ) , < ) , 
namely the fact that Vso,si,S2 G S, if Rep{so) = 
glbp{Rep{si), Rep{s2)) then siD S2 = So- Note that this 
condition is not sufficient, as the example of Figs. 4 and 5 
of [3], presented here again as Figs. 3 (p.87) and 4 (p.87), 
shovvs. Inspecting Figs. 3(ieft) and 4(left) we see that 
Vso,si,S2 € S, if Rep{so) = glbp{Rep{si),Rep{s2)) 
thens ins2 = So- Howeverposets {S'^, C) and ( M ( P ) , <) 
are not isomorphic since sets S^ and M{P) have different 
cardinaiities. 

As discussed earlier, the existence of a universa! parti-
tion is a sufficient, but not necessary condition for the iso
morphism between the closure of a class 5 of sets \vith 
respect to the set-intersection operator and the MacNeille 
completion of a representation P of S. This means that the 
converse of Theorem 2.2 is not true, namely if there exists 
an isomorphism between S'^ and M{P) not necessarily a 
universal partition of S exists (see again the example in 
Figs. 1 (p.85) and 2 (p.85)). 

From Theorem 2.10 the follovving corollary follows. 

Corollary 2.11 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P. If S'^ is iso
morphic to the Normal Completion of P, then for each 
Si G Bs and for each s E S it is SiHs = Si or s\T\s = 0. 

Another consequence of Theorem 2.10 is the follosving 
corollary, which shovvs that one of the conditions required 
for the base of the class a universal partition, namely the 
fact that eiements of the base should not intersect, is indeed 
a necessary condition for the isomorphism betvveen 5*^ and 
M {P). 

Corollary 2.12 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containnient relation and a representation P. / / 5 ^ is iso
morphic to the Normal Completion of P, then for e\'ery 
ri,r2 G Bs, r i n r 2 = 0. 

Thanks to Coroliaries 2.11 and 2.12, vve can effectively 
pursue the other alternative tovvards defining necessary 
conditions for the isomorphism, namely imposing addi-
tional constraints to class S. For this aim vve introduce the 
follovving definition. 

Definition 2.5 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation, and let ST be its greatest set. We 
say that S is consistent with respect to the set-containment 
relation / /U^eSs ^ = •'T-

The assumption of a class of sets to be consistent is 
reasonable in many cases, since it means that if a set B 
strictly contains another set A, there exist other sets in the 
class whose union contains the difference betvveen B and 
A. Namely, the difference betvveen B and A is an 'en-
tity' vvhich has somevvhat to be represented in the class S. 
For example in a spatial database vvhere a land vvith apple 
and pear trees (possibly mixed) is represented together vvith 
the zone vvith only apple trees, it seems reasonable that the 
zone vvith only pear trees is also somevvhat represented in 
the database. 

We can shovv that for a consistent class 5 the isomor
phism betvveen S'^ and M{P), implies the existence of a 
universal partition of S. 

Theorem 2.13 Let S be a class of sets vvith a set-
containment relation and a representation P. IfS'^ is iso-
niorpliic to the Normal Completion of P and S is consis
tent, then there exists a universal partition on S. 

Combining the results of Theorem 2.13 and Theo
rem 2.2 (p.84), vve obtain the following corollary that 
shovvs hovv strictly the existence of an isomorphism be
tvveen S " and M{P) is connected vvith that of a universal 
partition on S. 

Corollary 2.14 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P. Let S be con
sistent. Then S^ is isomorphic to the Normal Completion 
ofP iff there exists a universal partition on S. 

This result means that in a spatial database that vvorks 
vvith poset representations of consistent classes of sets, the 
only way to perform spatial intersections among sets by 
means of the normal completion operator is to provide the 
database vvith a universal partition. 

3 Representation of Set-Union 
Closure 

3.1 Sufficient Conditions for Representation 
of Set-Union Closure 

To obtain more generality vve discuss the čase of the set-
union closure of a subclass of the given class of sets. We 
need a poset operator that, starting from the representation 
of the subclass, builds a representation of the set-union clo
sure of the subclass. More exactly, the poset operator has to 
provide a representative for the set-union of any collection 
of sets in the subclass. To obtain a correct representation of 
the set-union closure, such a representative has to dominate 
(in the poset order) the representatives (i) of sets in the col
lection and (u) of sets contained in a set of the collection. 
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Figure 3: (left) A class S of spalial objects in Iho topological data model, (right) A posel representalion P for lliis class. 

Figure 4: (left) The latlice completion of poset P represcnting class S of Fig. 3. (right) A poset representalion of the set-inlersection closure for 
class S. 

Moreover, it has not to dominate the representative of any 
other set. 

Now we define formally the U-compietion. We begin 
with some preliminary definitions and propositions. Proofs 
of results in this section can be found in Appendix B (p.93). 

Given a representation P of a class of sets S with a set-
containment relation, we denote with (-4(P),^) the an-
tichain lattice of P . We define a "natural" mapping that 
assigns to each element of A{P) the elements of the base 
that are contained (in the poset) in at least one of the ele
ments composing the considered antichain. 

Definition 3.1 Let S be a class of sets vvitli a set-
containment relation and let P be its representation. For 
each A G ^ ( f ) . ^^ define the mapping A(P)Baso '• 
A{P) ^ 2 « " fl^ ^ ( P ) B a s e ( A ) = U^e / l^Basc(2 : ) . NotC 

that A[P)^^^{A) e A{P) and A{P)Q^,M)<A. 

Note that different antichains may be mapped by 
.4(P)Base(-) into the same set of elements of the base. This 

means that different antichains are candidates to represent 
the same set. We show later hovv to overcome this diffi-
culty. 

The following lemma shows that to consider only the 
antichains instead of every subset of the poset is correct 
because for each subset Q of the poset, the elements of 
the base composing Q are the same ones composing the 
antichain of the maximal elements of (5-

Lenima 3.1 Let S be a class ofsets with a set-containment 
relation and let P be its representation. For each B C. P, 
we have A{P)Ba.c{B°) = U.gzj -PBase(a;). 

The follovving corollary states an important property of 
the mapping .4(P)Base(.). 

Corollary 3.2 The mapping A(P)siise{-) i^ cin order-
preserving surjective mapping from the poset (A{P),-<) 
to the poset (2^'% C). 
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Let us turn our attention back to the problem of multi-
ple representations. We make use of the base to determine 
when different antichains represent the same set. For this 
aim we introduce an equivalence relation. 

Definition 3.2 Let {P, <) be a poset and let A{P) be the 
set of its antichains. For each Ai, A2 € A{P), we define 
Al ~ A2 ifandonl}' (/A(P)Basc(Ai) = A{P)B^SC{A2). 

It is easy to show that relation ~ over iattice {A{P), <) 
is a congruence relation. 

Lenima 3.3 Let {P, <) be a poset and let A{P) be the set 
of its antichains. The equivalence relation introduced by 
Definition 3.2 is a congruence. 

We denote as A{P)^ the quotient set of A{P) module 
the relation ~ . Since is a congruence, we knovv from el-
ementary algebra results that the relation -< over the set 
A{P)^ defined, for each A , B £ /L(P)~, as A :^ B if 
and only if there exist A 6 A, B 6 B such that A^B, 
is a well defined order relation and that poset {A{P),^, <) 
is a Iattice. These facts are formally stated in Lemma A.5 
of [3]. We write A -( B when A :^ B and A 7̂  B . 

Definition 3.3 Let {P, < ) be a poset and let A{P) be the 
set ofits antichains. We define the Iattice {A{P)^, •<) U-
completion ofP. 

From elementary algebra (see Lemma A.6 of [3]) we 
know that from -4(P)Basc (•) ^ mapping can be derived that 
assigns to each element of the U-completion the unique 
subset of the base Bp determined by ^(P)Base(-)- More-
over, since ^4(F)Base(-) is a surjective mapping (Corol-
lary 3.2 (p.87)), the new mapping is bijective. We call such 
a new mapping AC(P)Base(-)-

The follovving theorem shows that the U-completion is 
a completion in the sense of Definition 3.8 of [3], giving a 
justification for its name. 

Theorem 3.4 Let S be a class of sets witli a set-
containment relation and let P he its representalion. As-
sunie that the base of S is a universal partition Us, and let 
{A{P)c^, -<) be tlie U-completion ofP. The U-conipletion 
ofP is a completion ofP via the mapping ip : P ^ ^4(P)~ 
defined as '!p{x) = [{a;}]~. 

No\v we present the main result of this section. Suppose 
a class of sets S \vith a set-containment relation and a rep-
resentation P of 5 are given. Then, if the base of S is a 
universal partition Us, for any subclass T of 5 , .4(Q)~ is 
a representation of T'-', vvhere Q = B.ep{T) C P is a rep-
resentation of T. To shovv that A{Q)^ is a representation 
of r'-' webuild an isomorphism URep{-) betvveen them. 

Theorem 3.5 Let S be a class of sets witli a set-
containment relation and let P be its representation. As-
sume that the base of S is a universal partition Us- Let T 

be a subclass of S, and let Q = B.ep{T) C P be a repre
sentation ofT. Let A{Q)r^ be the U-completion ofQ. The 
mapping URep : T'-' »-> .4((5)~ definedas 

URep{t) = [{y I y = Rep{r) and r G 5Base(i)}]=., 

is an isomorphism. Hence A(Q)~ is a representation of 

In the rest of this subsection we denote as S a class of 
sets \vith a set-containment relation, as T a subclass of S, 
and as P a representation of 5 . We aiso assume that the 
base of 5 is a universal partition t /5 . 

Theorem 3.5 tells us how to build a representation for 
T'^, theclosureof T with respect to set-union operator. The 
representation ofT'- ' obtained in this way, .4((5)~ (vvhere 
Q — Rep{T) C P is a representation o f T ) , has no links 
with P , the representation of 5 . We can build a representa
tion of theclass 5UT'- ' combiningtogetherP and A(Q)~ . 
Note however that the classes S and T'-' are not disjoint, 
since at least the sets of T are contained in both S and 
T'-' (and there could also be other common sets). From 
this fact it follows that the sets contained in both S and 
T^, have a representative in both P and A{Q)^, hence the 
set P U A(Q):^ cannot be a representation of 5 U T ^ be-
cause it vvould be redundant. But it is easy to eliminate this 
redundancy using the universal partition as a key to iden-
tify elements of P U A{Q)^ that represent the same set, 
hence providing a unique representation of 5 U T'-'. We 
first define an equivalence relation =u to identify elements 
of P U -4(Q)~ that represent the same set in SUT^. 

Definition 3.4 Let Q C P be a representation of T and 
let A((5)~ be the U-completion of Q. For each X € 
P U A{Q)^, we define the mapping U{T, P)Baso : P U 
A{Q)^ ^ ž'^'' as: 

t / ( r , P ) B a s e ( - Y ) = 
PBase(AO 
^4C(Q)Bas :(A') 

i/ X e p 
ifXeAiQ)^. 

Also we define a relation =u on the set P U A{Q)r^. For 
every X\,X2 6 P U /1((5)~ we define Xx =u X2 if and 
onlyifUiT,P)s.so{Xi) = U{T,P) Base(A2). // is easy 
to see that the relation = ; / is an equivalence relation. 

To have a unique representative vve simply consider the 

quotient set of P U A{Q)^ with respect to the equivalence 

—u-

Definition 3.5 Let Q be a subposet of P. Let [P U 
A{Q)^]c^^ be the qiiotient set of P\jA{Q)r^ \vitli respect to 
the equivalence =u. For e\'ery K\,A.2 6 [PU y4.((5)~]sy 
we define Al <a A2 ifandonlyifU{T,P)B^se{Ai) C 
[/(T, P)Base(-42), with Ai S A l and A2 € A2. It is easy 
to see that the relation <ij is defined independently from 
the choice ofthe representatives Ai, A2 ofthe eqinvalence 
classes A i , A2 and that it is an order relation. 

The follovving theorem shovvs that [P U A{Q)^] 
representation of S U T'-'. 

IS a 
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Theorem 3.6 Let Q C P be a representation of T and 
let A[Q)^ be the U-completion of Q. The inapping 
UiT, P)Rep : 5 U T ^ H- [P U A{Q):J^^^ defined as 

U{T,P)Rep{s) = [URep{s)\^_ 
if seS 
if s€T^, 

is an order isoinorphism between the posets {S U T'-', C) 
and {[P U A ( Q ) ^ ] s ^ , <£/). Hence [P U A{Q)^]^^ is a 
representation ofSU T'^. 

3.2 Necessary Conditions for 
Representation of Set-Union Closure 

The existence of a universal partition is therefore a suffi
cient condition for the U-completion operator to correctiy 
build a representation of S^. Hovvever it is not necessary. 
For example consider the simple class containing two sets 
A, B, such that ACiB ^9, but neither A C B nor B C A. 
In this čase we have Bs = {A, B) \vhich is not a univer
sal partition, but the U-completion builds a representation 
of S^, as one can easily check. Hovvever, the second con
dition needed for the existence of a universal partition is 
indeed a necessary condition to have an isomorphism be-
tween S^ and the U-completion, as shown by the follovving 
theorem. 

Theorem 3.7 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containnient relation and a representation P such that S'^ 
is isoniorphic to A ( P ) ~ iinder a certaui niapping p{.). 
For each s E S tliere exist ri,r2 .. .Tn G Bs such that 

As the example given above shows, the first condition 
needed for the existence of a universal partition is not a 
necessary condition. Hovvever, a vveaker condition regard-
ing sets of the base, namely the fact that no set of the base 
can be contained in the set-union of other sets of the base, is 
necessary for the U-completion operator to correctly build 
a representation of 5 ^ . 

Theorem 3.8 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P such that S^ 
is isoniorphic to . 4 (P)~ undera certain mappuig //,(.). For 
each To G Bs do not exist vi .r-i • • • Vn G Bs such that 
Ti 7̂  To for \ <i <n and To C (J^ r,;. 

Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 2.12 (p.86) together shows 
that the existence of universal partition is a necessary and 
sufficient condition so that the simultaneous application of 
both the lattice completion and the U-completion provides 
a representation for 5'^'-'. 

4 Conclusions and Future Work 
Partially ordered sets (posets) are widely used to model 
spatial objects and relations. Lattice completion of poset 

representations are also vvidely used, due to their richer se-
mantics and better computational complexity for their pro-
cessing. 

In this paper and in the companion one [3] vve have 
addressed the problem of hovv to characterize sound and 
complete lattice representations for a set of spatial objects. 
More precisely, vve have stated sufficient and necessary 
conditions for the correct use of the lattice completion op
erator to produce a sound and complete representation of 
the closure of the set of spatial objects vvith respect to set-
intersection. We also introduced the U-completion opera
tor, giving necessary and sufficient conditions for it to pro
duce a a sound and complete representation of the closure 
of the set of spatial objects vvith respect to set-union. We 
have also shown that U-completion commutes vvith lattice 
completion and that what is obtained from the application 
of both completion operators (for vvhich we have provided 
necessary and sufficient conditions) is minimal and unique 
up to isomorphism. 

Finally, vve have shovvn hovv to apply these completion 
operators when vvorking on a subset (i.e., a vievv) of the 
set of spatial objects. In such a vvay the computation of 
the closure does not produce entities irrelevant for the vievv 
itself and only considers objects derivedfrom thosepresent 
in the vievv. 

These results give further motivations to the use of posets 
to representsets of spatial objects [4] and to reason on their 
topological properties. Indeed, the key role played by the 
concept of universal partition in the demonstration of the 
formal properties shovvs that the topological data model in
troduced by Paradaens and co-workers[5, 6, 7], vvhere a 
universal partition is alvvays defined by curves intersecting 
at their endpoints, is a good formal tool for representing 
and computing topological relations. 

Future vvork vvill therefore concentrate, on one side, on 
studying vvhat can be expressed in the topological data 
model by using a poset-based representation [1]. On the 
other side, vve vvill investigate the definitions of algorithms 
for building lattice completion and U-completion [2]. 
Since these are knovvn to require exponential time in the 
vvorst-case, vve vvill focus on classes of spatial objects for 
vvhich polynomial algorithms can be defined. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and let P be its representation. As-
siiine P has a iiniversal partltlon Up. For every X\, X2 G 
P, ifthere exists Xo = glh{xi,X2), then 

Rep~^{xi) n Rep'^{x2) = B,ep''^{xo) • 

Proof. Since Xo < Xi for each u G î Base(-'Eo)> 
u < Xo < Xi and so u G PBaso(a^i)- This fact 
implies that PBase( '̂o) Q PBasa{xi). A similar ar
gument shOVVS that PsaseCa^o) Q PBase{X2)^ ^id SO 
PBa.se{Xo) Q PBasc(a-'l) H PBase(a;2)- NoW, let US COn-

sider a generic element Uo € Ps!).sa{xi) fl PBase(2-'2)' 
As Uo G PBasa{xi) then Uo < Xi. Analogously, 
Uo < X2. Since Xo = glb{xi,X2) we have Uo < Xo, 
hence PBasc{xi) n PBase(a;2) C PBase(a;o)- Therefore 
•̂  B a s e 

{xi) n PBase(a:2) = Pi3ase(3;o)- From this equality 
we have 

Rep~^{xi) n Rep~'^{x2) = 

and considering the distributivity of the intersection 
operation, 

Rep-^{xi)nRep-^{x2) = 
U „ . € P B a . = ( x , ) , « 2 e P B „ e ( . 2 ) [ - ^ ' = P ~ ' ( « l ) ^ Rep-'{U2)]. 

Also, observing that Vui,U2 G Up, if Ui = U2 then 
Rep~^{u\) n Rep~^{u2) =• Rep~^{;u\), othervvise 
R.ep^^{ui)r\ Rep~^ («2) = 0, we can revvrite the last term 
as follovvs: 

Rep~'^{xi) nRep-^{x2) = 

U u e P B „ , e ( a ; i ) n P B a , = (^2 ) ^'^P" ( ' ^ ) " 

But since PBasc(a;i) H PBasc(a;2) = PBnse{xo), we have 
Rep-^xi) n Rep-Hx2) = Uaefl3„»e(x„)-Rep-i(«) = 
Rep-'^{xo). • 

The follovving proposition is used in the proof of the sub-
sequent Theorem. 

Proposition A.l Let P be a representation with a iini
versal partltlon Up. For each Q C. P we let RQ = 
U , ; g Q f t a s e ( 9 ) - Then It Is {RQ*), = (Q*)* . 

Proof. Let us consider p G Q*. For each q E Q wc have 
q < p. For each r G R.Q there exists qo G Q such that 
'̂ £ </o < P so vve have p G R.Q*• Hence Q* C P Q * . 

Now let us consider t G RQ*• For each q G Q, we have 
r < i for each r G PBase('7)> hence for Theorem 4.7 of [3], 
q < t and t G Q*. Then RQ* C Q*. In conclusion vve 
have RQ* = Q* hence the thesis. • 

Theorem 2.2. Let S be a class of sets wlth a set-
contalnment relation, a imlversal partltlon Us, an^l« /"^p-
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resentation P. The mapping IRep : 5'^ >-> M{P) defined 
as 

IRep{s) = {{geP\g = Rep{r),r G ^BriseC«)}*)* 

is an isomorphism. Hence Ai{P) is a representation ofS'~'. 

Proof. In the follovving for each s £ S'^ we denote as 

G s the set {(; e P I 5 = Rep{r),r G 5Basc(s)}- First 

of aH we observe that the range of IRep{.) is effectively 

M ( P ) , sinceforevery G C P \ve have (Lemma A.l of [3]) 

{G% = ( (G*) . )*) . . 
Now we show that IRep{.) is a surjective mapping. By 

Definition 3.9 of [3] for every Q G M{P) we have QCP 
and Q = {Q*)*. Proposition A.l (p.90) teliš us that 
for every Q G M[P), there exists R,Q C Up such that 
{RQ*)* — {Q*)* — Q- Since P has a greatest element, 
RQ* ^ 0. Moreover, since P is a representation of S, for 
each p G RQ* there exists Rep~^{p) G S. Let us consider 
s = rips/jg* Rep~'^{p). Clearly it is s G S^. We have 
IRep{s) = (Gs*)*- To prove the surjectivity o f / P e p ( . ) 
vve have to show that Q = {RQ*)* — {Gs*)*- Let us con
sider X G RQ. For every p G RQ*, vve have Rep~^{x) C 
Rep~^{p), hence by definition of s, Pep"^(.x-) C s. Since 
Rep~^{x) G [/s, vve have Pep""^(x) G Ssnscis), and so 
i' G Gs- We can conclude that RQ C G« and hence, by 
L e m m a A . l o f [ 3 ] , G / C RQ*. 

Now let us consider p G RQ* . The definition of s teHs 
us that s C Rep~^{p). For every g G Gs we have by 
definition of Gs, Rep^^{g) C 5. Then for every g G G«, 
we have g < p, hence p G Gs* and RQ* C Gs*, so the 
surjectivity of/ii!ep(.) follovvs. 

To complete the proof vve have to shovv that IR.ep{) 
is an order-embedding. If S] C 52 then SBasol-Si) C 
'SBasc(s2)- This fact implies that Gg^ C Gg.^. Hence, 
by Lemma A.l of [3], (Gs,*)* C {Gs2*)*- Conversely 
i f / P e p ( s i ) C IRep{s2) tlien ( G , , * ) , C (G.,,*)*. This 
fact implies (by facts 2 and 3 of Lemma A.l of [3]) that 
Gs^i* C Gs^*- From the definition of G j , , we have 
Rep{s2) G Gs2* C G«,*. Then for each g G Gs , , vve 
have g < Rep{s2), and for Theorem 4.7 of [3] Pep(s i ) < 
Rep{s2) so Si C S2- n 

Lemma 2.3. Le/ S be a class ofsets witli a set-conlainnient 
relation, a universal partition Us, and a representation P. 
For each s G S, we liave ip{Rep{s)) = IR.ep{s). 
Proof. Let us consider s G 5 . By definition of the 
mapping IRep{.) vve have IRep{s) = (Gj*)* \vhere 
G s = Pep(5Basc(s)). By Theorem 4.7 of [3] vve have 
Rep{s) — lub{Gs), hence vve have R.ep{s) £ Gg* and 
Rep{s) < y for each y G Gs*• This fact implies that 
Gs* = {Rep{s)}*- Then vve h a v e / P e p ( s ) = ( G / ) , = 
({Pep(s)}*)* = {Pep(s)}«, vvhere the last equality fol
lovvs from fact (5) of Lemma A.l of [3]. By Definitions3.3 
and 3.9 of [3] vve have 

{Pep(s)}* =4. Rep{s) = (p{Rep{s)), 

hence the thesis is proved. D 

The foHovving coroilary follovvs trivially from the previ-
ous Lemma. 
Corollary 2.4. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation, a universal partition Us, and a rep
resentation P. We have ^p{Up) = UM(P) ^md \/s G 
S, ^ ( P B a s c ( P e p ( s ) ) ) = M ( P ) B a s o ( / P e p ( s ) ) . 

Proof. The thesis follovvs trivially by applying the previous 
Lemma to the sets of t / s . D 

Lemma 2.5. Let S be a class ofsets with a set-containment 
relation, a universal partition Us, and a representation P. 
Let us consider to G S'^ andV C S such that tg = f]^^yt. 
Then we have IRep{to) = (Gv*)*. 

Proof. By definition of IRep{.) vve have IRep[to) = 
(G/,^*)t, vvhere Gi^ = Pep(5Base(^o)). We prove the the
sis showing that Gi^* = Cv*• Let us consider a generic 
g G Gi^. We have Pep"^ {g) CtoQt,yt£ V, hence g G 
(Pep(V')) , , vvhere P e p ( F ) = {a,- G P | a; = Rep{r),r G 
V}. Then y G Cv exists such that g < y. Now let us 
consider a generic z G Gv*• We have g < y < z, hence 

Conversely, let us consider z G G t J'- For each 
g G Gi^ vve have Rep~^{g) C Rep~^{z), then, since 
UggG,„-^sP^Hs) = to: to C Rep~^{z). For each 
y G Gv ,Pep- i (2 / ) C t,\/t G V, hence Rep-^{y) C 
f]^^yt = to Q Rep~^{z). Then for each y £ Cv vve 
have y < z, hence z G Cv*- ^ 

Theorem 2.6. Lef S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation, a universal partition Us, and a rep
resentation P. Let T C S be a subclass of S and 
M{P)r = {(Cv*)* I V̂  C r } . The restriction of the 
niappuig IRep{.) to the domain T'^ is an isomorphism 
between the posets {T'^, C) and {M{P)T, C). Hence 
M{P)T is a representation ofT'^. 

Proof. First of aH vve observe that M{P)T is a subset 
of M{P), since for every {Cv*)* G M{P)T vve have 
( C v * ) . C P and (by Lemma A.l of [3]) (Cv*)* = 
( ( (Cv*) , )*) . - Now let us consider ô G T " . There ex-
ists V C T such that to = Cltpv^- ^V Lemma 2.5 vve 
have /Pep( to) = (Cv*)* G M ( P ) T , hence the range of 
the restriction of the mapping IRep{.) to the domain T'~' 
is M{P)T- TO shovv that IRep{.) is a surjective mapping 
from P " to M{P)T let us consider a generic I G M{P)T-
Then / = (Cv*)* for a certain V C T. Novv let us con
sider H i e v ^ ~ ^o- We have to G T^ and, by Lemma 2.5, 
IRep{to) = {Cv*)* = /• To complete the proof vve ob
serve that the fact that IRep{.) is an order embedding is 
implied by Theorem 2.2 (p.84). D 

Theorem 2.7. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation, a universal partition Us, and a rep
resentation P . Let T be a subclass of S. The mapping 
I{T, P)Rep : 5 U T " K> [P u M{P)T]9i, defined as 

I{T,P)Rep{s) 
_ j [Rep{s)]^^ 

[IRep{s)], 
if s£S 

if s G T " , 
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Is an order isomorphisin between tke posets {S U T'"', C) 
and {[P U M ( P ) T ] a , , < / ) . Hence [P U M{P)Th, is a 
representation of S U T'^. 

Proof. First of ali, we show that I{T,P)Rep{.) is a sur-
jective mapping. Let us consider A E [P \J M{P)r]^,-
There exists a; € P U M{P)T such that x € A. Let us 
suppose X 6 P . Then s = B.ep~^{x) G S. We have 
/ ( T , P)Rep{s) = [B.ep{s)]^, = [x]^, = A. We proceed 
analogously in the čase x £ M{P)T-

No\v we show that I{T, P)E.ep{.) is an order embed
ding. For each si.,S2 £ 5 U T^, vve have 5i C 
S2 iff -^BaseCsi) Q 5'Base(s2) 'ff Pe?:)(5Base(Sl)) C 
Rep{SQa.sa{s2))• For each Si {i = 1 or i = 2) 
either s.; € 5 , or Si ^ 5 and Sj G T'^. In 
the former čase, we have I{T,P)Rep{si) = [Ai]^,, 
where Ai G P is such that ,4j = Rep{si). Then, 
by Definition 4.9 of [3] we have / (T ,P)Base(^ i ) = 
-PBase(-4i) = Rep{SBiisc{si)). In the iatter čase, vve 
h a v e / ( T , P)Pep(s.i) = [Ai^,, where A; £ M{P)r is 
such that Ai = IRep{si). By Corollary 2.4 (p.84) vve 
have (/3(PBasc(Pep(si))) = M{P)Basc{IRep{si))- Then 
vve have / ( T , P)Ba.se(A;) = V J - H M ( P ) B a s c ( A i ) ) = 
PBase(Pep(s.i)) = Pep(SBase(si))- Therefore we can 
conclude that Pep(5Base(si)) C Pep(5Baso(sO) 'f" 
/ ( T , P ) Base 

(Al) C IiT.,P) 
Base (A2) iff [Ai]^ , < ; 

[A2]-, (by Definition 2.3 (p.85)). O 
Lemma 2.8. The mapping Z : M {P) >-> S'^ is an order 
embedding betvveen the posets {S'^, C) and {M(P), <) . 
Proof. Let us consider a;i,.'E2 G M{P) such that .^i < 
0:2. Note that since P and f{P) have a greatest element. 
Vi/ G M ( P ) , ( t i/),^(p) / 0. Moreover, Vi/ G M{P), 
if 0:2 < 2/ then .TI < y, so vve have t 2;2 C "f s i and 
( t a;2)>;,(p) C ( t x i )^ (p) . Then Vi G ( t a;2)v,(P) we have: 

Z ( x i ) = f l Pep-i(99-1(1/)) C P e p - i ( v 5 - i ( 0 ) 
!/6{t a;i),,(P) 

a n d s o Z ( a ; i ) C f],^^^^^_^^^^^ Rep-\^-Ht)) = ^( '^2). 
Consider novv a;i,.X2 G M{P) such that 2(x' i) C 
Z{x2). The definition of Z(.) tells us that for every 
2/2 e (ta;2)v)(p), •2(a;2) C Pe?:i~nv''~M2/2))- For each 
2/1 e ( I 3;i)v(7^),Vi G ( t xi_)^(p) vve have i/i < 
xi < 1 Since Rep{.) is an order isomorphism and </?(.) 
is an order embedding, Vi/j G ( i Xi)^(p),Vi G ( t 
a:i)v3(P) we have P,ep"~'((p-i(i/i)) C Rep^^ {ip~'^(t)), 
hence V2/1 G ( i x i )^ (p ) ,Pep-^ ( (p - i ( i / i ) ) C 
nte(tx.).,P,-f^' '^^^~'('^"'W) = ^(•'ci) C Z(X2). Then 
for each 1/1 G ( i Xi)^(p),i/2 G ( t X2)^(P) vve have 
Pep- i ( ( / j - i ( i / i ) ) C Rep~^{(fi~^{y2)) and so 1/1 < 1/2. 
This fact implies that/'u&((4. xi)^(^p)) < fjlb{{t X2)ip(p))-
Since i/'(P) is both join-dense and meet-dense in M{P) 
(Lemma A.3 of [3]), vve have by Lemma A.2 of [3] Xi = 
lub{{l xi)^(p)) andx2 = 5^^((t ^2)ifi{p)), so vve can con
clude that xi < X2. n 

From the previous lemma an important result follovvs im-

mediately. 
Lemma 2.9. Let S be a class ofsets with a set-cantainment 
relation and a representation P. We have \M{P)\ < \S'^\. 
Proof. The mapping Z{.) is an order embedding so it is an 
injective mapping. Hence | M ( P ) | < \S'^\. • 

The two follovving propositions are used in the proof of 
the subsequent Theorem. 

Proposition A.2 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P. For every 
q E P vve have Rep~^{q) = Z{(p{q)). 

Proof. By the definition of Z{.) vve have Z{(p{q)) = 
ni,€(tv'('/))v,(p)^'^P"'^<^"^(^))- '^S'/'(ry) G (^ v{q))^{P), 
we have Z{(p{q)) C Rep"^ {ip~^ {(fi{q))). 

On the other end. Vi/ G ( t </'('?))v(P)i 'fiil) < V hence 
Rep~^ {(f~^ {(f{q))) C Rep"^ [ip"^{ij)). This fact implies 

Rep-\^-\^{q))) C 
a € ( M , ) ) . , . , - R e p - ' ( < / ' - n ? / ) ) = 2(<^(<7)), 

hence the thesis follovvs. O 

Proposition A.3 Let S be a class of sets wlth a set-
containnient relation and a representation P. As-
sume that So,Si,S2 G S exist snah that Rep{so) = 
glbp{Rep{si), Rep{s2)) and s o C Si (1 «2- Then the map
ping Z : M (P) i-> S^ is not siirjective. 

Proof. Since P is a representation of 5 , there exist 
Xo,Xi,X2 G p such that .To = Rep{so),x\ = Rep(si) 
and X2 = Rep{s2). We have Xo = glbp{xi,X2), 
and (since the MacNeille completion preserves greatest 
lovver bounds) </3(xo) = glbM{p)i'fi{xi),tfi{x2))- Propo
sition A.2 tells us that Z{(p{xo)) = So,Z{(fi{xi)) = Si 
and Z{ip{x2)) — S2- Suppose novv that Z{.) is a sur-
jective mapping. Then there is A: G M{P) such that 
Z{k) = Si n S2- Hence vve have Z (k) C si = Z{(fi{xi)) 
that implies k < ip{xi) since Z{.) is an order embedding. 
Analogously, k < (p{x2), hence vve have k < !p(xo) = 
glbM(^p-){ip{xi),if{x2))- But then, since Z{.) is an order 
embedding, vve have Z(k) = Si D S2 Q So = Z{ip{xo)), 
vvhich is a contradiction. D 

Theorem 2.10. Let S be a class of sets wilh a set-
containnient relation and a representation P. If S'^ is iso
morphic to M{P), then yso,S\,S2 G 5, if Rep{so) ~ 
glbp{Rep{si), Rep{s2)) then si D S2 = So-
Proof. Suppose that 5 " is isomorphic to M{P) but 
there exist So,si,S2 G S such that R,ep{so) = 
glbp{Rep{si),Rep{s2)) but si n .S2 7̂  So- Since Rep{.) 
is an order isomorphism vve have Sg C si and s,, C S2, 
hence So C si n 52- But then there exist So,si,S2 G S 
such that Rep{so) = glbp{Rep{si), Rep{s2)) and Sg C 
si n «2. hence, by Proposition A.3 (p.92), the injective (by 
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Lemma 2.8 (p.85)) mapping Z : M{P) i->- 5 " is not sur-
jective. This fact impHes | M ( P ) | < \S'^\, hence it can-
not exist an isomorphism betvveen the posets {S^, C) and 
{M(P), <), but this is a contradiction. O 

Corollary 2.11. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P. If S^ is iso-
morpiiic to the Normal Completion of P, then for eacii 
Si G Bs and for each s € S it is Si H s = Si or siDs = 0. 

Proof. Let us consider si € Bs and s G S. U si Ci s = .S| 
then the thesis is true. Othervvise, since sj G Bs, for each 
So £ S such that Sg C si but ,So ^ Si vve have Sg = 0. 
Then we have J?,ep(0) — glbp{Rep{si),Rep{s)). Since 
S'^ is isomorphic to the Normal Completion of P, by The-
orem 2.10 we have Si H s = 0. • 

Corollary 2.12. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P. If S'^ is iso
morphic to the Normal Completion of P, then for everv 
ri,r2 € Bs, n n r2 = 0. 

Proof. Let us consider 7'i, r-z S Bs and s G S such that 
.s C r i and s C 7-2. Since rj and 7"2 are distinct eie-
ments, by definition of Bs, we have s = 0. Hence vve 
havei?ej9(0) = glbp{Rep{ri),Rep{r2))- Since 5 " is iso
morphic to the Normal Completion of P , by Theorem 2.10 
vve have r i fl r2 = 0. D 

Theorem 2.13. Let S be a class of sets witli a set-
containment relation and a representation P. If S'^ is iso
morphic to the Normal Completion of P and S is consis-
tent, then there exists a universal partition on S. 
Proof. We vvill show that Bs is a universal partition of 
S. Since S'" is isomorphic to M {P), Corollary 2.12 teils 
us that r i , r 2 G Bs, ri D r-i = 0. Novv let us consider 
a generic s £ S. Since S is consistent there exists T C 
Bs such that s C {J^^j^r. If s C Ure ' r ' ' ' ''^^" there is 
7'o G T such that 7-0 n 5 5̂  0 and Vg r\ s ^ Vo, and so 
Corollary 2.11 teils us that S'^ is not isomorphic to M (P), 
yielding a contradiction. Then necessarily s = Ure ' / ' ' ' ' 
hence Bs is a universal partition of S. • 

CorolIary 2.14. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P. Let S be con
sistent. Then S'^ is isomorphic to the Normal Completion 
ofP iff there exists a universal partition on S. 

Proof. It foiiovvs immediateiy from Theorems 2.2 (p.84) 
and 2.13. D 

B Proofs of Section 3 

Lemma 3.1. Let S be a class ofsets witli a set-containment 
relation and let P be its representation. For each B C P, 

vve have . 4 (P)Base ( i?° ) = U . e / i PB^.se{x). 

Proof. By Definition 3.1 (p.87) vve have .4(P)Baso(5°) = 
\J.j.^Qa Psiisei^')- Since B° C B we. have obviously 

>l(P)Base(^°) C UxeB-PBase(a;). On the Other side, for 
each X £ B there exists y E B° such that x < y. Then, 
since PBase(-) is an order embedding (see Coroilary 4.8 
of [3]), vve have 

PBa.e(x-) C PBa.e(2/) C [j PBascW = A{P)B^,,{B°), 

hence vve have U;CSB Psasci^:) C .4(P)Base(^°). D 

Foilovving propositions shovv some fundamental conse-
quences of Definition 3.1 (p.87) that are used in the rest of 
the section. 

Proposition B.l Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and let P be its representation. For 
each A G .4(P) we have A(P)Base(^) = P p n i A. 

Proof. The thesis foliovvs from Definition 3.1 (p.87) and 
LemmaB.2of [3]. • 

Proposition B.2 Let S be a class of sets with a set-

containment relation and let P be its representation. Given 

A l , ^ 2 e MP). wehave: 

1. ifA^<A2 then / l ( P ) B a s e ( A l ) C A ( P ) B a s o ( A 2 ) ; 

= -4 (P)Basc( .4 i ) U 2. .4(P)Basc(/'«?H^4,,.42)) 

.4(P)Baso(>l2); 

3. A{P)B.U9lKAi:A2)) 
A{P)B^UA-2)-

A(P)Basc(Ai) n 

Proof. Fact 1 foliows immediately from the definition of 
the relation -< and Proposition B.l . By Lemma A.4 of [3] 
vve have lub{Ai, A2) - ( i .4i Uj, A2)° and glb{Ai, A2) = 
( ; Al n 4, .42)°, hence i lub{Ai,A2) = i ( i .4i U i -42)° 
and i glb{Ai,A2) = KlAiDl A2)°. We novv observe 
that for any I C P such that / = 4 , / it i s / = 4- ( /°) . 
In fact for any x G / there \s y G / ° such that x < y, 
hence a; G 4- {1°)- Conversely for any a; G 4- {1°) there is 
y G 1° C I such that x < y. Since 7/ G / , it is a- G i / = I. 
It is trivial to shovv that i Ai U i A2 = 4- (4- >li U 4- ^2) 
and 4- .4i n4- A2 = 4- (4- -4i n 4- .42). Then using the above 
observation vve have 4- ' '" ' ' (^i,-42) = 4-^i U 4-^2 and 
4. glb{Ai.,A2) = 4. . 4vn 4. A2. Then facts 2 and 3 follovv 
from Proposition B.l . • 

Proposition B.3 Given X G 2^ ' ' , we have: 

1. X G A{P); 

2. A{P)Baso{X)=X; 

3. \fX,Z G 2«'=, X C Z ifandonly ifX<Z. 

Proof. Facts 1 and 2 follovv from the definition of Bp. To 
shovv fact 3 observe that VX, Z G 2^^ if X C Z, by Def
inition 3.4 of [3] follows immediately 1. X C ]. Z, hence 
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X^Z. ConverselyifvY^Z,thenwehaveA(P)Basc(A') C 
^(•P)Base(2) by fact 1 of Proposition B.2 and X C Z by 
fact2. , a 

Corollary 3.2. The mapping A(P)Base(-) is an order-
preserving surjective mapping from the poset {A{P),<) 
to theposet {2^'',€.). 

Proof. From fact 1 of Proposition B.2 follows that 
^(-P)Base(-) is an order-preserving mapping. Surjectivity 
follows from facts 1 and 2 of Proposition B.3. • 

Lemnia 3.3. Let {P, <) be a poset and let A{P) be the set 
of its antichains. The equivalence relation introduced by 
Definition 3.2 (p.88) is a congntence. 

Proof. Recalling Definition 3.2 (p.88) and Definition A.2 
of [3], the thesis follows from facts 2 and 3 of Proposi
tion B.2. D 

Theorem 3.4. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
contaimnent relation and let P be its representation. As-
siinie P has a universal partition Up, and let {A{P)~, •^) 
be the U-completion ofP. The U-completion ofP is a coni-
pletion of P via the mapping ip : P t-^ A ( P ) ~ defined as 

Proof. We Icnovv by Lemma A.5 of [3] that >1(P)~ 
is a complete lattice so we oniy have to sho\v that 
the map ^( . ) is an order embedding. Since P has 
a universal partition Up, we know from Corollary 4.8 
of [3] that PBase(-) is an order embedding. Then given 
a;i,a;2 6 P , we have xi < X2 iff PBaso(a;i) C 

PBaso(a;2) iff A(P)Base ({a : i } ) C ^ ( P ) B a s e ({3^2}) 

iff ACiP)Be.sei[{Xl}h) C ACiP)B.sei[{x2]h) Iff 

[{Xl}h ^ [{^2}].. • 

The follovving threePropositions are used in the proof of 
the subsequent Theorem. 

Proposition B.4 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and let P be its representation. Let 
{A{P).^,<) be tke U-completion of P. For each A £ 
A{PU AC(P)Base(^) € A. 

Proof. For each A € A{P)^, AC{P)BIVSO{A) e 
2^''. Then, by fact 2 of Proposition B.3, we have 

- 4 C ( P ) B a s e ( ^ ) = A ( P ) B a s e ( ^ C ( P ) B a s e ( A ) ) . Now let US 

consider a & A. We have, by definition of AC(P)BasG(-)' 
A(P)Base (a ) = A C ( P ) B a s e ( A ) . Then A ( P ) B a s o ( a ) = 

A ( P ) 
Base Base 

{A)), hence a ~ -4C(P)Baso(^) 
and the thesis is proved. • 

Proposition B.5 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and let P be its representation. Let 
{A{P)^,^) be the U-completion of P. For each A,B £ 
A{P):~„ it is A ^ B if and only if AC{P)B^^^{A) C 

>lC(P)Base(-B). 

Proof. Let us consider A,B E A ( P ) ~ such that A ^ B. 
By definition there exist a £ A, b £ B such that a^b. Re
calling Propositions B.4 and B.2 we have 

^ C ( P ) B a s e ( A ) = / l ( P ) B a s e ( a ) C A{P) 
Base 

{b) = 
AC{P)B.SO{B). 

Conversely, suppose there exist A,B £ v l (P)~ such 
that AC(P)Base(^) C AC(P)Base(B)- We have 
.4C(P)Base(^) ,AC(P)Baso(5) G 2"^ C .4 (P )hence 
by Proposition B.3 (fact 3) 

ACiP) 
Base 

{A)<AC{P) 
Base 

( P ) . 
Since AC{P)B^se{A) £ A and .4C7(P)Base(B) £ B 
(Proposition B.4), by Definition 3.3 (p.88) we have A :< B. 

a Proposition B.6 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and let P be its representation. As-
sunie that the base of S is a universal partition Us. Let 
T be a subclass of S, and let Q = Rep{T) C P be a 
representation of T. Consider t £ T^ and define the set 
Xt = {y\y = Rep{r), r £ SB^S^)) S 2"". Since 

t £ T'-' there exist t i , ^2 , . . . , i„ £ T such that t = |Jj ^i-
Then we have [Xiy = [{qi,q2,--- , 9 « } ° ] - € A{Q)^, 
where qi = Rep(ti). 

Proof. Consider the antichain {qi,q2, • • • , qn]° € A{Q). 
We have 

A{Q)BRSa{{Ql,(l2, ••• , qnV) = I J ^Base(<7i) 

by Lemma 3.1 (p.87). Then, by Definition 4.9 of [3] it is 

Ui^Base((7i) = [Ji{y I V = Rep{r), r £ 5Base( i i )} = 

{y \ y = Rep{r), r £ Ui'^BaseC^i)}- By hypoth-
esis vve have t = Ui*t- Then Corollary 4.3 of [3] 
implies {J^SBaseiti) = 5Base(i) and consequently 
vve have {y \ y = Rep{r), r £ [Ji'S'Basc(ti)} = 
{y \ y = Rep{:r), r £ 5Base(^)} = Xi. In conclu-
sion vve have yYt = ^(Q)Base({'7i,g2, • • • ,9n}°) = 
^C'(Q)Base([{'7:i.92,.-- ,f/n}°]~) where the last 
equality follovvs from the definition of mapping 
AC{Q)Ba.s.a{-)- Hence by Proposition B.4, vve have 
Xt&[{quq2,..-,qnY]c^. • 

Theorem 3.5. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and let P be its representation. As-
sume diat the base of S is a universal partition Us- Let T 
be a subclass of S, and let Q — Rep{T) C P be a repre
sentation ofT. Let /1(Q)~ be the U-completion ofQ. The 
mapping URep : T ^ H-> A{Q)^ defined as 

URep{t) = [{y I y = Rep{r) and r £ 5Base(^)}]~, 

is an isomorphism. Hence .4((5)~ is a representation of 

Proof. First of aH, vve shovv that URep[.) is a surjec
tive mapping. Let us consider A £ A(Q)~ . There exists 
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{qi,q2,--- ,qn} e .4((3) such that [{f/i,(72,--- ,qn}]~ = 
A. Let us consider i = \J.iRep~'^ {qi) G T^. We have 
URep{t) = [{y\y = B.ep{r), r € 5Base(i)}]~. Since i = 
IJ- Rep~^{qi), from Proposition B.6 we have URep{t) = 
[{qi,q2,--- ,qn}°h = [{qi,q2,--- ,qn]h = A . NOW 
we shovv tiiat URep{.) is an order embedding. For 
each si,S2 G T'-', we have si C S2 iff Sunscisi) C 
5'Base(s2) (Coroilary 4.3 of [3]). Let us consider A = 
{y I V = Rep{r), r G ^BasoCsi)} and B = {y \ y = 
Rep(r), r G 5Base(s2)}- Then for each 5i,S2 G T'-', 
we have 5Baso(5i) C 5Baso('52) iff A C B and hence, 
by fact 3 of Proposition B.3 (p.93), iff A^B. In conclu-
sion, recalling Definition 3.3 (p.88), we have Si C S2 iff 
URepisi) = [A]^ ^ [ P ] ^ = URep{s2). • 

Theorem 3.6. Let Q C P be a representation of T 
and let A{Q)r^ be the U-conipletion ofQ. The niapping 
U{T, P)Rep : 5 U r'-' i-> [P u A(Q)~]a„ defined as 

U{T,P)Rep{s) 
^ J [Repis)]^^ 

[URep{s)]^ 
ifseS 
if s G T^ , 

is an order isomorphisni between the posets {S U T^, C) 
and {[P U A{Q):^y^ , <u). Hence [P U A{Q)J\^^ is a 
representation of S U T^. 

Proof. First of ali, we shovv that U{T,P)Rep{.) is a sur-
jective mapping. Let us consider ^ G [P \J A{Q)^]i^^j. 
There exists a; G P U .4((5)~ such that x G A. Let us 
suppose X G P. Then, s — Rep~^{x) G S. We have 
U(T,P)Rep{s) = [Pep(s)]s„ = N - „ = A. We pro-
ceed analogously in the čase x G .4((5)~. 

Now we show that U{T, P)Rep{.) is an order em
bedding. For each Si,S2 G 5 U T^, we have Si C 
«2 iff 5Base(s i ) C S'Base(S2) iff" -Rep(5Base(s i ) ) C 
Pep(5Ba5e(s2))- For each Sj (i = 1 or z = 2) either 
Si G S, or Si ^ S and s, G T'-'. In the former čase, \ve 
have U{T,P)Rep{si) = [Ai]^^, where Ai G P is such 
that Ai = Rep{si). Then, by Definition 4.9 of [3] \ve have 
t / ( T , P ) B a s e ( - 4 i ) = PBase(-4i) = Pep(5Ba.se(Si)) . In the 
latter čase, we have U(T,P)Rep{si) = [Ai]^^, where 
Ai G .4((5)~ is such that Ai = URep{si). By defini
tion of the mapping URep{.) we have Rep{SBasc{si)) = 
{?/ I 2/ = Repir), r G 5Baso(si)} S .4». Then 
we have [ / (T , P ) B a s e ( ^ i ) = A C ( Q ) B a s c ( A ; ) = 
-4(Q)Base(-Re/j(5Base(si))) where the lastequality follows 
from the definition of the mapping /lC((5)Base('4i) and 
from the fact that Pep(5Basc(si)) G Ai. 

By fact 2 of Proposition B.3 (p.93) we have 
^(0)Base(-Rep(5 'Base(Si) ) ) = ^e? ; (5Base(S i ) ) ' h^nce 
L''(T',P)Base(^i) = Pep(5Base(si))- Therefore we 
can conclude that Sj C S2 iff Pep(S'Base(si)) C 
/?ep(5Base(s2)) iff t / ( T , P ) B a s e ( A i ) C C/(T, P)Base (/I2) 
iff [ ^ ] a „ <i7 [-42]-„ (by Definition 3.5 (p.88)). D 

The two follovving Propositions are used in the proofs of 
the two subsequent Theorems. 

Proposition B.7 Let S be a class of sets \vith a set-
containnient relation and a representation P such that S^ 
is isoinorphic to A{P)^ undera certain mapping p{.). For 
each r G Bs we liave /i(?') = [{j/}]~ vvkere y G Bp. 
Conversely, for eacli y G Bp there is r G Bs such tliat 

Kr) = mu 
Proof. We denote as SB the least set of 5 and as _L the 
least element of P . Since p{.) is an isomorphism it maps 
the least set of S'~' to the least element of A{Q)^, namely 
f-i{sB) = [{J-}]~. Let us consider r G Bs. If r = SB 
the thesis is Irue. Hence we assume SB C r which im
plies J- C Bp. No\v let us consider A G A{P) such that 
A G p{r) and suppose A — {yi,... ,yk} \vith A; > 1. 
Since A is an antichain, for each j/j with 1 < j < ^ 
\ve have ± < yj. By Definition A.4 of [3] vve have 
{yi}<A, hence [{?;j}]:^ < p{r) and p'^{[{yi}]c^) C r. 
But then, since r G Bs, we have y^~''([{2/i}]~) = SB 
and this is a contradiction because L < y\ implies SB = 
t^r^ {[[1.]]^) C /'•"^([{2/i}]~)- Then it is necessarily 
A — {y]. Suppose it is 2/ ^ Bp. Then, since ± C Bp, 
there is z G Bp such that J. < 2; < y. By the definition of 
the relation -<, itfollovvs [{z}]~ -< [{2/}]~ = P^ir) andcon-
sequently//"^([{2}]^) C r. But then/^"^([{z}]^) = SB 
which is a contradiction because L ^ z. Then vve have 
M(^') = [{2/}]~ with ;{/ G Bp. The second part of the thesis, 
namely the fact that for each y G Bp there is r G Bs such 
that p{r) = [{2/)]~, follovvs from the first part observing 
that, by definition, \Bs\ = \Bp\ and that p{.), being an 
isomorphism, is injective. • 

Proposition B.8 Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P such that S^ 
is isoinorphic to A{P)^ undera certain niapping p{.). For 
each s G S we have 

- 4 C ( P ) B a s e ( M s ) ) = ^ s , 

where As = {z \ [{z}]~ = p{r) vvith r G 5Base(s)}. 

Proof. By Proposition B.7 we knovv Ag C Bp, hence 
As G A{P) (fact 1 of Proposition B.3). Novv let us 
consider r G 5Baso(s)- By Proposition B.7 there exists 
z G As C Bp such that [{2;}]^ = p{r) •< p{s). Let us 
consider an arbitrary B G A{P) such that B G p{s). We 
have {z}<B, hence (see Lemma A.4 of [3]) there exists 
y G B such that z < y. But then, since z G Bp, vve 
have z G PBasc(ž/) C .4(P)Base( i3) = A C ( P ) B a s e ( M ( s ) ) . 
Hence Ag C 4C(P)Base(/-'(s)). Conversely let us con
sider w G .4C(P)Baso(M(s))- By Proposition B.7 there 
is r G Bs such that [{tf)]~ = /*(?')• By definition of 
-4(P)Baso(-)' given B G pis), there is y G B such that 
1^ £ PBiiseiy), hence w < y. But then {w}<B, hence 
[{ui}]~ = p[r) -< n(s) which in turn implies r C s. Since 
r G Bs, vve have r G 5'Base(s)> hence w G As. Therefore 
^ 4 C ( P ) B a s e ( M s ) ) C ^ . D 

Theorem 3.7. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P such that S^ 

file:///vith
file:///vith
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/5 isomorphic to A{P).^ under a certain mapping //(.). 
For each s £ S there exist ?•] ,r2 • • • r,i € Bs siich that 

Proof. Let us suppose that there exists So E S for which the 
hypothesis is false. Then for each r 6 SBasc{so) we have 
r C So and UrGSBase(«o)'' = •̂ i C So- Obviously Sj G 5 ^ 
and 5Base(si) = 5'Base(so) which implies A^^ = As,, 
where As^ and As, are defined according to the hypothesis 
of Proposition B.8. But then, recalling Propositions B.4 
and B.8, \ve have i.i{so) = [AC(P)Baso(M('SD))]~ = 

[AsA:. = [As,U = [ACiP)s.eeiKsi))U = / i (s i ) . 
which is a contradiction because Si C So- • 

Theorem 3.8. Let S be a class of sets with a set-
containment relation and a representation P such that S^ 
is isomorphic to A ( P ) ~ under a certain mapping IJ.{.). For 
each To G Bs do not exist ri,r2 • • -fn € Bg such that 
n r^ To for I <i <n and To C (J^ n. 

Proof. Suppose that the thesis is not true for some r,, G 
Bs- By Proposition B.7, Vrf, 1 < i < n, there ex-
ists zi G Bp such that [{^i}]~ = M(' 'J)- Consider B = 
{zi, 1 < i < n } G A{P). There exists Si G 5 ^ such 
that n{si) — [ 5 ] ~ . For each z, we have {zi]-<B (fact 3 of 
Proposition B.3) hence/i(ri) = [{^i}]^ — [^]^ — M ( S I ) 
which implies r^ C s j . Then we have ro C |J;7"i C s i , 
hence/u(ro) •< f^{si). Since ro G B s , by Proposition B.7, 
there exists Zg G Bp such that [{.2o}]~ = M(''O) l̂  M(SI ) -
Since /t(.) is an isomorphism, Zi j^ Zg for 1 < « < n. But 
then {2:0}:^i3, hencethereexists z/j G Bsuchthat^o < /̂i> 
but this is a contradiction since Zg, Zh G Bp and 2o ^ z^. 

a 
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This paper presents an Interactive and cooperative VideoConference Recording On-demand system (Vi
CRO) designed for remote playback, recording and browsing multimedia sessions over the Internet MBone. 
It consists ofMedia Servers, possibly cluster-based, and Media Clients. The interaction multi-client/multi-
server is based on the RTSP protocol for streaming control, on the RTP protocol for multimedia data 
streaming, on the LRMP protocol for reliable messaging and on the SAP protocol for group rendezvous. 
The time-critical and continuous components ofthe media clients and media servers are built by using lava 
and Actor based Framework (JAF), i.e., a variant of the Actor model specialised to multimedia reguire-
ments. lAF centres on timing predictability, customisable scheduling and a modular specification of QoS 
constraints. The main goal is to integrate MBone and WWW technologies towards media-on-demand and 
virtua! collaborative work in heterogeneous environments. The paper introduces the Java-enabled ViCRO 
system and describes its application in several scenarios ranging from teleteaching to videoconferencing. 

1 Introduction 
The rapid growth, increasing bandvvidth and the availabil-
ity of low-cost multimedia end systems has made it pos-
sible to use Internet for multimedia applications ranging 
from telephony to conferencing, distance learning, media-
on-demand and broadcast applications. Protocols for trans-
porting real-time data, for reserving resources to guarantee 
quality of service, for initiating and controliing multimedia 
sessions have been developed, standardised and are being 
widely used. ' 

Today, Internet multimedia on-demand can fulfil the ex-
pectations that vvere not accomplished by the VoD systems 
(Rovve et al. 1995) \vhose trials were not exactly success-
ful. Thechallenging andpossibly vvinning key points of In
ternet Multimedia on demand solution (Schulzrinne 1997) 
are: re-use of existing infrastructure, flexible media (e.g., 
modem, vvireless, cable, ATM, LAN), one service among 
many others, quality scalability, adaptivecompression,eas-
ily integration with WWW, security through encryption, 
cheap authoring and lots of content. Internet Multimedia 
can supportdifferentdelivery modes: on-demand (i.e., uni-
cast), near-on-demand (programmed transmission on mul-
ticast), multicast. In addition, IP-multicast, deployed in the 
Internet as an overlay network, referred to as the MBone, 

A pieliminaiy version of Ihis paper has bccn picscnled al llic SCS 
Euromcdia99 conferencc, Proceediiigs pp. 120-124. 

facilitates a scaleable data delivery and stream control to 
large interacting user groups. 

In this context, ViCRO, a Java-enabled on-demand sys-
tem for playing and recording multimedia sessions (au-
dio, video, text, graphics) on the Internet MBone (Ku
mar 1998), has been designed. The goal of the system is 
to create an environment where users could not only eas-
ily request playback and recording of electronic lecturers, 
seminars, meetings, entertainment events and so forth but 
also coUaborate \vith each other as a virtual tightly-coupled 
group of vvorkmates. Such an environment could directly 
fulfil the needs present in undergraduatecourses, company 
and academic meetings, in vvhich the group participants 
\vork by exchanging active messages. The ViCRO system 
consists of basic building blocks, Media Servers and Media 
Clients, subdivided into components. They deal with the 
requirements of media and control streaming on the Inter
net such as retrieval of media from a media server, manage-
ment of live events, integration of conference, and enrich-
ing of contents. They are based on the Internet multimedia 
protocol stack: RTP/RTCP (Schulzrinne et al. 1996), RTSP 
(Schulzrinne et al. 1998), SAP (Handley 1997),SDP (Han-
dley & Jacobson 1998) to guarantee interoperability tovvard 
other systems. The components of the media clients and 
media servers are achieved (Fortino & Nigro 1998; Fortino 
et al. 1998) by JAF, a Java and Actor-based Framework. 
It is a variant ofthe Actor model (Agha 1986) which cen
tres on a modular approach to synchronisation, timing con-
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straints and QoS specifications (Ren et al. 1997). In this 
context choosing Java ensures the system muiti-platform 
portability, and heterogeneous environment interoperabil-
ity. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes 
JAF and its use in the modelling of multimedia systems. 
Section 3 illustrates the design principles and the architec-
ture of the ViCRO system. Section 4 shows some applica-
tion scenarios for ViCRO. Section 5 summarises some re-
lated vvork. Section 6 highlights the implementation status 
of the prototype. Finally, the conclusion and some direc-
tions of further vvork are given. 

2 Multimedia Systems based on JAF 
A multimedia application is modelied as a collection of au-
tonomous, distributed, concurrent and mobile multimedia 
and inter-media actors interacting one to another to achieve 
their common goal, e.g., real-virtual multimedia conferenc-
ing sessions, automatic contents generation or video on-
demand services. 

2.1 Java and Actor-based Framevvork 
It is a variant of the Actor model (Agha 1986) (Nigro 
& Pupo 1998) which centres on light-weight actors and 
a modular approach to synchronisation and timing con-
straints. Actors are finite state machines. The arrival of 
an event (i.e., a message) causes a state transition and the 
execution of an atomic action. At the action termination 
the actor is ready to receive a next message and so forth. 
Actors do not have internal threads for message process-
ing. At most one action can be in progress in an actor 
at a given time. Actors can be grouped into clusters (i.e., 
subsystems). A subsystem is allocated to a distinct phys-
ical processor. It is regulated by a control machine vvhich 
hosts a time notion and is responsible of message buffering 
(scheduiing) and dispatching. 

The control machine can be customised by program-
ming. For instance, in (Nigro & Pupo 1998, Fortino & 
Nigro 1998) a specialisation of the control machine for 
hard real-time systems is proposed, vvhere scheduiing is 
based on messages time-stamped by a time validity \vin-
dow [tmin, tmax] expressing the interval of admissible de-
livery times. Message selection and dispatching is based 
on an Earliest Deadline First strategy. Within a subsystem, 
actor concurrency rests on message processing interleav-
ing. True paralielism is possible among actors belonging to 
distinct subsystems. A distinguishing feature of the actor 
framevvork is the modular handling of timing constraints. 
Application actors are developed according to functional 
issues only. They are not avvare of when they are acti-
vated by a message. Timing requirements are responsi-
bility of RTsynchronizers (Ren et al. 1997), i.e., special 
actors vvhich capture "just sent messages" (including mes
sages received from the netvvork) and apply to them tim
ing constraints affecting scheduiing. Control machines of a 

distributed system can be interconnected by a netvvork and 
real time protocol so as to fulfil system-wide timing con
straints. 

2.2 Modelling Multimedia Systems 
2.2.1 Architecture of a single Multimedia Session 

A multimedia session is assigned to an actor system split 
into tvvo parts specialised to handle the requirements ex-
isting at both the server (transmitter) and client(s) (re-
ceiver(s)) sides of the application (Fortino et al. 1998). 
The transmitter side is typically devoted to achieving the 
multimedia data, e.g., from stored files, and to send them 
through a netvvork binding to the client for the final pre-
sentation. Specific timing and synchronisation constraints 
exist and should be managed respectively at the server and 
client side to ensure quality-of-service parameters. To this 
purpose both server and client subsystems can be equipped 
vvith a distinct multimedia control machine with a QoSsyn-
chronizer. Bindings, i.e., logical communication channels, 
are introduced for connecting transmitter/receiver subsys-
tems. Bindings can be point-to-point (i.e., unicast) and 
point-to-multipoint (i.e., multicast). A binding is created 
by a bind operation originated from media-actors called 
Binders. A binder governs the on-going flovv of data (e.g., 
continuous media or control messages) sent into the bind
ing. It hides particular transmission mechanisms (e.g., net
vvork and transport protocols). It can aiso monitor the bind
ing QoS so as to provide Information such as throughput, 
jitter, latency and packet loss statistics. A QoSsynchronizer 
is an RTsynchronizer vvhich captures and verifies QoS tim
ing constraints. As an example, the QoSsynchronizer in 
a client subsystem can perform fine-grain inter-media syn-
chronisation (e.g., lip sync). 

The notion of multimedia presentation is encapsulated 
in a media-actor called a Manager (or Supervisor). Ac
cording to the specification it orchestrates the media objects 
(time-dependentand time-independent) by interacting vvith 
media-actors called Streamers. A Streamer is a periodic 
actor that accesses to digital media Information through 
media passive object (MediaFile, MediaDevice, MediaNet-
Source) and sends it to Binders or Presenters. Presenters 
are media-actors specialised to render media objects. Fig
ure 1 portrays a multimedia system concerned vvith the re-
mote and Interactive playback on-demand of multimedia 
presentations (e.g., a teleteaching session composed of syn-
chronised video and audio) over the Internet MBone. 

The Transmitter and Receiver(s) are connected by tvvo 
bindings: data streaming and control streaming. The for-
mer carries the data of the multimedia session according to 
the RTP/RTCP protocol. The latter makes the Interactive 
control commands flow according to the RTSP protocol. In 
čase the data streaming binding is multicast, receiver sub-
systems can arbitrarily join the on-going multimedia ses
sion requested by its initiator. Normally, only the initiator 
has the rights to control the session by the streaming control 
binding. In order to allovv a group of receivers to perform 
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control actions on the data binding, a floor control policy 
should be introduced. 

Transmitter subsystem is responsible of the reading pro-
cess and the enforcement (by using the RTP timestamps) of 
timing constraints upon the media streams to fuifil the re-
quirements of the multimedia presentation. In addition, it 
responds to commands (e.g., play, pause) from the receiver 
site through the control strearning binding so as to per-
form an interactive service. On the remote site, Receiver(s) 
subsystem(s) control and render the requested multimedia 
session. The video and audio objects are RTP files pre-
viously recorded and archived. The multimedia session 
is described by the Session Description Protocol (SDP). 
The presentation description contains Information about 
the media streams vvithin the presentation, such as the set 
of encodings, network addresses, inter-stream synchroni-
sation relations and Information about the content. At the 
transmitter site, an actor pair, Streamer and Binder, is in-
stantiated for each media stream. The Streamers read the 
media files (audio, video) and send them, as messages, to 
the Binders. At the receiver site, a mirrored situation ex-
ists. The Binders poli the bindings and deliver the read 
messages to the Presenter for rendering purposes. 

2.2.2 Multiple Sessions and QoS Broker 

Multiple session support is the responsibility of a system-
agent called a Broker (or QoSBroker) (Steinmetz & Nahrst-
edt 1995). It acts as a coordinator for ali the on-going 

sessions and performs admission control for new incom-
ing ones. More specifically, the QoSBroker manipulates 
resources at the end-points, coordinating resource manage-
ment across layer boundaries. The various components of 
a multimedia system can logically be organised according 
to four different abstraction layers: media, computational, 
timing, brokering. Media layer encompasses passive ob
jects that model media Information sources such as media 
files (e.g., RTP, AVI, MOV, AU), media devices (e.g., video 
capture boards, sound boards) and netvvork streams. Com
putational layer consists of media-actors such as Binders, 
Streamers, Managers, Presenters. Media-actor ControUers 
are introduced to handle events generated by the user 
through a graphical interface. The QoSsynchronizers are 
located in the timing layer. They manipulate timing pa-
rameters such as jitter intra-stream and skew inter-stream. 
The brokering layer have to do with filtering of user QoS 
requirements, admission control of multiple sessions and 
resource management. The system-agent QoSBroker per
forms the mentioned tasks. 

3 The ViCRO System 

ViCRO is a distributed system over the Internet MBone and 
WWW for collaborative recording, playback and brovvsing 
of multimedia sessions. It provides VoD interactive presen
tation, cooperative playback and recording. The users of 
an interactive presentation should have control at least over 
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thefollovving "degreeof customisation": the tirne vvhen the 
presentation starts, the order in vvhich the various informa-
tion items are presented, the speed at vvhich they are dis-
played, the form of presentation. Since the ViCRO system 
lives over MBone, the follovving are some additional de-
grees of customisation: the location in the network where 
the recording or playback takes plače, the scope for record-
ings and playbacks (e.g., local, global), the transmission 
mode for a playback (unicast or multicast), the users or 
groups that may access a recorded session and the modality 
of access (e.g., public, private with keyword). The system 
leverages the evolving infrastructure of the World-Wide-
Web and also provides it with a major missing ingredi-
ent, namely interoperable continuous media services. It 
is based on Internet multimedia protocols. This section 
presents the system design goals, the system architecture 
(Figure 2), and the media ciient/server interactions. 

3.1 Design Goals 
The basic design goals of ViCRO are: 

- Interactive distributed client-server architecture where 
multiple cHents can access and iequest recording and 
playback services from multiple servers; 

- Internet standard-based multimedia communication 
protocols; 

- off-line playing and recording services where users 
can schedule requests to be fulfilled at later point in 
time (e.g., a študent programs the media server to 
record a teleteaching session at 12.30 of the day after; 
a teacher, after recording a lesson, schedules multiple 
playbacks for the next days, etc); 

- near-on demand features (staggered playbacks); 

- floor control mechanisms for collaborative joint work 
(cooperative control of a playback session); 

- multi-user capabilities with personalised access to me
dia resources; 

- platform-independency. 

3.2 System Architecture 
The system architecture (Figure 2) consists of Media 
Servers, Media CHents and (optionally) Web Servers that 
are the basic building blocks in the large. RTSP is em-
pIoyed as the service access and stream control protocol. 

3.2.1 Media Server 

The media server is the netvvork entity that provides play-
back, recording, and browsing services for multimedia ses-
sions. It consists of an RTSP Server, Recorders, Players 
and Session Directory interface (Fortino 1997). 

The service entry point is the RTSP Server vvhich al-
lovvs a media client to request a service according to the 
RTSP protocol. It is composed of a Manager and Front-
Ends. The formerperforms load monitoring and admission 
control. For each connection, the Manager spavvns a Front-
End thread vvhich directly dialogs vvith the media client. 
The Front-End starts, manages and terminates the service 
agent (or servent, see below) under the media client's con
trol. 

The servent Recorder can record IP-packets on UDP 
and RTP level. Recording on RTP-level means that it parses 
the RTP-header of each incoming packet, checks for du-
plicates and out-of-order packets, synchronises them, and 
Stores them on the local file system. It records data arriving 
both in unicast and in multicast way. Each recorded data-
stream is stored in tvvo files, a data-file and an index-file. 
The data-file contains the ravv RTP packets. The index-file 
provides indexing on the data-file to make random and fast 
access to the data. A third file called option-file can be 
used to store important points or markers in the multime
dia session both during a registration and during successive 
playbacks. 

The servent Player plays packets back according to the 
sender schema of the Architecture of a Single Multimedia 
Session (see section 2.2). 

The Session Directory interface implements an SDR 
(Session DiRectory tool) using the Session Announce-
ment Protocol (SAP) and the Session Description Protocol 
(SDP) to listen to and announce multimedia sessions over 
MBone. It delivers current session information at the Man
ager that updates the live archive of the Media Server. 

3.2.2 Media Client 

The media client is the netvvork entity that requests contin
uous media data from the media server. It consists of the 
RTSP client, the QoS Filter (Fortino 1997, Fortino & Nigro 
1998), a VCR Controller, and Media Presentation tools. 

The RTSP Client implements the client part accord
ing to the RTSP protocol specification (Schulzrinne et al. 
1998). 

The QoS Filter is developed according to the receiver 
schema of the Architecture of a single Multimedia Session 
(see section 2.2) and was applied to the lip synchronisation 
problem (Fortino & Nigro 1998, Kouvelas et al. 1996). 
It pre-filters RTP packets so as to recover intra- and inter-
stream synchronisation. 

The VCR Controller allovvs the user to start, control 
(e.g., by issuing pause and seek commands), and tear down 
remote sessions. 

The Media Presentation tools cuiTently used are VIC 
for video and VAT for audio. 

3.3 Media Client/Server Interaction 
Media Server and Media Client interact to one another 
by exchanging tvvo kind of streams: media data and con-
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trol. Data Streaming is based on the RTP protocol. Media 
Streaming Control is based on the RTSP protocol. RTSP is 
a text-based appiication level protocol developed for on-
demand delivery control of media streams both live and 
pre-recorded. The control stream carries Information about 
set-up (e.g., multicast addresses, media-type) and control 
bperations (e.g., play, pause) of the multimedia session be-
ing sent from the Media Server to the Media Client/s un-
der the form of one or more media streams (e.g., audio, 
video). The media stream can be sent both in unicast (VoD) 
and multicast way (Near VoD, MBone model). In Figure 3 
is portrayed an examp]e of media C/S interaction during a 
playback session. 

The media client that has already picked up a format-
ted description (SDP, RTSL, etc.) of the session (e.g., via 
RTSP describe method or WEB server) issues a Setup mes
sage. Setup causes the server to allocate resources for a 
stream and start an RTSP session. In this phase the media 
client proposes a unicast (or multicast) <address, port> pair 
for each media vvithin a presentation. The media server re-
ceives the request and processes it. If the media client pro-
posal is unacceptable to the media server, perhaps because 
the address is already in use in a different session, the me
dia server replies with a different address. This negotia-
tion continues until the media client and the media server 
agree on the media <address, port> pair of the session. Af-
tervvards, the media client can send the message Play to 
start the data transmission of the presentation allocated via 
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Figure 3: RTSP playback session example 

Setup. The message Pause temporarily halts a stream with-
out freeing the media server resources. The message "Play 
range:npt | smpte | clock= ts-te" performs seeks, delayed 
playbacks, etc. That is, it positions the normal play time to 
the beginning of the temporal range (normal, relative and 
absolute) specified and delivers data till the end of the range 
is reached. The Teardown message closes the multimedia 
session and frees resources, on the media server, associated 
with the session streams. 
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3.3.1 Cooperative Playback of Sessions 

In the context of a media-on demand system, interaction 
among clients means both sharing of the view and control 
of a multimedia session playback, and collaboration (i.e., 
questioning and book-marking) on its contents. A set of 
interacting clients, in a sense given above, is called "ex-
plicit" cooperative group. It has the property to be tightly-
coupled and strictly-collaborative. Using a VCR metaphor, 
each participant has a remote control, vvhich operates on 
a single and shared playback. If one group member per-
forms a seek/pause operation, that operation must be prop-
agated, according to certain rules, to aH other members of 
the group. Besides, they can collaborate with each other by 
marking specific instants within a session (e.g., for ques-
tion proposals) and questioning through a question-board. 
In order to hand off control among collaborators and en-
rich their inter-communication semantics, global coordina-
tion protocols that manage resources or resolve conflicts 
between different users' actions are needed. Thus, control 
policies (e.g., moderated playback control, floor or token 
based and lock control schemes, or laissez-faire coopera
tive control) have to be implemented. In a fioor-controlled 
cooperative session, a member can issue a command (e.g., 
a pause) only if he/she is entitled to do so according to the 
adopted control policy, i.e., if he/she has got the floor. The 
other members should have the same view as the one that 
raised the command. It is the concept of "What You See Is 
What I See" (WYSIWIS). 

On the other hand, a group is implicit or loosely-coupled 
when independent clients simply happen to be viewing the 
same playback session at the same point in time. The goal 
of those clients is not to collaborate vvith other clients. 
Servers may coalesce these clients into a single group to 
improve service efficiency and scalability (Almeroth & 
Ammar 1998). If any of the members of such an implicit 
group performs a pause/seek operation, the group is auto-
matically split up. 

In order to support explicit cooperative groups, an Inter
active and cooperative playback system should provide at 
least the following functionality: 

- Group Organisation (formation and management); 

- Shared State Maintenance (streaming control proto-
col); 

- Fault Tolerance (detection and recovery); 

- Cooperative Work (messageexchanging); 

- Control Policies. 

How the media C/S interaction is designed and imple
mented has a deep impact on the performance of the sys-
tem. The use of multicast vs. unicast can boost efficiency 
and scalability. 

Three different approaches have been envisaged and are 
being developed in ViCRO system: 

Unicast or Multiconnected. Each media client in-
volved in the cooperative session establishes a sepa-
rate connection (unicast) vvith the media server. The 
media server works as a router. The solution is expen-
sive, i.e., the server must maintain per-client connec
tion States, and not scalable, i.e., the server must stay 
connected to the clients and update them, if any state 
changes, ali session duration long; 

Hybrid or Reflected. Only a media client originator of 
the collaborative playback session connects to a me
dia server. The other members of the explicit group 
communicate with the originator on a multicast chan-
nel and with the media server through the originator. 
The originator performs routing and filtering of con
trol messages. He/she is a sort of reflector. The solu
tion scales well but has a \veak point: the unique con
nection betvveen the originator and the media server. 
If this connection fails ali the other media clients lose 
control on the playback session; 

- Fully Multicast. The archive service is multicast-
enabled (Shuett et al. 1998). The media server sets 
up a multicast address allovving media clients to share 
a control session. That is, both media server and me
dia clients send and receive messages on a common 
multicast control channel. This solution doesn't suf-
fer the previous dravvbacks and so it is more robust, 
cost-effective and scalable. 

The multiconnected approach can be based on the RTSP 
protocol with no substantial changes. 

The reflected one can be based on the RTSP for the in
teraction media server / media client originator and on the 
LRMP for allovving the other media clients to send control 
messages. RTSP has been enhanced in this work in or
der to support fault-tolerance. In particular, two new meth-
ods were introduced: PASS and CONTINUE. The PASS 
method is issued by the media client originator in the čase 
he/she vvants to pass the session control to another client 
and leaves. When the server receives the PASS request, it 
disconnects the originator and vvaits for a nevv connection 
by freezing the thread which vvas handling the interrupted 
connection. The thread continues to stay alive till a time-
out expires. The CONTINUE method is sent from the nevv 
originator to take control of the session. When the server 
receives the CONTINUE, it connects the nevv originator to 
the frozen thread. If the originator fails (e.g., leaving vvith-
out sending the PASS, so losing the connection vvith the 
server), the server behaves the same as it receives a PASS 
method. 

The fully multicast approach can use RTSP on top of 
LRMP. Obviously, RTSP, designed for unicast connection, 
has to be upgraded in order to be enabled for multicast se
mantics. 
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4 Application Scenarios 

4.1 Tele-Teaching and Cooperative 
Learning 

In this scenario, recorded lessons, seminars and tallcs can 
be transmitted on a regular basis over an "ad-hoc" MBone 
(e.g., University, Institute, private netvvork). The instruc-
tors can use ViCRO to augment their instructional materi-
als by mixing iive and recorded data. Students can remoteiy 
access archived lessons by connecting to ViCRO services. 
They can choose and navigate a particular iesson. The sys-
tem allovvs students to work in groups where members co-
operatively watch a teleteaching session, feeding back each 
other with questions and hints. 

4.2 Videoconferencing 

In a typical videoconferencing scenario, users send Hve au-
dio/video streams from their desktops to the other confer
ence participants to discuss particular problems. On-line 
videoconferencing can be greatly enhanced if users are en-
abled to access archived material (e.g., slides, video elips) 
and bring it into the on-going conference. ViCRO also 
favours the off-line videoconferencing. In this scenario, 
a user that wants to participate to a videoconference be-
ing transmitted from the USA over MBone could not be 
able to do so because he/she is in a different timezone 
(e.g., Europe) or lacks direct access to the MBone. In this 
čase, recording the videoconference and sending it at a later 
point in tirne would resolve the problem. Optionally this 
retransmission could be sent to a different multicast ad-
dress with a different scope (i.e., local Time To Live) or 
to a unicast address. In order to maximise the quality of 
the recorded session it vvould be convenient to connect to a 
media server, if any, as close to the sender site as possible. 

5 Related Work 
5.1 niMOD 

The multicast Media-on-Demand system (Parnes et al. 
1997), mMOD, developed at the Lulea(University of Tech-
nology, is a system for recording and playing back MBone 
sessions. mMOD can be controlled by using a command-
line interface or a WWW based interface. The system con-
sists of three separate parts, the VCR, the data translater 
and the Web-controller. The VCR is a stand-alone pro
gram for recording and playing back IP-packets on either 
UDP or RTF level. The Data-Translater transiates the traf-
fic in various ways (recoding, mixing and svvitching tech-
niques) to allow users with different bandwidth to access 
the service. The Web-controller is a program that acts as 
a Web-interface of mMOD. It is through this interface that 
a new session can be started and controlled and Informa
tion about running sessions viewed so that a user can join 

them. mMOD is completely written in Java 1.1. How-
ever, it doesn't support remote, Interactive recording and 
isn't based on an open and standard protocol for the media 
client/server interaction. 

5.2 MVoD 
MBone Video Conference Recording on Demand 
(Holfelder 1997), MVoD, vvhich is being developed at 
the University of Mannheim, is a client-server based 
architecture for Interactive remote recording and playback 
of MBone sessions. It is based on open standards (e.g., 
ČORBA), making it possible for other applications to 
interface it. The MVoD service consists of three basic 
components: the Manager and the VideoPump, that form 
the logical unit called MVoD Server, and the MVoD Client. 
The interaction between the system components is regu-
lated by four protocols: the VCR Service Access Protocol 
(VCRSAP), the VCR Stream Control Protocol (VCRSCP), 
the VCR Announcement Protocol (VCRSAP), and the 
VCR Client Message Protocol (VCRCMP). The Manager 
and the Client are implemented in Java. The VideoPump 
is implemented in C-f-+. The Client can be started either as 
a Java applet vvithin a Java-enabled browser, or as a stand-
alone Java application. The interfaces of the MVoD service 
are specified by using the standardised Interface Definition 
Language (IDL). Though the system is very well designed, 
the use of proprietary protocols limits the system openness 
obtained by ČORBA and the implementation in C++ of 
the VideoPump reduces its portability. 

5.3 MARS 
The MASH Remote Player (Shuett et al. 1998), MARS, de
signed at UCB (University of California, Berkeley), is a 
client/server system for remote media browsing. The media 
server is implemented by using the TACC (Transformation, 
Aggregation, Customisation and Control) toolkit. RTSP is 
used to control real-time media streams. Mechanisms of 
advertising and discovering new contents are implemented 
such as rich-description hyperlinks to the archived sessions 
and automatic detection of significant instants during a ses
sion. The client part consists of the MASH streaming 
player that can operate as media brovvser or as helper ap
plication within a Web browser. It allows the user to book-
mark specific sessions and specific instants vvithin a ses
sion. The bookmark file can be shared among several par
ticipants. The client is implemented in C++ and TCL/TK. 
To date, the system doesn't provide a remote recording ser
vice. 

5.4 IMJ 
The Interactive Multimedia Jukebox (Almeroth & Ammar 
1998), IMJ, is a research effort vvhich is exploring the vi-
ability of grouping users together into implicit group. The 
IMJ system ušes the WEB as a means to gather requests 
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and present play schedules. Users may request playback, 
but have no means to interact with the server to control 
the resulting schedule, cancel playback or perform seek or 
pause operations. Control is performed only on buffered, 
per-client replicated data of the session. 

6 Implementation Status 

The implementation of the ViCRO system is based on the 
Java Multimedia Studio tool (Fortino 1997) developed at 
the International Computer Science Institute. The Player, 
Recorder, QoS Filter, Session Directory interface and mul-
timedia protocols (RTP/RTCP, LRMR SAR SDP) had been 
already implemented and tested over MBone. The RTSP 
protocol has been developed according to the latest ver-
sion (Schulzrinne et al. 1998). In addition, RTSP has 
been adapted to run on top of LRMP. Currently, the RTSP 
client is implemented as both a standaione appiication and 
a helper appiication vvithin a Web browser. The main ad-
vantage to invoking the client as a helper appiication, in-
stead of a Java applet, is that it can open multicast chan-
nels on behalf of the user. The media presentation tools are 
VIC for the video and VAT for the audio. JMF (Java Me
dia Framework) is also under experimentation. The mech-
anisms supporting collaborativeplaybacks are being devel
oped. 

In Figure 4 the GUI of the RTSP Client (VCR Con-
troller and RTSP Browser) is portrayed. The components 
of the RTSP Client are divided into 5 areas: Menubar, 
VCR Controller, State Field, URL Field, Session ID La-
bel. Menubar consists of File, Session, and Bookmarks 
Menu. 

The menu File allows to open and close recording and/or 
playback sessions \vith a chosen media server. The menu 
Session makes it available options for retrieving a session 
description form (remote, user, local), for obtaining info 
about the on-going sessions, etc. Through Bookmarks, the 
user can bookmark RTSP URLs. State Field displays the 
current state (INIT, READY, PLAVING) of the session. 
URL Field portrays the RTSP URL of the on-going ses
sion. Session ID Label highlights the session identifier 
from the Client side. VCR Controller is composed of but-
tons (START, PLAY, PAUSE, STOP DISCONNECT) to 
control the session, a temporal slide bar to randomly seek, 
and a display reporting the Total time and the Elapsed time. 
DISCONNECT breaks the C/S connection vvithout freeing 
resources at server site (see the RTSP PASS method in sec-
tion 3.3). 

7 Conclusions 

This paper presents the ViCRO videoconference recording 
on-demand system vvhich permits to playback, record and 
browse multimedia sessions over MBone. The system has 
been tested on top of Windows95, NT, and Solaris. It has 
been successfully used for playing teleteaching sessions 

and recording multimedia sessions over MBone. Prosecu-
tion of the research aims at: 

- completing and testing the cooperative playback fea-
tures in a collaborative teleteaching scenario; 

- decentralising the components of a Media Server on a 
cluster to improve efficiency, fault-tolerance and ser-
vice availability; 

- comparing performance with the MoD systems de-
scribed in §5. 
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Computing multiple related groLip-bys and aggregates is one oftiie core operations ofOn-Line Analytical 
Processing (OLAP) applications. This kind of computation involves a huge volume of data operations 
(megabytes or treabytes). The response tirne for such applications is crucial, so, using parallel processing 
technigues to handle such computation is inevitable. In this paper we present several parallel algorithms 
for computing a collection of group-by aggregations based on a multiprocessor system with sharing disks. 
We focus on a special čase ofthe aggregationproblem-"Cube" operator which computes group-by aggre
gations over ali possible combinations of a list of attributes. The proposed algorithms introduce a novel 
processor scheduling policy and a non-trivial decomposition approach for the problem in the parallel envi-
ronment. Particularly, we believe the proposed hybrid algorithm has the best performance potential among 
the four proposed algorithms. Ali the proposed algorithms are scalable. 

1 Introduction 

Aggregation is a predominant operation in decision support 
database systems. On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) 
often needs to summarize data at various levels of detail 
and on various combinations of attributes. Recently [8] 
introduced the data cube operator for the convenient sup
port of such aggregates in OLAP. In technical terms, the 
data cube is a redundant multidimensional projection of a 
relation on subsets of its schema. It computes aH possible 
group-by SQL operators and aggregates their results into a 
n-dimensional space for ansvvering OLAP queries. In gen
eral, if we consider an n-attribute relation R, there are 2" 
group-by aggregations. In this paper we refer to the com
putation of the 2" group-by aggregations as the data cube 
computation of R. [10] suggests a search lattice struc-
ture for computing the data cube. The lattice is a directed 
acyclic graph (DAG) C = {V, E), vvhere each node v e V 
represents a group-by of the data cube. Each directed edge 
{u,v) G E from group-by u to group-by v illustrates that 
v can be generated from u. u is called the parent of v, also 
v has exactly one attribute less than u. Thus, the outgo-
ing degree of any node with d attributes is d. Let n be the 
numberof attributes in a base relation R and I < n. Define 

^-/V^ 

Figure 1; A lattice for the cube based on R. 

level I of the search lattice as the level vvhere ali group-bys 
contain exactly n — I + 1 attributes. Each group-by v in 
the lattice is also called a cuboid in the data cube. The size 
of a cuboid is the number of tuples in a relation defined by 
the corresponding projection. In this paper we vvill use the 
terms node, group-by, or cuboid interchangeably. Figure 1 
is an example of a search lattice of a relation R vvith four 
attributes A,B,C and D, and each node is labeled by its 
attribute subset. There are 2'^ = 16 different group-by ag
gregations for R, and each group-by corresponds to a table 
derived from R. 
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The response tirne is a primary concern in OLAP appli-
cations [3]. Interactive analysis (response tirne in seconds) 
is hard to achieve if each of the aggregates is computed "on 
the fly" at query execution tirne. Therefore, most solutions 
for the OLAP application precompute the aggregates and 
run interactive sessions against the precomputed data. It 
must be mentioned that efficiency is aiso important for the 
precomputation tirne, since this is a lovver bound on the re-
cency of the data available to analysts and decision mak-
ers. Furthermore, the cost of precomputation influences 
how frequently the precomputed data is brought up-to-date. 

There are two fundamental problems related to the cube 
operator. One is related to the efficient computation of ali 
dimensional aggregates (group-bys). Another focuses on 
the selection of a subset of aggregates for materialization 
in order to reduce the response tirne of the queries. This 
occurs vvhen it is impossible to store ali aggregates in a 
data vvarehouse, due to a limited storage space and other 
constraints. In this paper we shall focus on the efficiency 
issues by presenting parallel computational solutions. Fol-
lowing [1,4, 14], vveassumethattheaggregatingfunctions 
are distributive [8]. Examples of distributive functions in-
cludemax, min, c o u n t and sum, etc. 

1.1 Related work 

Basically there are two approaches to compute a group-
by: (1) the sort-based method and (2) the hash-based 
method [7]. Methods of computing single group-bys in 
both sequential and parallel environments have been well 
studied (see [7] for a survey, aIso see [15]). Hovvever, 
little work has been done on optimizing the total oper-
ations for a collection of related aggregates. The prob
lem vvas first introduced by [8]. In their seminal paper 
they give some rules of thumb to be used for an efficient 
implementation of the data cube operator. These include 
the s m a l l e s t p a r e n t o p t i m i z a t i o n (a node is 
generated from a parent who has the minimum number 
of tuples), and the partitioning of data by attribute val-
ues. Since then, several works have been carried out 
along this direction. For example, [1, 14] embed five 
optimization strategies: s m a l l e s t - p a r e n t , c a c h e -
r e s u l t s , a m o r t i z e - s c a n s , s h a r e - s o r t s and 
s h a r e - p a r t i t i o n s , into a single algorithmic frame-
work, and suggest algorithms p i p e s o r t and p i p e h a s h 
(based on sort-related and hash-related grouping methods) 
to implement the cube operator. [1,4] give overlap al
gorithms for the data cube computation. Their algorithms 
seek to minimize the number of sorting steps required to 
compute many sub-aggregates that comprise a multidimen-
sional aggregate, and make efficient use of the available 
memory to reduce the number of I/Os, i.e, by overlap-
ping the computation of the various cuboids, this thereby 
reduces the number of sorting steps required. [13] con-
siders the sparse relation by giving a recursive algorithm 
for the cube operator. Their solution is based on two fun
damental ideas that have been successfully used for per-

forming complex operations (e.g. sorting and joins) over 
large relations: (1) partition the large relations into frag-
ments that fit in memory; and (2) perform the complex op-
eration over each memory-sized fragment independently. 
[17] gives an algorithm for computing the cube by using 
a multidimensional array rather than a table and compres-
sion techniques. Ali of the above mentioned papers only 
consider computing aH dimensional group-by aggregations 
of -R, while [10, 9] present algorithms for deciding what 
group-bys to precompute and index if not ali aggregates 
are needed. [12] presents efficient algorithms for the on-
line maintenance of data cubes. 

1.2 Contributions 

So far ali known algorithms for computing cubes are de-
signed for the sequential uniprocessor computing environ
ment. As it is vvell understood, the cube computation usu-
ally involves large data operations. Since the response tirne 
for such computation is crucial for the successful deploy-
ment of OLAPs, it seems that applying parallel processing 
techniques to this problem is interesting possibility. In [8], 
they mention the possibility of applying parallelism for the 
data cube computation. However, they do not exploit this 
concept. In this paper we shall propose several parallel al
gorithms to compute the data cube efficiently, based on a 
multiprocessor system with sharing disks. The proposed 
algorithms introduce a novel processor scheduling policy 
and a non-trivial decomposition approach for the problem 
in the parallel environment. We shall first introduce in de-
tail a naive algorithm for the problem and then present an 
optimization algorithm for it based on the cost estimation 
using the minimum spanning tree (MST) method. We shall 
also give another optimization algorithm for the problem 
based on the cost estimation using the minimum \veighted 
matching method. We shall finally propose a hybrid algo
rithm vvhich makes use of the advantages of the previous 
two optimization algorithms. We believe that the hybrid al
gorithm has the best performance potential among the four 
algorithms introduced in this paper. Ali the proposed algo
rithms are scalable. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2 we shall introduce the parallel computational model, and 
then present some results for the single group-by aggrega-
tion in the parallel computational environment. In Section 
3 we give three parallel algorithms for the cube operator, 
while in Section 4 we present a hybrid parallel algorithm 
for the problem by incorporating the two algorithms dis-
cussed in Section 3. In Section 5 we extend our result to 
a generalization in vvhich we compute only some group-by 
aggregates in a data cube by optimizing the total operations 
on these aggregates. We conclude our discussion in Section 
6. 
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2 Preliminaries 

2.1 The parallel computational model 

We assume that a multiprocessor system consists of p pro-
cessors, and each processor bas its own local main memory. 
Ali processors are assumed to be identical and connected 
with an array of disks which is used to store the initial data 
(the base relation table) and the final data (ali dimensional 
group-by aggregations) through a high-speed interconnec-
tion netvvork. We further assume that the sizes of the base 
relation table Ji! and these group-bys are very large and can-
not fit in the main memory. 

2.2 Parallel algorithms for a single 
aggregate 

There are a number of parallel algorithms for processing a 
single aggregate [2, 7, 15]. The generic framework for this 
kind of processing consists of two phases. In the first phase 
each processor executes aggregation on its local partition 
of the relation. In the second phase, ali processors merge 
these partial results to produce the final result. For exam-
ple, [2] discusses two sorting-based algorithms for aggre
gate processing on a shared disk cache architecture. [7] 
gives an optimization for dealing with bucket overfiovv for 
the two phase algorithm based on the hash-joining method. 
Recently, [15] considers a range of grouping selectivities 
by presenting an adaptive parallel algorithm for the prob
lem. 

Now let us consider a single aggregate v on a table R'. 
Assume that there are p' processors available for comput-
ing v. >From the proposed algorithms above, we can derive 
that the time t^ used for computing v is inversely propor-
tional to the number of processors used, i.e., the more pro
cessors used, the less time is needed. In general, i„ can be 
expressed as foUovvs. 

U = a-\R'\/p' + b-p' (1) 

vvhere \R'\ is the number of tuples in R.', a and b are the 
parameters dependent on the computing environment in 
which a is related to the time for read/write an I/O page 
and b is related to the Communications overhead among the 
p' processors. In this paper we assume that the parallel 
algorithm for the single aggregate ii is available [15], and 
refer to it as A g g r e g a t e m u l t i p r o c e s s o r (v,p'). 

3 Parallel Algorithms 

In this section we introduce three parallel algorithms for the 
efficient computation of data cubes, and provide an analysis 
of these algorithms in terms of the response time. 

3.1 A naive parallel algorithm 

Without loss of generality, let us assume that the base rela
tion table R has n attributes and \R\ tuples. Assume that the 

multiprocessor system consists of p processors, and each 
processor Pi is responsible for a horizontal fragment Ri of 
7?„ where Ri n Rj = 0, U'=i -^i = -^ ""d \Ri\ » \R\/p, 
i y^i andl < i, j < p. 

The algorithm presented below is rather natural and con
sists of tvvo phases. In the first phase, each processor com-
putes the data cube of Rt, and stores.the data cube back to 
the disks. Note that aH processors execute their.tasks in-
dependently. In the second stage, we merge the data cubes 
of the fragments of R. to form the original data cube of R. 
through a number of rounds of parallel merging. The de-
tailed algorithm is described as follov^s. 

Algorithm 1: 
1. Horizontally partition R into p equal parts 

roughly. Let processor P; be responsible for 
the fragment Ri of R. 

2. for each processor Pi : 1 < i < p pardo 
compute the data cube of Ri and vvrite 
the results back to the disks using 
an efficient sequential algorithm 
endfor; 

3. for k := Ito \\ogp] do 
Let Gi be a cluster of processors indexed 
from2^'( i- l) -1-1 to'i2^ 
for each cluster i : O < i < p/2'' pardo 

processors in Gi merge the data cubes 
obtained by them in the previous iteration 
and write the results back to the disks 

endfor 
endfor. 

Now, let us analyze the response time of the proposed al
gorithm. The time complexity Tp in Step 2 is approxi-
mately l/p of the sequential time if carrying such a com
putation by a uniprocessor. This is because each proces
sor only handles a fragment whose size is about l /p of 
the size of the base relation table. Before running Step 
3, there must be a synchronization at the end of Step 2. 
Novv vve consider the implementation of Step 3, assuming 
that every group-by has been sorted already during the first 
stage. Then, vve merge these group-bys involved. So, the 
total of [logp] rounds is necessary. Since we assume that 
there is a high-speed interconnection netvvork available, the 
read/write conflicts from and to the disks between different 
processors are negligible and ignored in our consideration 
afterwards. 

A l g o r i t h m 1 has some dravvbacks when the data dis-
tribution on some dimensional aggregate is heavily skevved. 
The reason is that the synchronization at the end of Step 2 
takes A = t' — t unit times, where t = mini<.i<p{fi} 
is the earliest finishing time by some processor and t' = 
maxi<i<p{ti} is the latest finishing time by some proces
sor, ti is the time of processor Pj for computing the data 
cube of Ri. As a result, the more skew the data distribu-
tion among processors is, the larger the A becomes. Mean-
while, the synchronization is also required between differ
ent rounds in the second stage. 
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In order to reduce the synchronization tirne for skewed 
data distribution, we propose the following approach. That 
is, when we compute a group-by aggregation or a merg-
ing (in the second stage), we first run a sub-routine to 
check whether the data distribution among the processors 
is skevved. If this is the čase, we first re-distribute the data 
among the processors in order to make the processors in-
volved are well load balanced. We then run through the 
steps of A l g o r i t h m 1. Certainly this wiil lead to a bet-
ter response time for this čase. Hovvever the load-balancing 
computation and data re-distribution in a multiprocessor 
system involve Communications and data transfer among 
the processors which are also time consuming. Therefore, 
there must be a trade-off in terms of overheads between 
synchronization and load-balance. 

3.2 An MST-based parallel algorithm 
A l g o r i t h m 1 gives some optimization for the cube op
erator in the total operations required for each fragment. 
But this iocai optimization is not necessariiy the globa! op
timization. In this section we introduceour second parallel 
algorithm A l g o r i t h m 2 which in some sense presents 
globa! optimization in terms of the total operations for the 
cube operator of R. Actually, A l g o r i t h m 2 is a paral-
lelization of the smallest parent method [8]. 

Basica!!y, the algorithm consists of two phases. In phase 
one we produce a scheduling for the cube computation by 
establishing an estimated cost tree which vvil! be defined 
later. And in the second phase we assign processors to the 
nodes in the tree and implement the cube computation. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the cube computa
tion can be implemented through building a search lat
tice. Now we assign a weight for each directed edge in 
the lattice which represents the computation cost of a node 
from its parent. We then produce such a directed minimum 
weighted spanning tree (also called optimal branching) in 
the lattice that each node has in-degree one except the root 
with in-degree zero. Then, the weighted sum of the edges 
in the tree represents the minimum total operations for the 
cube computation. 

Hovvever, before the actual computation of each node (a 
group-by aggregate in the data cube) in the tree, there is no 
way of knowing its size exactly. Therefore, in practice we 
can randomly withdraw a small fraction of pages from the 
disk, which stores the base relation Ri as random samples, 
and use them to estimate the size of every node in the cube 
by using some efficient estimating methods (e.g. uniform 
distribution estimation). Thus, in the first phase, in fact, 
we build an estimated directed minimum spanning tree T 
for the lattice since the size of every node has an estimated 
value. The detailed procedure for this phase is introduced 
as foUovvs. 

Phase one: compute an estimated directed MST. 
1. foKach processor P;: 1 < i < p pardo 

Let Pi be responsible for fragment Ri. 
Pi builds the lattice d for Ri and 

assigns the vveights to the edges of/3j. 
The weights are obtained by randomly 
fetching a small fraction of the pages of Ri 
from the disks and estimating the size 
Si^k of each node cuboidi^t in £j [8]. 
endfor; 

2. Construct the lattice £ of i? 
and assign weights to its edges. 
The estimated size Su of a node cuboid^ in C 
thus is \YJU^ Si^k/p]- Assign ali outgoing 
edges from cuboidfc in C with weight Sk-

3. Find a directed minimum spanning tree T on £. 

Step 1 can be done easily because only a couple of pages 
are withdrawn from Ri to estimate the size of every node 
in Li. Step 2 involves the construction of £ and the vveight 
assignment of the edges in C Note that the size estimate 
of every node in £ is now more accurate than it shows in 
Step 1 because p samples are used this time. Step 3 can 
be implemented as follows. For each node, except the root, 
it finds an incoming edge vvith the minimum weight, then 
another endpoint of the edge is the parent of the node in T. 
It is also straightforvvard to prove that the tree generated by 
this method is a directed minimum spanning tree for this 
special čase. 

In phase two we assign processors to the nodes in T such 
that the response time for computing ali nodes in T is min-
imized, i.e., we aim to achieve the minimum response time 
for the data cube computation. Hovvever, how to assign 
processors to and how many processors are assigned to a 
node are very crucial to the entire response time. In this 
phase we present a processor allocation and deallocation 
scheduling procedure for the nodes in T. 

Before we proceed, let us consider a node v in T. As-
suming that each node in T has been assigned a weight 
which is the cost of generating the node. This assignment 
is carried out as follovvs. The root of T is assigned the cost 
for sorting its tuples by some order of aH attributes. Now 
let s{v) be the weight of the edge from the parent of v in 
T to v. We assign v by weight s{v). T becomes a node-
weighted tree aftervvards. 

Now we consider the processor allocation for T. Let WT 
be the total estimated operations for the cube computation 
by T. Then, 

Wr = X^s(wfc). (2) 
fc=i 

>From equation 2, a lower bound of the response time 
for the cube computation based on T is obtained as follows. 

T„i„ = \Wlp]. (3) 

Basically our processor allocation algorithm for T is 
based on the estimation of the time lower bound Tmin. The 
basic idea behind the algorithm is that the number of pro
cessors allocated for each subtree is proportional to the to
tal operations needed to compute aH nodes in that subtree. 
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Thus, ali the subtrees whose roots share a parent can finish 
their computation in the same tirne approximately. 

Recall that T" is a node-weighted tree, and there are p 
processors available. In what follovvs, we first assign p pro-
cessors to compute the root r of T. Let r have d childien, 
Vi,V2,. •• ,Vd, d < n, Ti the subtree rooted at Vi and IVT^ 
the weighted sum of the nodes in Ti, 1 < i < d. It is obvi-
ous that Vi can be computed only after r (a table) is avail
able, and the time lower bound for computing the nodes in 
these subtrees thus is 

while (p' =0)&{i^d) 
i:-i + 1; 

endwhile; 
allocate a processor to a group Q of subtrees 
{r,Q,... .Ti]\ run an efficient sequential 
algorithm to compute ali the nodes in Q\ 

endif 
until i = d. 

imin = \J2^VTJP]. (4) 
i = l 

Now we allocate the p processors to the subtrees. As-
sume that Wj-j > WT2 > • • • > WTJ • We scan the sub
trees by this order. Let Tj be the subtree vvhich vve are 
considering. If [̂—!-̂ J ^ O, we assign [7-^J processors to 
TJ; otherwise, we merge Ti with Ti+i and repeat the above 
procedure until ali subtrees have been assigned processors. 
In the end we claim that the number of processors used for 
this allocation is no more than the actual available number 
of processors. In the following, we show that this claim is 
true. Let p' be the actual numberof processors used for this 
assignment, then, 

1 '•min 1=1 t„ 

ELWr^ ^rUWr^^^ (5̂  
\EUWTJP] 'EUVVTJP 

We then turn to the processor allocation inside each subtree 
or a subset of subtrees by applying our allocation approach 
recursively. The detailed algorithm is outlined as foIlows. 

Procedure P r o c e s s o r A l l o c a t i o n {T,r,p) 
/* T is a weighted-node tree, r is the root of T, */ 
/* and p is the number of processors. */ 
/* Compute r by assigning p processors to it,*/ 
/* e.g., [15] algorithm can be applied. */ 
Aggregate multiprocessor[v,p); 
<min := ['^^-^('•)]; /* the time lower bound. */ 
Let f 1,112,. • • ,Vdhe. the children of r, 
and Ti be a subtree rooted at tij, 1 < i < d. 
i :=0 ; 
repeat 

p •= ^t-:!' 
if p' ^0 then 

allocate p' processors to T,-; 
if p' > 1 then 
Processor Allocation (Ti, Vi,p'); 

endif; 
eise 

«0 : = «; 

Lemma 1 If the w h i l e loop in procedure P r o c e s 
s o r A l l o c a t i o n is executed, then either p' = 1 or 
p' — O after the loop tennination, and p' = O only ifi = d. 

Proof The proof for the čase of p' = O is straightforvvard 
according to the w h i l e condition. Here vve only shovv 
p' = 1 by considering k = i — io + 1 subtrees are included 
after the w h i l e loop termination. 

When k = 1, p' = LW^7iminJ = [{^VT,^ + 

by the initial assumption. Then vve can derive that O < 
W'/t„,u^ < 2 since O < WTiJt,r,in < 1- Therefore, 
p' = [W'/tnun\ = 1 because p' "̂^ 0. 

Novv consider the čase of fc > 1. Clearly O < 
S t e i ^Tj/tmin < 1 by the w h i l e condition, and 
WT, < Wr,_,. Then O < W'/t^in = EUO ^rji^in < 
2 E i ; - o WTj/tuun < 2, i.e., O < p ' = [W'/tn,u.\ = L 
Since p' ^ O, so, p' = 1. D 

Compared vvith A l g o r i t h m 1, in some sense A l g o 
r i t h m 2 optimizes the total operations for the data cube 
computation globally. Moreover, this algorithm almost 
doesn't need any global synchronization (a synchroniza-
tion by ali processors involved), thereby reduces the entire 
response time. Hovvever, the processor allocation in this 
algorithm is more complicated. The efficiency of the algo
rithm is based on the size estimation for each node in £, 
v\'hereas the accuracy of the estimation depends on vvhat 
fraction of the base table is used for samples, as well as 
vvhich estimation method is used. If vve only use a very 
small sample and the time used for this estimation takes a 
very small proportion of the entire computation, this may 
lead to an inaccurate estimation for the total operations for 
the data cube computation. As a result, the response time 
for the computation may be much vvorse than expected. 

3.3 A matching-based parallel algorithm 
In A l g o r i t h m 2 vve assumed that the size estimation of 
the nodes in C and the vveight assignment of the edges in £ 
are accurate. If not, the vveighted sum of the directed mini
mum spanning tree T in £ does not represent the real total 
optimal operations for the data cube computation. There
fore, the actual response time based on T is not the best one 
because the response time fully depends on the vveight of 
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T as well the processor allocation to the nodes in T. Actu-
aily A l g o r i t h m 2 firstgives a .stor/c estimateof the totai 
operations for the data cube computation, then schedules 
processors to the nodes in T for implementing the com
putation. In the foilovving we present an algorithm which 
gives a more accurate size estimation to each node in C. 
The algorithm is inspired by the sequential algorithm due 
to [14]. 

Their algorithm proceeds levei-by-Ievel, starting from 
ievel / = 1 to level I = n + 1. For each level / it finds 
the best way of computing the nodes at level I + 1 from 
level I by reducing the problem to a minimum vveighted 
matching problem on a vveighted bipartite graph. Here we 
shouid stress that in the sequential environment, the sub-
sequent computation for the nodes in the matching is easy 
after finding the matching. However, in the parallel envi
ronment the computation for the nodes is more compiicated 
which reflects issues such as how to allocate the processors 
to the nodes in the matching, and how to determine the 
number of processors which shouid be assigned to a node, 
etc. In the follovving we introduce a processor allocation 
strategy for this purpose. We refer to the processor allo
cation and node computation as the second phase of the 
proposed algorithm. The detailed algorithm is outlined as 
follovvs. 

Initially we sort the base reiation table by some order 
of its attributes at level one (root). Now we assume that 
ali group-by aggregations at level / are available and these 
group-by aggregations are sorted in some order by their at
tributes. Initially I = 1. 

Following [14], a bipartite graph G = {X, Y, E) is con-
structed as follovvs: X is the set of nodes at level I, and Y 
is the set of nodes at level I + 1. There is a directed edge 
from x£Xtoy&Yify can be generated from x, and 
the vveight Cscanix, y) associated with this edge is the size 
of X. We then construct another weighted bipartite graph 
G' = {X' U X,Y,E' U E) from G{X,Y,E) as follovvs: 
X' = {a;i,a;2,. •. ,a;„_/ | x G X}, i.e., there are n — 1 
new nodes in G' for each node x £ X. {xi,y) G E' if 
{x, y) € E, and it is assigned the cost Csort{x,y) of sort-
ing X. The purpose of creating n — 1 corresponding edges 
of each edge {x, y) in G is that each node y £ Y except x 
can be derived from the other n — 1 nodes. 

Having the vveighted bipartite graph G", find a mini
mum vveighted matching M of G' vvhich corresponds to a 
scheduling for computing the nodes in Y. An edge {xi,y) 
in M means that y can be obtained by sorting x, and an 
edge {x,y) in M means that y can be obtained by scan-
ning X without sorting x. Then the total operations for the 
node computation related to M is 

WM = E Csorl{n,v) 

(U,V}£M,UEX', and rSV 

+ E Cscan{u,v) (6) 

{U,V)^J^,UEX^ and v^Y 

>From M, a vveighted forest !F = {V',E') of trees is 
constructed as follovvs. V CV,E' C E and £ = {V, E). 

Let TeT, if (x, y) £ M, then x is the root of T and y 
is a son of .T and the vveight of this edge is Cscan{x,y); if 
{^i,y) S -M, thenx is the root of a tree and jy is a son of a; 
and the vveight of this edge is Csori{x,y). 

In the following we consider the processor allocation for 
the node computation at level / H- 1 by yW. Let t^ be the 
time iovver bound for computing aH nodes at level / + 1, 
then \ 

\ 
t M = a-WM/p + b-p (7) 

The remaining is to allocate processors to the trees in !F. 
We adapt the approach as follovving. We scan the elements 
in JF one by one. Let T E T be the current scanning ele
ment and let WT be the vveight of T. Then, the number of 
processors is assigned to T as follovvs: if [IVr/tMl 7̂  O, 
vve assign [Wr/tM\ processors to T, and remove T from 
T; otherwise, vve merge T vvith the next tree T', and repeat 
the above procedure until T = %. 

After finishing the processor allocation, the processors 
assigned to a tree or a subset of trees are dedicated to the 
computation of those (leaf) nodes in the tree or the subset 
of trees. In summary, the detailed algorithm is presented as 
follovvs. 

Algorithm 3: 
/ := 1; /* Starting from level / = 1 */ 
repeat 
1. Construct the bipartite graph G[X, Y, E). 
2. Construct the bipartite graph 

G'{X'\JX,Y,E'\JE). 

3. Find a minimum vveighted matching M in G'• 
4. Construct a vveighted forest T from M. 
5. Allocate processors to the trees in T. 
6. Proceed group-by aggregations 

by each cluster of processors independently. 
l~l + l; 

until I = n + \. 

A l g o r i t h m 3 can compute the size of every node ac-
curately, but the cost incurred for this purpose means that 
a synchronization must be carried out at each level in or
der to obtain the computation cost for the nodes at the next 
level. Meanvvhile, the estimated running time IM for pro
cessor allocation is aiso important. A rough estimation of 
tM vvill result in a considerable synchronization overhead. 
Finally, it shouid be mentioned that the local optimization 
carried out at each level does not mean global optimization 
with regard to the total operations for the data cube compu
tation. 

4 A Hybrid Parallel Algorithm 

In this section vve introduce a hybrid algorithm for the data 
cube computation. >From A l g o r i t h m 3 we can see that 
at the end of generating ali group-by aggregations at each 
level, a synchronization is used to collect the size of each 
node at that level. As vve know, if the estimated time IM 
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is correct, the overhead of the synchronization is not too 
much. Othei"wise, we spend a iot of time for synchroniza-
tion. In this section we combine A l g o r i t h m s 2 and 3 
by presenting a hybi"id parallel algorithm to overcome some 
disadvantages incurred by each of them individually. 

The basic idea is that we partition the iattice L into sev-
eral subgraphs horizontally. The synchronization is only 
carried out at the bottom leveis of these subgraphs. Let H. 
be such a subgraph vvith the starting leve! / and the end-
ing leve! I + h. Assume that the computation for aH nodes, 
as well their sizes at level I, has been done. Then for ev-
ery node v at level Z, we use its information and its size 
to estimate the sizes of those nodes in H which are reach-
able from v. We assign an estimated size for every node 
in K by combining ali estimates to it, and as a result, H 
becomes a node-weighted graph. We then find a directed 
minimum spanning forest of a weighted graph H, and al-
locate the processors to the trees in the forest according to 
their vveights. Finaily \ve use A l g o r i t h m 2 to compute 
the nodes in each subtree independently by using the pro
cessors allocated to it. In the foUovving vve illustrate these 
in detail. 

Let Â ; be the set of nodes at level l'\x\ L. A subgraph 
i / of £ is an induced subgraph by the nodes from level / 
to level / + /i, i.e., H = (Fi , (14 x V^) n E) vvhere Vx = 
U^+fA^i and £ = ( ! /£ ; ) . 

Define denjiiv) — {}i \ u G 
Vi, and u is reachable from v} for every v 6 Ni; and 
source}[{iL) = {v\v & Ni, and u is reacliable from v} 
for every u G Vi — Ni. Now for every v E Ni, it generates 
an estimated size SH{V,U) for every node u G den]i{v). 
As results, the estimated size of a node u G Vi — Ni m H 
is 

SH{U) = 
\sourceM{u)\ 

(8) 

In order to reduce the time for estimating the sizes of nodes, 
the estimation is actually carried out during generating the 
nodes in A';. 

A directed weighted graph H' from H then is obtained 
vvhere H' = (Vi U {s}, {Vi x Vi) D E U {(s,v) \ v G 
Ni}), vvhere s is a virtual node vvhich can reach every other 
node in Vi. The vveight associated vvith each edge in H' 
is defined as foJlovvs. For every edge {s, v), it is assigned 
vveight zero; for every edge (x, y) vvith a; 7̂  s, it is assigned 
vveight 5//(a;). 

Having H', find a directed minimum spanning tree Tip 
rooted at s in H'. After that, a forest !F of trees is obtained 
by removing s and ali its adjacent edges from Tjjf. Novv 
the second phase of A l g o r i t h m 2 can be applied to JT, 
i.e, allocate processors to each tree in T and implement the 
computation for those nodes vvhich are not the tree roots in 
!F. For the sake of integrity, vve present the entire algorithm 
belovv. 

Algorithm 4: 
I := 1; /* Starting from level 1 = 1*/ 

repeat 
1. Construct a subgraph H induced 

by the nodes from level / to level I + h; 
2. Estimate the size of every node in H 

by the information of the nodes in A ;̂; 
3. Construct the subgraph H' from H; 
4. Find a directed minimum spanning tree Tjj' 

rooted at s in i J ' ; 
5. Construct a vveighted forest T from T// ' ; 
6. Allocate processors to the trees in T; 
7. Proceed group-bys by each cluster of 

processors independently; 
l:=l + h; 

until / = n. 

Compared vvith the two previous algorithms A l g o 
r i t h m s 2 and 3, A l g o r i t h m 4 reduces the number 
of synchronizations in A l g o r i t h m 3, and therefore re
duces the entire response time. Hovvever, the size estimate 
of each node is not as accurate as the result vve achieved 
in A l g o r i thm 3. As a result, the total number of opera-
tions is not optimal. Hovvever this algorithm gives a much 
more accurate estimation of total operations than A l g o 
r i t h m 2 because vve use the actual information and the 
sizes of the nodes at level / toestimate the sizes of the nodes 
in the subsequent h leveis. 

Here vve give a variant of the hybrid parallel algorithm. 
Let P be a directed path from the root to a node v in the Iat
tice C, and the node sequence \n P bevo,Vi,V2 ... , f/t = 
v. It is obvious that s{vo) > s{vi) > ... > s{vk) vvhere 
s(vk) is the actual size of v. >From this observation, vve 
have the follovving variant of the proposed algorithm. That 
is, at the first I leveis, vve use A l g o r i t h m 3 to compute 
the cuboids level by level. After that, vve repeatedly use the 
hybrid algorithm for a subgraph consisting of the nodes by 
hi leveis (ht > 1), and /ij is an ascending sequence, i.e, 
h j > hi if j > i. 

5 A Generalized Algorithm 

In the previous two sections vve have considered comput-
ing aH dimensional group-by aggregations for a base rela-
tion table, or computing aH nodes in the Iattice. In practice, 
not aH dimensional aggregates are interesting to analysts 
and decision makers. Instead only some of them are re-
quired quite often. Therefore, vve only need to compute 
some nodes in the Iattice. 

Recall that R is an n-attribute relation and £ = {V, E) is 
the Iattice of R. Assume that each directed edge {u, v) £ E 
is assigned a cost vvhich is the estimated operation cost of 
generating v from u. 

We novv construct a vveighted directed graph £* = 
(V*,E*) from £ as follovvs: V* := V. For an edge 
{u,v) G E*, it is assigned the same vveight as the edge 
{u,v) G i? in £ . If there is a directed path from u to t; in £ , 
then {u, v) £ E*, and the vveight associated vvith this edge 
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is the cost of generating ti from u directly. Actually C* is 
the transitive closure of £. 

Let S CV hea proper subset of the nodes in £ in which 
we are interested. The problem is to compute aH group-by 
aggregations in S vvith minimizing the total operations for 
these aggregates. In order to optimize the total operations, 
we need to find a directed tree Ts rooted at R in £* vvhich 
contains ali nodes in 5 such that the \veighted sum of the 
edges in Ts is minimized. Clearly, Ts is a directed Steiner 
tree in C*. It is vvell knovvn that the directed Steiner tree 
problem on a general directed graph is NP-complete [5], 
and even for this special Steiner tree problem, it is also NP-
complete [14]. It is also well knovvn that the minimum set 
cover (MSC) problem can be reduced to a directed Steiner 
tree problem in polynomial tirne, vvhereas [5] has shovvn 
that there is no polynomial approximation algorithm for the 
MSC problem vvhich delivers a solution better than (1 — 
e ' ) lng times optimum unless there is an 0(n'''*5'''S") time 
algorithm for NP-complete problems for any fixed e' vvith 
O < e' < 1, vvhere q is the problem size. Therefore, vve 
have 

Lemma 2 Given a directed DAG G{\^, E) (C is a spe
cial DAG) witli \V\ = N, and each edge is assigned a 
vveight, let S CV — {s} be subset ofthe nodes in V vvhere 
s is the unigue source and every node v £ S is reacli-
ablefroni s. Then there is a pohnomial appro.Kunation al
gorithm for finding an approxirnate directed Steiner tree 
rooted at s including ali nodes in S such that the weight 
ofthe tree is within 0{\S\'^) times optimum if the running 
time is OiiN\S\y/'/N 4- N^), where O < e < 1. 

Proof By the result of [5], it is unlikely that there is a 
polynomial algorithm for the directed Steiner tree prob
lem vvhich gives an approximation solution better than 
(1 — e') IniV times the optimum. Hovvever, by using the 
algorithm due to Zelikovsky [16], the claim in the lemma 
is straightforvvard.D 

Basically A l g o r i t h m 2 can be applied here vvith mi-
nor modifications, i.e, replace the subroutine for finding a 
minimum directed spanning tree by the subroutine for find
ing an approximately Steiner tree Ts- Novv vve sketch the 
steps for computing ali aggregates in S as follovvs. 
Step 1. Construct the lattice Cof R and assign the edges in 
JC vvith vveights. 
Step 2. Construct C* from C and assign vveights to the 
edges in £*. 
Step 3. Find an approximation Steiner tree Ts in £.*, using 
the directed Steiner tree algorithm [16]. 
Step 4. AUocate processors to the nodes in Ts and carry 
out the aggregates for ali corresponding nodes using the 
processors allocated to them. This can be done by using 
the second phaseof A l g o r i t h m 2. 

Actually the approach above can be applied to any DAG 
and not just the lattice only. 

6 Conclusions 
In this paper vve have developed four parallel algorithms 
to compute the data cube efficiently in the parallel compu-
tational environment. The proposed algorithms introduce 
a novel processor scheduling policy and a non-trivial 
decomposition approach for the problem. Particularly, 
the hybrid algorithm has the best performance potential 
among the four proposed algorithms. Partial contents of 
this paper also appeared in [11]. 

A p p e n d i x : Procedure for estimating the size of group-
bys. As suggested in [8], vve first convert the ravv data by 
mapping each attribute value into a unique integer before 
starting to compute the cube. We can use this data conver-
sion step to get the number of distinct values, Di for each 
attribute, Ai of the cube. A starting estimate of the size of 
group-by A1A2 .. -Ak consisting of attributes 1 through k 
can then be taken to be min{Di x D2 x . . . x Dk,N'} 
vvhere N' is the number of the tuples in the ravv table. 

These initial estimates are then refined in the follovving 
ways. (1) Once a group-by is computed, then the estimated 
size of ali group-bys derivable from it can be strictly 
smaller than this group-by. (2) Once vve have covered tvvo 
levels vve can get better estimates as follovvs. 

\ABCD\ 
\ABC\ 

therefore, 

\AB\ < 

\ABD\ 
\AB\ 

\ABD\\ABC\ 
\ABCD\ 

(9) 

(10) 
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Of the most known naturai looking objects generated by Fractal Geometry are trees. We address in this 
work several modifted popular technigues for generating randomized natLirally looking trees with non-
unifbrmity in the pattern of generation to faithfully model irregularities in shape. In particular, we focus 
on L-System models for the generation of random naturai phenomena. We stress statistical rather than 
absolute self-similanty. 

1 Introduction 

Sharp boundaries or smooth shapes for real entities retlect 
a map model or geometric bias rather than an appropriate 
model for nature. Fractal geometry is used to represent 
those models that are not smooth in shape as in the čase 
of naturai phenomena, such as coastlines. Binoit Mandel-
brot recognized that the relationship between large scale 
structure and small scale detail is an important aspect of 
naturai phenomena. He gave the name fractals to objects 
that exhibit increasing details as one zooms in closer. Man-
delbrot raised an example question "How long is the coast-
line of Great Britain?". At first sight this question may 
seem trivial. Given a map one can sit down with a ruler 
and soon come up with a value for the length. The prob
lem is that repeating the operation with a larger scale map 
yields a greater estimate of the length (Fig. 1). If one actu-
ally went to the coast Fig 1. Using sticks of different size 
S to estimate the length L of the coast-line and measured 
them directly, then stili greater estimates vvould result. It 
turns out that as the scale of measurement decreases the 
estimated length increases without limit. 

In discussing measurement, scale can be characterized in 
terms of a measuring stick of a particular length: the finer 
the scale, the shorter the stick. Thus at any particular scale, 
we can think of a curve as being represented by a sequence 
of sticks (Fig. 1), ali of the appropriate length, joined end-
to-end. Clearly, any feature shorter than the stick vvill van-
ish from a map constructed this way. Of course no one actu-
ally makes map by laying sticks on the ground, but the stick 
analogy reflects the sorts of distortions that are inevitably 
produced by the limited resolution of the photographs, or 
by the thickness of the pen being used in drafting. 

An important difference betvveen fractal curves and ide-
alized curves that are normally applied to naturai processes 
is that fractal curves are nowhere differentiable. Fractals 

S=?,, L<2 
/. ^-^^ 

S^2, I -3 

5=i , L-7 5=1/2,1-20 

can be characterized by the way in vvhich representation of 
their structure changes \vith changing scale. So it is im
portant to realize that true fractals are an idealization. No 
curve or surface in the real \vorld is a true fractal; real ob
jects are produced by processes that act only over a finite 
rangeof scales only. 

Some terminology used with fractals: 
Iterate: to repeat an operation, generally using the last 

result of that operation as the input. 
Self-similarity: a similar appearance at ali scales. More 

about this is shown later. 
Fractal dimension: the dimension of a fractal in general 

is not a whole number, not an integer. AIso, more on this 
after some more examples of fractals. 

Replacement rule; in going from one stage of construc-
tion of a fractal to the next, one graphical object is replaced 
with another. 

Fractals can be generated using recursive algorithms as 
well as other algorithms such as the grammar based model 
vvhich is called L-system. 

2 Self-similarity: 
Self-similarity is symmetry across different scales; there 
are patterns within patterns. Fractals are geometric shapes 
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that are equally complex in their details as in their overall 
form. That is, if the smail scale detail resembles the iarge 
scale detail, the object is said to be self-similar. An appre-
ciation for these concepts is best approached by seeing how 
particular types of objects can be created. 

(i) Cantor dust: 
Consider a line segment split into 3 equal parts with the 

middle section discarded. An indefinitely long continued 
process of splitting the line segments wiil in the end pro-
duce a set of very smail aligned segments or points (whose 
length is tending to zero) which are called Cantor dust. (Fig 
2) 

Such a process of pattern generation has two compo-
nents: 

A. An initiator (for cantor dust this is the line segment). 
B. A repiacement rule (two other segments) or pattern 

generator. 
At step n, the set consists of 2n segments. The segment 

length is "13-n", where I is the unit length of the initia
tor. Thus, for the third level of application of the recur-
sive process, if the original line was 4 units, then each 
segment piece will be 4/9. For the repiacement rule, its 
self-similarity ratio is 1/3, identifying the subdivision of 
the original line into 3 pieces. 

(ii) Von Koch curve: 
Starting with a segment with a bump on it as shown in fig 

3, replace each segment of the line by a figure exactly like 
the original one. This process is repeated: Each segment in 
part (b) in the figure is replaced by a shape exactly like the 
entire figure. It is easy to imagine that at infinity, there vvill 
be a continuous curve formed by the succession of 

smail angles. If the line segment of the initiator of the 
Von Kock curve is replaced by an equilateral triangle, a 
snovvflake is produced by the recursive process. At step 
one, a six-pointed star corresponding to a polygon with 12 
sides replaces the initiator. At step 2, there are 48 sides; at 
each step the number of sides is multiplied by 4. So, for 
the initiator perimeter of length "I", the perimeter become 
"l(4/3)n" at step n which tends to infinity although the area 
tends to a finite limit. The self-similarity ratio is 1/3 (Fig 4, 
5). 

i-^T ^ ^--

iii) Sierpinski triangle: 
To make a fractal from a triangle, dravv lines connecting 

the midpoints of the sides and 
cut out the center. Take the result and do again and again 

(Fig. 6, 7). 
The above fractals look the same over aH ranges of scale. 

This is called "self-similarity". 

3 Fractal dimension: 

Associated vvith the notion of self-similarity is the notion 
of fractal dimension. The notion of fractal dimension pro-
vides a way to measure how rough fractal curves are. The 
dimension of a fractal is not an integer. So, a fractal curve 
(a one-dimensional object in a plane that has two dimen-
sions) has a fractal dimension that lies betvveen 1 and 2. 
Likevvise, a fractal surface has a dimension betvveen 2 and 
3. The value depends on how the fractal is constructed. 
The closer the dimension of a fractal is to its possible up-
per limit which is the dimension of the space in which it is 
embedded, the rougher, i.e. the more filling of that space it 
is (Fig.s 8 and 9). 
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To compute fractal dimension, examine first some prop-
erties of objects whose dimension is knovvn. For example: 
a line segment is ID; if it is divided into A'̂  equal parts, 
each part looks like the original scaled down by a factor of 
N = N^/'^ . A square is 2D; if it's divided into Â  parts, 
each part looks like the original scaled down by a factor of 
\//V= A''-''^. For example, a square divides nicely into 9 
subsquares, each looks like the original scaled down by a 
factor of 1/3. 

Consider now the fractal, the von Koch curve. When 
it's divided into 4 pieces (the pieces associated with origi
nal 4 segments in fig.s 3 and 4), each resulting piece looks 
like the original scaled down by a factor of 3. Let d be 
the dimension of the von Koch curve vvhere 41/d=3 P d= 
log(4)/log(3) = L26 which is not an integer. 

4 Statistical self-similarity 
To create more natural looking shapes, that is involving va-
riety, use randomization. This is knovvn as stochastic frač-

fy 

(̂ ) (b) 

tals. 
For example: starting with a line segment lying on the 

x-axis (Fig lOa). Subdivide the line into 2 halves and then 
move the mid-point some distance in the y direction (Fig 
lOb). To continue subdividing each segment, compute a 
new value for the mid-point of the segment from (Xj , 
Yj) to (Xj+1, Yj+1) as follovvs: Xnew=l/2(Xj -i- Xj+1), 
Ynevv=l/2(Yj + Yj+1) + P(XJH-1- Xj)*R(Xnew); where P 
is a function determining the extent of the perturbation in 
terms of the size of the line being perturbed (P(s) could be 
s or sa or 2-s), and R() is a random number betvveen O and 
1 selected on the basis of Xnew (Fig lOb). 

This process can be used to modify 2D shapes in the 
follovving fashion. Starting with a triangle, mark the mid-
poinls of each edge in fig lla. The y coordinate is then 
modified in the manner described above, so that the result 
looks like in fig llb. This process when iterated produces 
realistic-looking mountains. 

Example 2: adding a little randomness to the Sierpin-
ski triangle can produce something very natural looking. 
Change the rule so that instead of using the exact midpoints 
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ral phenomena. When an object has been generated recur-
si vely through enough steps that ali further changes happen 
at well belovv pixel resolution, there is no need to continue. 

of the sides of the triangle, take a point at random around 
the midpoint. The self-similarity \vill be statistical rather 
than absolute. Constrain the randomness by making the 
point some where within the circle centered on the mid
point \vhose diameter is half the length of the side (see fig 
12). Connect these points and the corners. The heavy lines 
are the starting triangle (Fig. 12). In fig 13 the heavy lines 
are the result of the last iteration. Fig. 14 is the result of 
clearing the construction and making the corners black. Fig 
15 is the result after 8 more iterations, and enlarging. 

These results are extremely suggestive for modeling nat-
ural forms, since many natural objects seem to exhibit 
striking self-similarity. Mountains have peaks and smaller 
peaks and ročk which aH look similar; trees have limbs and 
branches, which again look similar. Hence modeling self-
similarity or statistical self-similarity at some scale seems 
to be a way to generate appealing-looking models of natu-

5 L-systems: 
L-systems are sets of rules and symbols (also known as 
"formal grammars") that model growth processes. The 
name "L-system" is short for "Lindenmayer System". A 
simple L-system contains four elements: 

i. VARIABLES are symbols denoting elements that are 
replaced. 

2. CONSTANTS are symbols denoting elements that re-
main fixed. 

e.g. The expression <subject> <verb> <predicate> 
consists of grammatical variables. Each variable may be 

replaced by constants (English words or phrases) to pro-
duce sentences in english, such as "The cat sat on the mat" 
or "The dog ate the bone". 

3. RULES ("syntax") define how the variables are to be 
replaced by constants or other variables. e.g. in the above 
example 

<subject> ->the cat 

file:///vill
file:///vhose
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would be one such rule. 
4. START words are expressions defining how the sys-

tem begins. e.g. the above 
examples from english might start from a single variable 
<sentence> 
Example - Fibonacci numbers: 
Consider the simple grammar, defined as follovvs 
Variabies : A B 
Constants ; none 
Start: A 
Rules : A ->B 

B ->AB 
This L-system produces the follovving sequence of 

strings . 
Stage O : A 
Stage i : B 
Stage 2 : AB 
Stage 3 : BAB 
Stage 4 : ABBAB 
Stage 5 : BABABBAB 
Stage 6 : ABBABBABABBAB 
Stage 7 : BABABBABABBABBABABBAB 
If the length of each string is counted, the famous Fi

bonacci sequence of numbers \vill be obtained: 
1 1 2 3 5 8 1321 34 
ThepoNverof L-systemscomes when weassign meaning 

to the symbols and rules. Por instance the symbols might 
represent branches of a grovving tree and the rules denote 
the way these symbols are to be used. 

These languages are described by the grammar consist-
ing of a collection of productions, aH of which are applied 
at once. A typical example is the grammar \vith variabies 
A and B, constants "[" and "] ' ' , and two production rules: 

1. A->-AA 
2. B ->A[B]AA[B] 
Starting from axiom A, the first few generations are A, 

AA, AAAA, Starting from axiom B, the first few genera
tions are: 

l .B 
2. A[B]AA[B] 
3. AA[A[B]AA[B]]AAAA[A[B]AA[B]] 
4. 
Suppose that a word in the language represents a se-

quence of segments in a graph structure and that the brack-
eted portions represents portions that branch from the sym-
bol preceding them; then the associated pictures are shown 
in figl6. 

Adding t\vo more constants "(" and ")", and changing 
the second production to: 

2. B-> A[B]AA(B) 
Then starting from axiom B, the first few generations 

are: 
1. B 
2. A[B]AA(B) 
3. AA[A[B]AA(B)]AAAA(A[B]AA(B)) 
4. 

AA 
D D 

B 

A 

—'^ D B 
A A A 

A 
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A 

A 
A 

k A 

A 
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Now suppose that square brackets denote a left branch 
and parenthesis denote a right branch, then the associated 
pictures are shown in fig 17. 

By progressing to later generations in such a language, 
graph structures representing complex patterns \vill be pro-
duced. These graph structures have a sort of self similarity, 
in that the pattern described by the nth-generation is con-
tained (repeatedly, in this čase) in the (n + l)th-generation 
vvord. 

6 A New Variant of the L-System 
Choosing varying branching angles for different depth 
branches, and varying thickness for lines (or even cylin-
ders) representing the segments gives different results; 
drawing a 'leaf or 'flovver' at each terminal node of the 
tree further enhances the picture. The grammar itself has 
no inherent geometric content, so using a grammar-based 
model requires both a grammar and a geometric interpre-
tation of the language. At some point, additional features 
should be added to the grammar or to the interpretation of 
a word in it. 

So, in order to handle the above requirements, the L-
system should be modified as follows: 

First, rather than having on]y one replacement rule for 
each letter, modify the productions as foilows. E.g. 

B-^ A[B](B) I A[B]A(B) |A[B](AB) | C 
Here B could be replaced by one of the three productions 

or the constant C at the right hand side of the arrow. In or-
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der to decide which one of these productions is to be used, 
a random number "r" between 1 and 4 is generated and ac-
cording to the value of "r", the corresponding production is 
used. 

e.g. i f r = l B ^ A[B](B) 
Elseifr = 2 B-> A[B]A(B) 
Elseifr = 3 B-> A[B](AB) 
ElseB^-C 
Doing this, the productions vvill be applied probabilisti-

cally rather than deterministically so that not to have ex-
act self-similarity. The letter B here corresponds to the 
bud that could be replaced by different shapes (i.e. aux-
iliary or apical buds) or it can be replaced by a constant 
that corresponds to leaves. However, replacing B by the 
constant should be done at stages closer to the level of the 
tree, othervvise we cannot have further substitutions. Aiso, 
the interpretation of the vvord generated from the grammar 
should be modified according to the order computed. For 
example, if the order is 1, then a thick black line should be 
selected by the turtle, and if the order is close to the level 
(i.e. the final stage), a different line should be selected vvith 
less thickness (and may be vvith different color e.g. green). 
Aiso, leaves should be displayed when the order increases 
and this is done by ensuring that the constant C could be 
selected when the order is around its upper limit. 

The order of the word is computed as follows: 
First the order is 1, then after each constant that indicates 

the start ofabranch (e.g. '( ' or'[ '), the order is incremented 
and at each constant that indicates the end of the branch 
(e.g. ' ) ' or ']'), the order is decremented. 

Varying the values for the probabilities and the angles 
can produce a wide variety of extremely convincing tree 
models. The correct choices for these parameters depend 
on knowledge of plant biology or on the modeler's artis-
tic eye; by using the wrong values, they can aiso generate 
plants bearing no resemblance at ali to anything real. 

The productions of the grammar are applied probabilis-
tically rather than deterministically. In this model, start as 
before with a single stem. At the tip of this stem is a bud, 
which can undergo several transitions: it may die, it may 
floNver and die, it may sleep for some period of time, or it 
may become an internode, a segment of the plant betvveen 
buds. The process of becoming an internode is added, and 
the end of the internode becomes an apical bud (a bud at 
the very end of the sequence of internodes) see figlS. 

Each of the buds in the resulting object can then undergo 
similar transitions. Suppose the initial segment of the tree 
is of order-1, defi ne the order of al 1 other 

internodes inductively: Internodes generated from the 
apical bud of an order-i internode are aiso of order-i; those 
generated from auxiliary buds of an order-i internode are 
of order (i +1). 

Thus the entire trunk of a tree is of order-1, the limbs are 
order-2, the branches on those limbs are of order-3, and so 
on (FigI9). The placement of auxiliary buds on a sequence 
of order-i internodes may occur in different 

rways (Figl9a), and the angles at which the order (i + 1) 
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internodes (if any) branch out from order-i auxiliary buds 
aiso determine the shape of the plant (Fig 19b). There are 
some anomalies in the tree growth, in vvhich the behavior 
of a collection of order (i + 1) internodes is not standard, 
but instead resembles that of some lovver order (called reit-
eration), and this is too must be modeled. Finally, convert-
ing this description into an actual image requires a model 
for the shapes of its various components: an order-1 intern
ode may be large tapered cylinder, and an order-7 internode 
may be a small green line, for example. The šole require-
ment is that there must be a leaf at each auxiliary node. 

Varying the values for the probabilities and the angles 
can produce a wide variety of extremely convincing tree 
models. The correct choices for these parameters depend 
on knovvledge of plant biology or on the modeler's artis-
tic eye; by using the wrong values, they can aiso generate 
plants bearing no resemblance at aH to anything real. 

7 Conclusion 

Fractal geometry proves to be more adequate than Eu-
clidean geometry for generating naturally looking objects 
modeling natural phenomena. Stochastic fractals (statis-
tical self-similarity) create more 'natural looking' shapes 
than exact self-similarity since the former involves random-
ization vvhich is closer to nature because nature is not ex-
actly self similar. Fractals are recursive in nature; hovvever, 
in producing trees for examp!e, a similar approach could 
be used vvhich is called graftals (L-grammar). This method 
can be used in any domain in vvhich the object being mod
eled exhibit sufficient regularity. 
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Rough set theory is a powerful model for imprecise Information. Inductive loglc prognimming (ILP) is 
a machine learning paradigm that learns from real world environments, where the Information available 
is often imprecise. The rough setting in ILP describes the situatlon \vhere the setting is Imprecise and 
any induced loglc program \vlll not be able to dlstinguish between certain positive and negative examples. 
The gRS-ILP model (generic Rough Set Inductive Logic Programming model) provides a frame\vork for 
ILP in a rough setting. The formal definitions of the gRS-ILP model and the theoretical foundatlon for 
definitive description In a rough setting are presented. Definitive description is the description ofdata with 
100% accuracy and is ofuse in the context of Knowledge Dlscovery from Databases. Severa! declarative 
biases and the formation of elementary sets In a restricted gRS-ILP model are then studled. An illustrative 
experlment ofthe definitive description of mutagenesis data using the ILP system Progol is presented. 

1 Introduction 

Inductive Logic Programming (in the exampie setting) [, J 
ušes background knowledge (definite ciauses), and posi
tive and negative examples (ground facts) to induce a logic 
program that describes the examples, where the induced 
logic program consists of the original background kno\vl-
edge along with an induced hypothesis (as definite ciauses). 

Rough set theory [, ] defines an indiscernibility relation, 
vvhere certain subsets of exampies cannot be distinguished. 
A concept is rough vvhen it contains at least one such indis-
tinguishable subset that contains both positive and negative 
exampies. It is inherently not possible to describe the ex-
amples accurately, since certain positive and negative ex-
amples cannot be distinguished. 

The gRS-ILP model [] introduces the rough setting 
in ILP that describes the situation vvhere the background 
knovvledge, declarative bias and evidence are such that it is 
not possible to induce any logic program from Ihem that is 
able to distinguish betvveen certain positive imd negative 
examples. Any induced logic program wili either cover 
both the positive and the negative examp]es in the group, 
or not cover the group at ali, with both the positive and 
the negative examples in this group being left out. (The 
declarative bias minimally restricts the presence of exam-
ples in the hypothesis, since otherwise a hypothesis that is 

the same as the positive examples \vill exactly distinguish 
the positive examples.) 

This paper is an extended version of the paper presented 
at []. The formal definitions ofthe gRS-ILP model and the 
theoretical foundation of definitive description in a rough 
setting are presented. Several declarative biases and the 
formation of elementary sets in a restricted gRS-ILP model 
are then studied. A brief comparison is then made with 
other learning paradigms, including the fuzzy-set rough-
set ILP system EAGLE []. An illustrative experiment of 
the definitive description of mutagenesis data using the ILP 
system Progol is reported. 

Definitive description is one of the several possible ap-
plication areas of the gRS-ILP model. Description fo-
cuses on finding human-interpretable patterns describing 
the data. Definitive description is the description of the 
data with fuli accuracy. In a rough setting, it is not possible 
to definitively describe the entire data, since some of the 
positive examples and negative examples (of the concept 
being described) inherently cannot be distinguished from 
each other. 

Conventional systems handle a rough setting by using 
various techniques to induce a hypothesis that describes the 
evidence as vvell as possible. They aim to maximize the 
correct cover of the induced hypothesis by maximizing the 
number of positive exampies covered and negative exam-
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ples not covered. This is usually done by allovving a certain 
amount of coverage of negative examples. This means that 
most of the positive evidence would be described, along 
with some of the negative evidence. The induced hypothe-
sis cannot say with certainty whether an example definitely 
belongs to the evidence or not. Hovvever, the gRS-ILP 
model lays a firm theoretical foundation for the definitive 
description of data in a rough setting. A part of the data 
is definitively described. The rest of the data can then be 
described using conventional methods, but not definitively. 

The highlights of this paper are 

- the formal definition of the gRS-ILP model, 

- the theoretical foundation for definitive description in 
a rough setting, 

- a study of various declarative biases and the formation 
of elementary sets in a restricted gRS-ILP model, and 

- the report of an illustrative experiment using Progol 
on mutagenesis data. 

2 Inductive Logic Programming 
Inductive Logic Programming [] is the research area 
formed at the intersection of logic programming and ma-
chine learning. The semantics of ILP systems are discussed 
in []. In ILP systems, background (prior) knovvledge B and 
evidence E (consisting of positive evidence E~^ and nega
tive evidence E^) are given, and the aim is then to find a 
hypothesis H such that certain conditions are fulfilled. 

In the normal semantics, the background knowledge, 
evidence and hypothesis can be any well-formed logical 
formula. The conditions that are to be fulfilled by an ILP 
system in the normal semantics are 

Prior Satisfiability: B A E^ ^ D 
Posterior Satisfiability: B A H A E' ^ D 
Prior Necessity: B ^ E^ 
Posterior Sufficiency: B A iJ |= £ + 

HoNvever, the definite semantics, vvhich can be consid-
ered as a special čase of the normal semantics, restricts the 
background knovvledge and hypothesis to being definite 
clauses. This is simpler than the general setting of normal 
semantics, since a definite clause theory T has a unique 
minimal Herbrand model A^+(T), and any logical formula 
is either true or false in the minimal model. The conditions 
that are to be fulfilled by an ILP system in the definite 
semantics are 

Prior Satisfiability: ali e e E~ are false in yV1+(J3) 
Posterior Satisfiability: ali e G E~ are false in 

M+iBAH) 
Prior Necessity: some e 6 E'^ are false in A^+(B) 
Posterior Sufficiency: ali e G E'^ are true in 

M+{BAH) 

The Sufficiency criterion is aiso known as completeness 
with respect to positive evidence and the Posterior Satisfia-
bility criterion is aIso known as consistency with the nega
tive evidence. 

The special čase of definite semantics, vvhere evidence 
is restricted to true and false ground facts (examples), is 
called the example setting. The example setting is thus the 
normal semantics vvith B and H as definite clauses and E 
as a set of ground unit clauses. The example setting is the 
main setting of ILP employed by the large majority of ILP 
systems. 

3 Rough set theory 

The basic notions of rough set theory are defined in [], and 
in [], vvhich is an excellent reference for the fundamentals 
of rough set theory. 

Let (7 be a certain set called the universe, and let B, be an 
equivalence relation on U. The pair A = {U,R) is called 
an approximation space. R is called an indiscernibility re
lation. If x,ij G U and {x, ?y) G i? we say that x and y are 
indistinguishable in A. 

Equivalence classes of the relation R are called elemen-
tary sets, and every finite union of elementary sets is called 
a composed set. 

Let X be a certain subset of U. The greatest com
posed set contained in X is the best lower approxima-
tion (or lovver approximation) of X (knovvn as R{X)), i.e., 
U[x)„c.YW/i = BiX) vvhere for each x e U, [X]H = 
{y e U \ {x,y) G R}. R{X) is also knovvn as the R-
positive reglon of X {Posii{X)). The lovver approxima-
tion is the collection of those elements that can be classified 
vvith full certainty as members of set X using R. In other 
vvords, elements of POSR{X) surely belong to X. 

The least composed set containing X is the best upper 
approximation (or upper approximation) of X (knovvn as 
R{X)), i.e., U[x]„nx^0Wii = R{^)- The upper approx-
imation of X consists of elements that could possibly be
long to X. In other vvords, R does not allovv us to exclude 
the possibility that they may belong to X. 

The R-negative region is the complement of the 
upper approximation vvith respect to the universe U 
(Negn{X) = U - R{X)). The R-negative region is the 
collection of elements that can be classified vvithout any 
ambiguity using R, that they do not belong to the set X. 
In other vvords, elements of Negn{X) surely belong to the 
complement of X, that is, elements of the R-negative re
gion surely do not belong to A'. 

The R-borderline region of X (or boundary of X), 
BndR{X) = i?(X) - R{X), is the undecidable area of 
the universe. None of the elements in the boundary region 
can be classified vvith certainty into X orU - X using R. 

If the R-border!ine region of X is empty, X is crisp in 
R (or X is predse in R); and othervvise, if the set X has 
some non-empty R-borderline region. A' is rough in R (or 
X is vague in R). 
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4 Formal definitions and 
fundamental facts of the gRS-ILP 
model 

The generic Rough Set Inductive Logic Programming 
(gRS-ILP) model introduces the basic definition of ele-
mentary sets and the rough setting in ILP []. The essen-
tial feature of an elementary set is that it consists of exam-
ples that cannot be distinguished from each other by any 
induced logic program in that ILP system. The essential 
feature of a rough setting is that it is inherently not possible 
for the consistency and completeness criteria to be fulfilled 
together, since both positive and negative examples are in 
the same elementary set. 

4.1 The RSILP system 

We first formalIy define the ILP system in the example set
ting of [] as folioNvs. 

Definition 1. An ILP systein in the example setting is a 
tuple Ses = {Ees,B), where 
(1) Ees = Efg U E~^ is the universe, where i5+ is the set 
of positive examples (true ground facts), and E~^ is the set 
of negative examples (false ground facts), and 
(2) i? is a background knowledge given as definite clauses, 
such that 
(i) for ali e- G £ " , S ^ e", and 
(ii) for some e+ € E+, B \/ e+. 

Let Ses = {Ees, B) be an ILP system in the example set
ting. Then let T-LiSes) (also vvritten as TL{Ees,B)) denote 
the set of aH possible definite clause hypotheses that can 
be induced from E^s and B, and be cailed the hypothesis 
space induced from Ses (or from E^g and B). Further, let 
:P(5es) (also vvritten as •P(£;es, 5 ) ) = {P = BAH\H G 
TilEesjB)} denote the set of aH the programs induced 
from Egs and B, and be cailed ihe program space induced 
from Ses (or from Ees and B). 

Our aim is to find a program P G V{Ses) such that the 
next two conditions hold: 
(iii) for aH e- & Ej^, P \/ e', 
(iv)foralle+ G £ + , P h e+. 

The follovving definitions of Rough Set ILP systems in 
the gRS-ILP model (abbreviated as RSILP svstenis) use the 
terminology of []. 

Definition 2. An RSILP sjsteni in the example setting 
(abbreviated as RSILP-E system) is an ILP system in the 
example setting, Ses = {Ees,B), such that there does not 
exist a program P G V{Ses) satisfying both the conditions 
(iii) and (iv) above. 

Definition 3. An RSILP-E systeni in the single-predicate 
learning context (abbreviated as RSILP-ES system) is an 
RSILP-E system, whose universe E is such that aH exam-

ples (ground facts) in E use only one predicate, also known 
as the target predicate. 

A declarative bias [] biases or restricts the set of accept-
able hypotheses, and is of two kinds: syntactic bias (also 
cailed language bias) that imposes restrictions on the form 
(syntax) of clauses allovved in the hypothesis, and semantic 
bias that imposes restrictions on the meaning, or the be-
haviour of hypotheses. 

Definition 4. An RSILP-ES systeni with declarative 
bias (abbreviated as RSILP-ESD system) is a tuple 5 — 
{S', L), where 
(i) S' = {E, B) is an RSILP-ES system, and 
(ii) L is a declarative bias, vvhich is any restriction imposed 
on the hypothesis space 7^(i5, B). 
We also vvrite 5 = {E,B,L) insteadof5 = {S', L). 

For any RSILP-ESD system S = {E, B, L), let 
7^(5) = {H € n{E, B)\H\& allowed by L}, and 
V{S) = {P = BAH\He niS)}. 
H(5) (also vvritten as 7i{E,B,L)) is cailed the hypothe-
sis space induced from S (or from E, B, and L). V{S) 
(also vvritten as V{E, B, L)) denotes the set of ali the pro
grams induced by 5, and is cailed the program space in
duced from S (or from E, B, and L). 

4.2 Equivalence relation, elementary sets 
and composed sets 

We novv define an equivalence relation on the universe of 
an RSILP-ESD system. 

Definition 5. Let S = (£, B, L) be an RSILP-ESD sys-
tem. An indiscernibility relation of 5, denoted by R{S), is 
a relation on E defined as follovvs: Vx,y € E, {x,ij) G 
R{S) iff 
{P \- X ^ P I- y) for any P G P(5) (i.e. iff x and y are 
inherently indistinguishable by any induced logic program 
P i n P ( 5 ) ) . 

The follovving fact follovvs directly from the definition of 
RiS). 

Fact 4.1 For any RSILP-ESD system S, R{S) is an ec/uiv-
alence relation. 

Definition 6. Let S = (E, B, L) be an RSILP-ESD sys-
tem. An elenientary set of R{S) is an equivalence class of 
the relation R{S). For each x £ E, let [a;]fi(5) denote the 
elementary set of R{S) containing x. Formally, 
[x]nis) = {yeE\ix,y)GR{S)}. 
A coinposed set of R{S) is any finite union of elementary 
setsofP(5). 

Definition 7. An RSILP-ESD system 5 = {E,B,L) is 
said to be in a rough setting iff 
3e+ &E+3e- G E' [ (e+,e-) G i?(5) ]. 
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4.3 Rough declarative biases 

By (E,B,(f>), we denote an RSILP-ESD systeiTi \vhose 
universe and background knovvledge are E and B, respec-
tively, and which does not have any declarative bias. We 
also vvrite {E, B, cf) as (5, (j)) vvhere S = [E, B). 

Por any RSILP-ES system S = {E,B), let W^{S) = 
{ {e} I e e £ } and ^"{5) = {P = BAH\He 
n^^iS)}. LetEB = {eeE\B\- e}. 

Fact 4.2 Let S' = (5, L) be any RSILP-ESD svsteiii siich 
that W{S) C nls'). Every elementmj set of R.{S'), 
other tlian EB, is singleton. 

Proof. Ltt S = {E,B). Por each P S V^S), 
P h e A P ^ e' for aH e'{j^ e) in E, vvhere 
P = B A H, H = {e}, e e E - EB- Hence the 
fact follovvs. • 

Fact 4.3 Let S'^ = {S, <i>) far any RSILP-ES system S = 
{E,B). E\iery elenientaij set of R{S'^), other than EB, is 
singleton. 

Proof. We note that 'H{S'^) = H(5) and therefore 
W{S) C n{S'^), since n{S) is the set of ali possible 
hypotheses that can be induced from E and B. Using Fact 
4.2 vve get this fact. • 

Some declarative bias LR/ is needed to be able to have 
an RSILP-ESD system in a rough setting. In other words, 
E and B could be such that a rough setting is possible for 
some LR/ , but vvithout some such LR/, S is not in a rough 
setting. E and B are vvhat vve vvould normally consider 
input or data in the system. So the input or data could be 
'rough', but the system vvill stili not be in a rough setting 
vvithout some declarative bias LRI. 

We illustrate these vvith a simple illustration. Let 
S = {E,B,4)), vvith E = {pix),p{y)} and B = 
{data{x, a),data{ij, a)}. It is to be noted that S is not in a 
rough setting, even though the input or data appears to be 
'rough'. 

In section 5.1 later, vve study several such Ljvs. The 
follovving definitions are useful in that study. 

Definition 8. Let LR be a declarative bias such that, for 
some RSILP-ESD system S — {E,B,LR), at ieast one 
elementary set of R{S) is not singleton. LR is called a 
rough declarative bias. 

It is to be noted in the above definition that if the non-
singleton elementary set contains e"*" € E^ and e" G E~, 
then 5 is in a rough setting. 

Definition 9. Let La be a declarative bias such that for ali 
E vvith IJ5| > 2 (vvhere for any set A,\A\ denotes the cardi-
nality of A), there is some B such that at Ieast one elemen-
tary set of R{S) is not singleton, where S = {E, B, La) 

is an RSILP-ESD system. Le: is called a globalh rough 
declarative bias. 

We novv define a combination of declarative biases. 
Let S = {E,B) be an RSILP-ES system. Let Lu L2 

and I/3 be declarative biases. Li A Lo (resp., Li V L2) 
denotes the declarative bias such that "HiS') = TilSi) D 
mS-i) (resp., n{S") = mSi) U n{S2)), vvhere S' = 
{E,B,LiAL2),S" = {E,B,LiVL2),Si = {E,B,Li) 
and 5-2 = {E, B, L2) are RSILP-ESD systems. 
L\ A 1/2 A L3 (resp., (Li A I/2) V I/3) denotes the declar
ative bias such that niS'") = n{Si) n KiSi) n TiiSs) 
(resp., niS"") = imSi) n H{S2)) U ^(Sa)), vvhere 
S'" = {E,B,LiAL2AL3),S"" = (E,i?,(I/iAL2)VL3), 
Si = [E,B,Li),S2 = {E,B,L2) and S3 = {E,B,L3) 
are RSILP-ESD systems. Li V L2 V L3, (Li V L2) A L3, 
. . . , etc. are defined similarly. 

4.4 An illustrative example 

We use the follovving simple example to illustrate these 
definitions. Consider the ILP system in the example 
setting as defined in Definition 1. Let S = {E,B) vvhere 
E = E+UE-, 
E+ = {p(dl),p(d2),p(d3)}, 
E- = {p{d4),p{d5),p{dQ)} and 
B = {atorn{dl, c), atom{d.2, c),atom{d3, o),atom{d4, o), 
atom{d5,n),atom{d6,n)}. It is seen that for ali 
e- e E-, B \/ e- , and for some e+ £ E+, B \/ e+. 
(Two conditions (i) and (ii) of an ILP system in the 
example setting hold.) Let H = {p{dl),p{d2),p{di)}. 
Then for ali e' e E', B A H \/ e', and for ali 
e"*" G E+, B A H h e+. (Tvvo conditions (iii) and (iv) in 
the paragraph just belovv definition 1 also hold.) It is seen 
that the ILP system can exactly describe the set of positive 
examples, but in a manner that is not very useful, since 
the hypothesis is the same as the positive example ground 
facts. 

If dl,...,d6 are not allovved in H, then vvith H = 
{p{A) f- atom{A,c)}, for aH e' e E', B A H \/ e'. 
Hovvever it is not true that for aH e+ G E'^, i? A if h e+, 
since B AH \/p(d3) G E+. (Condition (iii) holds, but not 
condition(iv).) 
With H = {p{A) f- atorn{A,c),p{A) •«- atom{A,o)], 
for aH e+ G B"*", 5 A i? h e+. Hovvever it is not true that 
for aH e- G E', B AH \/ e', smet B AH b p{d4) G E'. 
(Condition (iv) holds, but not condition (iii).) 

This is formalised in the definition of the RSILP-ESD 
system (Definition 4). Let S = {E, B, L) vvhere E and B 
are as given above, and L is the declarative bias such that 
dl,... ,d.6 is not a term in q{...) for any H G T-l{S), any 
C e H, and any predicate g( . . . ) G C. 

The equivalence relation R{S) is defined in Def
inition 5 and vve see that R{S) = { {p{d.l),p{d2)), 
{p{d2),p{dl)), {pid3),pidA)), (p(d4),p(ri3)), 
ipid5),p{dQ)),{p{dQ),p{d5))}. 

The elementary sets of R{S) (Definition 6) are 
{p{dl),p{d2)}, {p(d3),p(d4)}, {p{d5),pid6)}. 
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The composed sets of R{S) are 
{}, {p{dl),pid2)}, , . . , {p{dl),p{d2),pid3),p{d4)}, 

{p(dl) ,p{d2), pid3), p{dA) ,pid5), p{d6)}. 
5 is in a rough setting (Definition 7) since p{d3) 6 £"*", 

p(d4) e E- and (p(d3),p(cM)) G i?(5). 
In the study of the formation of these elementary sets, 

one needs to show that for some x,y G E, for any P £ 
V{S), P \- X -^ P h y, so that {x,y) e R{S) (for a 
special čase, it is shovvn in Section 5.2 that this vvili be done 
by an equivalent operatlonal checi<). 

4.5 Consistency and completeness in the 
gRS-ILP model 

Let S = {E,B,L) be an RSILP-ESD system, and V{S) 
the program space induced by 5, as defined earlier. 

Definition 10. The iipper approxlinatioii of S, Upap{S), 
is defined as the ieast composed set of B.{S) such that 
E+ C Upap{S). 

Definition 11. The l.ower approxiinarion of 5, Loap{S), 
is defined as the greatest composed set of R{S) such that 
Loap{S) CE+. 

The set Bndr{S) — Upap{S) — Loap{S) is ]<nown as 
the boLindary region of S (or the borderUne region of S). 
The lovver approximation of S, Loap{S), is aiso tcnovvn 
as Pos{S), the positive region of S. The set Neg{S) = 
E — Upap{S) is knovvn as the negative region of 5. 

Definition 12. The consistent program space VconsiS) of 
S is defined as 
VconsiS) = {Pe P{S) I p ^ e-, Ve- e E-}. 
A program P G V (S) is consistent with respect to S iff 
P G VconsiS). 
The reverse—consistent program space Prev-consiS) of 5 
is defined as 
Vrev-consiS) = { P G 7?(5) \ P \/6+, Ve+ G E+}. 
A program P G ViS) is reverse-consistent \vith respect to 
o 111 i G / reu —coiisi'-'j-

Consistency is useful with respect to a positive region 
and its dual, reverse-consistency, is useful with respect to 
a negative region. 

Definition 13. The complete program space VcompiS) of 
5 is defined as 
Vco.npiS) = {P G ViS) I P h e+, Ve+ G E+). 
A program P G ViS) is complete with respect to S iff 
-• G rcomp[S)-

Definition 14. The cover of a program P G ViS) in S is 
defined as 
coveriS,P) = {e G-B | P h e}. 

The foilovving facts follow directly from the definitions. 

Fact4.4 VP G VconsiS), coveriS,P) C LoapiS). 

Fact4.5 VP G VcompiS), coveriS,P) 2 UpapiS). 

Fact4.6 VP G Pcomp(5), (£; - coveriS,P)) C (£ -
[/pap(5)). 

Fact4.7 VP G Vrev-consiS), coveriS,P) C (£ -
D>ap(5)). 

For a program P G PconsiS), the closer to LoapiS) P 
is, thebetterP is. P \sbest\\'hencoveriS,P) = LoapiS). 
Simi]ariy, for a program P G Prev-consiS) (resp., P G 
PcompiS)), the closer to U — UpapiS) (resp., UpapiS)) 
P is, the better P is, and P is best \vhen coveriS,P) = 
U - UpapiS) (resp., cover(5, P) = UpapiS)). 

Fact4.8 VP G VconsiS), P h e => e G -E+. 

Fact4.9 VP G VcompiS), PVe^eeE-. 

Fact4.10 VP G Vrev-consiS), P ^ e ^ e E E". 

These facts are used in the definitive description of data 
in a rough setting. Definitive description involves the de
scription of the data vvith 100% accuracy. In a rough set
ting, it is not possible to definitively describe the entire 
data, since some of the positive examples and negative ex-
amples (of the concept being described) inherent]y cannot 
be distinguished from each other. These facts show that 
definitive description is possible in a rough setting when an 
example is covered by a consistent program (the example 
is then definitely positive), covered by a reverse-consistent 
program (the example is then definitely negative), or not 
covered by a complete program (the example is then def-
initely negative). In many practical implementations, it 
is easy to find a consistent program (and therefore, aIso 
a reverse-consistent program), vvhereas it is not so easy 
to find a complete program. So in practical applications 
of definitive description, consistent and reverse-consistent 
programs are easier to iise than consistent and complete 
programs. 

Let S = iE, B, L) be the same as in the iliustrative exam-
ple of Section 4.4. We see that 
UpapiS) = {pidl),pid2),pid5),pid4:)} and 
LoapiS) = {pidl),pid2)}. 

The foilovving are examples of consistent, complete and 
reverse-consistent programs. 
P = B A H \& 'd consistent program, when H = {piA) <— 
atorniA, c)}. 
P — B A H \s a complete program, vvhen H = {piA) <— 
atomiA,c),piA) •(— atomiA,o)]. 
P = B A H is a reverse-consistent program, when H = 
{piA) <- atorniA,n)}. 

5 A restricted RSILP system 
A restricted RSILP-ES system is defined by placing cer-
tain restrictions on an RSILP-ES system. 
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Definition 15. A restricted RSILP-ES system (abbre-
viated as R-RSILP-ES system) is an RSILP-ES system 
S = (£ ; ,B) , where 
(i) the target predicate p used in the universe i5 is a unary 
predicate, and 
(ii) B is a background knovvledge that (a) has only ground 
unit clauses and (b) has no example from E. 
An R-RSlLP-ES system witli declarative bias (abbreviated 
as R-RSILP-ESD system) is a tuple S' - {S, L) vvhere 
(i) S = {E, B) is an R-RSILP-ES system, and 
(ii) L is a declarative bias. 
S' = {S, L), vvhere S = (E,B), is also written as 
S' = iE,B,L). 

In an RSILP-ESD system, it is quite difficult to deter-
mine when a rough setting occurs and vvhen any two given 
examples in the system are together in the same elementary 
set. The R-RSILP-ESD is introduced to enable the study 
of these issues in an easier manner. 

The R-RSILP-ESD system, despite the restrictions, is 
powerful enough to model several practical ILP applica-
tions, including a discrete version of the classic niutage-
nesis application [], used in the experimental illustration 
described later in Section 7. 

5.1 Various declarative biases 

We consider different declarative biases in R-RSILP-ESD 
systems and study vvhether each of them is a globally 
rough declarative bias. 

Proof. Consider any R-RSILP-ESD system 
S = {E,B,Leu A Lpi A Lrd), such that B = cj). 
We see that B.{S) = E'^ for any E, i.e. for any H, either 
H h ali e or i l \/ any e. Therefore, by the definition of 
globally rough declarative bias, vve have the fact. • 

5.1.2 The declarative bias Lfg 

Let Lie be a declarative bias such that for any R-RSILP-
ESD system S = {E,B,Lte), H G H ( 5 ) ^ x is not a 
term in q{. •.) for any C £ H, any q{...) € C, and any x 
such that p{x) 6 E, vvhere p is the target predicate of S. 

Fact 5.3 The declarative bias Ltc is a globally rough 
declarative bias. 

Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Fact 5.2. D 

The biases studied in this section {Lpi, Lrd, L^u and Lu) 
are more fundamental biases than traditional biases such as 
i, j-determinacy [] since they deal vvith more fundamen
tal restrictions such as restrictions on predicate invention, 
recursive definition, and the presence of examples in the 
hypotheses. 

We see that the RSILP-ESD system S = {E,B,L) used in 
the illustrative example of Section 4.4 is an R-RSILP-ESD 
system according to Definition 15. L is the declarative bias 

Lte-

The follovving fact follovvs directly from Fact 4.2. 

Fact 5.1 Let S' - {S, L) be any R-RSILP-ESD systein 
such that'H^'^ [S) C Ti^S'). Every elementary set of R{S') 
is singleton. 

We here define two underlying declarative biases that are 
used in the follovving sections. 
Let Lpi be the declarative bias such that for any R-RSILP-
ESD system S = (E , B, Lpi), 
H G 'H{S) ^ head predicate of C is the target predicate, 
for any C £ H (predicate invention is not allowed), and 
let Lrd be the declarative bias such that for any R-RSILP-
ESD system S = {E, B, Ud), 

H G •H(5) => head predicate of C is not in the body of 
C, for any C G H (directly recursive definition is not al-
lovved). 

5.1.1 The declarative bias Lgu 

Let Leu be a declarative bias such that for any R-RSILP-
ESD system S = {E,B,Leu), H G 71(3) => e ^ C for 
any e e E and any C E H, i.e. no example is used in H. 

Fact 5.2 The declarative bias Leu^ Lpi A Lrd is a globally 
rough declarative bias. 

5.2 Formation of elementary sets under 
different declarative biases 

In this section vve consider R-RSILP-ES systems vvith dif
ferent declarative biases and study the conditions under 
vvhich two examples are in the same elementary set. 

Definition 16. Let x and y be ground terms. Let 
a = q{t\,..., tn) and b = q{ui...., Un) be ground atoms, 
vvhere q is an n-arity predicate for some n > 1. For 
each i G { ! , . . . , n } , vve refer to the tuple {ti,Ui) as 
place_pair{a,b,i). The tvvo ground atoms a and b are 
called (x,y)-paired (also called (y,x)-paired) iff for any 
i £ {1,... , n } , {ti,Ui) = place_pair{a,b,i) is such that 
(ti = x)'<^ (ui = y). 

The tvvo ground atoms a and b are called (x,y)-equivalent 
(also called (y,x)-equivalent) iff for any i G { 1 , . . . , n } , 
{ti,Ui) = placejpair{a,b,i) is such that (i) (i, = x) <=̂  
(ui = y) and (ii) ti = Ui vvhen ti ^ x. 

A set V of ground atoms is called (x,y)-paired (also 
called (y,x)-paired) iff for every ground atom a (G V) 
that has x or y as a term, there exists a ground atom 
b (G V) such that a and b are (x,y)-paired. A set V 
of ground atoms is called (x,y)-equivalent (also called 
(y,x)-equivalent) iff for every ground atom a (G V) that 
has X or y as a term, there exists a ground atom 6 (G V) 
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such that a and h are (x,y)-equivalent. 

{ q{a,x.,h,x,c), ^ 
q{d,y,e,\j, / ) , >. V is 
q{g,z,h,z,i) J 

(a;,y)-paired, {y, z)-pa\red and (a;, 2;)-paired. V is also 
(a, d)-paired, {b, e)-paired, (c, /)-paired, {d, (;)-paired, 
(e, /i)-paired... . 

{ q{a,x,b,x,c), "I 
q{a,y,b,y,c), >. V is (x,?/)-equivaient, 

(?/, 2)-equivalent and {x, 2;)-equivalent. 

5.2.1 Elementary sets when the declarative bias is 
u 

Proposition 5.1 Let P e ^ (5 ) far an R-RSILP-ESD sys-
teinS = {E, B, LpiAL.rdALi,u), andp{x),p{y) e E. (i)If 
B is (x,y)-equivalent, tlien in the resolution tree that shovvs 
that P )- p{x), eveij occurrence ofx can be replaced witli 
yto result in a resolution tree that shows P h p{y), using 
only clauses in P. (ii) If B is (x,y)-equi\'alent, tlien in the 
resolution tree that shows that P h p{y), every occurrence 
of y can be replaced with x to result in a resolution tree 
that shovvs P h p{x), using only clauses in P. 

Proof. We first prove (i) above. 
We consider the different clauses that can occur in P and 
therefore be used in the resolution tree. P = B A H 
consists of aH the clauses from B and aH the clauses from 
H. Consider the different types of clauses that can occur 
in the hypothesis H. Clauses in H can be unit clauses or 
non-unit clauses. 
We first consider unit clauses. Unit clauses can either be 
ground or non-ground. Ground unit clauses are not allovved 
in H, due to Lpi and L^u- Non-ground unit clauses in 
H use only the unary target predicate, due to Lpi. The 
presence of a non-ground unit clause in H using the unary 
target predicate implies that P h p{x) A P \- p{y). 
We then consider non-unit clauses. Only one clause of H 
will appear in the resolution tree due to Lpi and Lrd- This 
clause vvill not have the target predicate in its body due to 
Lrd- This clause vvill not have a ground target predicate as 
its head due to Leu- Hence this clause can be used both in 
the resolution tree of P h p{x) and in the resolution tree 
oiPhp{y). 

We novv consider the clauses in the resolution tree 
belonging to B. These are ground unit clauses. Since B 
is (x,y)-equivalent, any clause in B that has .'r as some of 
its terms will have an identical clause, with y replacing x. 
Hence, any clause in the resolution tree with x as some 
of its terms can be replaced by the corresponding clause 
with y in the piaces of a;. Any clause in the resolution tree 
that does not have x as any of its terms can be used in both 
resolution trees. 

A similar discussion proves (ii) above. D 

Fact 5.4 Let S ={EB, LpiALrd^L„,) be an R-RSILP-
ESD systein. Then, faranyp{x),p{y) G E, {p{x),p{y)) S 
R{S) <=> B is (x,y)-equivalent. 

Proof. We first prove the necessary condition ==>: 
Let us assume that B is not (x,y)-equivalent. Then, for 
some q{ti .,.••, t«) € B such that ti = x for any i G I, 
and tj ^ X i'ov j G {1,..., n} — / , for some non-empty 
/ C { l , . . . , n } , 
there does not exist a q{ui,..., Un) € B such that Ui = y 
for any i G I and Uj = tj for any j G {1,... ,n} — L 
Consider the hypothesis H = p{X) <— q{vi,... ,Vn) G 
'H{S), \vhere Vi = X for any i G I and v j = tj for 
'iriy J £ {I,... ,n} — L For the program P = B A H, 
P h- p{x) and P Vp{y)- So ip{x),p{y)) 0 R{S). 
This completes the proof ofnecessity. 

We novv prove the sufficient condition <^=: 
We first prove that if B is (x,y)-equivalent, then 
P I- p{x) => P h p{y) for any P = B A iJ e ViS). 
Consider the resolution tree that shows that P h p{x). 
Replace every occurence of x (in the tree) with y. The 
nevv tree consists of clauses from B and H, and shovvs that 
P h p{y) (as proved in Proposition 5.1). 
A similar discussion shovvs that if B is (x,y)-equivalent, 
then P h p{y) ^ P h p{x) for any P G V{S). 
Thus we have shovved that if B is (x,y)-equivalent, then 
P F- p{x) O P h p{y) for any P GV{S). 

This completes the proof of sufficiency. • 

It is to be noted that Fact 5.4 gives an operational way to 
check if two examples are in the same elementary set, for 
L = Lpi A Lrd A Leu-

5.2.2 Elementary sets \vhen the declarative bias 
restricts certain predicate piaces in H to have 
only variables 

We novv consider the follovving illustration. Let 
S = {E,B,L) be an R-RSILP-ESD system with 
the example set E — {active{dl), active(d2)}, 
the background knovvledge B = 
{bondidl, dl_l, dl_2, bl),bcmd{d2, d2_l, d2_2, b7)}, 
and the declarative bias L as defined below. 

Let the declarative bias L2 be such that in any hypothesis 
H G H{E,B,L2) the predicate bond should have only 
variable terms in piaces 2 and 3. Let L = L-2 A Lpi A Lrd A 
Leu- Then the examples active{dl) and active{d2) belong 
to the same elementary set of ^(5*). The mode declaration 
of ILP system Progol [] can specify this bias 1/2-

If the declarative bias L-2 vvere not a part of L (i.e. L = 
Lpi A Lrd A Leu), then P = B A H, vvith H = 
{active{X) <— 6ond(X,dl_l,dl_2, 57)}, vvill distinguish 
active{d.l) from active{d2) (i.e. P I- active{dl) and 
P \/ active{d2)). 
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We now formally define declarative biases like L2 il-
lustrated above. Let V be any set of ground atoms. Let 
pred{V) denote the set of predicate symbols used in V. 
For each A C pred(V), let VA = {<?(. ..)£V\qGA}, 
• iind placelis t {A) = {{q,i) | 17 € ^4, and 1 < i < n, vvhere 
riii is the arity of q}. 

Let B be any background knowledge of the R-
RSILP-ES system. For each Z C placelist{A), vvhere 
A C pTed{B), let L z be the declarative bias such that, for 
any universe E of the R-RSILP-ES system: 
•iHen{E,B,Lz), veeH 
[q{h,...,tn) eC ^[qe AA^ie {l,...,n} [{q,i) € 
Z=>ti\sa. variable]]]. 

Let X and y be ground terms. Let a = q{ti,... ,tn) 
and b = q{ui,... ,Un) be ground atoms vvhere 
q is an n-arity predicate for some n > 1. Let 
Z C placelist{pred{{a,b})). The tvvo ground atoms 
a and b are called (x,y)-eqiiivcdent except Z iff for any 
i G { l , . . . , n } , (i) [ti = x) <^ [ui = y) and (ii) if 
(g, i) ^ Z and t; ^ x,ti = Ui. 

For any set V of ground atoms, any ground terms x 
and y, and any Z C placelist{pred(V)), the set V' is 
called (x,y)-equivalent except Z iff for every ground atom 
a (s V) that has a; or 2/ as a term, there exists a ground 
atom b (G V) such that a and f) are (x,y)-equivalentexcept 
placelist{pred{{a, b})) D Z. 

Fact 5.5 Let S = {E^B, Lz A L-pi A L^i A Le,i) be any 
R~RSILP-ESD system where Z C placelist{A) and A C 
pred{B). Let BA = {q{-• •) £ B \q e A].Then, for any 
p{x),p{y)eE, 
{p{x),p{y)) e R{S) if 
(i) BA is (x,y)-equivalent except Z and 
(ii)for each (x,y)-paired a,b G BA and for each i such that 
(g, i) £ Z (where q is the predicate symbol ofa and b), BA 
is (u,v)-equivalent, vvhere (u, v) = placejpair{a, b, i). 

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of sufficiency of 
Fact 5.4. D 

We again consider the illustration used earlier in this 
section. In this illustration, let A = pred{B). Then vve see 
that A = {bond}, BA = B, 
placelist{A) — {{bond,l),{bond,2),{bo'nd:3),{bond,4)}. 
Let 
Z = {(bond, 2), (bond, 3)}. We see that R{S) = 
{{active{dl), active{d2))}. 
B is (dl,c?2)-equivalent except Z since both 
bondidl, dl_l, dl_2,67) and 
bond{d2,d2J.,d2_2,b7) have bi in plače 4. This fulfils 
condition (i) of Fact 5.5. Condition (ii) does not play a rele 
in this example since A is a singleton. 

6 Comparison with other learning 
paradigms 

6.1 Version spaces 
The concepts of rough set theory are different from ihose of 
version spaces. Version spaces consider a general hypoth-
esis and a specific hypothesis that are both consistent vvith 
respect to both positive and negative evidence. Both the 
general and the specific hypothesis cover ali the positive 
evidence vvithout covering any of the negative evidence. 
This contrasts vvith the rough setting vvhere a hypothesis 
that covers aH the positive evidence also covers some of 
the negative evidence. 

6.2 Learning from positive data alone 
The rough setting is not applicable to learning from positive 
data alone. A rough setting exists when ali the positive 
examples are covered by a hypothesis only vvhen some of 
the negativeexamples are also covered. The inconsistency 
in the data environment occurs due to the presence of both 
positive and negative examples, and so cannot occur in the 
paradigm of learning from positive examples alone. 

6.3 Associated probabilities or thresholds 
The rough set model handles inconsistencies in the exam-
ples vvithout the use of any additional data such as associ-
ated probabilities or thresholds. The model ušes only the 
examples and the knovvledge about the examples, and does 
not need the aid of any additional Information such as prob
abilities. 

6.4 Tiie fuzzy-set rough-set ILP system 
EAGLE 

The EAGLE system [, , ] is a fuzzy-set rough-set ILP 
system which ušes a pre-processing phase that precedes 
the learning, vvhere fuzzy sets are used to discretize numer-
ical features and model uncertainty vvithin data. Then an 
inductive learning process is performed to generate fuzzy 
relational definitions of a target concept in terms of others. 
Three main steps are used to achieve this learning goal: 
(1) partitioning of the learning data, (2) approximation of 
the target concept to learn and finally (3) generation of 
definitions. 

The use of fuzzy set theory to handle quantitative nu-
meric values makes the Eagle a povverful tool. Rough set 
theory is used in the Eagle to make learning easier by us-
ing only a portion of the knovvledge available. This in-
creases performance tremendously. Hovvever the Eagle 
does not model roughness itself. It is only a crisp model 
(even though fuzzy), and not a rough model. Grouping into 
granules takes the label of the example (positive or nega
tive) into consideration, and so a granule consists of only 
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positive examples or only negative examples (and thus a 
granule can never have both a positive example and a nega
tive example). Roughness, in the classical rough set theory 
sense, does not occur. Hence a rough setting, as defined 
in the gRS-ILP model, does not occur. (Upper and lovver 
approximations as used in the Eagle represent the maxi-
mal and the minimal amounts of data available about the 
target concept and is used to restrict the size of the knowl-
edge used for learning. This is in contrast to the classical 
rough set theory representation of upper and lower approx-
imations (with respect to the examples) that is used in the 
gRS-ILP model.) 

6.5 PAC-learning and ILP 

A subset of the universe is said to be sliattered by a concept 
class [, ] vvhen every subset of this subset is describable by 
a concept in the concept class. The Vapnlk-Cliervonenkis 
(VC) dimension of a concept class is the cardinality of the 
largest finite subset of the universe that is shattered by the 
concept class. If arbitrarily large finite sets are shattered, 
the VC-dimension of the concept class is infinite. Using 
the terminology follovved in our paper, the example space 
is said to be shattered by the hypothesis space vvhen every 
subset of the example space is describable by a hypothe-
sis in the hypothesis space. In other words, every elemen-
tary set has to be a singleton for this to occur. Hence the 
VC-dimension can be considered to be the number of el-
ementary sets. The application of PAC-learning [] (Prob-
ably Approximately Correct learning) concepts to ILP has 
been studied in several papers [, ]. In a rough setting, both 
positive and negative examples are in the same elementary 
set, and hence the accuracy of learning is restricted by the 
numbers of positive and negative examples together in the 
same elementary set (in relationship to the total size of the 
universe). 

6.6 Rough logic 

Several extensions of rough set theory to first order logic 
are reported in literature [, ]. Another approach to rough 
set inductive logic programming would be the extension of 
ILP principles and methods to a rough set first order logic. 

7 Experimental illustration 

The gRS-ILP model has useful applications in the defini
tive description of large data. Knowledge discovery in 
databases is the non-trivial process of identifying valid, 
novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable 
patterns in data([]). This usually involves one of two differ-
ent goals: prediction and description. Prediction involves 
using some variables or fields in the database to predict un-
knov̂ 'n or future values of other variables of interest. De
scription focuses on finding human-interpretable patterns 
describing the data. 

Progol is an Inductive Logic Programming system writ-
ten in C by Dr. Muggleton []. The syntax for examples, 
background knovvledge and hypothesis is Dec-10 Prolog. 
Headless Horn clauses are used to represent negative ex-
amples and constraints. Progol source code and exam-
ple files are freely available (for academic research) from 
f t p . e s . y o r k . ac . uk under the appropriate directory 
inpub/ML_GROUP. 

The follovving experimental illustration of 
definitive description using the gRS-ILP model 
ušes the mutagenesis data set available by 
ftp access from f t p . c o m l a b . o x . a c . u k in 
p u b / P a c k a g e s / I L P / D a t a s e t s / m u t a g e n e s i s . 
These experiments concern the discovery of rules for 
mutagenicity in nitroaromatic compounds described in 
[] using the data reported in []. Progol version 4.2 dated 
14.02.98 is used. 

Some changes are made in the mode settings vvith re
spect to those described in []. A discrete charge (dcharge, 
which is p or in depending on whether the charge is > or 
< 0) is used instead of the real-valued charge. The pred-
icate datni is used in any clause of the hypothesis only for 
atoms that are part of a bond that is already in that clause. 

Positive (£+) and negative iE~) examples 
(E = E+ U E~) use the predicate a c t i v e to in-
dicate that a compound is mutagenic. Background 
knowledge B ušes the predicates bond and datom to 
describe the type of the bond existing between various 
pairs of atoms in the compound, and details of the various 
atoms in the compound, respectively. Appropriate mode 
declarations are used in Progol to incorporate the required 
declarativebias L = Lz ALpiALrd/^Leu- (Hovvever, Lg^ 
is done by hand, since Progol lists uncovered examples 
in the induced hypothesis.) Let S = (E,B,L). It is 
thus seen here that an R-RSILP-ESD system with bias 
L = Lz A Lpi A Lrd A Leu is povverful enough to model 
the classic ILP experiment for mutagenesis. 

The first step is any conventional Progol experiment 
using the data set. Conventionally, the aim is to maximise 
the correct cover of both positive and negative examples 
(in other vvords, try to increase the number of positive 
examples covered and decrease the number of negative 
examples covered). Let this induced program be known as 
P for the purpose of this outline. 

Th& secondstep ušes Progol vvith the defi^ult noise set
ting of zero, vvhere any induced hypothesis is consistent 
and cannot cover any negative example. Let this induced 
consistent program be Pcons- The induced hypothesis of 
Pcons follovvs. 

active(A) :- bond(A,B,C,b3) 

active(A) :- bond(A,B,C,b7) 

active(A) :- bond(A,B,C,b7) 

active(A) :- bond(A,B,C,b7) 

datm(A,C,c,at29,p). 

active(A) :- bond(A,B,C,b?) 

da trn (A, C, C, at 19 5, m) 

datm(A,C,o,at52,m). 

bond(A,D,B,bl), 

bond(A,D,C,bl), 

ftp://ftp.es
ftp://ftp.comlab.ox.ac.uk
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datm(A,D,c,atlO,m) . 
active(A) :- bond(A,B,C,b7), datm{A,B 
datm(A,C,c,at27,m). 
active(A) :- bond(A,B,C,b7), datm(A,B,c,at27 
datm{A,C,c,at27,m). 
active(A) :- bond(A,B,C,b7), datm(A,B,c,at29 
datm{A,C,c,at22,p). 

We believe that the gRS-ILP model lays a sound the-
c, at27,in6i;etical foundation for an experimental method that can 

be easily performed on many existing ILP systems. The 
P I L P system should allow the consistency leve! to be fuliy 

consistent. Pcons and Prev-cons can be easily determined 
^DJ' such ILP systems with the consistency level being fu]ly 

consistent. 
The tliird step is to determine a reverse-consistent pro

gram denoted by Prev-cons, by exchanging the roies of 
i?+, E~, and then repeating step 2. The induced hypothe-
SiS of Prev-cons follovvS. 

act:ive (A) 
active(A) 
active(A) 
datin(A, B, 
active(A) 
datin(A, B, 
active(A) 
datmCA.D, 
active(A) 
datm(A,B, 
active(A) 
datm(A,E, 
active(A) 
datm(A,B, 
datm{A,D, 
active(A) 
datm(A,B, 
datm(A,D, 

:- bond(A, 
:- bond(A, 
:- bond{A, 
n,at34,in) . 
:- bond(A, 
o,at50,m). 
:- bond(A, 
n,at36,m). 
:- bond(A, 
n,at34,m), 
:- bond(A, 
cl,at93,m) 
:- bond(A, 
c,at22,p), 
c,atlO,m). 
:- bond(A, 
c,at22,p), 
n,at38,p). 

B,C,bl), datm(A,B,c,atl5 
B,C,bl), datm(A,B,f,at92 
B,C,bl), bond(A,C,D,bl) 

B,C,bl), bond(A,C,D,bl) 

B,C,bl), bond(A,C,D,bl) 

B,C,bl), bond(A,D,E,bl) 
datm(A,D,C,at21,p). 

B,C,bl), bond(A,D,E,bi) 
, datm(A,C,f,at92,m). 
B,C,bl), bond(A,C,D,bl) 
datm(A,C,n,at32,m), 

B,C,bl), bond(A,D,E,bl) 
datm(A,C,h,at3,p), 

The results are tabulated below. 

\E+\ 

125 

\E-\ 

63 

\E\ 

188 

\cover{S, 
^cons ) \ 

77 

\cover{S, 
J rev — cons ) \ 

22 

Using Facts 4.8 and 4.10 we have the follovving. 
If Pcons l -e , thenee E+. 
If Prev-cons I" 6, then e E E^. 
Othervvise P is used: 
If P h e, then it is very likely that e £ £ + ; 
else if P I/ e, then it is very likely that e G E~. 

77 out of 125 positive examp]es are definitively de-
scribed by Pcons and 22 out of 63 negative examples are 
definitively described by Prev-cons-

Earlier systems conventional]y do not use Pcons and 
Prev-cons • 

They handle the rough setting by inducing P 
to maximize correct cover by maximizing the number of 
positive examples covered and negative examples not cov
ered. However, this does not definitively describe the data, 
since P cannot say vvith certainty whether an examp]e def-
initely belongs to the evidence or not. When the gRS-ILP 
model is used, Pcons and Prev-cons are induced to defini-
tively describe part of the data. The rest of the data can be 
described by P , but not definitively. 

The gRS-ILP model as described in this paper needs to 
be extended to use real valued terms. The original Rough 
Set Theory concepts used in this paper are based on the use 
of discrete valued attributes and not real valued attributes. 
It can be seen in this experimental illustration that a dis
crete charge value of p or n is used to indicate positive or 
negative charge instead of the real valued charge originally 
available. 

8 Conclusions 

In this paper, the formal definitions of the gRS-ILP model 
are presented, and definitive description in a rough setting 
discussed. An illustrative experiment of the definitive de
scription of mutagenesis data using the ILP system Progol 
is presented. 

The gRS-ILP model is applied in this paper to the defini
tive description of data that inherently cannot be described 
consistently and completely. Traditional experiments using 
ILP systems usually try to describe such data vvith as much 
consistency and completeness as possible. However such a 
description is not definitive. The description will either de
scribe some positive examples as negative or describe some 
negative examples as positive. The gRS-ILP model is used 
to definitively (accurateiy) describe some of the data. The 
rest of the data is described (but not accurately) by using 
the ILP system in the traditional manner. 

Further work is to be done in areas such as the follovv
ing: algorithms for making the consistent program cover 
the entire lovver approximation, the use of real values, and 
areas other than definitive description, such as prediction. 
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A Meeting Report: 
Charleston, IL, Consciousness Conference, November 6-7,1998 

Conference initials 

The intention of this report is to keep the most significant 
contents and accompanying events of the conference alive 
not only for the participants, organizers and supporters, but 
aiso for the emerging community of consciousness stud-
ies, especially in the field of artificial or informational con
sciousness, and such implementation trials and possibili-
ties Nvoridvvide. If one vvould imagine that the conference 
size vvas rather small than large it was carefully woven to-
gether vvith certain provoking accents in its background. 
One of such trial was to get phi!osophically, scientifically, 
and technologically more transparent under which condi-
tions an implementation of artificial consciousness vvould 
become possible. 

Figure 1: The initlator and the executive organizer of the con
ference, Professor Suhrit Kumar Dey, Department 
of Mathematics, Eastern Illinois University. He vvas 
the host chairman and local organizer of the con
ference 

The idea of the conference goes back to June 1997, when 
Professor S.K. Dey visited Ljubljana and gave a lecture 
at the Department of Philosophy, University in Ljubljana. 
The direct question concerning artificial consciousness vvas 
put into a vivid discourse at the dinner in the študent restau-
rant "Pod lipco" ("Under a Small Lime Tree") after his lec
ture. This question was directed to A.P. Zeleznikar who, at 
that tirne vvas editing technically the special issue of Infor-
inatica on "Informational Phenomenalism of Conscious
ness" [1] and vvas, at that tirne primarily studying the in
formational background of phenomenalism. 

The question came as a surprise, since Zeleznikar stud-
ied, in fact, the informational problems as such, their gen
eral philosophy, nevv kinds of formalization possibilities. 

and aplicabality of the theory to the fundamentals of infor
mational problems expression, formalism, conceptualiza-
tion, "phenomenal fields" (like psychology, psychoanaly-
sis, understanding), and the like [4]. Later, in 1997 [5], the 
problem of artificial consciousness vvas tackled by a tvvodi-
mensional shell using theprinciples of the general and stan-
dardized metaphysicalism. 

Pre-conference events 

On November 5, Professor Zeleznikar gave a lecture enti-
tled "Artificial Consciousness" (AC) at the Eastern Illinois 
University, Department of Mathematics, for students and 
the research staff of the University. As he said, this vvas 
the first kind of such a lecture for him bringing into the 
foreground the most relevant problems of the AC project 
implementation. The lecture treated the problem of infor-

Figure 2: Profossor Anton P. Zeleznikar giving the lecture on 
November 5,1998, in the Department of Mathemat
ics, for students and the staff of EIU. 

mational emergence being one of the key problems of the 
philosophy and theory of the informational in the context 
of consciousness. 

Systematically, the foUovving subjects have been pre-
sented: supervenience problems; informational operands, 
operators, formulas, formula systems and primitive for
mula systems; formula gestalt and system gestalt; schemes 
of formulas and formula systems; informational measures; 
informational frames; graphs of formulas and formula sys-
tems; informational experiments; informational axioms 
concerning emergentism and intentionalism, pretransition, 
basic transition, constitution, formula system, decomposi-
tion, operand rotation, formula cutting, formula system so-
lution upon operands (by formula cutting and operand ro
tation), schematism, gestaltism, framism, graphism, over-
lapping of schemes and graphs, shell, experiment, meta-
physicalism and topologism; circularism and rotationalism; 
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decomposition systems; structure, organization and iden-
tification of shells; informational phenomenahsm of con
sciousness; premetaphysicalistic concepts and decompo
sition of consciousness; metaphysicalistic shells of con
sciousness; characteristic components of consciousness 
shell; consciousness experiments; informational communi-
cation; and informational machine. The lecture was sup-
ported by formalIy and graphically precisely elaborated 
slides (using enlarged I4TgX format). 

The consciousness the lecturer was advocating is an 
informational consciousness based on a supercomputer-
computer net in the worldwide environment of existing 
database organized libraries, archives, expert systems, and 
other unforeseeable sources of significant Information. In
formational consciousness needs an informational operat-
ing system giving support to emergentism of informational 
operands, operators, formulas and formula systems. A 
strict formalism of concepts was presented, especially the 
possibilities of AC shells which can be representatives of 
huge formula systems defined outside of the shell as such. 
In this čase, the shell performs as a pure structural and orga-
nizational concept of informational consciousness, being a 
kind of organizational invariance, as proposed by Chalmers 
[2]. 

The conference has been carefully organized by S.K. 
Dey, his wife Roma and members of the family, J.H. Fet-
zer, J. Chandler, D. Bhardvvaj, J.P. Ziebarth, M. Peruš, A.P. 
Železnikar, and the personel of Mathematical Department, 
EIU, and the authorities of Charleston. The great deal of 
paper evaluation, abstract printing and conversation vvas or
ganized by M. Peruš from Ljubljana, Slovenia. A separate 
set of the conference home pages of vvas designed by Dr. 
Dheeraj Bhardvvaj, India. The abstracts have been printed 
before the conference in Informatica [7]. 

Conference course 
The conference began the vvork on November 6, 1998 at 
8.45, in Arcola/Tuscola Room, MLK University Union. 
The vvelcome address vvas given by Dr. Lida G. Wall, Dean, 
College of Sciences, EIU. 

Conference subjects (by authors and titles of 
papers 

On the first day of the conference. November 6, 1998, in 
four sessions 16 papers have been presented in the follow-
ing order. 

1. Structure and organization of consciousness 

- Anton P. Železnikar, Artificial consciousness 

- Bruse MacLenan, The protophenomenal structure of 
consciousness, \vith special application to the experi-
enceof color 

Figure 3: Dr. Llda G. Wall, Dean, College of Sciences, EIU, 
giving the VVelcome Address to the conference par-
ticlpants. 

- Jerry Chandler, Third-order cybernetics and the evo-
Iutionary root of consciousness 

2. Consciousness measurements, patterns, 
States, and learning 
- Edniond Chouinard, Floating consciousness—a cou-

pling of mind and matter—vvith related experimental 
results 

- Frederick Travis, Physiological patterns during tran-
scendental meditation practice as a basis for a neural 
model of transcending 

- Kapil Deo Pandey, Transcendental states of con
sciousness 

- Sajalendu Dey, Modeling consciousness as a super 
class to generate productions: an investigation using 
the machine learning approach 

3. Paradoxes, gateway, logic and theory 
formation concerning consciousness 
- Ana Pasztor, Pragmatic paradoxes and the hard prob

lem of consciousness 

- Jazz Rasool, The nature of the mind-body gateway 

- Jereniy Home, Information processing efficiency of 
logical operators 

- Richard Amoroso, The utility of the transcendental 
State as a tool in theory formation 

4. Physical and mathematical aspects 
of consciousness 

file:///vith
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- John Hagelln, Is consciousness the unified field? A 
field-theorist's perspective 

- Evan Hanis Walker, Consciousness as a factor in the 
modified Schrodinger equatiDn 

- Richard Amoroso, The role of gravitation in the dy-
namics of consciousness 

John S. HageUn, Natural law and practical applica-
tions of consciousness-based technology in govern-
ment 

Rachel Spigel Goodman, International peace initia-
tive through Maharishi Mahesh Yogi's consciousness-
based technology 

- James Glazebrook, Creative evolution in mathematics 6- Research of higher states of consciousness 

- Mitja Peruš, Neural and Quantum complex system dy-
namics as a background of consciousness and cogni-
tion 

In the evening, a banquet \vas given honoring Anton P. 
Železnikar (look at the next section). 

On the second day of the conference. November?, 1998, 
in Phipps Hali, Science Building, within five sessions 16 
papers have been presented. 

5. Consciousness-based technologies 
- Kenneth G. Walton, Consciousness-based tech

nologies in offender rehabilitation: Psychologi-
cal/physiological benefits and reduced recidivism 

- Jeremv Z. Fields, Consciousness-based medicine: 
Breaking the vicious cycle of stress, chronic disease 
and aging 

Figure 4: Professor James H. Fetzer, University of Min
nesota, MN, the Editor of Minds and Machines 
and the keynote speaker, at the banquet. His 
keynote lecture entitled "Consciousness and cogni-
tion: Semiotic concepts" was presented In a philo-
sophically rigorous manner. 

- Daniel Meyer-Dinkgrafe, Theatre as an aid to devel-
opment of higher states of consciousness 

- David Orme-Johnson & Kam-Tim So, Three random-
ized studies of the effects of the transcendental medi-
tation technique on intelligence: Support for the the-
ory of pure intelligence as a field underlying thought 
and action 

- Dejan Rakovič, EEG-correlates of some states of con
sciousness: Transcendental meditation, musicogenic 
states, microNvave resonance relaxation, healer/healee 
interaction and alertness/drowsiness 

- Iniants Baruss, Overview of consciousness research 

7. Philosophical and formal concepts of consciousness 

- James H. Fetzer, Consciousness and cognition: Semi
otic concepts 

- Anton P Železnikar, Informational consciousness in 
philosophy, science and formalism 

8. Miscellaneous concerning consciousness 

- Tony V/riglit, The expansion and degeneration of hu
man consciousness 

- Suhrit K. Dey, Convergence of Information in Indian 
philosophy 

- Dejan Rakovič, Transitional states of consciousness 
as a biophysical basis of transpersonal transcendental 
phenomena 

- Richard Amoroso, The feasibility of constructing a 
conscious quantum computer 

9. Some aspects of consciousness 

- Madhu Jain, Female aspects of consciousness 

- Cyrus F. Noiirani, Intelligent thought trees and con-
science science 

- Steven Thaler, Fragmentation of universe and the de-
volution of consciousness 
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Figure 6: Mr. Mitja Peruš was the speal<er at the banquet in 
honor of Professor Anton P. Železnikar. 

Figure 5: Mr. Tony VVright presented The Expansion and De-
generation of Human Consciousness from the as-
pect of tradition and nutrition. 

Conference banquet 

The banquet honoring Dr. Anton P. Železnikar was held at 
the elite E.L. Krackers Restaurant for a hundred of invited 
guests. The speaker to the ceremony vvas Mr. Mitja Peruš, 
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, with the speech entitled 
AU in One, One in Ali. He pointed out the following. 

We experience everything through our conscious
ness. Our consciousness or, in a narrovver sense, our 
brain, co-creates our world, i.e. the vvorid we expe-
rience. We never know anything completely reliable 
about any objective world, except about our subjec-
tive world (the first person perspective). This world 
of our experience is partially determined by our own 
perception and partially by something external. Ex-
periments show that we cannot distinguish well which 
part belongs to interna! and vvhich part to extema! ob-
jects and processes. They ali are connected into a 
dynamic whole. Consciousness pervades ali the ob-
jects, processes, or ideas about them, respectively, 
therefore consciousness is that dynamic vvholeness. 

Consciousness is very heterogeneous. We may be 
in many different states of consciousness. Our daily 
consciousness is our individual experience of con-
crete objects or ideas from a personal point of view. 
On the other hand, through meditation, we can en
ter the transcendental state of consciousness vvhich 
is a deep universal experience that everything is con
nected to or dependent on everything eise; everything 
is implied in or informationally connected to every-

thing eise. The observation of this vvholeness is valid 
for the most f undamental level of physical existence— 
the sub-quantum level {quantum vacuum). This vvas 
aiso experimentally verified (EPR-effect). The sub-
quantum sea, a mixture of ali possible states, coexists 
vvith the classical vvorid of concrete reality. 

So w/e have two vvorlds: 

1. The vvorid of concrete objects located in space 
and tirne. 

2. The vvorid of a distributed, non-local fog, in 
physical terms, Fourier-transformed, hologram-
like vvorlds—aH in one, one in aH. 

The first vvorid consists of localized objects like a 
human body. The second vvorid consists of entities 
like human mind. The connection betvveen these 
vvorlds is in complex systems like brains. Mind is more 
like a state/country rather than like an individual man 
or neuron. A man is localized, but a state/country is 
aH around. The men in a society as well as the neu-
rons (nerve cells) constituting a netvvork in the brain 
work according to the principie ali for one, one for aH. 
Neuronal netvvorks are rooted in the most microscopic 
and fundamental quantum netvvorks. Such interde-
pendent netvvork processes constitute a subtie web 
of life. 

It seems that (sub)quantum vvholeness and con
sciousness are essentially connected. Individual 
brains are rooted into an overall (sub)quantum sea 
like individual consciousnesses are rooted into a uni
versal Consciousness (God). So, our consciousness 
and the physical vvorid both have an origin in the fun
damental oneness. 
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Figure?: John P. ZJebarth, PhD, Directorof NASA (National 
Aeronautics & Space Administration) Consolidated 
Supercomputing Management Office (CoSMO), 
Ames Research Center (Moffett Field, CA). 
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of objects of consciousness. Thafs why conscious
ness is so important. 

Technological development was enormous and 
very successful. The people of USA have had espe-
cially important role in it. The dream of technological 
and scientific progress has become a reality. How-
ever, material means are needed for existence (and 
these are now satisfied for large parts of the world); 
for higher quality of life, on the other hand, spiritual 
means are necessary. It is necessary that we di-
rect huge technological and economical grovvth and 
grovvth of consummation with unpredictable environ-
mental consequences over into a grovvth of spiritual 
values like mutual understandings and love. 

Nowadays, locally things vvork relatively vvell (in the 
West at least), but globally hardly-controlable prob-
lems emerge because we are creating complex sys-
tems. 

Emerging modern technigues like quantum com-
puting or genetic engineering etc. give us enormous 
and povverful opportunities for development and com-
pletely new dimensions, but we aiso have to face com-
plexity, its' side-effects and its' quite unpredictable im-
pact on the vvholeness. A change of values using a 
globa! and qualitative perspective is needed to en-
sure an equilibrium of individual and collective inter-
ests and freedom. 

Higher states of consciousness are realizable. Just 
if we restore our subtie avvareness, feelings and un-
derstanding of our independent realities we can be 
optimistic about our future. 

To conclude: Consciousness, aH in one, one in aH, 
and the creative VVholeness (God) are deeply con-
nected. If experienced, they are the best guide ... 

Provoking questions of the future 

Figure 8: Certificate of Appreclation avvarded at the confer-
ence banguet to the conference keynote speaker 
Professor Anton P. Železnlkar. The art w ôrk was 
designed by the graphic artist, Mrs. Sujata Dey-
Koontz, receiver of artistic avvards In Poland, India, 
Belglum and the United states. The certificate w/as 
avvarded by Dr. John P. Zlebarth on behalf of the 
Conference Organizing Committee. 

This connection with the fundamental physical 
vvholeness and unity glves great potentials to con
sciousness. The qualitative capacity of conscious ex-
perience may be em enormous—the transcendental 
experience is much more povverful and blissful than 
the ordinary state of consciousness. The quality of 
consciousness brings happiness rather than quantity 

A serious study of the informational and the conscious 
vvithin it, the corresponding philosophy, formaiism, logo-
typographical symbolism and terminology, methodologi-
cal design, and implementation requirements, can be em-
braced sufficiently precise merely in the book-form study 
[6], serving simultaneously as a guide, learning means, re-
minder, and design motivation. Železnikar hopes that in 
this respect the work lying before the reader will be of use 
especiaily in the understanding of the new approach and in 
internalization of concepts. These are gathered in the most 
concentrated form by informational and consciousness ax-
ioms and examples in [6]. 

Artificial consciousness as explored informationally in 
[6] comes next in the theoretical computer science and the-
oretical artificial intelligence. Beside the fundamentally 
new axiomatism and methodology, it puts into the fore-
ground the informational emergentism not being explored 
systematically in computer science neither in artificial in
telligence. Artificial consciousness belongs to the new 
frontiers of theoretical informatics and as a machine im-
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plementation to the new frontiers of computer science-^as 
an organizational structure of the informational machine. 
Within this context, it has to tackle with informational algo-
rithms, compiexity, and models of conscious computation, 
exploring the new informational logic, meaning, specifica-
tion, and verification'. 

The most provoking question remains how to imple-
ment informational emergentism in the framework of ar-
tificial consciousness by machine. The second question is 
in the traditional doubt that such implementation is proba-
bly impossible. Together with these questions the answer 
to possible implementation must include, besides the for-
mal, methodological and technological means, a transpar
ent concept of the engineering approach—in architecture 
and programmingof the informational machine. 

Figure 9: After the trip, returning to Ljubljana, Professor An
ton P. Železnikar was confronted with the next de-
manding challenge, how to vvrite the paper and the 
book on artificial consciousness promised to the 
auditorium at the conference [6]. 

Certainly, many other questions of the conference re-
mained unansvvered, for instance those concerning con
sciousness effects on government, meditation, environment 
and other existential questions. 

'A similar, hovvever, stili traditional determination of theoreti-
cal computer science can be found in TC1 to hold first confer
ence on theoretical computer science. 1999. IFIP Newslelter 
16:4:2. Železnikar believes ttiat in the next decades the architec
ture, methodology, and implementation of artificial consciousness 
will become customary and evident in theoretical and engineering 
computer science. In that concern, informational principles will be
come widely used in the old and new sciences, for Instance, in the 
more exact and applicative communication lheory, cognitive sci
ences and, for instance, in systems representlng emotional and 
situated softvvare agents [3], p. 820. 

Participant impressions 

The conference was organized by Professor Dey and his 
vvife Roma, with the help of the family and the EIU author-
ities. The question of artificial consciousness was put as a 
hard problem of concept, method and implementation. The 
view vvas that formal means must be elaborated to the level 
of sufficiently clear technicalities and that for this purpose 
a comprehensive paper and a book as a guide for artificial 
consciousness implementation has to be written by Profes
sor Železnikar. 

During the paper and the book writing, several nevv ques-
tions emerged requiring to study and elaborate several en-
tirely nevv concepts on the axiomatic, methodological and 
formal level. The project in progress will hopefully end 
during the year 2000. The book is vvritten as a guide for 
potential implementers, with the most comprehensive in
formational background and, certain!y, with implementa
tion shells for different artificial consciousness concepts. 
The methodology and formalism presented might essen-
tially change the style of observation and understanding 
the reality in science, society and cosmological research. 
Within this perspective, ali kinds of Information become 
relevant: linguistic, formal, physical, phenomenal, image, 
voice, and other possible kinds. 
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Cali for Paper 
International Multi-Conference 
Information Society - IS'2000 
17 - 19 October, 2000 
Slovenian Science Festival 
Cankarjev dom, Ljubljana, Slovenia 

Invitation 
You are kindly invited to participate in the "Nevv Informa
tion Society - (IS'2000)" multi-conference to be held in 
Ljubljana, Slovenia, Europe, from 17-19 October, 2000. 
The multi-conference wiil consist of eight carefully se-
lected conferences. 

Basic information 
The concepts of information society, information era, info-
sphere and infostress have by now been wideiy accepted. 
But, what does it really mean for societies, sciences, tech-
nology, education, governments, our lives? What are cur-
rent and future trends? How should we adopt and change 
to succeed in the nevv vvorld? 

IS'2000 will serve as a forum for the worid-wide and 
national community to explore further directions, business 
opportunities, governmentai European and American poli-
cies. The main objective is the exchange of ideas and devel-
oping visions for the future of information society. IS'2000 
is a standard scientific conference covering major recent 
achievements. Besides, it vvill provide maximum exchange 
of ideas in discussions, and concrete proposais in final re-
ports of each conference. 

The multi-conference wiil he held in Slovenia, a small 
European country bordering Italy and Austria. It is a land 
of thousand natural beauties from the Adriatic sea to high 
mountains. In addition, its Central European position en-
ables visits to most European countries in a radius of just a 
few hours drive by car. The social programme vvill include 
trips by desire and organised trips to Skocjan or Postojna 
caves. Coffee breaks, the conference cocktai! and dinner 
vvill contribute to a niče vvorking atmosphere. 

Call for Papers 
Deadline for paper submission: 15 July, 2000 

Registration fee is 100 US $ for regular participants 
(10.000 SIT for participants from Slovenia) and 50 US $ for 
students (3.500 SIT for Slovenian students). The fee cov-
ers conference materials and refreshments during coffee-
breaks. 

tact m i l i c a . r e m e t i c S i j s . s i . 

The multi-conference consists of the follovving confer
ences: 

- Information society and governmentai services 

- Media in information society 

- Education in information society 

- "VVarehouses and data mining 

- Development and reingeeniring of information sys-
tems 

- Production systems and technologies 

- Cognitive science 

- Language technologies. 

International Programme Committee: 
Vladimir Bajic, South Africa 
Heiner Benking, Germany 
Se Woo Cheon, Korea 
Hovvie Firth, Scotland 
Vladimir Fomichov, Russia 
Alfred Inseiberg, Izrael, USA 
Huan Liu, Singapore 
Henz Martin, Germany 
Marci n Paprzycki, USA 
Kari Pribram, USA 
Ciaude Sammut, Australia 
Jiri "VViedermann, Czech Republic 
XindongWu, USA 
Yiming Ye, USA 
Ning Zhong, Japan 

More information 
For more information visit 
h t t p : / / a i . i j s . s i / i s / i n d e x a O O . h t m l or con-

http://ai.ijs.si/is/indexaOO.html
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22"'' International Conference on 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGV INTERFACES 

5TS 2000 
Meeting of Researchers in Computer Science, 

Information Systems, 
Operations Research and Statistics 

Pula, Croatia, June 13 -16, 2000 

Organised by: SRCE University 
Computing Centre, University of Zagreb, Croatia 

Keynote Speakers) 

Sponsored by: 
Association for 
Simulation 

IMACS 
Mathematics and 

International 
Computers in 

SCS The 
International 

Croatian 

Society 

Academy 

Ivan Bratko (Faculty of Computer and Information 
Science, Slovenia) 

Atam P. Dhavvan (University of Toledo, USA) 
Matyas Gaspar (Jolin von Neuman Computer 

Society, Hungary) 
Ray J. Paul (Brunel University, UK) 
Marian S. Stachowicz (University of 

Minnesota, USA) 
Dalibor F. Vrsalovic (Internet Platforms, AT &T 

Labs, USA) 

Computer Simulation 
Under auspices of: 
Sciences and Arts 

Ministry 
Technology, Republic of Croatia 

University of Zagreb. 

for 

of 
Deadline for Papers, Posters, Panel 
VVorkshop Proposals; March 5, 2000. 

and 

of Science and Information; 

The aim of the conference is to promote meeting of 
people involved in the development and application 
of methods and techniques from the broad 
framevvork of Information techno!ogy, especially 
those involved in the field of computer science, 
Information systems, operations research and 
statistics. ITI seeks papers that will advance the 
State of the art in the field and help foster increased 
interaction betvveen academic and application 
communities. ITI vvelcomes papers, posters, 
tutorials, panel proposals and vvorkshops in any of 
the areas of topics suggested bellovv, 

Conference Secretariat 
SRCE- University 
Computing Centre, 
University of Zagreb 
J. Marohniča bb, 10000 
Zagreb, CROATIA 
Tel.; +385 1 616 55 99 / 
+385 1 616 55 97 
Fax; +385 1 616 55 91 
E-mail; iti@srce.hr 
URL; http;//www.srce.hr/iti 

Conference Topics 

Computer Systems and Netvvorks 
Softvvare Engineering and 

Programming Languages 
Information Systems and Databases 
Intelligent Systems 
Multimedia and Internet Computing 

Data Analysis and Statistics 
Biometrics 
Modelling, Simulation and Optimisation 
Mathematics and Computation 
Design, Methodologies and Applications 

mailto:iti@srce.hr
http://www.srce.hr/iti
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THE MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA 

Address: Trg OF 13, 1000 Ljubljana, 
Tel.: +386 61 178 46 00, Fax: +386 61 178 47 19. 
http://www.mzt.si, e-mail: info@mzt.si 
Minister: Lojze Marinček, Ph.D. 

Slovenia realises that that its intellectual potential and aH 
activities connected with its beautiful country are the basis 
for its future development. Therefore, the country has to 
give priority to the development of knowledge in aH fieids. 
The Slovenian government ušes a variety of Instruments 
to encourage scientific research and technological develop
ment and to transfer the results of research and develop
ment to the economy and other parts of society. 

The Ministry of Science and Technology is responsi-
ble, in co-operation with other ministries, for most public 
programmes in the fieids of science and technology. Within 
the Ministry of Science and Technology the following of-
fices aiso operate: 
Slovenian Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) is in 
charge of industrial property, including the protection of 
patents, industrial designs, trademarks, copyright and re-
lated rights, and the collective administration of authorship. 
The Office began operating in 1992 - after the Slovenian 
Law on Industrial Property was passed. 

The Standards and Metrology Institute of the Republic 
of Slovenia (SMIS) By estabJishing and managing the sys-
tems of metrology, standardisation, conformity assessment, 
and the Slovenian Award for Business Excellence, SMIS 
ensures the basic quality elements enabling the Slovenian 
economy to become competitive on the global market, 
and Slovenian society to achieve International recognition, 
along with the protection of life, health and the environ-
ment. 

Office of the Slovenian National Commission for UN
ESCO is responsible for affairs involving Slovenia's co-
operation with UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organisation, the implementation of 
UNESCO's goals in Slovenia, and co-operation with Na
tional commissions and bodies in other countries and with 
non- governmental organisations. 

General Approaches - Science Policy 
Educating top-quality researchers/experts and increasing 
their number, increasing the extent of research activity and 
achieving a balanced coverage of ali the basic scientific dis-
ciplines necessai"y for: 
- quality undergraduate and postgraduate education, 
- the effective transfer and dissemination of knovvledge 
from abroad, 
- cultural, social and material development, 
- promoting the application of science for national needs, 
- promoting the transfer ofR&D results intoproductionand 
to the market. 

- achieving stronger integration of research into the net-
works of international co-operation (resulting in the com-
pleteinternationalisationof science and partlyofhigher ed
ucation), 
- broadening and deepening public understanding of sci
ence (long-term popularisation of science, particularly 
among the young). 

General Approaches - Technology PoIicy 
- promotion of R&D co-operation among enterprises, as 
well as betvveen enterprises and the public sector, 
- strengthening of the investment capacities of enterprises, 
- strengthening of the innovation potential of enterprises, 
- creation of an innovation-oriented legal and general soci-
etal framework, 
- supporting the banking sector in financing innovation-
orientated and export-orientated business 
- development of bilateral and multilateral strategic al-
liances, 
- establishment of ties between the Slovenian R&D sector 
and foreign industry, 
- accelerated development of professional education and 
the education of adults, 
- protection of industrial and intellectual property. 

An increase of total invested assets in R&D to about 
2.5% of GDP by the year 2000 is planned (of this, half is 
to be obtained from public sources, with the remainder to 
come from the private sector). Regarding the development 
of technology, Slovenia is one of the most technologically 
advanced in Central Europe and has a well-developed re
search infrastructure. This has led to a significant growth 
in the export of high-tech goods. There is also a continued 
emphasis on the development of R&D across a vvide field 
which is leading to the foundation and construction of tech-
nology parks (high -tech business incubators), technology 
centres (technology-transfer units within public R&D insti-
tutions) and small private enterprise centres for research. 

R&D Human Potential 
There are about 750 R&D groups in the public and pri
vate sector, of which 102 research groups are at 17 govern
ment (national) research institutes, 340 research groups are 
at universities and 58 research groups are at medical insti-
tutions. The remaining R&D groups are located in business 
enterprises (175 R&D groups) or are run by about 55 public 
and private non-profit research organizatios. 

According to the data of the Ministry of Science and 
Technology there are about 7000 researchers in Slovenia. 
The majority (43%) are lecturers vvorking at the tvvo uni
versities, 15% of researchers are employed at government 
(national) research institutes, 22% at other institutions and 
20% in research and development departments of business 
enterprises. 

http://www.mzt.si
mailto:info@mzt.si
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JOŽEF ŠTEFAN INSTITUTE 

Jožef Štefan (1835-1893) was one ofthe most proitnnent 
physicists of tke 19th centiuj. Bom to Slovene parents, 
he obtained his Ph.D. at Vienna Unlversity, \vliere he was 
later Director ofthe Pliysics Institute, Vice-President ofthe 
Vienna Academy of Sciences and a member of severni sci-
entific institutions in Eiirope. Štefan explored many areas 
in hydrodynamics, optics, acoiistics, electricity, magnetisni 
and the kinetic theory of gases. Aniong other things, he 
originated tlie law that tlie total radiation from a black 
body is proportional to the 4th power of its absolute tem
perature, knovvn as the Stefan-Boltzmann law. 

The Jožef Štefan Institute (JSI) is the leading indepen
dent scientific research institution in Slovenia, covering a 
broad spectrum of fundamental and applied research in the 
fields of physics, chemistry and biochemistry, electronics 
and Information science, nuclear science technology, en-
ergy research and environmental science. 

The Jožef Štefan Institute (JSI) is a research organisation 
for pure and applied research in the natural sciences and 
technology. Both are closely interconnected in research de-
partments composed of different task teams. Emphasis in 
basic research is given to the development and education of 
young scientists, while applied research and development 
serve for the transfer of advanced knowledge, contributing 
to the development of the national economy and society in 
general. 

At present the Institute, \vith a total of about 700 staff, 
has 500 researchers, about 250 of vvhom are postgraduates, 
over 200 of vvhom have doctorates (Ph.D.), and around 
150 of vvhom have permanent professorships or temporary 
teaching assignments at the Universities. 

In vievv of its activities and status, the JSI plays the role 
of a national institute, complementing the role of the uni
versities and bridging the gap betvveen basic science and 
applications. 

Research at the JSI includes the follovving major fields: 
physics; chemistry; electronics, informatics and computer 
sciences; biochemistry; ecology; reactor technology; ap
plied mathematics. Most of the activities are more or 
less closely connected to Information sciences, in particu-
lar computer sciences, artificial intelligence, language and 
speech technologies, computer-aided design, computer ar-
chitectures, biocybernetics and robotics, computer automa-
tion and control, professional electronics, digital Communi
cations and netvvorks, and applied mathematics. 

ranean Europe, offering excellent productive capabilities 
and solid business opportunities, vvith strong International 
connections. Ljubljana is connected to important centers 
such as Prague, Budapest, Vienna, Zagreb, Milan, Rome, 
Monaco, Niče, Bern and Munich, ali vvithin a radius of 600 
km. 

In the last year on the site of the Jožef Štefan Institute, 
the Technology park "Ljubljana" has been proposed as part 
of the national strategy for technological development to 
foster synergies betvveen research and industry, to promote 
joint ventures between university bodies, research institutes 
and innovative industry, to act as an incubator for high-tech 
initiatives and to accelerate the development cycle of inno
vative products. 

At the present time, part of the Institute is being reor-
ganized into several high-tech units supported by and con
nected vvithin the Technology park at the Jožef Štefan In
stitute, established as the beginning of a regional Technol-
ogy park "Ljubljana". The project is being developed at 
a particularly historical moment, characterized by the pro-
cess of State reorganisation, privatisation and private ini-
tiative. The national Technology Park vvill take the form 
of a shareholding company and vvill host an independent 
venture-capital institution. 

The promoters and operational entities ofthe project are 
the Republic of Slovenia, Ministry of Science and Tech-
nology and the Jožef Štefan Institute. The framevvork of 
the operation also includes the University of Ljubljana, the 
National Institute of Chemistry, the Institute for Electron
ics and Vacuum Technology and the Institute for Materials 
and Construction Research among others. In addition, the 
project is supported by the Ministry of Economic Relations 
and Development, the National Chamber of Economy and 
the City of Ljubljana. 

Jožef Štefan Institute 
Jamova 39, 61000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 
Tel.:-t-386 61 1773 900, Fax.:+386 61 219 385 
Tlx. :31296JOSTINSI 
WWW: http://wvvvv.ijs.si 
E-mail: matjaz.gams@ijs.si 
Contact person for the Park: Iztok Lesjak, M.Se. 
Public relations: Natalija Polenec 

The Institute is located in Ljubljana, the capital ofthe in
dependent State of Slovenia (or S^sPnia). The capital today 
is considered a crossroad betvveen East, West and Mediter-

file:///vliere
file:///vith
http://wvvvv.ijs.si
mailto:matjaz.gams@ijs.si
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INFORMATICA 
AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATICS 

INVITATION, COOPERATION 

Submissions and Refereeing 

Piease submit tliree copics of tlie manusciipt witli good copies ol" 
the figures and photogiaphs to one of the editors Irom the Edito-
rial Board or to tlie Contact Pcrson. At least lwo refcrces outside 
the author's country vvill cxamine it, and they are invited to make 
as many remarks as possible directly on the manusciipt, from typ-
ing errors to global philosophical disagreements. Tlie chosen ed-
itor will send the author copies vvith remarks. If the paper is ac-
cepted, the editor vvill also send copies to the Contact Person. The 
Executive Board vvill inform the author that the paper has bcen 
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